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– Chapter 1 –

INTRODUCTION
A Hidden Holocaust in Trains

“Move over. Make room for the others!” We squeezed and crushed in as if we
were animals. A man with only one leg cried out in agony and his horrified wife
pleaded with us not to press against him. We traveled in the dark crush for a long,
long time. No air. No food. People urinating continuously in the latrines. Then
the shriek. Over the moans and helpless little cries, there rose a piercing scream I
shall never forget. From a woman on the floor beneath the small, barred window
came the horrifying scream. She held her head in both her hands and then we
who were close by saw the words scratched in tiny letters: “last transport went
to Auschwitz.”1
When we were marched out to the cattle trains, you have a cattle train in the
Washington museum, I never really knew what the dimensions were, nobody
could tell me, it’s about three quarters the size of a regular tour bus … there were
about 170 people packed into this cattle car. At first some people wanted to prevent the panic, to tell people, “look people, organize, stand up, there is no room
for everyone to sit” … but it didn’t work, people were in a panic, the young and
strong were standing at the windows, blocking whatever air there was.2
Even today freight cars give me bad vibes. It is customary to call them cattle
cars, as if the proper way to transport animals is by terrorizing and overcrowding them. Of course that happens, but we shouldn’t talk as if it is the norm, as
if abuse were the only option in treating animals. In any case, the problem with
the transport from Theresienstadt to Auschwitz wasn’t that cattle or freight cars
are not meant for transporting people; the problem was not the type of car or
wagon, but that it was so overcrowded … On the road to Auschwitz, we were
trapped like rats.3

K

ay Gundel, Anna Heilman, and Ruth Klüger—three women, three
journeys, and indelible memories of captivity. There are countless stories about the horrors of deportation trains that were critical in the Final
Solution, the Nazi euphemism for the mass murder of European Jewry during World War II. Irrespective of their origin of deportation, whether from

Notes for this chapter begin on page 29.
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Warsaw, Drancy, Salonica, or Westerbork, former deportees recall resoundingly similar experiences. Deceived into believing that deportation promised survival, seduced by the tantalizing lure of food, violently grabbed and
beaten in houses and on streets, intimidated by death threats, volunteering
to prevent the break up of their families, desperate to leave the ghetto—an
estimated three million Jewish deportees were forced into conditions that
Gundel, Heilman, and Klüger describe so vividly. They were transported
in freight cars to the camps in the “East”: Chelmno, Belzec, Sobibor, Treblinka, Auschwitz, and Majdanek. Only thousands survived the destinations of those deportation trains, and fewer still to tell their stories.
Deportation transports by train were experiential breaks from the ghettos and camps, which scholars have studied as the principal locations of
victims’ suffering and memory.4 The conditions in trains inflicted one of the
most intense bodily assaults for Jewish victims under the Nazi regime that
survivors have commonly described as a “cattle car” experience.5 Their
debilitating effects were concealed behind the Nazi propaganda image of
trains in constant and circuitous motion to different wartime destinations.
Deliberately omitted from this vision was the hidden struggle of deportees.
This struggle placed them between life and death moments: overcrowding,
unwanted touch, unexpectedly erotic moments, shame, nakedness, starvation, insanity, death, and affirmations of human will. Despite the surfeit
of references to deportation train journeys in testimonies and postwar
culture, scholars have made little effort to, figuratively speaking, enter the
cattle cars, sit with the stories, and find a place for them in the history of
victims’ suffering during the Holocaust. This book seeks to be a corrective
of this oversight.
The book’s main argument is that survivor testimonies of this experience
provide a portal to a hidden Holocaust inside trains. They are the victims’
history of Nazi deportation policy, which represented the political immobilization of personal mobility. This policy and project of forced relocations identified Jews as deportable, administered them as “travelers,” and
transported them as freight. The victims’ history of deportation can also
be interpreted in its comparative and conceptual potential. I read deportation’s trauma as a sensory and embodied history of train experiences that
radicalizes nineteenth-century responses to train transit. These responses
were grounded in spatial and somatic trauma. They included changes to
perception, distancing from the natural world, and sensorial disconnection
from landscapes because of mechanized transit. In their political impact,
deportation train journeys during the Holocaust are a grim testament to
modern state-sponsored practices of isolation, exclusion, and ethnic cleansing. Deportations during the Holocaust can also be interpreted as a critical
part of Jewish histories of transit and immobility.
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My analysis of the three stages of deportation—departure, the train journey, and arrival at the camps—aspires to other interventions. I argue for
renewed attention to the visual and embodied dimensions of survivor experiences, what I have termed “sensory witnessing.” Sensory witnessing was
foregrounded in Terrence Des Pres’s 1976 classic study The Survivor: An
Anatomy of Life in the Death Camps. However, with the exception of one
chapter on “excremental assault,” little critical attention has been paid to
the sensory dimensions of experience and memory during the Holocaust.
Des Pres confined his analysis of sensory trauma to the concentration camps,
although he acknowledged excremental assault’s preparatory work of defilement in the “locked boxcars, crossing Europe to the camps in Poland.”6 He
argued that in the camps, the smell of and closeness to excrement shifted
from an imaginary metaphor of symbolic stain to a persistently inhaled evil:
“When civilisation breaks down, as it did in the concentration camps, the
‘symbolic stain’ becomes a condition of literal defilement; and evil becomes
that which causes real ‘loss of the personal core of one’s being.’ In extremity,
man is stripped of his expanded spiritual identity.”7 Des Pres’s argument has
an equally valid predecessor in the experience of deportation trains, where
the unmaking of bodies, particularly through excremental assault, exposed
a profound crisis of witnessing.
An interpretation of immobilized bodies in trains also opens up discussion about the sensory foundations of witnessing in confined space, and the
utility of emotion in writing intimate histories of experience. I examine the
foundations of objective and subjective positions in relation to historical
representation as categorized by Robert Eaglestone, who offered a binary
view of truth claims. He argued that one understanding of truth is comprehensive and positivist, establishing a link to factual, empirical events,
while the other is existential, concerned with ethics, and “how the world is
for us.”8 My reading of deportation as a victims’ history intends to reveal
an existential truth that is a counternarrative to historical works, which
have examined deportation from the perpetrators’ perspective. Entering
the deportation trains challenges the long-standing scholarly preoccupation
with deportation as a narrative of clinical actions—a bureaucratic inventory of timetables, deliveries, procedures, and traffic management. This
scholarly approach has examined European-wide policies of deportation,
the timing of its implementation as a product of Nazi decision making for
the Final Solution, and the men responsible for deportation’s administration and implementation, such as Adolf Eichmann. But to what extent do
experiential and empirical truths converge? What deportation meant to the
Nazis who conceived it, to the bureaucrats and officials who administered
it, and to its immobile victims cannot be reconciled, yet the relationship of
cause and effect is not exclusive or isolated as a study of perpetrator-victim
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relations. Testimonies of deportation transit reveal an intimate, disturbing,
and taboo-breaking episode in the history of victims’ suffering during the
Holocaust. The terrorizing impact on deportees of compressed space and
indeterminate journeying was not unknown to the bureaucrats. Their job
was to actively and knowingly collude in the production of false truths and
destinations, and to present these transports in records and to the victims
as resettlement.
Resettlement—the ruse for the mass deportation of Jews from ghettos
and transit camps—was crucial in the commission of the Final Solution.
Deportations represented a critical application of resources and transport
to the murderous intention already in practice in Nazi policy. Deportations
intensified the experience of immobility that was initiated when the Nazi
regime came to power in January 1933, and introduced laws and measures that moved progressively from social to physical attacks: segregation,
expulsion, relocation, and murder. Deportation was the critical transition
from relocation to murder. Between October 1941 and October 1944, an
estimated three million Jews were deported from ghettos and transit camps
across Europe to the extermination camps at Chelmno, Belzec, Sobibor,
Treblinka, Auschwitz and Majdanek.9 These numbers represent half of the
total number of Jewish deaths under the Nazi regime.10
An interpretation of victims’ responses to deportation is critical in
understanding the direct impacts of Nazi policy as it was formulated by
bureaucrats in Berlin and implemented in ghettos, towns, and locations
far removed from the administrative center. I examine perpetrator-victim
relations through deportation policy’s sustained effects on the body, selfimage, and witnessing capacities of deportees. A close reading of testimonies
reveals the factors that shaped victims’ representations of their persecutors
during this forced relocation. The interpretive possibilities of a sensory history of deportation, however, are not limited to the victims. As deportees
commonly reported, roundups for deportation, surveillance of deportees in
transit, and unloading at the camps, were accompanied by deliberate and
random acts of perpetrator violence, abuse, and killing. This behavior is
frequently repressed in euphemistic language or deliberately unrecorded in
bureaucratic documentation.
Deportation testimonies are rebuttals to the image of resettlement. The
initial push into the carriage, the rush for sitting and standing space, the
train’s unconfirmed destination, the compression of bodies, and the violation
of social boundaries were nothing compared to the overpowering assault of
excrement, urine, and vomit, and the dearth of water and food. I provide a
close reading of deportees’ testimonies by using Clifford Geertz’s method of
“thick description.” Espousing the virtues of a semiotic approach, Geertz
commented that “to look at the symbolic dimensions of social action … is
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not to turn away from the existential dilemmas of life for some empyrean
realm of de-emotionalized forms; it is to plunge into the midst of them.”11
A study of deportation transit telescopes the dimensions of violence and
violating actions that are allowed and disallowed when civilization breaks
down. But to which history or literature of witness do testimonies of deportation belong, given that transit has no particular or constant place, but is
rather a cumulative itinerary of landscapes and traumatic geographies?
Testimonies of deportation have not been extensively utilized by historians, and they have also been overlooked by scholars seemingly committed to interpreting victims’ experiences. This neglect is in contrast to the
scholarly investigation of ghettoization and camp experiences. Despite
the enormity of the task, and the incompleteness of remaining archival
records, historians have produced comprehensive inventories and histories
of deported national communities. Alongside historical narratives about
the administration of deportation, the victims have been recorded or profiled in terms of origin, the date of deportation, convoy number, and destination. Institutional research into deported individuals and communities
and their fates is ongoing,12 with published works including Serge Klarsfeld’s Mémorial de la déportation des juifs de France and Mémorial de la
déportation des juifs de Belgique, Michael Molho’s chronicle of the persecution of Greek Jewry, In memoriam: hommage aux victimes juives des
Nazis En Grèce, and Alfred Gottwaldt and Diana Schulle’s Die “Judendeportationen” aus dem Deutschen Reich 1941–1945: Ein kommentierte
Chronologie.13
Historians’ attention to deportations of persecuted groups under the Nazi
regime has not produced equivalent focus on its explicitly direct impact: a
focus on deportation as a victims’ history.14 The data of this history are
available in the form of wartime letters, reports, postwar oral and video
testimonies, unpublished and published memoirs, and war crimes trials.
When Holocaust survivors have been asked to testify about their experiences, particularly in war crimes trials, considerable tensions have emerged
between the empirical truths historians are seeking to validate and the truths
witnesses are able to tell. For example, in the 1961 trial of Adolf Eichmann
in Jerusalem, prosecutors attempted to link victims’ trauma to perpetrator documents, including those relating to timetabling, competing traffic,
provisions for the journey, and euphemistic language about resettlement
that, for the most part, were seen to typify bureaucratic communications
on deportation. Yet, survivor testimony often failed to meet the evidentiary
standards of a legal, documentary truth.15 This clash of truths is evident
in the following exchange between the Attorney General and Israel Gutman—eminent historian, participant, and chronicler of the Warsaw Ghetto
resistance—who testified about his deportation to Majdanek:16
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Attorney General: How many people were there in that transport?
Gutman: I cannot state numbers. I can only say it was actually impossible to
stand up in the freight car … [t]he congestion was so great. It was one block of
human beings. And when members of families lost contact with one another in
this dense crowd, they were unable to find one another again.

Numbers were not Gutman’s concern. It was the crowd, the memory of suffering deportees.
Experiences of deportation, such as Gutman’s, have received passing attention in postwar culture. References to deportation often ignored the insidethe-train experience, and instead suggested its trauma through references to
the physical infrastructure of railway travel, such as departure platforms, train
stations, and train tracks, with arrival at camps as the fatal and geographical core of the Holocaust. The connotation of finality in these references is
hardly surprising given the historical and cultural ubiquity of the camps as
the murderous center of the Nazi regime. The objectification of trains as
vehicles to the camps in these references appears to validate Sidra DeKoven
Ezrahi’s description of the Holocaust trains as an icon for “post-Holocaust
metonymy of collective doom and traumatic identification.”17 This feeling
of doom is recalled by Primo Levi: “almost always, at the beginning of the
memory sequence, stands the train which marked the departure towards the
unknown not only for chronological reasons but also for the gratuitous cruelty with which those (otherwise innocuous) convoys of ordinary freight cars
were employed for extraordinary purposes.”18 The Holocaust train resonates
in testimonies, literature, and visual culture as the vehicle to a fatal destination, rather than mobile residence to a life-threatening compression that both
prepared deportees for, and disconnected them, from the camp world.
The experiential trauma of deportation train journeys has crossed genres,
languages, and generations. The best-known accounts that were translated
into English include Elie Wiesel’s journeys in Night, Primo Levi’s journey
from Italy to Auschwitz in If This Is a Man, Charlotte Delbo’s “Arrivals,
Departures,” which depicts the station as a theatre for abandoned travelers,
and her Convoy to Auschwitz—the journey of the women of the French
Resistance.19 Historical novels that focus on transports of Jews and nonJews include Jorge Semprun’s Le Grand Voyage (The Long Voyage), and
Christian Bernadac’s multivolume Déportation, 1933–1945.20
In poetry, Dan Pagis’s “Written in Pencil in a Sealed Railway Car,” is
perhaps one of the most discussed and reproduced poems about the traces
of the Holocaust trains,21 and Władysław Szlengel’s “A Little Station Called
Treblinka” inserts a Polish dimension to destination-themed literature,
as have music and songs of the wartime period. For example, “Treblinka
Dorte” (There Lies Treblinka) is a Yiddish song sung by women kitchen
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workers who witnessed deportations of Jews outside the Warsaw Ghetto
area.22 Steve Reich’s “Different Trains” and Herbert Distel’s “Die Reise”
(The Journey) also provide evocative soundscapes of deportation trains.23
In visual art, Ziva Amishai-Maisels has analyzed how train scenes were a
popular leitmotif for inmate artists with images of luggage, ghetto crowds,
journey confinement, and arrival commonly depicted.24 Some of these transit motifs have been used in installations, such as Arie Galles’s Fourteen Stations, his Kaddish for Nazi victims, Andrew Rodgers’s “Pillars of Witness”
bronze castings at the Melbourne Holocaust Research Center in Australia,
and in Judy Chicago’s art tourism, expressed in her kitsch-like “Wall of
Indifference.”25 In contrast, the artifacts of deportation’s personal yet nameless biography are stunningly evoked with second-hand clothing in French
artist Christian Boltanski’s Canada installation.26
These literary and artistic outputs also have a strong visual foundation
in the form of wartime photography, which portrayed various deportation
scenes of order, forward motion and, occasionally, suffering and separation. Photography by German, Jewish, and clandestine witnesses, depicted
columns of moving crowds in streets after roundups, panoramic landscapes
with masses of deportees boarding trains, and less commonly, of the unloading of deportees and their belongings at camps. The graphic photographs of
the Iasi “death train,” which depicted survivors of the June 1941 pogrom
in Romania promised safety through transport to a new location but those
who died in the trains from heat exhaustion, dehydration, and suicide
became an early case of death in transit.27 Although the full extent to which
German and Nazi photographers documented violent deportation scenes or
encounters is not known, the available visual archive of deportation does
not depict suffering bodies or corpses. Rather, the visual archive is highly
sanitized and subjective. Deportation is portrayed as a banal bureaucratic
practice, a compliant procedure without violence, impact, or suffering. This
compliance is most evident in depictions of group togetherness, with people
walking in columns or waiting crowds as signature motifs. The prevalence
of the crowd in motion or assembly in Nazi and German photography
conveyed a misleading impression of passivity that has arguably influenced
historians’ interpretations of Jewish behavior.
“To the Umschlagplatz” (see Figure 1.1) comes from the Stroop report
about the liquidation of the Warsaw Ghetto following the 1943 uprising.
It depicts the march of remaining ghetto residents with their knapsacks to
the train terminal. Verifying the photographer’s identity and/or affiliation
allows room for interpretation about the evidentiary intentions of documentation and how these factors shaped the inclusion and exclusion of scenes
and actions. The intention of the photograph seems clear enough: to record
the successful suppression of any remaining insurgent tendencies. But what
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remains outside the scene is the undocumented and suppressed truth of the
violent liquidation. There are other crowd scenes of motion and stillness in
the visual archive of deportation. The column of people in Figure 1.2, for
example, depicts moving from the Warsaw Ghetto although the photo’s
uncertain provenance has limited its utility as historical evidence. Interpreted
from the victims’ perspective, this photo visualizes the itinerant life of ghetto
residents, who are weighed down by luggage, walking in what appears to
be ostensible compliance with orders, and without extensive reinforcement
by police or guards. Again, the selective framing of order and compliance
compels thought about what was undocumented during these relocations.
The photo by Walter Genewein, an accountant in the Lodz Ghetto, portrays
Jews with layers of clothing and luggage, boarding trains (see Figure 1.3).
The photo is part of a large collection of some four hundred images from
the Lodz Ghetto, which includes depictions of Jewish councils, Jewish communal life, funerals and cemeteries, labor and industry, “gypsy” areas, and
the nearby work camp of Pabianice.28 The boarding of Jews appears as just
another transit event in Genewein’s visual chronicle of the ghetto’s mobile
population, although it quite possibly depicts the resettlement to Chelmno in
April 1942.29 Genewein’s presentation of deportation as a bureaucratic activity visualized the Nazis’ recording of deportation as benign: the very deliberate intention to mask the murderous destinations of trains to deportees.

Figure 1.1 “To the Umschlagplatz, 1943” (WS 26537). Courtesy of USHMM
Photo Archives.
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Figure 1.2 Deportation, Warsaw Ghetto, 1943 (WS 79111). Courtesy of USHMM
Photo Archives.

Figure 1.3 Deportation, Lodz Ghetto, 1942 (WS 74537). (Jüdisches Museum der
Stadt Frankfurt), Courtesy of USHMM Photo Archives.
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Although Jewish photographers portrayed crowds carrying luggage under
surveillance, scenes that were similar to German and Nazi images, they also
moved beyond objectification and used the camera as an instrument of evidentiary disclosure and truth telling. Jewish photography of deportations,
particularly by Mendel Grossman and Henryk Ross in the Lodz Ghetto, did
not remain on the outside of the crowd, but moved among and with the prospective deportees. Their photos exhibited an ethical commitment to a range
of victims’ physical and emotional responses, including their anxiety, frantic
activity, courage, and emotional despair. These responses were largely omitted
from the German and Nazi record. Mendel Grossman’s image of a victim of
the Lodz Ghetto’s “Gehsperre” of September 1942 may not reveal much about
the circumstances outside the frame that led to the scene; that is, knowledge of
what occurred during the week-long roundup of the ghetto’s ostensible weak
links of the aged, children, and hospital patients (see Figure 1.4). It does, however, reveal Grossman’s intention to document resistant actions as ruptures to
the image of compliance. These actions were also clandestinely captured by
Austrian soldier Hubert Pfoch (see Figure 1.5). The photograph is an urgent
visual testimony of violence and abandonment. The image (of two presumably
dead) bodies slumped next to the railroad tracks outside of Siedlce, near Treblinka, is a powerful corrective to the impression of compliance and order, and
corroborates the claims of testimonies of departure locations as sites of death.

Figure 1.4 Jewish victim killed during the “Gehsperre,” Lodz Ghetto, 1942
(WS 02698). Courtesy of USHMM Photo Archives.
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Figure 1.5 Jewish victims killed during a deportation action, Siedlce, 1942
(WS 88278). (Dokumentationsarchiv des Oesterreichischen Widerstandes),
Courtesy of USHMM Photo Archives.
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Photography, like cinema, provided a screening of deportation’s procedures that suggested the trauma of victims. These depictions were limited
to exterior depictions of the train and its passengers at departure, in transit,
and at arrival. One of the few filmed wartime sequences of deportees inside
trains at departure is found in a short silent film about the deportations from
Thrace and Macedonia in March 1943 to Treblinka, a journey that lasted
for three weeks and included transport by boat along the Danube.30 Postwar
cinema from Europe and the United States drew on photographic depictions
of passivity and occasionally resistance in ghettos, though it rarely focused
for prolonged periods of time on the inside of the freight cars.
Cinema’s intervention was to recreate the camps and their death-world
as deportation’s destination, locations largely omitted from the historical
visual archive of resettlement. This cinematic gallery of deportation includes
agonizing separation moments at departure, such as those in The Pianist
(2002), violent scenes of boarding trains in ghettos and transit camps, external images of closed freight cars in motion, and selections of deportees at
arrival at camps. There are some films, such as The Pawnbroker (1964),
Angry Harvest (1985), Fateless (2005), and Der Letzte Zug (2006), which
have taken the inside of the cattle car as an extended stage of immobilization and distress, portraying deportees’ battles with space, smell, sound,
and each other. Holocaust trains also feature as vessels for the trafficking of
victims, especially in deathly and remote landscapes, as depicted in Claude
Lanzmann’s Shoah (1985). Lanzmann’s framing of the intersecting grid of
iron tracks shift its Nazi intention of benign resettlement into a memorial
to the failed arrival of Holocaust trains—the railroad tracks are permanent
scars of death traffic across Europe to Poland’s backyard.
Although postwar documentary and narrative cinema gave voice and
vision to victims’ testimonies, it also conflated experiences, scenes, and
archival photography to present a generic cinematic journey. These acts of
appropriation have been exhibited in museums, where the photography of
deportation has emanated from wartime film footage of transit and resettlement, images that have produced a collective deportee identity, and a decontextualized and visually mobile victim of universal suffering without much
reference to the ethnic or religious biography of the represented person. A
commonly used example of an endless Holocaust journeyer is the film still,
widely circulated as a photo, of a frightened child. She is Settela Steinbach,
peering out of a cattle car, en route from Westerbork transit camp (see Figure 1.6).31 Her captive status is repeatedly reinscribed and represented in
post-Holocaust uses of her victimization. In her vulnerability, she transcends
her historically immobile transport moment and that of her racial group and
departure origin, the deportation of Sinti from Westerbork. Her universality
stands in for the entrapment of deported Jewish children in Europe.32
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Figure 1.6 Sinti child on train en route from Westerbork transit camp, 1944
(WS 05199). (Bildarchiv Preussischer Kulturbesitz), Courtesy of USHMM Photo
Archives.

This cultural output of deportation’s trauma is a sample of the enormous
range of traumatic references associated with Holocaust transit. The emphasis on traumatic transit is so broad that an explanation about this book’s
focus is needed. Which experience is under examination given that trains and
transit played formative roles in Jewish victims’ lives under the Nazi regime?
There are innumerable experiences of mobility and immobility that can
be studied. Victims’ lives were increasingly shaped by a policy that entailed
ongoing displacements, deprivation, humiliation, and abandonment. Moved
from villages and shtetls to ghettos, from ghettos to camps, between camps,
and from camps to evacuations and death marches near the end of the war,
victims were nothing if not in a permanent state of existential and residential crisis. Their lives were itinerant, uncertain, and without a future. The
deportation journeys under examination are compelling examples of forced
transit of persecuted groups under oppressive regimes. For Jews, however,
this example of forced transit has an additional resonance in their experience
and collective memory of exile, migration, and tenuous residence in diaspora
locations. The Final Solution sought to terminate the long-term survival of
the Jews as an ethnic group. Although persecution was advertised and promoted in propaganda, rhetoric, and speeches, a murderous intention was not
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concretized or formalized into a coordinated policy of destruction until late
1941. The itinerary toward that destination is reflected in contradictions in
Nazi policy. These contradictions can be explored in the restrictions on Jewish mobility and emigration options before that time: locally in Germany,
in occupied Poland from 1939, during the so-called resettlement or wild
deportation phase, and finally in the murderous deportation phase—from
1941 to 1944.
Before their journeys to the death camps as part of the Final Solutions,
Jews and their mobility were of key concern to the Nazis. The alleged threat
of Jewish infiltration in transit and social space existed in a complex relationship long before the SS requisitioned the Deutsche Reichsbahn to supply trains for deportations. Restrictions to transit and leisure before 1939
were based on laws that promoted the displacement and marginalization
and immobility of the Jews in German social space: sitting on park benches,
swimming, cinema attendance, and curfews were examples of such incursions.33 Alon Confino has argued that tourism in postwar Germany provides
telling insight into Germany’s Nazi past as it promoted practices about
what was considered as normal and exceptional in everyday life as well
as national experience.34 Confino indicates how the tourism industry was
implicated in segregative practices against Jews. For example, the 1935
Nuremberg Laws forbade most hotels from accommodating Jewish guests,
while a decree from the Ministry of Interior issued on 24 July 1937, set
extreme restrictions on the presence of Jews in spas and another decree of
16 June 1939, made access to them impossible.35
Railway stations were targeted as potential infiltration sites from a number of sources, including the illegal sale of foreign newspapers and unregulated Jewish mobility. These concerns of infiltration were addressed in the
Reich Chamber of Culture on 1 November 1933, which, in line with the
“reconstruction of the German press in the National Socialist State,” vetted
or approved individuals who worked in railway bookshops based on their
political and moral reliability.36
The threat of the Jews to the internal security of civilian train space and
their proposed containment in class-based carriage captivity achieved particularly obsessive focus in a conversation between Josef Goebbels and Hermann Goering on 12 November 1938 in the wake of the Kristallnacht. The
conversation discussed the outrage about Jews sharing a sleeping car with
Germans. Goebbels remarked that the Jews “will be given a separate compartment only after Germans have secured seats,” to which Goering replied
it would be preferable to give them separate compartments: “I’d give the
Jews one coach or one compartment, And should such a case as you mention
arise and the train be overcrowded, believe me, we won’t need a law. We’ll
kick him out and he’ll have to sit all alone in the lavatory all the way.”37
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Arising from this exchange were two unsustainable possibilities: the entitlement of Jews to their own compartment, and the racial pollution that
could result from spatial fusion with German passengers. The investment
of dangerous and permeable qualities to train space at this time evoked late
nineteenth-century anxieties about trains as unsettled spaces that violated
social boundaries of class, gender, and race. Train spaces and their regulation through carriage comforts symbolized the mobility and immobility of
travel, the benefits and detriments of confinement, and enforced segregation
as a solution. It is tempting to link this conversation to the train’s role in
deportations as the link of travel into the Final Solution, but a less deterministic reading suggests the ambiguities of defining secure and contaminated
public spaces in Nazi Germany, and the alleged threats posed by Jews and
their mobility. There were other examples of Holocaust transit before 1939.
In the captive world of the victims, though not yet physically imposed, transit involved the voluntary if not fiscally burdensome emigration of the Jews
within continental Europe and away from it.
After the Kristallnacht of 9 November 1938, emigration was formalized
in the Kindertransport program, the relief package for Jewish children
and teenagers from Germany, Austria, and Czechoslovakia to the United
Kingdom. Between 1938 and the outbreak of the war, thousands of children traveled by train to various ports for the voyage to Britain. These
travels have been recalled with anguish and despair by the children and
the parents in numerous memoirs and several films.38 The push for emigration and the threats to Jewish life in Germany did not resolve the Nazi
construct of the “Jewish problem” but deferred its resolution by creating
refugee crises and exportable problem populations in several countries,
including France, Portugal, the Netherlands, and Hungary.39 The European refugee crisis, as the persecution of the Jews was called at the time,
was addressed at the July 1938 Evian conference in France. The proposal
of Holocaust transit as a further emigration and resettlement of European
refugees to countries such as Australia, Canada, South Africa, Britain, and
the United States, was denied by leaders and diplomats. The Jews, it was
alleged, could incite local anti-Semitism and racial tensions and displace
specialized labor.
Although these examples suggest how the history of Jews under the Nazi
regime can be discussed in terms of transit traumas and solutions, I do not
explore them in depth. This book is not a comparative history of forced
relocation of communities and deportation movements in specific countries,
or an investigation of policies of resettlement and experimentation implemented by the Nazis in their treatment of Jews and non-Jews before 1941.40
Whereas there were countless train and foot journeys implemented by the
Nazi regime in their plans for resettlement, forced labor, and deportation,
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what defines the parameters of this book is the murderous intention and
impact of deportations in the achievement of the Final Solution.
I focus mainly on Jewish victims and their experiences of deportation
from late 1941 to late 1944. I use a method that is spatially and temporally
grounded in the wartime topography of occupied Poland. I analyze testimonies of deportees as defined by their stages of departure, transit, and arrival at
the camps of Chelmno, Belzec, Sobibor, Treblinka, Auschwitz, and Majdanek.
This method is destination determined, but it is also challenged by multiple
experiences of finality. Some survivors were transported several times in train
journeys that were intended as final, meaning that they were deported from
a ghetto to a camp, escaped during transit, returned to the ghetto, and were
deported again to another camp. As a result, one can expect some conditioning of trauma from the first train journey, allowing for a comparison about
the experience of readiness, shock, and finality in subsequent deportations.41
The representation of experiences of finality in survivor testimonies
acknowledges the prevalence of backshadowing as discussed by literary
critic Michael André Bernstein in Foregone Conclusions: Against Apocalyptic History.42 When applied to the tellability of the train journey, backshadowing refers to how a survivor’s first encounter with a camp via a
deportation transport, as one of departure–train transit–arrival, becomes
largely rerouted in testimonies as a camp-originated memory of arrival–
departure–train transit–arrival. In this itinerary, the camp emerges not only
as a destination of the train, but also as a perpetually present departure
platform where traumatic life experiences find origin, meaning, and are
subjected to innumerable comparisons.
The experience of finality was also shaped by prior periods of displacement and captivity. These journeys were often preceded by other violent and
degrading experiences of deportation, confinement, and forced movement
by train, foot, ship, and truck from rural to urban locations, covered varying
time periods, distances and landscapes, and involved progressive separation
of families and dissolution of communities. In representational terms, the
realization that the journey’s outcome was a failed resettlement adds to the
resonance of deportation as a final journey in testimonies and reports. The
intense spatial constraints that characterized Jewish victims’ transit histories
were not consistent. For some ghetto communities, such as Lodz, the final
journey was preceded by a long ghettoization where spatial deprivations
came to be managed. By contrast, where ghettoization occurred relatively
late and was followed by rapid deportations, as in the case of Hungarian
Jews, the victims’ first real experiences of spatial constraints were quite possibly in the trains to Auschwitz.43
References to other destinations, Jewish and non-Jewish victims, and varying transport methods, are evidence of the applicability of transit to describe an
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experiential condition of persecuted groups. The persecution and deportation
of Jews can be contextualized in the history of forced displacements of other
victims in Germany and across Europe during the 1930s and 1940s. These
targeted groups include the disabled, Sinti and Roma, Poles, homosexuals, and
political prisoners. This book excludes witnesses whose experiences of ghettoization and persecution did not result in deportation to the main concentration or death camps, for example, in the Baltic region or in Ukraine.44
The end of the war and the collapse of the Third Reich heralded further traumatic journeys of displacement: the forced repatriation of German
expellees back to the “Heimat” by train, of Soviet POWs and refugees in
Germany, and the forced evacuation of emaciated survivors from concentration camps on death marches. The liberation of Nazi camps in Poland,
and later camps in Germany and Austria, announced photography as a
formative visual eyewitness in the documentation of genocide’s victims,
topography, and scale. Desolate camp landscapes, pits, androgynous-looking inmates, and corpses all featured as horrific evidence of hidden crimes,
as did the trains, which made their final journeys in the forced evacuations
of inmates from camps in late stages of 1944 and early 1945. The perpetrators’ intentional cruelty and deprivations toward their victims are graphically
conveyed in the image of carriage in the Dachau “death train” (see Figure 1.7). This train comprised nearly forty railcars containing the bodies of

Figure 1.7 Death train, Dachau, 1945 (WS 62241). Courtesy of USHMM Photo
Archives.
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between 2,000 and 3,000 prisoners who were evacuated from Buchenwald
on 7 April 1945.
In suggesting that deportation by trains produced fatal transit experiences, it is possible that objections might arise regarding the temporal and
geographical focus when other historical cases of forced transit and displacement have claimed numerically more victims. I do not enter into a
debate about a quantitatively defined and competitive “victims’ history” of
displacement in the twentieth century, or earlier examples of forced migration, biological displacement, and colonial exterminations. Rather, I argue
that deportation journeys during the Holocaust are prismatic and suggestive
for engaging with these historical and ongoing examples of the displacement
of colonized, indigenous, and oppressed populations. These displacements
include those committed in the name of imperial expansion, including forced
migrations, territorial invasion, and killings during New World colonialism
of the late fifteenth and early sixteenth century, and the physical trafficking
of eleven to fifteen million Africans during the slave trade to the Americas
and the Caribbean from the sixteenth to the early nineteenth century. The
Middle Passage, the name given to the harrowing journeys of the slaves
across the Atlantic from West African ports, took weeks and months, and
the slave ship has become a symbol of spatial suffering and inhumanity.45
Other examples of ethnic cleansing and genocide from an unfortunately
long list include the territorial dispossession and physical exterminations of
indigenous peoples in white settler societies in Australia, New Zealand, and
the United States. There were also episodes of colonial extermination under
the banner of European imperialism in Africa from the mid-nineteenth century, for example, in the Congo and in South-West Africa. Episodes in the
twentieth century include the Turkish genocide of the Armenians, forced
resettlements and incarceration of ethnic and political minorities in the USSR
in the 1930s and 1940s, including deportation train journeys to Gulags,46
the forcible deportation of approximately 3.2 million Soviet citizens to the
Third Reich,47 the use of trains as massacre sites in the partition of India,48
and ethnic cleansings in post-communist Balkan countries in the 1990s.49
The specific focus on deportation journeys is instructive, as the possibilities for future comparative and interdisciplinary research on other transit
experiences are rich. Reading testimonies of deportation is conducive to
future studies of transit spaces, emplotted experiences, forced movements,
and displacements in World War II that prefaced and followed victims’
deportations to the camps, such as evacuations and death marches, and
postwar relocations to displacement camps and refuge. Comparative histories of transit experiences of victims from specific communities, or regions,
are waiting to be written and visualized, using, for example, the methods
of Geographical Information Systems to produce an interactive mapping of
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these journeys in their origins, stopovers, and destinations. Holocaust transit
also applies to the spatio-temporal movements of perpetrators as individuals
and in groups. A visual and spatial interpretation of the criminal routes or
trajectories of the wartime activities and occupations of roving individuals,
and killing squads, such as the work of police battalions in the invasion of
Poland, or in occupation activities in the East, would be especially useful in
mapping geographies of crime, complicity, and persecution.
This book is based on published and unpublished English-language testimonies of Jewish survivors of the Holocaust who have written or spoken
about their experiences in a number of forums and projects. These sources
include interviews conducted by David Boder with displaced persons in
camps in the American zone of occupation in postwar Europe in the summer of 1946, survivor testimony given at the Eichmann trial in 1961, unpublished sources held in the archives of the United States Holocaust Memorial
Museum, and oral histories from the 1980s commissioned in the United
States, such as the American Gathering Conference Collection. I have also
used video testimonies from the 1980s and 1990s, and well-known Holocaust memoirs in English.
The use of testimonies available in English reflects how the victims’ history of deportation is a survival narrative through language as refuge. English was not always adequate or available as being the medium for telling,
but the preservation of the “perplexity” of telling trauma in fragmented,
often frustrated speech and prose, allows for an interpretation of testimony
as a mediation of experience, language, and memory.50 My use of Englishlanguage testimonies builds on Alan Rosen’s discussion of English and its
evolution as a “tertiary language” in the representation of the Holocaust.51
English-language Holocaust testimonies allowed the foreign to become
familiar, at least linguistically, for audiences removed from its European
geography. There is a caution that published and unpublished testimonies
that have been written and spoken in English could distance the survivor
from the trauma, and continue a repression of memory. Yet if this is case,
it is more than likely that testimonies are incomplete fragments or traces
of an embodied, irretrievable experience. Philosopher Burkhard Liebsch
advances this belief, commenting, “Never … will there be a definitive testimony, a final text about the Shoah. All that has been said hitherto has
its future still in front of it, a future still ‘pending’ because the testimonies
transmit not only what has been said, but also this irretrievable surplus of
what remains to be said.”52 The contention of the “unsaid” surplus is inherited from the long-standing debate among scholars about the Holocaust’s
ostensible “unspeakability.”53 In this reading, the Holocaust represented a
profound rupture, defies comprehension to those who were not there, and
is particularly resistant to artistic or creative genres of representation. The
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contention of the radical ineffability of the Holocaust is more than a hermeneutic debate or an ethnic claim for uniqueness. At its core is an experiential
unavailability, the missing testimony of the dead. I do not intend to replicate
that approach.
An early undertaking that explored the potential of the Holocaust’s
frustrated tellability was, as mentioned previously, David Boder’s oral history interviews. Eight of the interviews were published in 1949 as I Did
Not Interview the Dead, the first published book of oral documentation
in English after the war.54 With a gesture to the future, and to guide the
passage of the stories to American audiences, Boder transcribed 70 of the
109 interviews he conducted in Yiddish, German, Russian, French, and
other languages into English. In 1957 these transcripts were published in
the sixteen-volume opus, Topical Autobiographies of Displaced People,55
which Alan Rosen has described as “the greatest work on the Holocaust to
appear in English in the decade after the war.”56 Boder’s decision to make
a multilingual experience a monolingual chronicle reflected his intention to
remedy the emerging disparity between the abundance of visual material
collected at the end of the war and the paucity of first-hand auditory material on the subject.57 Boder was searching for the ordinary witness with the
extraordinary, untold story. His impulse guides my approach to reading the
exceptional in the ordinary witness story of deportation.
I use testimony to explore the tellability of ordinary witness stories of
deportation, and to uncover the fluid narrative space between the said and
the unsaid. I do not use testimonies as a supplementary or secondary source
to highlight or corroborate empirical facts anchored in documentary sources
of the perpetrators, as is common practice among historians. Rather, I use
testimony as one critical symptom of witness itself to offer an intervention
into the writing of deportation histories as a victims’ story—a compilation
of fragments, vignettes, and embodied truths. Much of what occurred inside
the deportation trains en route from ghettos to camps remains inassimilable
to social discourse, and is marginalized in the historiography of the Holocaust. I use testimonies about deportation’s fear, excrement, violence, and
sensory assault to reverse that ongoing marginalization.
My interpretation of victims’ testimonies of deportation has several objectives, and is guided by influences from philosophy, sociology, anthropology,
and cultural studies. The first objective is to ask questions about victims’
experiences that reflect their own existential crises of truth telling: how are
bodily pain and trauma explicable to others who do not share similar experiences? Testimonies of deportation contain traumatic data that historians
sometimes find difficult to interpret. These testimonies are nothing if not subjective, emotional, and agony-filled indictments of the effects of Nazi bureaucratic efficiency, and also witnesses to its improvisation and chaos. Although
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deportees’ responses to transit may have been conditioned by ghetto deprivations and violent roundups, the very containment of deportation’s effects
inside the train carriages produced an unseen group suffering. Historians
might also suggest that the relatively short duration of deportation train
journeys, whether in hours or days, and their impact on victims, is difficult
to assess in relation to comparatively longer periods of incarceration in ghettos and camps. Yet the suggestion of trauma as having an empirical truth
that can be timed is misplaced when analyzing testimonies of deportation.
Transport time was unquantifiable: the length of a train journey—hours,
days, or weeks—had little relationship to the impact of compression and the
psychological ruin it caused.
Second, I focus on the corporeality of the Holocaust as the basis for
sensory and olfactory witness truths. I revisit Terrence Des Pres’s claims
about the impact of excremental assault, which he principally analyzed as a
camp phenomenon. His focus minimized the effects of transport shame, the
ubiquitous stench, and presence of excrement, urine, and vomit, as initiations into the camp world. Telling and writing at the time, but for the most
part, after the war, survivors of deportation transports anticipated the train
journey as a reprieve from the miserable ghetto life of disease, malnutrition, and other deprivations. But the illusion of resettlement was quickly
destroyed. The conditions in the trains were profoundly invasive, violating,
and traumatizing. Already initiated into the sensory assaults of constrained
living quarters in ghettos and towns, deportees were still not quite prepared
for what inescapable space did to smell, sound, and touch. Indeed, victims’
testimonies of olfactory trauma suggest that it was inside the trains that
excremental assault incited the most intense and transgressive responses,
isolating this space as distinct from other sites of assault.
Deportation train journeys produced countless moments of transport
shame. Victims were forced, for example, to turn private experiences—
such as excreting and urinating—into public and observed acts. It is from
these moments of transport shame that deportation train journeys provide
incredibly affecting sources for writing a sensory history of the Holocaust
according to its largely unknown, ordinary witnesses. These ordinary witnesses, the majority of whom were Holocaust survivors, were forced by
circumstances of history to become messengers but with despairingly few
listeners or readers. There are thousands of such testimonies, but very few
people have heard of the authors: Leo Bretholz from Vienna, the Warsaw
Ghetto fighter Benjamin Piskorz who told his story to David Boder in an
Italian displaced persons camp in 1946, and Rosa Ferera from Rhodes.
Their experiences of transit—the impairment to sight, the unwanted touch
of bodies, and the common practice of ingesting urine—suggest that the
sensory assault of transit remains lost in the footnotes, replaced in the
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text, and thus in history, with rhetorical themes of hope, survival, courage, moral action, and convoluted definitions of spiritual resistance. Could
it be that a lack of critical interest in transport shame is reflective of an
ongoing repression of ostensibly taboo topics in the representation of the
Holocaust, and indeed, scholarly marginalization of unpublished testimonies, which are seen to exhibit minimal literary distinction or revelations
about the human condition? Why is it that Holocaust testimonies which
affirm or recuperate the human condition from sustained psychological
injury and narratives of a distinguished literary character continue to marginalize the otherwise abundant and ordinary victim experiences found in
unpublished accounts and spoken-word video-testimonies?58 This reading
implies that what constitutes an authentic Holocaust experience is less the
content of the story, but rather the drama and sophistication of its telling, the revelation of a previously mystifying experience in language that
rewrites the Holocaust as a continuing cultural moment of disruption,
mourning, and return.
In what ways does deportation testimony challenge a long-standing scholarly reliance on well-known literature and eyewitnessing as tellable mediums
for victims’ diverse experiences? To what extent is the claim of challenge too
exaggerated as a critical intervention considering the comparatively brief
duration of transit in relation to other victim spaces? A third objective is
to question what makes a witness in confined spaces, when visual perception, the assumed normative basis of eyewitnessing during the Holocaust,
was compromised and regularly failed the deportee in train carriages. It is
the primacy of sight that is often advanced as the most critical and essential
condition for assessing the authenticity of victims’ testimony about their
Holocaust experiences. A study of how victims responded to deportation
transit questions the sustainability of a visual truth when vision itself was
unreliable. Embodied responses and sensory trauma came to represent, for
deportees, more suggestive expressions of their confinement. Yet, to suggest that embodied witnessing characterized deportees’ responses is hardly
an original reading. Were not all Holocaust victim experiences embodied?
Indeed, what is striking about the embodied witnessing argument is its lack
of application to Holocaust victim responses. A study of deportation transit is therefore suggestive of the possibilities of thinking about witnessing
that is more expansive and sensitive to the body traumas of confinement,
persecution, and shame. Compressed space heightened deportees’ sensorial
perception and representation of transit stresses as arguably more extreme
and intense than those spatial and sensory attacks in ghettos and camps. An
examination of deportation transit allows the recuperation of the suffering
body from historiographical neglect and validates the deportee as a witness
with authenticity and agency.59
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A fourth objective is to consider the impact of this heightened sensory
space as a significant witnessing moment that is outside the principal fixed
locations of ghettos and camps, which are the main locations of many scholarly studies of victim chronicles and postwar representations. Ghettos and
camps, in particular, comprise what Sidra DeKoven Ezrahi has called the
symbolic geography of the Holocaust. Ezrahi argued that representations
of the Holocaust mark it as a universe consisting of “concentric circles,” of
which the gas chamber was the center or black hole, and that to have spent
the war years avoiding that fate was to have inhabited the “outer circles”
of that universe.60 By this logic, she writes, “multiple points of reference or
departure are not equally valid but rather mark degrees of separation from
the ‘Event’ itself.”61 To what extent do testimonies of deportation provide
both a portal to and disconnection from the camp world?
My argument questions the dominance of camp destinations as the traumatic core of this symbolic geography. The sensory invasions of deportation
transports anticipated the degradations of the camp world, and in some
instances, exceeded them. Survivors compared the bodily pain of transport with previous experiences of separation and captivity, degradation and
fear of death, and to imagined ones. For many survivors, their memory of
being a deportee was akin to a death that is provocatively suggestive of the
gas chambers. Although deportees were transported to the camps to reach
the condition of witnessing authenticity, the fact of their survival exempts
them from what many scholars and philosophers regard as the Holocaust’s
most authentic yet unavailable witnesses: the victims who were killed in gas
chambers. Cattle car “deaths” are ignored as secondary traumas compared
to the camp deaths. An examination of deportees’ testimonies is not only
scholarly in purpose, it is also restorative. I attempt to give life to cattle car
voices that have been displaced by the dead.
A final objective is to rethink how victims’ testimonies of deportation can
be mapped in comparative and perceptual terms. In what ways is it possible
to think about their experiences of train space, mobility, and exclusion as a
displaced geography in Holocaust historiography? In what ways are deportation testimonies without a place, so to speak, in historians’ recognition
of suffering sites and spaces of the victims? How do victims and survivors
work through their memories of deportation using fixed and fluid anchors
to place, landscape, and structures? Rather than take the national frame of
reference as an organizing principle for analyzing deportation testimonies,
I adopt a thematic, stage-based approach that began with removal from
the ghettos and terminated at the camps. But what factors made a departure location meaningful? Overwhelmingly, most of the testimonies I use
are from the postwar period, and the camps depicted in them are memory
points that ground and validate the traumatic narrative of victimization and
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survival. The Final Solution camps were the reception and killing centers for
the remaining three million Jews from continental Europe. Yet the journeys
deportees were forced to take to get to them were needlessly long, humiliating, and unfamiliar. It is the progression from the familiar to the unknown
and uncertain that dominates testimonies. What references do deportees use
to describe this alienating, existential crisis, experienced twice, first in the
war, and then in representational, testimonial time? What geographies of
transit are recalled in departures, train journeys, and arrivals at the camp?
One example of mapping literary geographies occurs in Travelers, Immigrant, Inmates: Essays in Estrangement, Frances Bartkowski’s study of the
literature of explorers, survivors, and immigrants. Although Bartkowski
approaches the Holocaust memoir as a hybrid form of travel writing, her
main location of captivity is the camps. Bartkowski’s study of the Holocaust
memoir briefly considers experiences of deportation, though not in a lengthy
fashion that might argue for this phase as distinct: “Memoirs of deportation
under the Nazi regime are focused on the death trains that took days to go
from a place that was home or near home to a place that was nameless and
foreign, where it quickly became clear that no previous rules applied. The
conditions on the trains of crowding and starvation began to do the work
of dividing human beings among themselves in a struggle for breath, water,
light.”62 Bartkowski’s consideration of narratives of travel, ethnicity, and
captivity raises issues of class, gender, and sexuality, with the apparent link
among them being that “they all find themselves having left ‘home’ and
ventured out, and having some new faces and places in the world tell them
something about where they have come to and from. Travel writing, ethnic
discourses of displacement, and the postmodern captivity narratives of concentration camp memoirs offer unique opportunities to examine the rhetoric
of submission and domination, that is, the analytics of power. Through
this rhetoric, we can read the consolidation of identities as inevitably and
simultaneously a strategy of appropriation and accommodation, claim and
resistance, provisionality and necessity.”63
Bartkowski’s omission of deportation transit as an experience that also
produces “representations of the selves shaped in relation to an elsewhere”
undermines her contention that the Holocaust memoir is a postmodern
captivity narrative.64 But the sense of captivity is not limited to written testimonies. In video testimonies, deportees’ memories of transit are relived as
feelings of being “retortured,” “reviolated,” and “decentered,” a boundarycrossing space of behaviors, moralities, and extremes that also has philosophical, sociological, and ethical implications. In telling stories of transit,
survivors evoke irreversibility, of not being able to revert to their original
self from having endured transit. An examination of deportees’ testimonies
reveals the factors that create and unmake body image—geographical and
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existential displacement, sensory assaults, and abjection. These representations of the suffering self are also instructive for interpreting other events
and literatures of torture, political imprisonment, and captivity in modernity. In written testimonies about the Holocaust witnesses narrates displacement and estrangement in spatial and temporal binaries of inside/outside,
before/after, and presence/absence. These binaries are not necessarily as
explicable or portable as spoken word experiences. The narrative order of
writing the self as a traumatized subject is in opposition to the ruptures and
chaos of sense memory that often intrudes on the spoken-word telling of
transit in the presence of the interviewer.
I read written and oral deportation testimonies in their moments of telling, shifting uneasily between documentation, bearing witness, negotiation
of liturgical archetypes, reportage, literature, and the use of fictional references to foreground the real. Collectively, I interpret testimonies as conversations or “journey talk,” that is, stories from the abyss. The testimonies
used are bearers of distressing truths that often stand alone in their estrangements from language, the self, and what can be talked about in social discourse. They are very often emotional and combative. In using testimonies
to rethink witnessing, I am also cognizant of the philosophical ambiguities
that surround the uselessness of testimony produced from experiences of
corporeal suffering. There is more than coincidence in the titles of works by
eminent philosophers of Holocaust memory: Emmanuel Levinas and “Useless Suffering,” Primo Levi and “Useless Violence,” and Charlotte Delbo
and “Useless Knowledge.”65 My reading of deportation acknowledges the
privacy of pain and brings into view some problems of using these testimonies as an anti-genocide narrative.
In the chapters that follow, I provide a narrative journey of deportation where the themes of train transit, captivity, and witness are explored.
Chapter 2, “Resettlement: Deportees as the Freight of the Final Solution,”
sits, figuratively speaking, on the outside of the train carriages. I explore
the bureaucratic representation of deportations as resettlement in records
and to ghetto residents. This chapter provides an anchor to subsequent
chapters on deportees’ anticipations and experiences of the image of resettlement. The manufactured image of deportation as a benign relocation,
as journey that promised safety, security, and future mobility, continued
the social death of victims through objectification and dehumanization. In
bureaucratic records, Jews were immobilized by numbers and language as
a preface to their confinement on trains. They were represented as objects
of an administered process, and defined by their oppressors as statistics and
categories to be shipped.
Chapter 3, “Ghetto Departures: The Emplotment of Experience,” introduces deportees’ visions of ambivalence and uncertainty in ghettos before
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their journeys in trains. This chapter initiates a discussion of victims’ representations of their immobility, an immobility already initiated through
constraints on spaces of residence, work, and assembly in ghettos. Journeys
to concentration and extermination camps cannot be analyzed without this
focus. As depicted in testimonies, eyewitness scenes of waiting for the trains,
of families crushing in overcrowded spaces in assembled areas, and in hospitals, synagogues, public squares, prisons, and on station platforms, were a
preface to the spatial attacks that would soon entrap deportees in the trains.
I examine the pretransit mood and psychology of ghetto communities, relating these accounts to the false image of security and survival that the Nazis
willfully constructed.
An examination of how the Nazis constructed and implemented the
image of deportation as resettlement is directly related to deportees’ interpretation of their transit experiences. Although I argue that the presentation of deportation as a transit experience was central in the psychology of
compliance, I do not contend that victims necessarily saw their experiences
in this way. For them, deportation journeys were anything but a leisurely
transit experience. The intention to see victim testimony as related to the
perpetrators’ perceptions of them was also significantly addressed in David
Boder’s interviews. In the “Addenda” to volume XVI of Topical Autobiographies, Boder assessed the psychological value of the testimonies. He
believed that they offered insight into the “fate of the suffered and their
‘techniques’ of survival,” at the same time disclosing a number of “pertinent
behavior mechanisms and aspects of personality dynamics of the perpetrators of their hardships.”66
Boder’s contention about persecutor-victim dynamics, both physically
near and distant, provides a useful approach to reading testimonies in chapter 3. I argue that the bureaucratic presentation of deportation transit, in its
historical and aesthetic conception, was a critical but by no means sufficient
condition in implementing Nazi deportation policy. The image of transit to
a work destination was inconsistently applied and developed in its deceptive
power in the numerous occupied countries from which Jews were deported.
Why did the Germans feel they had to sustain the ruse of a journey with
deportations from Western Europe, for example? Distances from ghettos
to camps, local knowledge and rumors about destination of deportation
trains,67 information from escaped deportees,68 and wartime demands on
rolling stock and supply of troops, influenced the availability and types of
carriages used. Yet these variables did not always translate into a consistent image of security and survival in the representation of resettlement to
deportees. The failure of the image was evident in the fear, panic, resistance,
and suicide of deportees before, during, and after having been assigned to a
deportation transport.69
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I also show that captivity was anticipated before it was experienced,
though not to the degree of excruciating invasion reported from accounts
of having survived it. The prehistory of captivity in testimonies placed the
reader in ghetto space and its multiple crisis scenes of an experiential, ontological, and interpretive nature. Testimonies of deportations to the East
also produced a revealing commentary on ethnic space, community, and
architecture. Testimonies of deportation exemplified what I contend is not
only a geographical exile during the Holocaust, but also an exile from language uttered in the constant repetition of words such as “unspeakable”
and “incomprehensible.”
Chapter 4, “Immobilization in ‘Cattle Cars,’” introduces the reader into
the space of deportation trains. I build on the words of Gundel, Heilman,
and Klüger, and analyze deportees’ testimonies and their representation of
the existential, spatial, and sensory traumas of train journeys. These traumas included a tenuous relationship between space and confinement, the
feeling of abandonment, ongoing physical and psychological degeneration,
and repeated attempts at ethical community among deportees. I also examine the narrative paradigms that permit and repress train captivity’s visceral
representation: the sometimes conflicting contexts in which testimonies were
written or enunciated as a critical preface to chapter 5, which unpacks the
ostensible literary and visual order of these narratives.
The analysis of train space and captivity in motion provides the foundations for chapter 5’s exploration of the tellability of train memories. “Sensory Witnessing and Railway Shock: Disorders of Vision and Experience,”
investigates the disorders of Holocaust transit, particularly the marginalization of sight as a primary basis of witness perception and truth. Enlightenment philosophers in the eighteenth century interpreted the visual world as
possessing a privileged epistemological status of truth and knowledge—a
prerequisite for understanding. The relationship between seeing and comprehension was disrupted during the Holocaust, and especially so in the
trains, raising questions about the claims of visual authority in confined
space. The issues that dominated the previous chapters such as thematic
sameness in the representation of confinement, the impairment to sight,
and the repression of taboo topics in Holocaust writing, are telescoped in
a close reading of David Boder’s interviews with five survivors about their
train traumas.
Deportees’ testimonies of the journey’s end are explored in chapter 6,
“Camp Arrivals: The Failed Resettlement.” This chapter examines the ways
in which arrival at Auschwitz, Treblinka, Sobibor, Belzec, Chelmno, and
Majdanek allowed, on the one hand, the emergence of place as an organizing principle to restore territoriality and fixity to deportees’ testimonies.
On the other hand, the unloading of deportees into the feared and foreign
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environs of the camps provided no reassurance that the sudden restoration of vision was any more reliable than the other senses as a knowledge
or truth to explain what they saw, heard, and felt. Did the sudden return
of sight restore clarity to what confronted the deportee? How was arrival
represented in terms of discovery, exploration, and relief?
Upon arriving at concentration and extermination camps, deportees
consistently remarked that what they saw had no comparison to previous
experiences in ghettos, or with rumors about the existence and function
of camps. Upon arrival, a cosmopolitan and multilingual inmate population met deportees, yet they principally heard German as the language of
incarceration, and indeed were forced into its accelerated acquisition as a
camp discourse. This chapter analyzes what arrival represented to deportees, because the distance of their deportation origins to the camps varied,
as did the impact of deception, awareness of the connotation of names such
as Treblinka, and the circuits of information available prior to deportation, and during transit. Arrival represented termination, separation, and
powerlessness to reverse an uncertain destiny. The chapter also expands the
literary connotation of arrival through interpreting deportees’ entry into the
camp through the prism of alternative destinations and exile. Prominent in
testimonies of deportation is the appearance of the platform and station as
markers of ongoing and completed journeys, though platforms are also are
synonymous with final exits, the distribution of deportees, and their murder.
In the long history of distressingly abundant state-sponsored violations
of the human body, why should deportees’ experiences of train journeys
during the Holocaust concern us, after all? Anthropologists, in particular,
have long interpreted the body as a primary target of state and ethnic violence. Arjun Appadurai contends that although it is obvious to study the
body as an object of the “worst possible infliction of pain, terror, indignity, and suffering,” its coordinated design and impact cannot be denied:
“Wherever the testimony is sufficiently graphic, it becomes clear that even
the worst acts of degradation—involving feces, urine, body parts, beheading, impaling, gutting, sawing, raping, burning, hanging and suffocating—
have macabre forms of cultural design and violent unpredictability.”70 To
what extent do “cultural design” and “violent unpredictability” emerge in
testimonies of deportation as evidence of Nazi genocide? Indeed, if one is
to understand the trauma of deportation, and captivity in trains, they first
have to be imagined.
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Resettlement
Deportees as the Freight of the Final Solution

I

n his article, “German Railroads/Jewish Souls,” Raul Hilberg asked:
“How can railways be regarded as anything more than physical equipment that was used, when the time came, to transport the Jews from various
cities to shooting grounds and gas chambers in Eastern Europe?”1 The railroads were a formative scholarly preoccupation for Hilberg, who trawled
the archives, “pondering the special trains, the assembly of their rolling
stock, their special schedules, and their financing.”2 He concluded that in
the hands of bureaucrats and technocrats, the railroads metamorphosed,
becoming a “live organism” that “acted in concert with Germany’s military,
industry, or SS to make German history.”3 The deadly use of railways was
history making for Germany, and marked “the end of the Jewish people in
Europe.”4 The historian Alfred Mierzejewski has estimated that the end of
the Jews was achieved in no more than 2,000 trains. The use of those 2,000
trains, supplied mainly from the Deutsche Reichsbahn (DRB), the Ostbahn
(Polish railways), and other national carriers was, according to Mierzejewski, insignificant in relation to other wartime demands for rail traffic.5 The
quantitative insignificance of this traffic is, however, historically unprecedented. Although trains and their wartime uses have a historical relationship before World War II, the use of trains for death camp transports was a
critical enabler of the Nazis’ genocidal ambition. Without the involvement
of trains, the murderous pace of killing in the camps would be undeniably
diminished, as would be the number of Jewish victims who now perpetually
rest in the figure of six million.
For many scholars, Nazi-organized deportations represent the power
of totalitarian modernity, the comprehensive use of transport in facilitating war objectives and genocidal agendas, and highlight the depersonalization of bureaucracies through the labor of the desktop murderer, the
Schreibtischtäter, exemplified by the chief architect of deportations, Adolf
Eichmann. Deportations also produced a traumatic history of impact for the
victims, an impact that was anticipated, if not exacerbated, by the organizers of transports without regard for the physical and psychological welfare
Notes for this chapter begin on page 54.
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of the victims. The intentions of these transports were unrecorded by its
organizers. Resettlement was a constructed, sanitized narrative that blended
truth and fiction. In train timetables, telegrams, inventories, and other communications, Jews were referred to as Stücke, quantities to be identified,
accounted for, collected and transported. An examination of victims’ testimonies of deportation cannot be studied in isolation, but is linked to
the bureaucratic organization of transit as resettlement, investigating the
process’s intentions, methods, and labor. For the Nazi regime, the presentation of deportation to the victims as journeys worth taking was necessary
and crucial in the solicitation of ghetto residents to departure points. But
the image was only moderately successful. Its credibility also depended on
the victims’ hopes for resettlement as a reprieve, despite the often brutal and
violent actions of SS guards and Jewish police that accompanied roundups.
This incongruence of truths was not always sustainable. Why was the vision
of resettlement necessary? What were its organizational features? What factors threatened the image of transports to the East as journeys of life?
This chapter briefly examines the organization and movement of deportation transports across Europe in the context of other wartime journeys and
cargo carried by the DRB. I first outline how these transports were organized
and recorded by bureaucrats. I then examine how resettlement was implemented with the controversial involvement of Jewish councils, who were
charged with fulfilling the deportation quotas issued by the SS, and who used
force and fabrication to entice victims to departure points.
Bureaucrats and railway officials were centrally involved in the implementation of deportations for the Final Solution.6 Hilberg argued that the Final
Solution comprised a “destruction process,” which consisted of a vast network of individuals, agencies, organizations and institutions, and a “machinery of destruction” to design and administer it. The process occurred in four
phases that marked transitions from social to physical death: identification
as Jews through laws, decrees, race hygiene beliefs, material expropriations
of Jewish property and business, concentration in larger towns and ghettos,
and annihilation by disease, starvation, killing squads, and gas chambers in
camps. Most historians contend that the shift in Nazi policy from localized
and regional killing to European-wide genocide occurred between July and
December 1941.7 Deportation transports represented a bridge of continuity
from concentration in ghettos and Einsatzgruppen massacres to mass death
in the camps. The railroads served an apprenticeship during resettlements,
when trains moved Jews to ghettos between 1939 and 1941.
The section of the Reich Security Main Office (RSHA) concerned with
resettlements was headed by Adolf Eichmann.8 Contrary to perceptions
of deportations as a series of forced migrations pursued with relentless
vigor, the Jews were deported in waves between 1941 and 1944, intervals
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shaped by the exigencies of planning and coordinating mass murder across
Europe. Coordination was dependent on the availability of carriages from
the DRB and other national carriers, as well as overcoming the disruption
to war traffic because of embargoes and the threat of insurgencies in ghettos and camps.9 Because deportation was implemented in waves, it had the
compounding effect of communal traumas in ghettos, villages, towns, and
transit camps, inspiring calls to mobilization and rebellion when rumors
about the fate of the deported could not be refuted.
Mobile killings and deportations were dependent on war victories. On 22
June 1941, the German army launched “Operation Barbarossa” by invading the Soviet Union, an offensive that delivered an estimated 2.5 million
Jews into the destructive path of the mobile Einsatzgruppen. Unlike the pursuit and massacre of Jews in the Soviet Union, industrialized murder in the
camps was concentrated in a largely contained spatial nexus: the stationary
yet dispersed victims became mobile yet confined in freight car transports,
and the killing—previously enabled by roaming actions of the Einsatzgruppen—became largely stationary through the construction of camps. The
shifting mobility of the perpetrators and increasing immobility of victims
were entwined in a spatial relationship of isolation, exclusion, and forced
relocation. Inspired by German success in the Soviet Union, the Nazi racial
war against the Jews expanded in ambition and intention. The murderous
geography was increasingly centralized in the “East”: Chelmno, Auschwitz,
and the Operation Reinhard camps of Majdanek, Belzec, Sobibor, and Treblinka, and in close proximity to existing railway lines.10 By the time of the
first deportations of German Jews to the Ostland (Kovno, Minsk, and Riga)
and to Chelmno some eight years into the Nazi regime, Jews had been languishing in ghettos in occupied Poland since early 1940.11 Their fate was to
change, irreversibly, after the Wannsee Conference of 20 January 1942.
Ministers and bureaucrats at the conference discussed details about the
implementation, obstacles, and possible consequences of the Final Solution.
It was not enough to transport or resettle Jews to the territory of the “East.”
Lost Jewish productive labor had to be replenished, empty apartments had
to be tenanted, and abandoned properties had to be confiscated.12 No other
stage of the destruction process posed so many administrative considerations, nor was any so costly and “staggeringly complex.”13 Legal and practical issues surrounding deportation, such as priority areas for “liquidation”
and Jews in mixed marriages, were discussed but never clearly resolved.14
These issues did not impede the goals of deportation in occupied and projected areas of influence, but in fact energized the commitment to existing
and future “deportable” Jews.
The months between January and May 1942 witnessed the deportation
of Jews from France and Lublin, and later in 1942, from the Netherlands,
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Belgium, Warsaw, and Croatia. The second phase of deportation operations began in January 1943, when trains marked with “Da” (designated
for special trains for Jews outside the Generalgouvernement) and “Pj” (for
Polish Jews inside the Generalgouvernement) saw the transport of Jews
from Theresienstadt, Bialystok, and Grodno.15 During 1943, in addition to
Jews from Czechoslovakia, Jews from Greece and Italy were also deported.
The largest remaining national group was 450,000 Hungarian Jews. The
Nazis’ swift occupation of that country saw their deportation between May
and August 1944 in approximately 147 trains to Auschwitz.16 In numerical
terms, Auschwitz was the largest camp, and the most cosmopolitan. The
diversity of its inmate population reflected the geographical reach of the
Nazi genocide, for its deportees originated from, among others, the Wartheland region, Upper Silesia, East Prussia, the Bialystok District, Netherlands,
Belgium, Slovakia, and Hungary. Treblinka was the main destination for the
Jews from the Generalgouvernement ghettos, including Warsaw and Lublin,
and received a large number of deportees from Greece and Yugoslavia.17
Jewish deportees were not the only “freight” being transported, as the
DRB maintained a range of commitments to the Nazi regime. These included
the relocation of Soviet prisoners of war and civilian conscripts westward to
work in Germany’s factories and fields, the transport of victims to euthanasia
centers,18 the resettlement of 800,000 Jews and Poles into the Generalgouvernement,19 trains for the construction and maintenance of the camps, the
transport of 900,000 foreigners to Germany for forced labor, the transport
of Jews for slave labor, and the return carriage of looted property of the
deported victims to enterprises and agencies in the Third Reich for use in
the war.20 It is possible to see how the use of 2,000 Sonderzüge (special
trains) for the transport of Jews to death camps was, from an operational
standpoint, insignificant in the DRB’s traffic, which ran an average of 30,000
trains per day in 1941 and 1942, decreasing to about 23,000 trains daily in
1944.21 Yet the figures should not detract from the fatal intention of Sonderzüge. In this respect, the role of the DRB was transformative. If the advent
of the railways in the nineteenth century contributed to a revolution in the
bureaucratic model of organization, the DRB’s support to the Nazi regime
arguably transformed the capacity of bureaucracies to achieve a racial and
spatial reorganization of Europe in the twentieth century.

Administration of Resettlement
The administration of deportation as resettlement utilized the existing infrastructure of modern transit in the form of stations, timetables, luggage, and
fares. The timetabling of resettlements was especially important in regulating
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special trains alongside other war and civilian rail traffic, and maintaining
order, flows, and rhythms at the destinations to which these trains traveled.
Timetables were not only important to the Transport Ministry; they also
needed to be coordinated with a particular camp’s extermination capacity.
The preparations for deportation included several stages: the procurement and dispatch of a train, scheduling, collection and assembly, stock supply, financial payment, staffing, and the compilation of deportation lists.22
Once a deportation transport was organized, the RSHA IV B4, the main
office that coordinated deportations, circulated guidelines with detailed
instructions on procedures to be followed. They provided railway timetables
that were devised two to three months in advance and in agreement with
the Transport Ministry. They also assigned a quota to each locality, and
issued orders for the number of transports. The transport of Jews in Sonderzüge entailed complex procedures that utilized the existing administration
and vocabulary of transit in administrative correspondence and documents:
timetables, travel agencies such as the Central European Travel Bureau
for booking deportees as “travelers” (Reisende),23 and the fabrication of
deportation’s purpose in terms of “resettlement” (Aussiedlung), “evacuations” (Evakuierung), and destinations “to the East” (nach dem Ostem).
The “East” also expanded in territory as the discourse of denial demanded.
For example, the destinations of deportation transports were rerouted in
language as “passed through the camps in the General Government,” rather
than “special treatment,” so as to convey the impression that transports
actually went to the “Russian East.”24
The description of deportees in bureaucratic communications as a “traveler” or “passenger” and the complicated fare pricing applied to transports
reinforced the image of resettlement as life journeys for the deportees. Based
on 1942 figures, the DRB charged the SS the following rates for the Jews as
third-class passengers transported on one-way fares in freight cars: adults
ten years and older cost four pfennig per track kilometer; children under ten
were two pfennig per kilometer; and children under four were transported
free of charge. The group fare for 400 or more persons per transport was
two pfennig per person. In comparison, soldiers were charged 1.5 pfennig
per kilometer for a return ticket.25 Although the DRB requested payment
for the supply of trains for deportations, these funds were not always forthcoming, as Jews had to make it themselves from the sale of their confiscated
property. The bill for Jewish transports was sent to the SS, the agency that
requested the trains, and the fare reflected the quantity of persons booked
and the distance covered.26 On some occasions, the payment of transports
could not guarantee their departure, and in many cases, delays at departure
and en route aggravated the conditions of transit. Cars and locomotives
were scarce, lines were clogged, and bomber and partisan attacks interrupted
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traffic and contributed to shortages, “yet throughout this time Jews were
being sent to their deaths.”27
This death traffic was implemented within the demands of wartime, a
rationale that created profoundly shocking conditions for deportees, conditions concealed in documents and timetables as the number of carriages in
transports, the number of “travelers,” and departure and arrival times: “To
save locomotives and to reduce the total number of transports, the trains
were lengthened and the cars loaded to the hilt. In the case of Jewish Sonderzüge the norm of one thousand deportees per train could be pushed to two
thousand, and for shorter hauls (in Poland) to five thousand. There might
have been less than two square feet per person.”28 The trauma of touch so
commonly experienced by deportees and represented as a cattle car compression was implicit in bureaucratic documents. The overloading of trains
with deportees to maximize the concession fares for the SS slowed the trains
down considerably, sometimes to forty kilometers per hour, and circuitous
routes to the camps were devised to avoid congestion, because “the Jews …
did not have to be rushed to their destination; they were going to be killed
there, not used.”29
The financial administration of deportation as resettlement was essential to its effective implementation as an exercise devoid of implication
or responsibility. Even though Jews were booked as travelers, they were
shipped as cattle, reflected in the types of carriages used and the group fares
charged. Zygmunt Bauman contends it is this purely clinical and dehumanized aspect that typifies the bureaucratic mentality: “For railway managers,
the only articulation of their object is in terms of tonnes per kilometer. They
do not deal with humans, sheep, or barbed wire. They only deal with cargo,
and this means an entity consisting entirely of measurements and devoid
of quality.”30 The representation of deportation as “resettlement” and its
victims as “travelers” enabled genocidal traffic to pass through countries
and the individual consciences of bureaucrats. The objectification of victims
in Nazi discourse is a central issue for scholars in their analysis of language
as an instrument of genocide. In his analysis of documents of deportation,
such as timetables and correspondence between officials, Hilberg argues
that four devices characterized bureaucratic language: prosaic formulations,
special words, unvarnished bluntness, and roundabout phrasing.31 Karin
Doerr asserts that “in official communication, the Nazis favoured noun
phrases and the imperative and passive modes. Bureaucrats, in particular,
employed German in this style and manner in order to render their statements and actions imprecise and impersonal.”32 Berel Lang argues that the
displacement of language in genocidal facilitation saw, “the willed recreation of language entirely as an instrument or means, together with the
condition presupposed by that change: the claim by political authority to
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authority over social memory and history; the reconstruction of language as
entirely ideological and thus as independent of facts, on the one hand, and
of human agency, on the other; the assertion of political power to fill the
space which is left by the denial to language of all authority of its own.”33
Henry Friedlander sees distinctions in communications of the bureaucrats
that were premised on concealment, and in the public language of the propagandists.34 This public language had two purposes: the first was to inflame,
abuse, and exaggerate words to isolate social and racial others, while the
second was to exalt and idolize the attainments and ambitions of the Nazis.35
Friedlander contends that the language work of the propagandists was atmospheric, an ideological world of language’s making, whereas the language of
physical destruction was the responsibility of the bureaucrats, whose vocabulary was expansive, flexible, euphemistic, but rarely literal.
The foregoing brief overview of deportation traffic and its euphemistic
recording is more than a figurative exercise. The transition to mass industrial
killing was not simply a transport-and-supply issue of the DRB guaranteeing
available carriages to the SS. The transition’s efficiency was premised on the
ready and constant supply of victims, who had to be identified, selected, and
presented as deportable. The removal of Jews from their communities was
already underway in Germany during the period of legal, civic, and social
expropriation of the 1930s, before their physical movement into the ghettos
and the relinquishing of property and possessions. Deportation, however,
demanded a more significant extraction of Jews from their ever-diminishing
material, social, and financial commitments. It was a major psychological,
administrative, and social exercise, and like most steps in the removal of
Jews from their local communities, the Nazis forcibly implicated Jewish
councils and community organizations in severing those bonds. Faced with
a huge task of relocating the victims from ghettos to camps, and with an
obvious labor shortage to achieve it, how were death transports presented to
deportees as journeys worth taking? What was required to solicit prospective deportees’ compliance and discourage their opposition and evasion?

Preparing the Deportees
Deportations were marked by a major contradiction in representation: the
benign bureaucratic record had to suppress in language its often-violent
physical implementation. In the dispatch of a train, the DRB insisted that
the SS and its helpers have the deportees ready at the designated loading
location before the scheduled time of departure. In historiography, roundups and liquidations prior to movement by trains belong to what Wolfgang
Scheffler has called the “Forgotten Part of the Final Solution.”36 Scheffler
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considers the implementation of Nazi racial policy in Poland as the failure
of resettlement plans in the Soviet Union, and the manpower shortages and
psychological burdens of the Einsatzgruppen to complete extermination
actions against the Jewish population. Occupied Poland was, as Scheffler
and other historians have noted, a contested administrative and experimental racial landscape. During the occupation, the Nazi objective was to create
a biological utopia cleansed of impure races, a cleansing that had to be balanced by the use of Polish and Jewish labor for the German war economy,
and resettlement plans for ethnic Germans.
Scheffler’s analysis moves beyond the larger ghettos to investigate deportation procedures in individual districts and prefectures, which “vitiated
even the strictest regulations for secrecy.”37 The deportation of Jewish populations in the Generalgouvernement, for example, followed a basic and
repeated scheme, in which Jewish councils participated at varying levels of
assistance, such as providing a registry of Jews living in the ghettos. Starting in August 1942, resettlement operations were initiated in all districts as
mass relocations from the larger ghettos, such as Lemberg, Lublin, Krakow,
Warsaw, and Radom.
In the larger cities, resettlement operations entailed enormous depletions of
workers from war-related industries, and populations in smaller ghettos were
often transferred to larger ghettos preceding deportation to camps. The task
of implementing resettlement was a coerced enterprise, with Jewish councils
ordered to supply police for the roundups. Jews who resisted resettlement
were often shot or sometimes interned. Roundups took place when least
resistance was anticipated—late at night, or early in the morning. Before the
victims were removed from their houses, the ghettos were physically blockaded and numerous units were called on as enforcers, such as security police,
security service, order police, gendarmerie, SS auxiliaries, and sometimes
the Polish police.38 Scheffler corroborates Hilberg’s views on the procedure
of roundups: “the ghetto residents had to ‘gather’ at suitable points with a
minimum of baggage” and “this procedure took place with extreme brutality. Sometimes the procedure lasted whole days. Since no water was provided
for those waiting, this caused great deprivation during the hot summer days
of 1942; the deportees had been driven to the loading station in a totally
exhausted condition. Finally, they were cruelly packed into the freight cars,
and once again neither water nor food was provided for the trip.”39
Scheffler’s description of the “extreme brutality” of the roundups is supported in deportees’ accounts of the behavior of SS, auxiliary officers, and
Jewish police in occupied Poland who claimed no greater monopoly on the
use of violence than other perpetrators in ghettos and transit camps. Deportees’ accounts expose the destructive impulses that accompanied violent persecutions, not only in the infliction of violence, but also in the routinization
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of dehumanization in killing sprees and sites, particularly in the smaller
locations, where the principle of secrecy was absurd when reflected in the
widespread labor participation in the clearing of ghettos. Scheffler contends
that “any closer examination of the ghetto liquidation in all districts of the
General Government reveals an abyss of brutality and cruelty that in no
way fell short of the occurrences in the extermination camps.”40 Readiness of the victims could not be guaranteed, and often resulted in waves of
violence while finding those Jews assigned for deportation. This violence
was obscured in the word Aktion (action), a euphemism for physical force,
violation, and murder. The Aktionen included roundups, theft, despoliation,
and killing.41 Frequent delays in departures occurred because of Aktionen
and non-compliant deportees, and also from scheduling deportation trains
behind wartime traffic. Not all Jews were immediately deportable; however,
Jews under arrest or waiting trial could not avoid deportation, unless they
were already sentenced to death.42
From the Nazi perspective, the most convincing method to solicit victims’
compliance was to deny the reality of resettlement, and to include the Jewish
councils in its implementation. The recruitment of Jews in the implementation of roundups was not an isolated practice, but was symptomatic of the
involvement of Jewish inmates in various “gray zone” occupations or commandos that included sorting deportees’ luggage after arrival at the camps,
and working in Sonderkommando units in the crematoria.
The shockingly ruthless roundups and liquidations of the ghettos are often
integrated into studies of the development of race and resettlement policy
between 1939 and 1941 and the ghettoization of the Jews and resettlements
of Poles, Sinti, and Roma, and ethnic Germans.43 Historians such as Israel
Gutman have examined roundups and liquidations in relation to the mobilization of underground resistance movements in ghettos.44 In Hitler’s Ghettos, Gustavo Corni examines “round-ups, deportations and elimination of
the ghettos” by looking at how residents perceived relocations and violence.
He contends that although roundups and deportations were not completely
unanticipated, the destinations largely were, with Germans attempting to
disguise that reality and provide inaccurate information about the fate of
deportees, who were lulled into a false sense of security. Corni surveys
the proactive responses by Jews to the unexpected brutality of roundups
and liquidations by finding work in factories, essential businesses, or, contentiously, in becoming a member of the Jewish police. Other responses
included attempted escape from ghettos, hiding in forests, joining partisan
groups, or passing as Aryans. Corni also includes fatalism, suicide, evasion,
and resignation as everyday responses, and the following statement ascribes
a common judgment of apathy to victim behavior: “Undoubtedly, the image
of ‘sheep to the slaughter’ that is so often referred to reflects the prevailing
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form of reaction. Resignation characterized those who got on the trains,
possibly because they thought they were going somewhere better.”45 Corni’s
analysis does not pay much attention to victims’ nervous anxieties that were
fueled by the lack of information supplied to them about the destinations of
the trains, and how physical, group powerlessness affected their responses.
Moreover, Corni minimizes the relationship of dependency and trust
between ghetto residents and the Jewish councils to provide instruction
about deportations, an involvement that remains highly controversial. The
topic remains as divisive now as it was when Hannah Arendt described
the supporting role of the Jewish leaders as “pathetic,” “sordid,” and
“undoubtedly the darkest chapter of the whole dark story.”46 The role of
Jewish councils and leaders, such as the Lodz Ghetto’s Chaim Rumkowski,
in implementing deportation practices is an oft-cited example of corruption
and false security. For some Jewish council leaders, the objective of cooperation was justified as an insurance policy against deportation. Although
they carried out tasks and functions as ordered by Nazi authorities, such as
collecting and supervising deportees at assembly points, the involvement of
Jewish police, alongside leaders and members of Jewish councils, have been
perceived as complicit and morally reprehensible. Wartime and postwar
courts organized around the displaced council members and policemen in
Germany and Italy, as well as in Israel, passed judgment on their guilt or
innocence, their alleged collaboration with the Nazis, and in particular
sought to understand the motives of the policemen, whose defense of obedience to orders was rejected by the courts.47
Officials working for the Jewish councils gained the victims’ trust and
belief in the image of safe transit. They were involved in compiling deportation lists, and providing Jewish police to conduct and supervise roundups.
They maintained accurate departure addresses of the deportees, of their
property, and their personal belongings. Individuals and families assigned
for deportation were ordered to report at a specified location at a certain time; and once evasions increased, residents were picked up without
notification. Ghetto residents were held in assembly areas, which were
often market squares, hospitals, and synagogues, until the transport was
fully collected and the paperwork completed. In assembly centers, prospective deportees were searched for contraband by Gestapo members. Jewish
councils ensured that each deportee was equipped with blankets, washing
utensils, and food. Although these provisions were often more detailed
and exacting, the apparent care for deportees’ welfare aimed to reassure
them that such items would be needed during their journey and after their
arrival. It was precisely these instructions that enabled the deportees’ luggage to be moved directly into sorting factories in camps for redistribution and return to the Reich. In circumstances similar to the way people
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settle their household affairs before leaving their residence for an indefinite
period, departing residents unknowingly participated in their own expropriation. Officials from the Ministry of Finance carried out inventories of
deported Jews in a procedure that testifies to what Martin Dean has called
the “economic Final Solution.”48 Deportees had to leave their apartments
in good order, pay household bills, surrender their keys, and take with them
a limited quantity of personal possessions. On the day of deportation, they
were taken to the station on foot or by truck, and loaded onto sealed thirdclass passenger (often freight) wagons.49
The bureaucratic presentation of deportation as resettlement was also
conveyed in instructions given to deportees in preparation for their transit.
These instructions included itemized data for “voyage luggage,” change of
address cards, and “letter actions.” Although these records were not representative of the range of deceptive administrative practices, they indicate
the passage of Jews from ghetto inmate to “traveler.” In the instructions
for transit, representatives of Jewish councils often reassured the victims
of the “necessity for punctual and meticulous compliance with all instructions” and tried to minimize the “psychological burdens on the deportees,”
especially when the pace of deportations from areas under German control
started to increase in 1942.50
One example is “Instructions of the Directorate from the Jewish Community in Berlin,” which was directed specifically to the Spicker family on 3 July
1942 on Transport No. 02019 to Theresienstadt. The following instructions
indicate the anticipated problem—the packing and sorting of belongings—
and its solution, which was to convince prospective deportees to participate
in this process of expropriation by selecting required and treasured items
for their journeys. Clothes were to be left at a nearby collection depot, and
a minimal amount of luggage was permitted, such as night items, a blanket,
plate, spoon, cup, and food. Keys to the apartment were to be handed over
to a waiting official, as was detailed information on investments and bank
accounts. A concluding sentence in the instructions to the Spicker family
read: “we ask you sincerely to follow these instructions with precision and
to prepare for your transport with calm and introspection.”51
Another example refers to contents of “voyage luggage”—clothes, food
items, blankets, and valuables—that the deportees were instructed to pack.
In the document “Guidelines of February 20, 1943 issued by the Reich
Security Main Office, pertaining to the ‘technical implementation’ of the
deportation of Jews to Auschwitz,” notes were listed regarding journey provisions. Deportees from the territory of the Reich, Bohemia, and Moravia
were advised to take the following rations for approximately five days: one
suitcase or knapsack each with one pair of sturdy work boots, two pairs of
socks, two shirts, two pairs of underpants, one pair of overalls, two woolen
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blankets, two sets of bed linen (top and bottom sheets), one dinner pail, one
drinking cup, one spoon, and one pullover.52
The final example underscored the untrackability of deportees. Before
their departure from ghettos, deportees were instructed to complete
change-of-address cards, which deliberately omitted reference to the
actual destination in favor of “moved—address unknown.”53 The deception was complete after arrival in the camps through the completion of
a Briefaktion (letter-action). A “letter action” referred to the act where
new arrivals wrote to relatives or friends in the ghettos or cities, reassuring them about the prospects of resettlement, and attempted to quash
circulating rumors about the true nature of deportation’s destinations.54
The victims’ completion of these cards and letters concluded the imaging
of deportation as resettlement. These cards and letter can also be seen
examples of effacement in Michel Foucault’s concept of bio-power in the
transformation of human life.55

Managing the Resettlements: Perpetrator Traumas
Although bureaucratic language and documents contributed to the physical removal of victims, perpetrator accounts of being in intimate physical
and spatial proximity to them during the transit process reinforced the
sanitized image of the victims as “freight” and “travelers,” and occasionally admitted the traumatic human impact of the procedure. What was
concealed in bureaucratic records as benign encounters between perpetrators and victims was often difficult to suppress in the management
of logistical hiccups and resistant deportees on trains. The objectifying
language of deportation as a resettlement process collided with the appearance, sound, and smell of the suffering victims. Two examples of what I
call “management traumas” of deportation reflect how language was used
as a rhetorical stabilizer of the problems of transit and delivery. In both
examples, victims appear in perpetrator accounts to defy the image of
their representation as compliant resettlers.
The first example relates to the prevention of escapes from deportation
trains to Belzec. In wartime accounts, deportees who jumped from trains
were referred to as “springers” and “jumpers.” “Jumping” from freight
cars occurred more frequently on routes where ghettos and camps were in
close proximity, when the distances were short, and the landscapes often
familiar to deportees. Emanuel Ringelblum’s essay “They Escaped from
the Wagons” described the profile of jumpers as “those who had experience. Young men. One [young man] escaped two times—organized eight
‘springers’—people who escaped extermination in Oswiecim by springing
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out of the railroad wagons taking them there.”56 Steve Paulsson’s analysis
of “jumping” from trains suggests that it was not an isolated phenomenon, particularly in deportations from the Warsaw Ghetto.57 Escape also
occurred early on in the journey from locations outside of Poland en route
to other destinations. On the account of the age of carriages and also
due to previous attempts by deportees, the battered conditions of some
freight cars made it possible to remove boards. Moreover, the wagons
were equipped with small windows strung with barbed wire, which “could
be removed or filed through, and anyone small and agile enough could
jump out. Alternatively, the doors could be prised open. Jumping from
the trains was dangerous, of course: not only physically, but because each
train included one or two wagons with roof-mouthed booths, manned by
guards with machine-guns.”58
The prevention of “jumpers” from trains became a management issue
for guards and officers. The frustration with “jumpers” was apparent in
Josef Jäcklein’s report from 10 September 1942 about a Jewish deportation
train from Kolomea to Belzec.59 Jäcklein assumed command of the train at
7:30 pm, at which time he described in characteristically sanitized language
the terrible condition of the deportees as being in a “highly unsatisfactory
state.”60 Jäcklein complained about the lack of guards on the train, with
one officer to nine men in the escort unit, as reason enough to refuse command of the train, but complied in the spirit of following orders. Even
before the train departed, both escort units “had their hands full” preventing Jews from escaping, compounded by darkness that concealed the sight
of other carriages. Jäcklein seemed inexperienced in his allocation of the
escort unit, which departed “on schedule at 20.50” with the placement of
five men at the front and five men at the rear of a transport with fifty-one
cars and a “total load of 8,200” Jews.61 Given this compression, it is no
surprise that Jäcklein reported, “we had only been traveling a short time
when the Jews attempted to break out of the wagons on both sides and
even through the roof.”62
Jäcklein’s report can be seen as a trauma testimony of managing the
journey’s delivery of deportees and their assured and continuing confinement. Jäcklein was so concerned at the success of these “jumpers” that
he telephoned ahead to the stationmaster at Stanislau and requested nails
and boards to repair the damage to the trains to prevent further escapes.
Still, Jews succeeded in attacking other parts of the train, ripping the
barbed wire from the windows to such an extent that Jäcklein removed
the equipment Jews were using as instruments, the very items that they were
instructed to pack for their journey. Given the pounded conditions of the
carriages and ferocious will of the Jews to escape, Jäcklein had the “train
boarded up at each station at which it stopped, otherwise it would not
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have been possible to continue the journey at all.”63 He also complained
that the engine of the train was not strong enough to carry the weight of
the deportees, which compromised the speed of the train and thus made
escape more possible and “without any risk of injury” because of the slow
ascent up hills. Escape attempts must have been especially frequent since the
escort squad used all the ammunition and additional supplies of 200 bullets
obtained from soldiers.
Jäcklein appears annoyed that the escort squad had to resort to improvised methods at deterrence such as “stones when the train was moving and
fixed bayonets when the train was stationary.”64 Unintentionally, he provides
a corroborating witness to the testimonies of deportees about the mass panic
and death space of trains: “the ever-increasing panic among the Jews, caused
by the intense heat, the overcrowding in the wagons … the stink of the dead
bodies—when the wagons were unloaded there were about 2,000 dead in the
train—made the transport almost impossible.”65 Jäcklein appears relieved
when the train enters Belzec where he is able to transfer its unloading responsibility to the camp commandant. His trauma in managing the train journey
culminates in a failure to establish the number of escapees.66
As indicated from Jäcklein’s testimony, train journeys were death spaces, and
those who managed to survive them were in states of shock and decline at arrival,
markedly disheveled and unsettled from the disorientation, overcrowding, and
stench. In the eyes of perpetrators, deportees who arrived at camps were actualizations of the anti-Semitic image of dirty Jews beyond care, and their appearance
and smell were used to justify their inhumane treatment as a welcome “relief.” The
descriptionofdeporteesas“cargo”and“freight”continuedtheobjectificationand
distancinginherentinthelanguageofbureaucraticdocumentation.Thefabrication
of the journey’s destination as one of life was evident in the construction of artifices
of stations at arrival, which was discussed in the testimony of Treblinka commandant Franz Stangl and his construction efforts there during December 1942. In his
exchanges with Gitta Sereny in her book Into that Darkness: From Mercy Killing
to Mass Murder, Stangl recalled that he ordered the construction of a fake railway
station, a clock (which did not work), ticket windows, timetables and arrows indicating future connections. Stangl comments that the artifice was a mechanism of
repression to avoid confronting the liquidations of the Jews. In reality, the artifice
was Stangl’s way of avoiding his involvement in it:67
Sereny: Would it be true to say that you got used to the liquidations?
Stangl: To tell the truth, one did become used to it.
Sereny: In days? Weeks? Months?
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Stangl: Months. It was months before I could look one of them in the eye. I
repressed it all by trying to create a special place: gardens, new barracks, new
kitchens, new everything; barbers, tailors, shoemakers, carpenters. There were
hundreds of ways to take one’s mind off it; I used them all.

Stangl’s efforts to create an image of temporary journeys and village life
indicate a management trauma that varies from Jäcklein’s frustrated report
on the deportation train from Kolomea to Belzec. Stangl’s management
trauma returned in sense memory, revived as a visual imprint from his recollection of wartime encounters with trapped and crowded Jewish deportees.
This sense memory was revived, ironically, from his own train journeys
while living as a wanted war criminal in Brazil: “When I was on a trip once,
years later in Brazil … my train stopped next to a slaughterhouse. The cattle
in the pens, hearing the noise of the train, trotted up to the fence and stared
at the train. They were very close to my window, one crowding the other,
looking at me through the fence. I thought then, ‘Look at this; this reminds
me of Poland; that’s just how the people looked, trustingly, just before they
went into the tins.’” It is this contemporary vision, rather than the procedure of mass death that led Stangl to comment, “I couldn’t eat tinned meat
after that. Those big eyes … which looked at me … not knowing that in no
time at all they’d all be dead.”68 Sereny sought clarification of his comments
and his power to reverse those fatal outcomes:69
Sereny: So you didn’t feel they were human beings?
Stangl: Cargo … they were cargo.
Sereny: When do you think you began to think of them as cargo? The way you
spoke earlier, of the day when you first came to Treblinka, the horror you felt seeing the dead bodies everywhere—they weren’t “cargo” to you then, were they?
Stangl: I think it started the day I first saw the Totenlager in Treblinka. I remember Wirth standing there next to blue-black corpses. It had nothing to do with
humanity—it couldn’t have; it was a mass—a mass of rotting flesh. Wirth said,
“What shall we do with this garbage?” I think unconsciously that started me
thinking of them as cargo.
Sereny: In your position, could you not have stopped the nakedness, the whips,
the horror of the cattle pens?
Stangl: No, no, no. This was the system. Wirth had invented it. It worked. And
because it worked, it was irreversible.

Stangl’s characterization of the Jews as “cargo” is often cited by scholars
as evidence of how proximity to killing brutalized its perpetrators, how it
allowed camp workers and commandants to rationalize their participation,
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and continue the infliction of mass murder to the point where the perpetrators represented their actions as symptomatic of the system rather than the
result of their own choices and decisions. Although deportees were forced to
endure conditions of transit that made them appear to be less than human,
they were not “animals” and “like cattle” of their anti-Semitic representation, but desperate, abandoned, and on the threshold of death. Stangl’s
characterization of Jews as cargo is further evidence of language’s use as
denial of the human and of personal responsibility. The image of “cargo,” of
Jews as being locked in “cattle pens” signaled the journey’s brutal work as
an invisible torturer in producing conditions of transit that allowed Stangl
to view Jewish deportees as being removed from humanity, and indeed, to
rationalize their killing as merciful.
As the management traumas of Jäcklein and Stangl show, a significant
legacy from the implementation of deportation relates to accountability for
its administrative procedures and human impacts, and how various perpetrators represented their involvement in it. The intentional denial of deportations as death journeys in bureaucratic communications produced an
evidentiary quandary for historians and prosecutors involved in postwar
trials of deportation’s officials and bureaucrats. Scholars have taken the
Eichmann trial as a prime example of the dilemma in extracting admissions
of bureaucrats’ guilt, complicity, and ideological commitment to the Final
Solution. Eichmann killed from his desk, with the ink of his pen, and with
indifference and detachment. His clinical perception of his role at his trial
in Jerusalem seems to have laid the basis for unquestioning interpretations
that have institutionalized his defense as reflective of a bureaucratic mentality. In his own analysis, he was an expert in transportation and emigration,
and applied this knowledge to traffic in the East, where no Jewish expert
was needed, no special directives were required, and where no privileged
categories existed.70 Eichmann’s defense counsel suggested he was, after all,
a tiny cog in the machinery of destruction and hence the destruction process.
To Franz Novak, Eichmann’s Transport Officer in the RSHA, Auschwitz was
not a world that starved the mind and body before killing it, but a place of
motion: “For me, Auschwitz was only a train station.”71 Interpretations of
bureaucratic work as detached and without visible physical impact on victims illuminate how the geographical and psychological distance of administrative structures creates a shield against moral feeling that spatial proximity
to the victims may have challenged, and indeed did challenge, when perpetrators were directly confronted with the very people who transcended objectification: deportees embracing life and defying death.
Deportation has been analyzed as the product of the efficient and committed work of the desk murderer and his ostensibly unthinking obedience in
a totalitarian complex of invisible actions with fatal outcomes. As the most
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prominent representative of this group, Eichmann was not the first or the last
to be subjected to interrogation, trial, and public outrage. In addition to his
coordinating initiative, deportation involved ongoing and sustained commitments to moving and managing rail traffic and at camps.72
It was in the postwar courts where the tasks of deportation received scrutiny.
Henry Friedlander noted that the first trial involving a deportation commenced
in 1947 and concluded in 1948 and concerned a small number of deported
Jews from Württemberg.73 In his ongoing study of trial cases in postwar West
and East Germany, legal historian Dick de Mildt analyzed the frequency of
prosecutions against “tatnahen Täter”—individuals who had physically perpetrated killings, as well as Schreibtischtäter—higher and top-ranking representatives of the ministerial bureaucracy, industry, the Wehrmacht, judiciary,
the police, and the Nazi party. In a survey that covered 1945 to 1952, de Mildt
concludes that only five trials were held against twelve such perpetrators.74
Crimes of murder and complicity in murder—key crimes as prepared
by prosecution teams in the Nuremberg trials—became dominant between
1967 and 1987 in West Germany, where the percentage of trials concerning
crimes against Jewish victims rose from twenty-nine to seventy-six, whereas
the number of trials against Schreibtischtäter numbered only fourteen against
twenty-seven defendants. Many Schreibtischtäter profited from the revision
of a German law of May 1968, which saw the mitigation of penalties for
complicity in murder to fifteen years, rather than a possible maximum of life
sentence. For those involved in administrative crimes, such as the commission of transports, the existence of personal base motives or racial hatred was
almost impossible to prove, because the bureaucratized nature of the task at
hand was, more often than not, conducive to the containment or dilution of
racial prejudice, rather than its expression.
Cases where sentences were passed against defendants involved in deportations include that of Karl Wolff. He was found guilty of complicity in the
mass killing of Warsaw Jews by “intervening with the under-secretary of
state of the Reich Ministry for transport, in order to secure the availability
of deportation trains to Treblinka.”75 Sentences were also passed against
defendants in the Netherlands for the arrest and deportation of local Jews to
Auschwitz and Sobibor,76 against Franz Rademacher for pressuring German
institutions and governments allied with Germany to shoot Jews imprisoned
in Serbia, and to deport Jews from Belgium, Germany, France, Croatia, the
Netherlands, and Romania to concentration camps in Poland, and to prevent
their emigration to Palestine.77 Case 690 saw the defendant receive eight
years for cooperation in the deportation of Jews from Thrace and Macedonia to Auschwitz and Treblinka by the dispatch of the SS-Hauptsturmführer
Theodor Dannecker and Dieter Wisliceny as “Jewish specialists” to the German diplomatic corps in Sofia and Salonica.78
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Other cases included prosecutions of individuals involved in the deportation of 532 Norwegian Jews to Auschwitz,79 life imprisonment for the organization of deportation from Warsaw Ghetto to Treblinka of 230,000 Jews
from July to September 1942,80 and a four-year sentence passed against the
RSHA Adviser for Jewish affairs in Bucharest for his involvement in the
deportation of Romanian Jews to Auschwitz.81 The geographical range of
this complicity shows the dependence of the SS and DRB on foreign officials
for the identification, arrest, and deportation of Jews in occupied countries
and under the auspices of collaborationist regimes. The lack of success in
achieving sentences for these “Administrative Crimes” underscores the frustration about the prosecution of deportation’s labor as a compartmentalized crime in an organic genocidal network.82 The frustration is especially
disturbing considering the incongruity in assessing accountability for the
impacts of powerful bureaucrats in contributing to the displacement and
eventual deportation of millions of innocent civilians.
The pursuit of accountability for deportations has moved beyond individuals and redirected to national rail carriers. In 1999, Jean-Jacques Fraenkel
lodged a lawsuit against a “collective collaborator,” the Société Nationale
des Chemins de Fer Français (SNCF), for its role in the deportation of the
litigant’s father from France.83 Alleging that the SNCF “collaborated in the
deportations without any individual or collective act of opposition” and
knew of “the intolerable conditions that these people faced on the cattle
cars,” the litigation was the first of its kind to prosecute a national railway
for crimes against humanity.84
In 2006, a tribunal in Toulouse, France, ordered the state and the SNCF
to pay 61,000 euros to a European MP, Alain Lipietz, and his sister, as
compensation for their father and uncle’s transportation to Drancy in 1944.
In their ruling, the judges cited the prejudice suffered by the victims in
confinement and in Drancy, and stated that transportation from the camp
“amounted to an act of negligence of the state’s responsibilities” because
of the knowledge that Jews from Drancy would most likely be deported to
Auschwitz.85 The judges also cited the “third-class tariff” the SNCF applied
to Jews even though they were transported in “cattle trucks,” a reference
to the charges the SS incurred in transporting Jews. In a decision that will
undoubtedly affect future claims, the conviction against the SNCF was overturned by an Administrative Appeals Court in March 2007, which argued
that administrative courts did not have the jurisdiction to rule on the legal
liability of the SNCF in deportations.86 These brief examples illustrate the
ongoing concerns about the victims’ frustrating pursuit of accountability for
deportation’s traumatic human impact.
This chapter opened with Raul Hilberg’s question about why the railroads should be understood as anything more than physical equipment
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used to transport Jews. Hilberg’s work, along with that of other scholars,
provides a partial answer. In historical scholarship, the administration of
deportations of Jews to death camps has been represented as the work of
detached bureaucrats. Timetables, quotas, euphemistic language, and numbers feature in historians’ analyses of the distancing mechanisms of deportation as an efficient, ordered, and committed objective of bureaucrats who
were relied upon to follow procedure and resolve obstacles when they arose.
These men did not kill with guns but with correspondence and signatures.
The clinical approach of detached bureaucrats is not isolated, and has
continued in historians’ representations. A striking example is to offer the
deportation’s trauma as an inventory of removals. While the repetition of
deportees as numbers in train convoy totals and timetables to be shipped
reminds the reader of the compression of transit, it can also have the effect
of severing that compression from the human action, choices, and commitment on which it was so critically dependent. Numbers obscure the trauma
of deportation as a human crime with inhumane impacts. I am interested
in what victims disclose as the reason for why we should be interested
in the workings of the railroads in World War II. Their transit testimony
rejects deportation’s efficiency as the listing of departures and arrivals on a
timetable, and quotas to be shipped. These railway testimonies were about
ruptures to mobility, about degradations of life, and the relentless threat of
death. Their reports of journeying disclose a radical narrative of transit that
unmakes the modern railway experience.
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– Chapter 3 –

Ghetto Departures
The Emplotment of Experience

T

he unmaking of the modern railway experience began before victims
were forced to board the trains. Roundups, unannounced inspections,
ruthless extractions from apartments, and beatings were all features of the
forced relocation from ghettos, towns, and villages. Observing the deportation of Jews from Salonica, Greece, Rosa Miller wrote: “And the Jews
emerge, weighed down by their rucksacks, their bundles, their bags, loaded
with baskets containing food for the journey ahead. Children press close
to their parents, uncomprehending, fearfully following their every move.
Older people have difficulty in walking, they stumble and fall sometimes,
but everybody must carry their burden. Young people walk out defiantly,
head up, completely silent.”1
Using Miller’s description as a departure point, I analyze victims’ testimonies of departure from ghettos in different locations across Europe. I
explore what they were discussing, responding to, and witnessing at each
critical stage of transit, of which I identify three: identification and roundups, assembly and waiting, and boarding the trains. I have divided the
departure stage into these intervals, acknowledging that deportees were
not so explicit in their distinctions. An examination of how survivors represented their departure experience recalls Robert Eaglestone’s notion of
existential truths. These existential truths are conveyed in entries from the
Warsaw Ghetto’s Oyneg Shabbes (OS) Archive, maintained under the direction of Emanuel Ringelblum, and personal chronicles by Judenrat officials
and leaders. Other chronicles include those from the major ghettos in Eastern Europe, and testimonies based on experiences in Central and Southern
European ghettos.2 An examination of these assorted testimonies might not
necessarily reveal new data that historians consider original or revelatory
about victims’ experiences. Rather, my intention is to interpret deportees’
representation of departure in relation to mobility, exile, and displacement
from time and geography. I chart the ways in which deportees represented
existential shifts from the ghettos and the loss of anchors to the familiar—be
it work, social commitments, or family—to the railway stations. Deportees
Notes for this chapter begin on page 85.
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moved from their residences into the condition of interminable transit, a
condition that seriously undermined and often terminated the sustainability
of familiar anchors.
Victims’ experiences of forced relocation and impending train journeys
can be read as a commentary on ambivalent and traumatic modern transit
experiences. The narration of deportation is inseparable from the destabilizing impact of mechanized transit and its administration: timetables, trains,
trauma, and stations. Survivor testimonies, whether in diaries, chronicles
or postwar reports and memoirs, offer vivid descriptions of suspension
between stability and uncertainty. I explore what impact the physical and
mental fatigue of expulsions had on witnessing, arguing that the perception
of terminated mobility pushed deportees into abjection and despair. This
abjection was a prologue for the train journey. What traumatic geographies
guided witnessing when it was without a location or place-based anchor?
What were deportees thinking and discussing in response to resettlement
directives? First, I provide a brief review of historians’ interpretations of
deportation. Second, I analyze each interval of departure, suggesting that
victims initiated a dialogue with the capacity of the visual to capture separation and struggle. Using insights from cultural theory and geography, I
suggest that removal from familiar routines, relationships, and locations
propelled deportees into the vocation of an itinerant. Testimonies of departure convey a mode of address that struggles with the tellability of memories
without obvious place-based anchors. This witness address also counters
the representation of deportation as a perpetrator-centered procedure of
resettlement, and refutes historians’ assessments of victims as willing volunteers for this forced relocation.
Victims’ responses to deportation, and particularly their options for resistance, are a long-standing, if not divisive, theme in historiography. Scholars
have examined deportation as a failed galvanizer of armed physical resistance, particularly in the East European ghettos. During the years of mass
deportations—1942 and 1943, and most often after roundups and news
of liquidations in nearby ghettos and massacres in the Eastern territories
became known, urgent resistance calls were issued. In the January 1943
“Call for Resistance by the Jewish Military Organisation in the Warsaw
Ghetto,” reference is made to the destination of deportation trains as the
motive for choice making: “Whoever defends himself has a chance of being
saved! Whoever gives up self-defense from the outset—he has lost already!
Nothing awaits him except only a hideous death in the suffocation machine
of Treblinka.”3 The call to resist the Nazi pretense of resettlement, and to
choose to die fighting resonates in “An Appeal: Bialystok Ghetto Resistance
Organisation,” issued on 15 August 1943, as does knowledge of the death
traffic of deportation:
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Be Aware—five million European Jews have already been murdered by Hitler and
his hangmen. All that remains of Polish Jewry is about 10 per cent of the original
Jewish community. In Chelmno and in Belzec, in Auschwitz and in Treblinka, in
Sobibor and in other camps more than three million Polish Jews were tortured,
suffering the most gruesome deaths … Jews, we are being led to Treblinka! Like
mangy animals we will be gassed and cremated. Let us not passively go to the
slaughter like sheep! Even though we are too weak to defend our lives, still we
are strong enough to preserve our Jewish honor and human dignity by showing
the world that although we are in shackles we have not yet fallen. Do not go to
your death willingly.4

Resistance calls extended the image of the passive Jew to the voluntary
deportee, an update that was repeated in other wartime witness accounts
and in postwar indictments of Jewish responses. Associated with the “sheep
to the slaughter” image, the allegation of voluntarism implies that in relation to deportation, individual and group attempts to avoid it were possible,
common, and ignored. The will to resist that scholars and postwar audiences so commonly expected of deportees but which they did not deliver is
misplaced, if one considers the options presented to them. They had other
less heroic concerns to consider. If roundups were accompanied by extreme
brutality and were an ominous indicator of future peril, why was there not
more resistance to them? If deportees had some warning that boarding the
trains meant an almost certain death, then is there not some truth to the
image of Jews as compliant victims? These readings are implicit in the following exchange from the Eichmann trial. The exchange demonstrates a
common temptation to elicit prophetic actions from deportees, and downplays the highly volatile environment that influenced their assessment of
freak and unpredictable options. The Attorney General asked Ya’akov Gurfein about his deportation from Galicia to Belzec:5
Attorney General: Tell me, at the railway station when they packed you into the
train going to Belzec, when you thought that it was likely to go to Belzec why
didn’t you resist, why did you board the train?
Gurfein: We no longer had any strength left. Very simply, we wanted it to end
quickly. This was in 1943. After so many years we did not have the strength to
resist any more.
Attorney General: You wanted it to end?
Gurfein: We wanted to die more quickly.
Attorney General: Then why did you jump from the window?
Gurfein: There nevertheless was an impulse. From the moment that we saw that
the train was going in the direction of Belzec some spark was ignited. We saw
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someone jumping and some spark was kindled within people who wanted to save
themselves. I wouldn’t have jumped, if my mother hadn’t pushed me forcibly.

Gurfein’s suggestion that choice making was possible at the time of boarding
has produced a discourse of shame in victims for not anticipating, and consequently averting, the fate mapped out for them. This discourse has minimized
how the conditions of ghettoization, roundup, and violence impacted on victims’ immediate options. The perception that victims could have done more
to direct their own fate during ghettoization is echoed in readings of apathy
in the responses of Jewish individuals and groups in relation to resistance and
action resulting from Nazi persecution and its threat prior to mass deportations in 1942. The contention of apathy is undermined if one considers
deportation as a profound and irreparable incision into a ghetto’s existence.
Anticipation, anxiety, stress, uncertainty, hope, and ambivalence were
just some of responses to violent, unexpected, and forced roundups of
ghetto residents and the separation of families, as well as the deportation
of vulnerable ghetto groups, such as the sick, the elderly, and the children.6
Communities were held captive to the fear of deportation before announcements were made and roundups commenced. To avoid deportations, ghetto
residents frantically attempted to save themselves and create alternative
destinies—of escape, and of demonstrating their capacities for reinvention in new occupations for which they had little practical experience. For
women, and at tremendous risk, this included passing as Aryans to facilitate
communication between Jewish resistance networks. Survivor testimonies
and chronicles made reference to the devastating impact of incarceration
and fluctuating ghetto populations, of overcrowded accommodations, and
ambivalence about the future. Ghettos did not receive major permanent
replenishments from incoming migrations; rather the opposite was true.
Disease, starvation, suicide, and random violence claimed lives, as did the
deportation trains that carried people away to their deaths in the euphemisms of “outsettlement,” “evacuation,” and “resettlement.”
Deportation’s impact was not only ethnically destructive, it was also representational. Wartime chroniclers and survivors used the euphemisms of
transit to mock the brutal intention and impact of deportation. The imperative to be a witness to deportation’s constant motion of removing people
from communities was often narrated as the admitted incompleteness of
the testament. The incompleteness was exhibited as a self-conscious dialogue with language to be documentary and objective. How could language
capture scenes, migrations, emotions, and experiences that were, above all,
embodied? How did extremity create frustrated witnesses and testifiers?
Deportations brought to the fore the difficulties of creating an objective
historical account of Nazi occupation amid a psychological assessment of
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the community. It produced a temporal divide of “before” and “after” in
testimonies, underscored by a fervent embrace of writing and telling the
ordinary witness story. The “after” theme is especially striking, as deportations disrupted the archiving process in many communities, removing the
already contributing and potential witnesses. The rupture was especially felt
in the Warsaw Ghetto and the fact-gathering work of the OS.7
Prior to the deportations in the summer of 1942, the OS was the biggest
underground archive in Europe devoted to the collection, study, and testimony of genocide and civil resistance in and around the Warsaw Ghetto.
Ringelblum’s primary objective as director was to undertake an ethnographic
and historical investigation of the texture of everyday life, and Jewish popular expression. There were secondary, but no less monumental aspirations,
as Ringelblum also sought to create a usable past through assembling an
archive of the material culture, economic structures, and folk customs of
Polish Jewry’s masses. These objectives oscillated between the idealistic and
the urgent, and as the war progressed, were shaped by threats to ethnic survival and imagining a Jewish secular humanism after the war.
The periodization of trauma in contributions to the OS about deportations had a memorial basis in Jewish history. Gabrielle Spiegel characterized
the representation of deportations according to traditional modes of commemoration, of the historicization of these departures in Jewish collective
memory through “liturgical time.”8 The deportations provoked Ringelblum
to lament the loss of community history and society, the texts of which
would have provided the “ordinary” character of the archive.9 As described
by Spiegel, Ringelblum wanted to complement the liturgical presence in the
OS archive, which included Yizkor books, poetry, songs, and prayers, with
a renewed focus on life writing and telling through memoirs—a genre he
felt was neglected among Eastern European Jews.10 Ringelblum attempted
to remedy the marginalized memoir genre following deportations, urging
a wide-ranging endeavor to document the disappearing traces of the Polish-Jewish shtetl world, and to identify its burial ground—Treblinka. He
wanted to revive a modernist impulse in life telling detached from liturgy.
An exploration of how deportation shaped the commitment to witnessing is explored by Alexandra Garbarini in Numbered Days: Diaries and
the Holocaust. Analyzing chronicles from Central and Eastern Europe, the
author builds on the “after” theme foregrounded in the OS. She contends
that 1942 and 1943 witnessed a period of extreme ruptures, which provoked in diary writing “new questioning about God, humanity, the future,
and the continuity of their [Jewish] identities and a sense of total alienation
from the outside world.”11 Garbarini argues that this writing departed in
intensity from earlier ghetto chronicles, diaries, and reports, which tended
to valorize the act of writing itself as a response to persecution.12
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These approaches by scholars are indicative of how victims’ testimonies
are read for their themes of resistance, coping mechanisms, and the selfconscious archiving of individuals and communities in crisis. I add to these
interpretations by considering the embodied anticipations and impacts of
deportation as an impending immobility. This approach reads testimonies
through the prism of cultural geography, and theories of mobility and transit normally associated with sociology, anthropology, and postcolonial studies. Although cultural geography and spatial knowledge are long-standing
topics of debate in the humanities, their integration into Holocaust studies
is relatively recent.13
Analyzing representations of the self and other in relation to place allows
a consideration of the spatiality of testimony and the emplotment of experiences—in effect, an expansive and constricted geography of mobile witnessing. This mobile witnessing is not fixed or finite. Particularly apparent in
this geography are references to the infrastructure of transit such as railway
stations, platforms, carriages, and tracks. This narrative attachment to the
street landscapes and physical infrastructure of deportation is a fascinating
and untold chapter in which everyday objects metamorphose from banality
to extremity. This metamorphosis also occurs in other public places, such as
hospitals, market squares, and places of religious observance. These public
buildings are, however, more than mere backdrops in testimonies to the
main themes of loss, displacement, and estrangement. Taken collectively,
they constitute a memory map that marks the boundary between the familiar and the unknown. The witness’s tellability of departure from ghettos,
with its desperation, anticipation, and sense of motion without destination,
evokes an image of a frontier or border that is to be crossed. The human and
inhuman landscapes of this frontier are the central referents through which
the experience of train transit is initiated, negotiated, and interpreted.
Local architecture is an important spatial marker in testimonies as it
allows the witness to anchor experiences. In the “Architecture of Terror,”
J. Krzysztof Lenartowicz suggests that architecture is not a mute witness to
events, but enables a type of “imaging.” In his article, buildings and structures are interpreted as tropes and constant presences in the witness’s testimony. Their imaging refers to the “knowledge, memory and feelings of the
viewer; the physical structure shapes behaviours and is perceived through
senses.”14 The impact of mobility and motion on the departure from ghettos
anticipates the sensory destabilization that occurs during deportation transports as unwanted social relations and intimacy among the crowd of bodies.
During the representation of this en route witnessing between roundups
and boarding the trains, the civic architecture provides initial locations and
places from which to ground the witness’s emerging dialogue with loss of
the familiar, especially one’s accommodation and family. In different forms
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of testimony, but especially applicable to postwar memoir writing, deportation is narrated as an unknown route map.
The contention that deportation testimonies are unknown route maps
acknowledges the influence of cultural theory. As an output of reimagining,
reanimating, and reliving, testimonies are representations of the self shaped
in relation to an elsewhere. Sociologists Barry Curtis and Claire Pajaczkowska assert that the “journey is a symbol of narrative … its destinations
are often described as a passage through symbolic time, forwards towards
a resolution of conflict and backwards towards a lost aspect of the past.”15
Holocaust testimonies, however, defy this resolution and are permanently
shaped by the constancy of conflict. Frances Bartkowski contends, “travel
is movement, movement through territorialised spaces, movement by those
who choose to move and those who are moved by forces not under their
control. Travel could then suggest crossing cultural boundaries, trespassing,
visiting, capture.”16
Testimonies convey emplotment insofar as experiences are framed in temporal
moments of increasing danger and diminished spatial expression and mobility:
peace and relative stability, the Nazi onslaught, the rapidity of the collapse of the
community, or the resistance to it, the suffering of family and friends, the deportation experience, the camp, and finally liberation. This pervasive sameness of
the structure of Holocaust emplotment, or as telling a familiar story or rhetorical
trauma,admittedlymakestestimonyvulnerabletoattacksaboutthesurvivor’sdilution, repression, and inflation of particular experiences. Yet the sameness is also
a source of evidentiary and corroborating strength of testimony from different
periods and locations.
The emplotment of experiences also offers a route map of transit: it guides,
it displaces, it tours, and it transgresses. The spatiality of testimony refers to
the impacts of dislocation and removal of the victim from his or her ghetto
housing or accommodation, life, and community. The cultural theorist Michel
de Certeau reflected on emplotment in narrative, suggesting that “every story
is a travel story—a spatial practice.”17 While de Certeau was not referring to
the narrative maps produced by Holocaust chroniclers and survivors, his writing is evocative for considering the tellability of transit and spatial constraints.
In The Practice of Everyday Life, de Certeau reflects on the metaphors of
modern movement: “In modern Athens, the vehicles of mass transportation
are called metaphorai. To go to work or come home, one takes a ‘metaphor’—a bus or a train. Stories could also take this noble name: every day,
they traverse and organize places; they select and link them together; they
make sentences and itineraries out of them. They are spatial trajectories.”18
De Certeau proceeds to explain how narrative structures have the status
of spatial syntaxes: “By means of a whole panoply of codes, ordered ways
of proceeding and constraints, they regulate changes in space … made by
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stories in the form of places put in linear or interlaced series: from here one
goes there.”19 Holocaust testimonies are spatial trajectories that can be read,
in de Certeau’s words, as “narrative actions; this will allow us to specify a
few elementary forms of practices of organising space: the bipolar distinction between ‘map’ and ‘itinerary,’ the procedures of delimitation or ‘marking boundaries’ and ‘enunciative focalizations.’”20 Testimonies provide both
maps and tours of the sites and spaces of life and its decline: “description
oscillates between the terms of an alternative: either seeing (the knowledge of
an order of places) or going (spatializing actions). Either it presents a tableau
(there are) or it organizes movements (you enter, cross, turn).”21
De Certeau’s reflections on mapping are applicable to the emplotment
impulse in Holocaust testimonies, which are often seen to have their own
assessment criteria by scholars and survivors who advocate the uniqueness of the event. With each stage of departure, familiar anchors of testimony, such as residence, place, public sites, friends and communities, are
removed. Increasingly, as deportees are confined to limited and temporary
waiting sites, the struggle between place as a physical anchor, and space as
an experiential marker of mobility and constraint, becomes more obvious
and traumatizing. Existential truth takes on increasingly sensorial form that
challenges visual knowledge as persistently available to mobile witnesses.

Roundups: Street Scenes of Despair
During roundups, victims reported on a wide range of incidences, abuses,
and reactions. Chronicles of roundups and removals testified to the physical expulsion of ghetto residents and their capacity to witness and report
existential truths. Two deep community traumas of lasting loss occurred in
the Warsaw and Lodz ghettos between June and September 1942. Avraham
Lewin’s A Cup of Tears: A Diary of the Warsaw Ghetto includes an agonizing mapping of deportation traumas.22 His “Diary of the Great Deportation” argues that the disappearance of the ghetto community was not only
historically unprecedented, but was also a representational rupture. His
entry of 22 July 1942 scopes the community’s fear: “A day of turmoil, chaos
and fear: the news about the expulsion of the Jews is spreading like lightning
through the town, Jewish Warsaw suddenly died, the shops are closed, Jews
run by, in confusion, terrified. The Jewish streets are an appalling sight.”23
Lewin’s depiction of the streets seeps with emotional despair, evident in his
entry of 23 July: “Weeping. The Jews are weeping. They are hoping for a
miracle. The expulsion is continuing. Buildings are blockaded. 23 Twarda
Street. Terrible scenes. A woman with beautiful hair. A girl, 20 years old,
pretty. They are weeping and tearing at their hair. What would Tolstoy
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have said to this?”24 In the 25 July entry, Lewin moves the reader to the
Umschlagplatz, the assembly and deportation point in the Warsaw Ghetto:
“Last night there were a lot of suicides. Conditions at the Umschlagplatz.
People are dying where they are being held. You can’t go in or out. By yesterday, 25,000 had been taken away, with today, 30,000. With each day,
the calamity worsens. Many give themselves voluntarily. It is supposed that
hunger forces them into it.”25 Irreconcilable visions dominate the entry of 26
July: “The buildings at 10–12 Nowolipie Street are surrounded. Shouts and
screams. Outside my window they are checking papers and arresting people.
Human life is dependent on some little piece of paper. It’s really enough to
drive you insane. A lovely morning, the sky is wonderfully beautiful: the sun
is shining, the acacia is blooming and the slaughterer is slaughtering.”26
Lewin’s reference to the “slaughterer” comes from Chaim Bialik’s famous
poem, “In the City of Slaughter” (1904), written in response to the devastating Kishinev pogrom of April 1903.27 With each diary entry, Lewin insists
on the futility of historical analogies to describe the ghetto assaults. They
are more than pogroms. On 31 July, “the tenth day of the slaughter that has
no parallel in our history” is isolated in keywords that indicate comparison
and precedent, and is further evident in his entry of 1 August: “The nightmare of this day surpasses that of all previous days. There is no escape and
no refuge. Mothers lose their children. A weak old woman is carried on to
the bus. The tragedies cannot be captured in words.”28 Lewin’s descriptions
accrue in intensity and are an example of crisis writing. His words evoke the
pain of past expulsions as he continues his frustrated look into history to
filter a contemporary truth. The Jewish police are implicated in the crime, as
are Ukrainians and Germans who led the crowds to their departure point:
The 19th day of the “action” of which human history has not seen the like. From
yesterday the expulsion took on the character of a pogrom, or a simple massacre. They roam the streets and murder people in their dozens, in their hundreds.
Today they are pulling endless wagons full of corpses—uncovered—through the
streets. Everything that I have read about the events in 1918–19 pales in comparison with what we are living through now. It is clear to us that 99 per cent of those
transported are being taken to their deaths … Twenty Ukrainians, Jewish policemen (a few dozen) and a small number of Germans lead a crowd of 3,000 Jews
to the slaughter. One hears only of isolated cases of resistance. One Jew took on
a German and was shot on the spot. A second Jew fought with a Ukrainian and
escaped after being wounded … the Jews are going like lambs to the slaughter.29

Lewin’s portrayal of the street as a public murder site also resonates in other
accounts of the July 1942 deportations from Warsaw. Ghetto communities
deeply resented the Jewish police’s involvement in these removals. Their
ruthless approach and roaming mobility are represented primarily in terms
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of the physical injuries they inflicted during roundups. Josef Zelkowicz condemned their actions:
The Jewish police take, they take whomever they can. Whoever is there. If someone
has hidden and cannot be found, he remains free. But they, when they take, take
the one who is there and the one who is not … The sun settles bloodily in the west,
the entire west, swimming in blood. It would be foolish to think the sky is reflecting the blood shed in the ghetto today. The sky is too far from the earth. Nor have
the cries and moans of the ghetto reached it. The lamentations were all in vain;
tears were shed and lost for nothing. No one saw them. No one heard them.30

The Jewish police were secondary in authority to the German police, who
were the primary instruments of terror. The power of German mobility was
reflected in the random seizure of anyone who looked deportable. Stanislaw
Sznapman recorded that “early on the morning of Wednesday 22 July 1942,
a sense of foreboding descended on the Jews inside the ghetto … At about
11 am, word went around that the deportation had begun. The despair was
boundless. People were overwhelmed by panic and dread. Meanwhile, the
Germans began riding around through the ghetto in their cars and picking
men off the street, especially the better dressed; some were killed where they
stood.”31 Sznapman also graphically describes the roundups, in which the
ghettos’ streets and walkways were thoroughfares of brutality:
Red traces of German bestiality could be seen inside the apartments, in the courtyards, on the sidewalks, and along the streets—puddles of Jewish blood and
dozens of motionless bodies of men, women, children and old people, the innocent victims of the self-proclaimed cultural crusaders … And so, from 22 July
on, every day from morning to evening, the barbarians’ hapless victims marched
through the ghetto streets under a hail of blows from clubs or rifle butts, their
faces frozen in pain, their bodies bowed under the weight of their packs and
bundles, their last material possessions.32

What is interesting in Sznapman’s description is not only the forced and
brutal movement of people, but also the absorption of individuals into the
hapless crowd, which has become a primary, albeit misleading, symbol of
the voluntarism of Jews during deportation actions.
Emanuel Ringelblum described the compulsion to witness in the OS
archive as a storyboard of emotion: “a photographic view of what the masses
of the Jewish people had experienced, thought and suffered.”33 Certainly,
this preoccupation manifests in the cinematic-like descriptions of landscapes
in the removal of people from houses, the tearing apart of families, and beatings of non-compliant Jews. Also pervasive in the OS archive were references
to fatigued and terminated transit. Lamenting the expulsion of displaced and
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persecuted Jews in Russia and the Eastern territories from the Einsatzgruppen massacres, Ringelblum wrote about the violent local geography of Jewish history: “‘Blood-red Highways’—this is the name we can give to all the
tales of wandering of Jewish men and women, young people and children,
who roamed constantly from the time the Germans approached their homes
until they found a place of rest and settled in a spot from which they could
wander no farther. All the highways are stained, like Jewish history, with
drops of blood shed by the Gestapo murderers or the Wehrmacht.”34
Ringelblum’s references to the fatal effects of transit (and the incredible stories of return) were evident in his selection of articles for the OS
archive. His naming of street addresses and destinations inserted witnessing
locations into a feared geography of captivity and death. These locations
included: “Death-Camp Chelmno,” “First Day of the Deportation ‘Action’
on No. 3 Dzika Street,” “Ten Days of the ‘Trans-Settlement Action’ of Warsaw Jewry,” “The Destruction of Warsaw,” “The Last Stage of Resettlement
Is Death,” “Some Information about Treblinka,” and “Reminiscences of a
Treblinka Escapee.”35 Ringelblum depicts images of complicity and betrayal
that emphasize the ethnicity of the landscapes, their persecuted communities, and the final foot journeys of the deportees:
All are driven to the Umschlagplatz, which turns into an island flooded with
tears of Jewish pain, suffering, affliction and death … Empty freightcars are
ready, standing there, and these are then fully packed with 120 to 200 persons and AWAY! Where to? No one knows … But whoever knows the story of
Chelmno, Trawniki, is aware of the manner in which these unfortunate must perish: machine guns, gas, electrical current—these are to be their redeemers from
pain… Despair and hunger force people to go voluntarily to the Umschlagplatz.
The Community issued posters saying that volunteers to the Umschlagplatz will
be given 3 kilograms of bread and one kilo of jam. Claimants come forward.
Instead of dying from hunger they prefer a bullet. So they go towards death.36

Ringelblum’s mournful commentary is further internalized by deportees’
embodiment of violence. The prevalence of sensory witnessing emerges in
these testimonies as the collision of aural and visual cues of invasions and
extreme juxtapositions.
Motion was indicative of endings, as terrifying sounds shape the memory
of Zofia Pollak, who was deported from a small ghetto in Poland to Belzec:
“Wednesday, the night of August 26, 1942. One can hear the first shots,
crushing of windows, shattered doors, lamentation, weeping, screams.
There is a feeling of cruel slaughter outside. The action started. Midnight,
a beautiful and clear night, with the moonshine lighting up the rooms, so
nice around, and in such a night you hear cries of innocent children, of
mothers and fathers, shaking the air.”37 Returning to that moment, she
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writes: “At 2:30 in the morning the ‘Schupos’ with whips in their hands,
having the merciless face of murderers, are driving us out from our house.
We join the other Jews, and we are assembled in the Square near Bristol,
where the horse-cars used to stay, and here we are watching the scenes of
children being shot to death in their Mothers’ hands and thrown from the
balconies.”38 The insistence on a visual truth also shapes her testimony.
Her merging with the crowd created its own captivity: “I recall the horrible stories from the barbarian times, but even these atrocities are pale as
compared with the cruelties and savagery before my eyes. Wherever I look
around, familiar faces. We are arranged in formation of ‘sixes’ and we are
completely surrounded, so escape is out of the question.”39
One of the most shockingly ruthless roundups of victims for deportation took place in the Lodz Ghetto in 1942 in the action known as the
“Sperre”—the daytime curfew that the Nazi administration imposed and
brutally enforced between 5 and 12 September.40 During those eight days
the Nazis deported 15,685 people, mainly children under the age of ten,
people over sixty-five, the sick, those unable to work and those without
employment, openly conducting their roundups in courtyards, squares,
orphanages, hospitals, and on the streets. They were targeted as the ghetto’s
“weak links.” The “Sperre” provoked Chaim Rumkowski, the head of the
Judenrat in Lodz, to further promote the ghetto as an industrially productive center, although the belief in productivity was an illusion manufactured
by the Nazis as long as it was self-serving. Diary chronicles and postwar
survivor testimonies illuminate the desperation that intensified with each
day of the “Sperre.”
Testimonies about the impact of the “Sperre” continue the theme of witnessing in crisis, namely, the challenges involved in testifying to the forced
movement of ghetto residents. They also reveal, as did testimonies from the
Warsaw Ghetto, the locations of violence that were inscribed into architecture or material sites of witness. “Sperre” memories of violence and
separation are inscribed in locations of care and ostensible protection, such
as hospitals, and testimonies are anchored to infrastructure, if not buried
inside different buildings. Josef Zelkowicz’s diary entry from September 1
depicts the targeted victims and their impending immobility:
The hospitals are emptied … At seven o’clock sharp, trucks drove up in front
of the ghetto hospitals on Lagiewnicka Street, Wesola Street and Drewnowska
Street, and began loading the patients who were in these hospitals onto them …
The morning of the third anniversary of the war was soaked in tears that could
not rinse the dust and blood from the ghetto streets. News that the sick are
being taken from the hospitals’ spread like wildfire across the ghetto. Fearless
pandemonium began … Who in the ghetto did not have someone in the hospital?
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Among the sick who are mobile, a feverish activity rules—they make attempts
to save themselves, jumping from the upper stories, leaping over fences, hiding
themselves in cellars, impersonating hospital attendants.41

Zelkowicz’s reference to the mobility of the sick implied not just physical
motion, but also the urgent passage into a new identity to avoid capture.
The quest for reinvention and healthy bodies on the announcement of the
“Sperre” is also reflected in Riva Cherug’s comment: “It is impossible to
describe the panic that ensued. The old wanted to look young; they wanted
to work. The ill wanted to look well, and children wanted to look older than
ten years of age—but no one knew what he must be in order to survive.”42
Teenager Dawid Sierakowiak recorded trepidation following the hospital
evacuation in his diary entries: “The mood in the ghetto is panicky; everything’s in suspense, and everyone’s waiting … In the evening disturbing news
spread that the Nazis had allegedly demanded that all the children up to the
age of ten must be delivered for deportation, and supposedly, for extermination.”43 On 4 September 1942, Chaim Rumkowski confirmed this suspicion
with his notorious “Give me your children” speech, which set the tone and
justification for the deportation. He presented the action as a tale of rescue
and survival. Ironically, he rationalized this removal through invoking the
anti-Semitic metaphor of the unhealthy Jewish body in need of cleansing
through a symbolic amputation of its limbs. He declared:
A grievous blow has struck the ghetto. They are asking us to give up the best
we possess—the children and the elderly … In my old age I must stretch out my
hands and beg: Brothers and sisters, hand them over to me! Fathers and mothers, give me your children! You may judge as you please; my duty is to preserve
the Jews who remain. I do not speak to hotheads. I speak to your reason and
conscience. I have done everything and will continue doing everything possible
to keep arms from appearing in the streets and blood from being shed. The order
could not be undone; it could only be reduced … The part that can be saved is
much larger than the part that must be given away.44

The effect of Rumkowski’s speech was palpable, as ghetto residents desperately
pursued an alternative to immobility. According to Sierakowiak, “The panic in the
city is incredible. Nobody’s working anywhere; everyone’s running to secure work
assignments for those in their family who are unemployed.”45 The representation of
roundups in terms of panic and fear in the East European ghettos was similar to the
anticipation of resettlement in other locations where ghettoization was relatively
brief.
Magda Weisberger’s testimony about her deportation from Czechoslovakia is one of thousands that can be described as an ordinary witness. Weisberger’s report exhibits no distinguishing literary qualities or sophistication.
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Life events and family members appear and disappear in her account with
ostensible ease. Her testimony fuses the three stages of departure, yet also
recalls an unusually long waiting period before deportation:
The nightmare started when one morning a German soldier appeared in front of
our gate forbidding anyone to leave … Soon our turn came and we managed to
take a few belongings. We were herded into the Synagogue where we found the
rest of the Jewish community. The following day we were taken to Nagy Szolos
both on foot and in a caravan of horse drawn wagons. The Jews from the whole
state were being concentrated there. For about a month we lived in squalor and
subsisting on meager food. We were humanity in despair, uprooted from our
homes, and not knowing what the future will bring.46

Gizel Berman was relieved that deportation brought a kind of certainty
to her life, albeit painfully experienced a separation from her family in Uzhhorod—a town in Western Ukraine with a complex ethnic and political history that was under Hungarian rule from 1938 until 1945. The motion of the
trains represents the work of removal: “Most of us were looking forward to
leaving. Because those being taken were strong, healthy people, the sick and
the old worried they’d be left behind. They begged the younger ones to be
sure to take them along.”47 Restrictions on luggage were met with a selection
crisis: “I started to sort through our things. Should I take warm or cool clothing? Which sentimental items could I not bear to leave behind?”48
Lotte Weiss, deported from Slovakia in August 1942, recalls the three
stages of her diminishing mobility and her anticipation of departure as a
collective voice for her sisters Lily and Erika, who were deported with her:
“The last night in our parents’ home was the worst in our life. Because of
the rumours we had rucksacks ready and my parents filled them with food
and clothing.”49 Anna Krausz’s roundup in her native Hungary during 1944
is a continuation of her directed motion and captivity:
Finally, after Passover we were given a few days to pack our belongings since
we were told we were being sent to a ghetto from which we’d be placed in work
camps. Although we were terrified and obviously did not want to leave on April
15th with our small bundles they took the 10 Jewish families from our town to
the main ghetto 28km from our town. There 100s of people were pushed into
houses and from there on May 1st they took us to cattle wagons—we didn’t
know where we were going and put 100 in a wagon and went 4 days without
food, water or toilets to Auschwitz, we arrived on a Friday night. But because
there were so many trains we didn’t leave the trains till mid Saturday. Obviously
the heat was terrible and everyone was crying.50

Krausz’s impressions are corroborated by Isabella Leitner’s memory of her
deportation from the ghetto of Kisvarda, in the northeast of Hungary, to
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Auschwitz. In an example of backshadowing in narrative, she returns to 29
May 1944, the day before her deportation: “tomorrow is deportation … My
skull seems to be ripping apart, trying to organize, to comprehend what cannot be comprehended. Deportation? What is it like?”51 In response to an SS
directive to be up at 4:00 am for deportations, otherwise her family would be
shot, she’s outraged: “A bullet simply for not getting up? What is happening
here? The ghetto suddenly seems beautiful. I want to celebrate my birthdays
for all the days to come in this heaven. God, please let us stay here. Show us
you are merciful … We want nothing—nothing, just to stay in the ghetto.”52
Leitner’s impressions of the ghetto as a preferred location render it, in comparison to the violence of roundups, as a safe space rooted in the repetition
of familiar routines. Recalled retrospectively, these accounts seek to impart
an aura of fear about the unpredictable destination of roundups. The emphasis on physical contact, force, threat, and abuses characterized this stage, but
what anchors guided deportees on their foot journeys to assembly areas?

In Motion: To the Collection Points
Movement from ghetto residences to assembly areas was the second stage of
departure. In this stage, mapping of the self and the collective forced movement
are depicted in descriptions of battered and bloodied landscapes, destroyed
buildings, and violent encounters in the streets. Hospitals, synagogues, prisons, assembly squares, and platforms at railway stations are the signposts in
this traumatic, mainly urban, geography. In the Lodz Ghetto, Oskar Rosenfeld’s description of the impact of the outsettlement order depicts the congested mobility of frenzied and forlorn journeyers. The “street” is in constant
motion with the trafficking of journey provisions, transit, and death:
The “outsettlement” of the newly settled from Berlin, Cologne, Düsseldorf, Hamburg, Frankfurt, Vienna, Prague and Luxemburg [sic] began on May 4, 1942. A
bleak, rainy day, intermittent snow flurries. Impression of a November day …
The street has changed. No more aimless scurrying about, no more bundled-up
faces of corpses … Something new. From everywhere people with bundles and
sacks on their backs, bags and baskets, knapsacks and little bread sacks, rushing
toward some destination … all around, people who are accompanying those who
are in a hurry, supporting them or guiding them … old people and children …
carts loaded with bundles, the streetcar carries the human masses … Bundles in
all colors … from gray-white to black green … Suddenly they arrive in front of
the central prison. The deportees who had already been “drafted” pass over the
wire fence clothing, overcoats, blankets, and other meager belongings, which they
don’t dare take along, to their relatives and friends, attempting to exchange these
items for a few grams of sausage or bread or margarine … The human chains
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are mostly soundless, all are prepared … Some fall dead to the ground … others
put an end to their lives before embarking on the journey by hanging themselves
… But the street hears little about this. It does not care about individual fates. It
belongs to everybody. It is just. Those who fall remain lying there. We have no
time. Hunger pushes on, death awaits.53

Waiting for trains in assembly areas, courtyards, and railway stations further reduced deportees to various states of unease, anxiety, expectation, and
depression. These reactions were also typical, if not more intense, in the interiors of synagogues, public buildings, and factories. The depiction of deportees as an internal crowd struggling with lack of food and sanitary provisions
features in several testimonies. Anna Heilman’s march to the Umschlagplatz
followed the liquidation of the Warsaw Ghetto in May 1943. She provides a
traumatic map of the ruined streets, resistance efforts, and indelibly, the smell
of memory. Arrival at the intermediate destination of the train station reinforces the passivity and submission of the group to order: “We were marched
through the still-glowing ruins of the ghetto, the smoke and acrid smell of
burned bodies in our eyes and noses. Nobody talked, nobody cried, we went
like robots, only our feet moving, our hands shifting the heavy knapsacks
on our backs that contained all our earthly possessions … We entered the
Umschlagplatz and joined a sea of humanity. Everybody was sitting on the
floor, hugging their possessions, families keeping together, waiting.”54
Joseph Kutrzeba describes his waiting scene inside the Umschlagplatz:
“In that building waiting for the deportation, every room was smeared with
blood, or people having vomited, bloodied everywhere, because as it turned
out, when the order came to be herded onto the freight train, the SS and
the Ukrainians, who so ever didn’t move fast enough, shove them or beat
them.”55 The brutality prompted Kutrzeba to reconsider his options: “I
began to change my mind with regard to hanging around and coming onto
the freight train, because seeing what happens in the process of loading, I
didn’t know whether I would enter a cattle car still alive.”56
Frank Stiffel applies a temporal distinction to the different uses of the
Umschlagplatz. For him it was the passage to the Umschlagplatz that
marked the boundaries between before and after, and familiar and hostile
territory. He depicts how the ordinary waiting area became an extraordinary repository of despair: “It was not far to go. We were now approaching
the Umschlagplatz. I was thinking how different the same place can be if it
is seen on different occasions. It didn’t even resemble the Stawki hospital in
which I had worked for three months and which I had known so well. Now
it was a set of gloomy buildings surrounded by barbed wire and inhabited
by a huge crowd of Jews who had been brought there before us.”57 Stiffel
describes the scenes in the Stawki hospital: “People were everywhere: sitting
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people, standing people, lying people. The corridors, the wards, the stairways, all smelled of people and their excrements. People were sitting in their
own feces, jealously clutching their bundles and their bread. They had been
waiting for four or five days for the deportation transport to arrive.”58 His
comment about the deliberately inhumane lack of provisions also depicts the
work of excrement in preparing deportees for the conditions of transport.
Away from Warsaw, deportees provide corroborating testimony about
waiting to board the trains. Elie Wiesel recalls the metamorphosis of places
of worship into scenes of terror. Buildings of religious observance assumed
an extraordinary function, housing crowds who anticipated their own fate
by initiating transgressions that would later intensify throughout the journey: “Our convoy went toward the main synagogue … The synagogue
was like a huge station: luggage and tears. The altar was broken, the hangings torn down, the walls bare. There were so many of us that we could
scarcely breathe. We spent a horrible twenty-four hours there. There were
men downstairs: women on the first floor … Since no one could go out,
people were relieving themselves in a corner.”59
Scenes of distress were also reported by Gerald Jacobs, who wrote about
the Holocaust experiences of Miklos Hammer and his deportation from
Nagyvarad in Hungary in May 1944. Walking toward the synagogue, Jacobs
wrote that Hammer “felt thankful he had no sweetheart, wife or children.
And he felt ready for the transport, for a new regime of terror … Nothing,
however, could have prepared him for his last few hours in Nagyvarad.”60
Hammer depicts the everyday functions of the ghetto synagogue and its
transformation: “On this May evening, the gallery was filled to overflowing, men and women indiscriminately bundled along the gateways and the
benches … The heat from the mass of bodies was oppressive. A murmur
of voices was rising with panic and excitement. A few men up at the front
of the stalls were praying, an art of sublime incongruity.”61 Then the synagogue doors were shut: “A sudden wailing resounded like a wave around
the walls, broken by individual screams. The atmosphere was stifling. People stampeded for places to sit or lie down.”62 The impact of immobilization
was confined to these locations, where people were forced to abandon their
usual, socially conditioned behaviors: “The drone of sounds in the darkened
synagogue, the coughs, screams, laughter, whispers and moans of despair,
merged with impressions of the past and future.”63
Following his roundup, Simon Klein was detained for eight days in a
brick factory before his journey from Hungary to Auschwitz. He describes
the sources of immobilization as bodily and structural:
Toward the end of June one midnite [sic] the police raided the house. On July 2,
288 people were draged [sic] away to a brick factory which could house 2000.
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40,000 people were crowded in here. There was no room for anyone—no sanitary accommodations, no food and many of the older people were exposed in
mud and rain, lost their minds and killed themselves … From all the neighboring
small towns the people were herded; it was a very sad reunion. We were kept
there 8 days and then crowded into cattle cars. I was put into the last transport
with our family.64

Cecilie Klein-Pollack, deported from the Khust ghetto in Hungary to Ausch
witz, described a humiliating violation before her deportation. Marched
to what she thought was a brick factory, she was forced to strip naked
and searched for valuables. Her clothes were returned before boarding the
train.65 Kay Gundel emphasizes the pain of separation in the assembly area
before her deportation from Theresienstadt to Auschwitz in August 1942:
The group was assembled in the large yard for inspection. Once again, the same
scene of tears, sobs and clutching hands as people were torn away from each
other to meet still another demand of Nazi business. The SS guards stomped
about and screamed with rage for the people to settle down; with brutal shoves
and slaps and deep jabs of their gun butts, they pushed and squeezed a herd
of frightened people onto that first cattlewagons [sic] poised on the tracks. An
engine rolled up and under heavy armed guard, the wagons rolled out of the
ghetto toward … no one knew.66

Fear of the impending transport was also evident in accounts that testified
to psychological ruin through depression, fatalistic behavior, and emotional
despair. Karol Jonca includes a selection of such testimonies in his article on
the deportation of Breslau Jews from Silesia in late 1941 to Theresienstadt
and Auschwitz. In one example, Karla Wolff reported on the collective
despair that prefaced deportations, listing 108 Jews who committed suicide
before the impending liquidation of the Breslau Jewish community. She
recalls the indelible scene:
It was February 27, 1943. I don’t remember exactly how everything began. But
all of a sudden everyone knew: this was the day of the complete liquidation of the
Jewish community. I was busy with my duties at the old-age home whose windows
faced the courtyard of the “Stork” synagogue … Families and groups assembled
in the cold courtyard, people were busy packing up and sorting. Many however
were sitting apathetically on their boxes, staring blankly. Initially, people tried to
preserve their dignity [and] personal dignity. Everyone still retained his own human
countenance. But with every passing hour the familiar faces faded away; one’s own
face got blurred. They turned into bundles of fear and bottomless despair.67

These foregoing accounts are more than reportage. They are also commentaries on the perpetrators and their approaches to roundups, the disregard
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for deportees, and the impact of the resettlement premise to solicit deportees’ compliance to board trains.

Leaving and Boarding
The final stage of departure, the loading of deportees into the trains, reveals
common sentiments of relief and anticipation. It was the image of the train
at the station, of an endless constellation of freight (and sometimes passenger) cars, or the guarded cattle car transport, that represented a new variant
of frontier journeys between the known and tolerated ghetto existence, and
despite the rumors, a still unconfirmed future. The train station lingers as a
traumatic arrival and departure motif in testimonies, evoking its power as a
historically ubiquitous construct of modern transit, adventure, and discovery. It also features in modern literature and suspense fiction as an enduring marker of danger, tragedy, and unfulfilled promise. Railway historians
Jeffrey Richards and John MacKenzie contemplate this fascination: “What
was it about the station that was so fascinating? … The station was truly a
gateway through which people passed in endless profusion on a variety of
missions—a place of motion and emotion, arrival and departure, joy and sorrow, parting and reunion.”68 Railway stations were administrative shelters
of departure and entry to the modern city, and also attempted to cultivate
a feeling of domesticity, community, and familiarity through their design as
residences. Consisting of porches at the front, shelters inside, verandas at the
back, chimneys, and windows, modern stations invited temporary comforts
that not only assisted in the institutionalization of modern transit but also
in the pacification of Holocaust deportees at departure. They personified an
order that was civic and social in design, but regulatory in purpose: “the station, with its timetables, tickers, uniformed staff, and ubiquitous clocks, is an
inherent supporter and encourager of discipline and order … it has over time
acquired a more disciplinary, structural and organizational connotation.”69
Michel Foucault’s perspective about administrative functions of the station can be applied to their use in the Holocaust: “panoptism was a technological invention in the order of power … it involves surveillance, and the
institutionalization of surveillance, first on a local level and then greater.”70
The long and narrow platforms at many stations permitted the control of
deportees through intimidation, brute force, and compliance. In critical
writing about deportation, stations and platforms are represented as powerful cultural signifiers of endings and abandonment. Writing about deportations from the Warsaw Ghetto, Jaroslaw Rymkiewicz asserts, “it is on the
Umschlagplatz that the history of Polish Jews came to an end, was arrested
and seemingly terminated.”71
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This sentiment is grounded in the testimonies of deportees, who provide
intimate evidence about the multiple assaults and enclosures they endured.
Irrespective of the departure location, whether at the Umschlagplatz in the
Warsaw Ghetto, at Westerbork transit camp, Radogoszcz outside Lodz,
Drancy transit camp, Salonica in Greece, and others, deportees recalled
cruel acts of compression, beatings, and occasional assistance from others
to get on to the trains that were often one meter or more from the ground.
There was occasional restraint in the use of force, especially when the pretense of safe travel had to be maintained where rumors about deportation’s
fatal connotations were not as widespread.
Josef Buzminsky recalls the sadistic methods that accompanied his deportation in November 1942 from the Umschlagplatz:
Surrounding us were the SS men with dogs, and a group of men stood before the
entrance to the wagon. An elderly woman stood there and at a particular moment
a SS man set his dog on her. The dog jumped on her and tore off a piece of flesh
from her buttocks and brought the piece of flesh to his master. She screamed
in great fright and jumped into the high wagon, on top of the people. All these
Germans laughed a great deal. We were loaded—more than one hundred people—into this wagon and they slammed the door.72

Stanislaw Sznapman concurs, describing in detail the actual assault of transport even before the main destination of Treblinka had done its death work.
He recalled that in Warsaw people were loaded onto
freight cars, one hundred or more to a car. The cars were packed so tightly that
people had to stand squeezed together, unable to move. There were no benches.
People tossed out their knapsacks, suitcases, and packages to save room. All the
doors and windows were bolted and sealed. There was a terrible heat wave, so it
was absolutely stifling inside the cramped cars, and there was not a drop of water.
Many people died in the railroad cars for lack of air.73

In his account, Surviving Treblinka, Samuel Willenberg reported that he
was marched eighteen kilometers from the market square in the Opatow
Ghetto to the railway station, with this march resembling a much shorter
version of the punishing evacuations of camp inmates at the end of the war.
The expendability of Jewish life is described in graphic terms, as people who
could not continue were shot, and “with each shot, a shattered skull sent a
fountain of blood splashing onto the earth.”74 Rudolf Reder, one of the few
survivors from Belzec, was deported from Lemberg in one of the first actions
in August 1942. He confesses that the fatal destination of Auschwitz was
not a secret: “Nearly two weeks before deportation everyone was talking
about it as an imminent disaster. We were in despair, since we all already
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knew what the word Aussiedlung (Jewish resettlement) meant.”75 It is often
recalled in testimonies that delays in departure of trains after loading further
contributed to the fear. Reder reported:
in the general scramble we trampled those who were below. We were all in a
hurry, wanting to have all this behind us. On the roof of each truck sat a Gestapo
man with a machine gun. Others beat us while counting 100 people to each
car … Our transport contained many men, including some who had the socalled “secure” work permits, young girls, and women. Finally they sealed all the
trucks. Squeezed into one trembling mass we stood so close to each other that we
were almost on top of one another. Stifling heat was driving us mad. We had not a
drop of water or a crumb of bread. The train started to move at eight o’clock.76

The irreversible effects of deportations on Jewish ethnic futures in Eastern Europe were repeated in Southern Europe, with the deportation of the
almost fifty thousand Jews from Salonica to Auschwitz between March
and May 1943, of whom almost 80 percent were immediately gassed upon
arrival.77 Aron Rodrigue and Esther Benbassa argue that these deportations
destroyed the historically and culturally vibrant Judeo-Spanish centers in
Greece, and dealt a death blow to the Judeo-Spanish language of Ladino.78
In accounts of the persecution and public ridicule of Jews, the conditions of
deportation were widely commented on in relation to the inadequate provisions made for deportees and the inhumane methods of transport. These
accounts provide a corroborating witness narrative to many deportee testimonies. A document from the Directorate of Special War Services attempted
to quantify the human compression that was standard for deportation. A
report from April 1943 detailed that
2700 men, women, old people, infants, handicapped and injured persons were
packed like crates, 60–80 at a time, into box-cars of the type normally used for
transporting animals and left Thessaloniki without luggage and with one oka
(1280 grams of bread) each. That was the only provision made by the Germans
for the six-day trip facing the persons being exiled in this manner. The box-cars
were sealed from the outside before the train departed.79

The capacity of trains to inflict suffering on deportees was also noted
by Erika Amariglio, who was deported from the Baron Hirsch ghetto in
Salonica, Greece, in March 1943. Her focus on the number of wagons
underscores the volume of people being deported in one convoy as well as
the industrial capacity of the railroads to achieve it. She recalled that “with a
sense of great anxiety and misery our second day in the Baron Hirsch ghetto
came to an end. The next day everyone was talking about the railroad cars
at the train station. Michael Molho writes in his book In Memoriam that
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there were 40 railway wagons. Forty wagons! An endless line, and they
were waiting to be loaded.”80 Although Amariglio uses Michael Molho as a
postwar empirical validation for her memories, no such validation is needed
to interpret the following reactions during loading, the “screams, yelling,
wailing, in front of the railway car doors … people were disappearing, disappearing into the depths of the cars, more and more.”81
The loading process itself was often fatal. Deportees sometimes deliberately taunted the guards, defied orders, while the older ones were overcome
by extreme physical stress. The stress is clear in the following account of the
deportation of Jews from Didymoteichon, a prefecture of Evros:
On 4 May 1943, all the Jews of Didymoteichon were loaded on to box-cars,
the men, women and children being placed, 80 at a time, in separate cars. Each
Jew was entitled to bring effects to a total weight of 30 kilos. During the loading, three persons died of heart attacks. The destination of the train was not
announced, but may be Poland. It is believed that these Jews will be eliminated
during the course of the journey.82

The deportations continued until May 1944, with Jews of Greek, Spanish,
and Portuguese descent arrested in Athens and taken to the Rouf railway
station. One of these deportations was witnessed by an observer:
They were packed with suffocating tightness, 80 or 100 at a time, into 37 closed
box-cars to be sent north. The box-cars were sealed, and gangs of station workmen put barbed wire and planks of wood across the slit windows. People were
piled on top of one another: pregnant women, children, invalids and old people,
all calling for help. In separate though equally crowded box-cars were the Jews of
Spanish nationality. Their windows were not blocked, and the Germans allowed
their Ambassador to given them a little food.83

The procedure of loading deportees in Warsaw and Salonica is corroborated in accounts from the Netherlands, Hungary, and Transylvania, which
recall trauma, separation, and the ominous appearance of train carriages at
stations. These testimonies mourn the loss of the familiar and bear witness
to the transformation of deportees into itinerants.
Etty Hillesum’s diaries and letters from the Westerbork transit camp in the
Netherlands provide a tour of loading and its distressing impact on herself
and for the deportees. Trains circulate as a central motif of freedom and
incarceration in her diary entries, as she constantly speculates about who
will gain a temporary reprieve from deportation during the roundups. In one
respect, Hillesum is a detached and observational chronicler, in another she
is that community’s witness-activist as she reports mournfully on despairing street scenes in the camp. Temporalities are fused in her writing, as she
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is unable to separate the historical persecution of Jews from their present
journeys: “We are being hunted to death all through Europe … I wander in
a daze through other barracks. I walk past scenes that loom up before my
eyes in crystal-clear detail, and at the same time seem like blurred age-old
visions.”84 The train is an industrial instrument that severs the camp community, as depicted in Hillesum’s letter of 24 August 1943: “The camp has
been cut in two halves since yesterday by the train: a depressing series of
bare, unpainted freight cars in the front, and a proper coach for the guards
at the back. Some of the cars have paper mattresses on the floor. These are
for the sick.”85 Westerbork’s population is further compressed into cattle
cars at the “Transport Boulevard,” the station platform, and the closing of
the cattle car doors seal the victims’ final abandonment. Hillesum shrieks:
My God, are the doors really being shut now? Yes, they are. Shut on the herded,
densely packed mass of people inside. Through small openings at the top we can
see heads and hands, hands that will wave to us later when the train leaves. The
commandant takes a bicycle and rides once again along the entire length of the
train. Then he makes a brief gesture, like royalty in an operetta. A little orderly
comes flying up and deferentially relieves him of the bicycle. The train gives a
piercing whistle. And 1,020 Jews leave Holland.86

At the conclusion of the loading, an odd normality and camp rhythm return:
“The tide of helpers gradually recedes; people go back to their sleeping
quarters. So many exhausted, pale, and suffering faces. One more piece of
the camp has been amputated.”87
In deportation testimonies from Hungary, the train carriage inspires
mournful commentary on the geography of temporary security and uncertain transit futures. Anna Koppich was deported from Kolozsvar in early
June 1944.88 She describes the peripatetic life of deportees affected even
further by the incarcerational appearance of cattle cars, and the agony of
leaving: “The day of our departure arrived! We were loaded with heavy
backpacks … It was hot, and we had winter coats on as we started our exit
from the brick factory … Pretty soon we were loaded into the cattle cars,
thirty-six of us in one; only nine of these made it in the camp. We said goodbye to Kolozsvar. It was very painful.”89 Exile from the familiar is evident
in Isabelle Leitner’s testimony:90 “We drag ourselves to the railroad station.
The sun is mercilessly hot. People are fainting, babies screaming. We, the
young and healthy teen-agers, are totally spent. What must the old, the sick,
feel? Totally stripped of our dignity, leaving the town we were born in, grew
up in—what happens after this long wait? Where are we off to? I am ready
to go. Away from my cradle of love.” Leitner’s lament recalls de Certeau’s
mapping of trauma in terms of narrative routes: the station, the theater of
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loss, and impending departure from the community. Her fragment is told
as a persistently relived experience, returning herself and the reader to wartime with verbs of transit such as “drag,” “going,” and “leaving.” While
describing the appearance of exhausted, frail, and anxious deportees, Leitner presents a map without a destination, “Where are we off to,” suggesting
an elsewhere without location, through the action of “away.”
Deported from Györ, Hungary, Eva Quittner writes of her return journeys to wartime captivity: “my mind reproduces still pictures from the film
of stored memories of 11 June 1944. The pictures are in black and white:
we stand frozen, my family and I, together with all the Jewish people of
Györ and its surrounding areas … The line of railway tracks extends as
far as the eye can see in front of us. Cattle wagons wait, their doors wide
open like gaping mouths.”91 Quittner’s fragment is an example of mapping
described by de Certeau; she recalls the image from her past and imposes an
order over the space and visuality of departure. She depicts the images of
unfamiliar transit, with the people from Györ on the one side, and the cattle
wagons on the other. It is the crossing of the space between them that signals
the first of many transgressions.
Piri Bodnar’s loading was prefaced by an arduous march to the station,
where the image of the cattle car provoked regret that she had not followed
through on family offers of emigration. Deported from a small ghetto in
Hungary in June 1944, she recalls that “finally, after hours of exhaustive
marching, we arrived at a station where a convoy of cattle cars was waiting
for us. When I saw those cars, I knew our journey would take us farther
away from home than I had ever been, and I remembered my uncle who had
offered more than once to bring me to his home in the United States.”92
Olga Lengyel invokes the image of the endless train to organize her
boarding scene. Deported from Cluj [Koloszvar] in 1944, she recalls the
deception she felt at the platform, and the circuitous continental journeys
of the cattle cars: “We had no inkling of the treachery of which we were the
victims until we all stood together on the platform in the railroad depot …
There was a nightmarish quality to the scene. On the tracks, an endless train
awaited. Not passenger coaches but cattle cars, each filled to busting with
candidates for deportation. We stared. People called to each other fearfully.
The insignia on the car indicated their points of origin: Hungary, Yugoslavia, Rumania.”93
Deportees’ testimonies about the stages of mobility are not as discrete
as I have implied in this analysis. The roundups, marching, and assembly,
and loading onto trains are commonly represented as an endless transit
memory of fused landscapes and experiences. Deportees give understandably more attention or emphasis to encounters and scenes that were violent,
emotional, and embodied. The purpose of making interpretive incisions into
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these descriptions is to chart the impact of mobility on perception and sightbased witnessing. The incisions are also designed to highlight the various
scenes, experiences, landscapes, and traumas that constitute deportees’ memory maps. Their maps are emotionally charged inventories that comprise
objects, people, and encounters, culminating in an irreversible expulsion
from the familiar. In the three stages of departure—roundups, movements to
the station and waiting, and boarding of trains—testimonies reinforced the
importance of a visual perspective, mapping emotional and spatial stresses.
This visual perspective is grounded in somatic responses and traumas. Reading deportation through victims’ voices acknowledges the impact of reduced
personal space and mobility as a profoundly unsettling frontier of experience
and representational geography in Holocaust testimony.
Although the locations of departure from ghettos and villages varied
across Europe, the collaborative work and claims of these testimonies is multiple. First, they locate forced individual and group displacement from one’s
community in historical and cultural time and place, providing an anguished
version of urban ruin that refigures the Holocaust’s geographies of persecution in demystified, material, and spatial terms. Second, these testimonies
initiate the reader into an experiential history of corporeal distress. Finally,
these testimonies subvert the bureaucratic image of a controlled and distanced human contact between victims and perpetrators. Pushing, shoving,
screaming, shouting, and beating: deportation was nothing if not personal.
Unsure of the destination of the trains, many victims desperately clung to
the hope that the words written in letters (and later, etched into the walls of
train carriages) would find readers. This was especially true for the deportees at the moment of exile from the ghetto and their former life. Just before
entering the trains, and almost immediately after boarding, they scribbled
notes to loved ones, family, and friends. Susan Beer’s knowledge of the destination of Auschwitz meant little to her:
On July 22, 1944, after three weeks in prison, we were told to pack up our few
belongings and prepare to leave. At the time, I didn’t know what that meant,
although I assumed it would not bode well. I found a postcard in my bag, and
scrawled a message to my boyfriend. I wrote that I was being taken to Auschwitz,
not wanting to disappear without a trace. Along the way, I dropped the postcard,
hoping that a passerby would find it and throw it in a mailbox.94

Hans Behr, writing his address as “letter written on cattle train,” in
between concentration camps in France, and dated 3 March 1943, wrote
to his wife: “My dearest Edith, so tomorrow we are leaving, destination
still unknown. This is my last sign of life, for the moment.”95 Lisa K.’s letter, written on a deportation train, Convoy 61, from Drancy to Auschwitz,
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fears the future. Her words provide a strikingly accurate prediction that
was not known or believed by most deportees: “My Dearest, the day before
yesterday I received your letter. I have no more strength to cry. Tomorrow
Thursday at 2 o’clock after midnight they will finish us up. We are here
1000 people. Among us are many old people and small children. Where they
are going to take us, we do not know.”96
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– Chapter 4 –

Immobilization in
“Cattle Cars”
Come, friend, let us walk through those rushing cages. Look, here is the sad and
desperate human throng sitting and standing, plunged into a deep, nightmarish
meditation. The monotonous sound of bumping wheels is heard, it lies on the
heart, it lies on the heart like a heavy burden and harmonizes perfectly with the
atmosphere of weirdness. It seems as if the trip had lasted a whole eternity already.
We boarded the eternally traveling Jewish train, directed by strangers.1

W

ith this letter, Zalmen Gradowski, a worker in a Sonderkommando
unit at Auschwitz, issued an invitation. Enter the “eternally traveling Jewish train,” he asked, a plea that is not limited to wartime trains if
one looks at the image of the freight car housed in the permanent exhibition at the United States Holocaust Memorial Museum (USHMM) in
Washington, DC (see Figure 4.1). The image of the freight car fuses historical space and contemporary memory practices. By looking at the platform
of Auschwitz from the departure side of the rail car, the photo promises
an Auschwitz arrival to the museum visitor. It also denies it. Through an
alternative route in the permanent exhibition, the museum visitor can have
an optional cattle car experience and arrive at the Auschwitz installation
that follows the deportation exhibit.2 It is as if present and past transits
are too intimate: the rail car’s promise of re-enactment—by entering that
smelly, decaying space—tempts the museum visitor with experiential identification yet also constructs it as a trespass or violation of memory. The
controlled journey is also reinforced in the erection of fences inside the
railcar, barriers that preserve the boards of the carriage from excessive
treading. The visitor thus departs and arrives; the passage through seems
a violation for having entered in the first place, and yet the visit is too
brief, for the imagination conjures deportees’ fears not unlike Gradowski’s
description. The rail car’s stimulus for reenactment becomes an unsettling
portal to historiographical representations of the journey as a transport
between the ghetto and the camp. Visitors cannot linger too long with the
possibility of immobility.
Notes for this chapter begin on page 122.
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Figure 4.1 View through the freight car, Permanent Exhibition, United States
Holocaust Memorial Museum (WS N02433). Courtesy of USHMM Photo Archives.

The photo of the freight car from the USHMM exhibit image provides a
frame for the objectives and content of this and the next chapter. This chapter enters the train carriages and critically interprets the victims’ responses
to transit, while chapter 5 delays analysis of the representation of arrival
at camps to consider the tellability of the journey. This approach immobilizes testimony to consider the impact of motion, feared geographies, and
uncertainty on the postwar representation of the self as a mobile victim and
sensory witness.
I begin this chapter with a commentary about the construction of train
journey experiences in testimonies and my interpretation of their evidentiary
utility. The majority of testimonies used are postwar representations shaped
by diverse cultural, temporal, and national frameworks. They are mediated
by language, the location of survivor refuge or migration, fictional allusions,
and literary and oral skills. In relation to language, the majority of the testimonies I use are from the post-1970s period; many are products of institutionally directed initiatives, spoken or written in English or translations.
The tellability of deportation experiences at a linguistic and geographical
distance from their occurrence brings into view the neglected analysis of
English as a “refuge” language.3 This refuge language has also contributed
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to a Holocaust consciousness of a contradictory nature where a “surfeit of
memory” exists, yet remains ostensibly inaccessible through keywords such
as “unspeakable” and “incomprehensible.”4 Although I do not adhere to
the unspeakable position, I also do not suggest that the Holocaust is uncomplicated in its representational potential. Testimonies of transit convey a
sense of rhetorical familiarity, especially in the survivors’ designation of
train journeys as “cattle car” transit, with this familiarity produced partly
from retrospective knowledge, reference to other memoirs and historical
writing, and accrued traumatic memories.
The application of retrospectivity in telling life experiences, which
evokes Bernstein’s concept of “backshadowing,” returns in narrative form
as the predictability of the deportee’s fate. The attempt at recreating a
sense of the traumatic aura of spatial shock, in foreboding scenes of panic
and deprivation, is undermined by the representation of the known destination—Auschwitz, Sobibor, Treblinka, and Majdanek—which in the
majority of deportee testimonies defied that experiential possibility. Thus,
the terror of captivity in trains is structured with the destination as the origin to the traumatic claims of entrapment and corporeality. This sameness
is not so clearly delimited or familiar in early postwar testimonies such as
those from the David Boder collection where keywords or experiences for
what is now known as the “Holocaust” were far less certain, rhetorical,
or defined.
The tellability of transit is also dependent on the genre of narration.
Experiences of deportation have been told in many types of testimonies,
including postwar memoirs, film, war crimes trial testimony, unpublished
accounts and letters, oral, video, and sound recordings. One prominent
example of testimony making was the American Gathering Conference Collection (AGCC), a repository of survivor reports initiated by Elie Wiesel
during the American Gathering of Jewish Holocaust Survivors in Washington, DC in April 1983, which followed the World Gathering of Jewish
Holocaust Survivors in Israel in June 1981.5 The Washington event attracted
20,000 survivors and their families. The gathering was a significant monumentalizing event in the assembly of American Holocaust survivors, and in
the speakability and press coverage of their experiences.6 The Washington
event capitalized on the gathering of survivors, and created a bonded community of witnesses and many first-time testifiers. Survivors were asked to
submit a report of their life experiences under the Nazi regime, a biography
that reflected a prevailing model of writing and telling in the sequence of
prewar, wartime, and postwar experiences.
The storytelling framework of the AGCC project recovered the everyday,
if not ordinary, Holocaust survivor autobiography. Although the memorial
and documentary imperative was sincere, the AGCC project was predicated
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on, and intellectually limited by, brevity. The handwritten and typed testimonies that reside in the AGCC archive depict displacement or dislocation where time periods and actions are fused in devastatingly unreflective
fashion.7 They also vary markedly in length; some are incredibly brief recollections whereas others are excessively long expositions, which ignore the
suggested three- to four-page limit of submitted testimonies. Arguably, the
lengthy testimonies were symbolic of the trauma of recall itself. Many were
disjointed in structure, yet attempted to follow a sequence of incarceration
from prewar to postwar life. Indeed, these AGCC testimonies, by their narrative simplicity, exemplified the limitations of instructed recall. The writers
seemed overwhelmed by the urgency to bear witness, with many of them
admitting the futility of language to render what they perceive as a truthful
and valid narrative.
It is possible that the literary ordinariness of these testimonies has contributed their utility as forgotten remnants, consisting of banal and inconsequential memories that cannot alter the ostensibly widely disseminated
truths of victims’ experiences. At times, the writer’s focus on the deportation train journey takes center stage, yet more commonly, the confinement
emerges as an indistinct interval in an otherwise extraordinary story. In many
of these testimonies, the deportation journey is represented as a three-stage
interval in terms similar to recollections in published accounts: the violent
entry into the carriage, the battle to secure personal space amid the crowd
of other deportees, and the fraught adjustment, or lack of it, to the confined
conditions of transit and lack of provisions. Pearl Spiegel’s testimony from
the AGCC is a remarkable compression of several transit stories:
On May 18th, we were loaded onto a freight train—80 men, women, and children into one car. We were given a kettle of pea soup for all of us and for the
balance of the trip, no other food was given to us. After two days of travel, we
arrived in Auschwitz on May 20th, 1944. We were told to leave all of our belongings in the railroad car. Then we were told to line up—men and boys to the left
and women and children on the right.8

AGCC testimonies also prompt frustration because of their abrupt observations. Selma Engel’s deportation from Westerbork to Sobibor receives
brief attention. Of her trip she recalls that someone “put some straw on the
ground, and a bowl in the corner,” and that with sixty people in her car,
“we were all very nervous.”9 Regina Hoffman writes of the destination as
a returned intrusion:
Eventually, the Nazis herded us like animals onto cattle cars, stripping us of
what little dignity we had left within our hearts. It was a living nightmare on
that train, looks of bewildered people everywhere, children screaming, and the
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Gestapo yelling “Mach schnell! Mach schnell!” as people were shuffled about
like just so much cargo. As the vicious circle continued to turn, like the incessant
rotation of the wheels of the train, another memory, from my past played itself
out once more. When the train either slowed down or stopped, good-hearted
people attempted in vain to get food and water to us. The Nazis knocked these
items out of their hands and severely beat them for their efforts. Eventually, our
predetermined destination, the Auschwitz concentration camp, came into view.
From a distance we could see smoke billowing from chimneys, but we did not
know at that time that the smoke was the result of men, women, and children
being burned in the crematoriums. The Nazis spoke only of being relocated.
As we entered the barracks, we saw the now infamous sign over the front gate,
“Arbeit Macht Frei.”10

Rosa Ferera was deported from the island of Rhodes to Greece and then
to Auschwitz: “In mid July 1943, men, women and children were transported by two cargo boats which after a most horrendous journey landed in
Athens. Three days later we were transferred into cattle trucks without water
or food and hardly any room to breathe—destination Auschwitz.”11 Jenny
Zavatzky’s three-day trip was memorable for the lack of a “bathroom”: “In
August 1944 they loaded us into cattle cars with no windows, bathrooms
for a trip that took three days and was a nightmare. People were hungry,
thirsty no bathroom so people went where they sat. The heat and odors were
unbearable. We finally arrived at our destination which was Auschwitz.”12
The train journey was also a frontier of death in the woeful lack of
adequate travel provisions. This is evident in Sam Profetas’s testimony about
his harrowing eight-day trip. He was forced into a Greek ghetto with his
mother and sister and was soon deported to Auschwitz in March 1943:
“After two or three days we were taken and shoved into cattle cars, 80
people in each one, with a barrel for our bodily functions, and very little
food. The trip lasted eight days. Many old and sick people died during that
trip.”13 The psychological impact of the journey was evident in the testimony of Salomea Hannel, deported in the winter of 1942, following a massacre: “I went to Sobibor with the surviving Jews, on a journey that lasted
three days and three nights. Many of us went mad, others died. A child was
killed and many women envied the mother, their children were still to suffer.
Every time the train stopped, we bought snow from the Poles to quench our
thirst; we paid up to 200 zlotys each. We were 300 people.”14
The brevity of these testimonies contrasts to those with an extended
focus on the self as besieged. In the following examples, the stresses of
the train journey are told in reports of spatial shock, excremental assault,
insanity, births in the carriage, and the death of fellow deportees. The testimonies of Gizel Berman, “The Three Lives of Gizel Berman,” Eva Gross’s
“Prisoner 409,” Olga Lengyel’s tellingly titled chapter “8 Horses—or 96
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Men, Women, and Children” from her book Five Chimneys, and Zalmen
Gradowski’s “Letter to a Friend” and “The Czech Transport: A Chronicle
of the Auschwitz Sonderkommando,” all confirm the experiences of other
witnesses. These authors’ plunges into captivity see the literary creation of
the self as imprisoned and afflicted. The truth claims of the captive witness
vary in intensity according to the different models of life writing, such as
written prose texts and reports, and life telling, such as oral- and videotestimony recordings. Anxious life writing of the train’s entrapment also
occurs in poetry, where the addressee appears to be private and familial.
Rose Herstik’s “The Train” portrays the fragile grip of deportees as “The
hands were holding on to window rims, / Like little dead birds with broken
wings.”15 Itka Zygmuntowicz’s “A World That Vanished” places the reader
into a scene of no escape:16
The freight trains are taking us on a journey
For most it is their last ride
My brothers and sisters are burning
There is no more place to hide
The final solution is sealed
We’re trapped in a world of hell
I can hardly understand
How we survived this story to tell.

Omissions of deportation transit from the survivor’s war biography prompt
disbelief, for what happens when the transport is ignored by the interviewer,
himself an experienced historian? Henry Levis recalled that his deportation
from Ioannina in northern Greece to Auschwitz in early 1944 took nine days.
However, the only question the historian asked about it concerned the type
of carriage used. Levis’s nine days inside the train are ignored as a potentially
important testimony about the immobilization of deportees.17
These examples of the different genres used to write and speak about
deportation train experiences have sometimes worked against their tellability,
and have possibly contributed to a rhetorical story of relocation, confinement, and transit trauma that allows for minimal narrative departures or
escapes. The vocabulary used to describe the train journey, such as language
that refers to bodily expulsions, entrapment, and the anguished quest for
personal space, challenges the claim that words can speak for themselves,
yet it is the word that remains a dominant negotiator of the body’s restless
memory to produce traumatized testimony. Anthropologist Veena Das has
characterized the tellability of body stories and memories into language as
“transactions in the construction of pain.”18
If deportees profess difficulty in finding words to communicate their
embodied experiences, then the use of fiction in testimonies adds another
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complexity to their truth claims. Survivors’ reliance on fictional allusions to
anchor their transit experiences evokes the decades-long debate about the
adequacy of language to capture the Holocaust’s veritable aura. An oftencited reference in Holocaust testimonies is Dante’s “Inferno” from The
Divine Comedy and its scenes of epic voyaging into decline and corporeality.
The poem is an allegory for the descent of the deportee into an abyss. When
viewed through a sampling of citations, the “Inferno” provides a seemingly
accessible story by which the writer/narrator seeks urgent identification with
a fictional journey as the basis for his or her Holocaust truth. In reference to
loading and departure from the Lodz Ghetto during the “Sperre” actions of
1 September 1942, Dawid Sierakowiak reported that prior knowledge of the
destination of deportation transports created scenes of intense desperation
among the vulnerable groups in ghetto hospitals: “Because we already know
from the stories told by those brought into the ghetto how the Germans
‘deal with’ the sick, a great panic has risen in the city. Scenes from Dante
took place when the sick were being loaded. People knew that they were
going to their deaths! They even fought the Germans and had to be thrown
onto the trucks by force.”19
To Hayden White, Primo Levi’s journey to Auschwitz is modeled on
Dante’s journey into Hell, and his postwar passage out of the camps in “The
Truce” is the path to purgatory. This modeling raises the issue of emplotment, the “theoretical issues having to do with the extent to which a literary
treatment of a real event can lay any claim to realism or historical verisimilitude.”20 White asks “what is the status of real events presented as describing
the plots of the kinds of stories found in folklore, myth, and literature?”21
The survivor’s appeal to fiction to anchor their transit truths, whether at
departure, inside the train, or upon arrival at the camps, is also at odds with
the very real, foreboding, and clinical presence that trains occupy in testimonies. As a vehicle of terror like few others, the powerful effects of train transit can be read against Edith Wyschogrod’s conception of the death-world, as
discussed in Spirit in Ashes: Hegel, Heidegger and Man-Made Mass Death.
Wyschogrod connected the death work of the trains as a mode of delivery to
the death camps. She highlighted deportations as a new and efficient strategy
of mass death, yet neglected the train carriage’s hidden work as a shell of spatial trauma that initiated deportees into, and disconnected them from, their
camp experience. Wyschogrod, similar to other philosophers, contended that
the camps produced an unprecedented form of social existence in which the
death-world paradigm found full expression. This existence was prefaced by
the life-world, which Wyschogrod envisioned as a three-tiered field of experience: the inanimate world, which is given in primary sensation and practical
transactions; the vital world where human beings are characterized by selfmotion, self-differentiation, and self-boundedness; and the social sphere in
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which other persons are apprehended as interacting with varying degrees of
impact on the self.22 The genesis of Wyschogrod’s conception of the deathworld is that as the life-world and its system of symbolic continuities that
sustain and nurture life collapses, the durability of life emerges as its most
paradoxical feature. This paradox is challenged in deportees’ representation of cattle car trauma as an epic battle between the civilized self and the
“other.” This battle was evident in how deportees represented their train
journey as leaving embodied imprints and sensory memories, and producing
intellectual discussion, escape attempts, and physiological decline.
The following interpretation aims to relocate the origins of Wyschogrod’s model of the death-world from the camps and to the trains. I outline
the main themes of decline and recovery created by this epic human battle
inside of them. The European-wide origins of deportations are fused in this
journey, a merging that recognizes that despite the continental points of
origin, varying dates, and climates of deportation, accounts of train journeys are often represented as a rhetorical and corroborating trauma with
frustratingly little elaboration on taboo or shameful topics. This feature
of a rhetorical transit by no means negates those moments of exceptionality in deportation transit, where deportees were transported in passenger
trains, had room to move, were placed with few others, and carried plentiful food provisions. In this analysis, I have interpreted deportees’ initiation
into the death-world of transit as a three-stage sequence: the boarding
and loading of the carriages, the unsuccessful adjustment to the lack of
space, and the decline of the civilized self through sensory assaults. I also
interpret the impact of train journeys as reducing deportees into a “bare
life” before the camps claimed that power over human experience.23 These
stages were by no means discrete. Deportees struggled valiantly, but often
poorly, with varying degrees of excruciating confinement. The erosion of
personal space reduced the possibility for privacy. Deportees were gripped
by severe hunger, deteriorating health and hygiene threats, the destabilization of sight, and the overpowering and choking stench of excrement,
urine, and vomit.

Inside the Trains: The Assault on Space
The forced entry of deportees into the train carriages is undoubtedly a formative theme in testimonies. It is the first of many shocks. The overcrowding
shaped perceptions of mobility and intimacy, provoked critical commentary
on deportees’ coping mechanisms, and raised rumors about the location of a
shared, yet mostly unconfirmed, fate. Entry into the cattle car was reported
as abrupt and distressing, and both reactions are imprinted in the testimony
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of Marek Sznajderman, who was deported to Majdanek in April 1943.
His depiction of the cattle car’s interior is filtered through impressions of
the train’s use as a carrier of human traffic. The train’s carriage walls are
engraved with evidence of past deportees:
Finally, one by one, we reach the train platform. I cannot describe the bestial
scenes that are taking place as we enter the wagons. Finally, we are inside the
wagon. There are 75 of us. That is not many. Supposedly, 120 to a wagon went to
Treblinka. On the walls, one can see the various inscriptions left behind by people
who were bidding farewell to the world in this way. In the evening, it becomes
suffocating. The window is nailed shut. Movements become heavy and sluggish.
There is no air to breathe. We throw everything off, sprawling passively on the
floor. Old women and some children fall to the ground. They are dying. Dr. Grozienski pulls out a vial of poison. He stares blankly at his wife with a crazed look
and at Dr. Hayman and his wife as well. However, he does not have the courage
to make use of it.24

Chaim Engel’s memory of deportation from Lublin to Sobibor is told
through a disordered spoken voice. He repeats the identity of the perpetrator as “they” and the train’s parallel impacts of industrial advance and
personal assault: “They took us to the freight trains … they pushed us in
the freight trains … the whole night we travelled in this train … people fell
down … people had to go to the bathroom, and there was a mess you cannot imagine … but we had no other choice.”25
Adjustment to confinement emerges as a shared dilemma in the testimony
of Ya’akov Gurfein, who was deported in January 1943 from the Sanok
Ghetto in Galicia to Belzec, and escaped during transit: “When they put us in
all together into the wagons, there was no place to stand or sit. Some of the
people sat on the floor, some stood and then every hour we exchanged positions.”26 Zofia Pollak’s use of the present-tense voice to describe her deportation to Belzec produces an uncomfortable trespass. The feeling is generated
by the delay of the movement of the train and the responses of deportees
to its deprivations once moving. Pollack’s choice of words of unrestrained
movement, such as “stretch,” is undercut with images of breathlessness:
The doors of the cars are shut, it is dark and tense, impossible to stretch out your
arms, absolutely no air to breathe. Everybody strangles and chokes and you feel
as if a rope were tied around your neck, such a terrible heat as if the fire had been
set under the car. About ten people from our group are placed near the door,
whoever has hairpins, nails, fasteners, starts to bore between the boards to get
a little bit of air. People behind us are in much worse plight, they take off their
clothes and as if obsessed by bestiality and madness, they are hawking, choking,
and driven into utmost despair. After a long waiting, the train is in motion, a sigh
of relief emanates from the mouths of those who are still alive, they hope that
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now more air will find its way into the car, or maybe it will start raining and a
few drops will penetrate through, but none of those miracles happen. I notice that
there is more and more free space, people die and we are seated on their dead
bodies. The remaining are raving and wild, mad from suffering. They quarrel
between themselves about water that doesn’t exist. Mothers hand their children
urine to still their thirst. We have in our car no more than 20 people still alive.27

Gisela Sachs was deported from Theresienstadt to Auschwitz on 19
October 1944. The shock of her adjustment is rendered in words such as
“shoved” and “squeezed” as she tried to find a seating place for her mother.
Not unlike other survivors, she uses “travel” to describe the transport experience in a non-reflective and uncritical way:
We were shoved into cattle cars. I was able to secure a seat for her on the only
bench available. I sat nearby on the floor, squeezed among many people. I looked
around and saw written on the wall of the car ‘Arrived in Auschwitz’ on such a
date … I now knew for sure where we were headed, yet I did not tell anyone. If
others saw the writing, they didn’t tell either. We traveled two nights and a day
under the most horrid conditions. We had not enough air, no water, no toilet
facilities and were practically sitting on one another. People were fighting with
each other making matters even worse.28

The deadly meaning of “Auschwitz” in the cattle car provoked a conspiracy
of silence. Sachs and her companions were forced to adjust to the divisions
of space, which are manifest in her description of actions of struggle, and
consequently, characterization of adjustment as a primal battle scene.
Feelings of entrapment and torment linger in the following brief
accounts of deportees. Rose Bohm describes her abrupt departure from a
local marmalade factory in a Czech ghetto in language such as “herded”
and as denied “room,” language that indicates a dehumanizing process:
“The next morning, they just herded us into a cattle car. I could not tell
how many. It looked like 80 to 100. There was scarcely room to sit down.
The children were crying. They did not like being pushed together. My
little brother was still hungry.”29 Other recollections also confirmed the
urgent need to adapt and impose a code of spatial exchange. Primo Levi
offered that “one must take turns standing or squatting,” for “lying down
was out of the question, and we were only able to sit by deciding to take
turns.”30 Similarly, in Charlotte Delbo’s carriage, “the aged were silent
and dazed. All of them formed groups, sharing their blankets, rolling up
clothing to use as pillows,”31 while Eva Quittner reported that “some
of the people stood up to stretch their numbed bodies and give the ones
sitting down a little more room. This was to become the routine for the
duration of the journey.”32
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The long journeys from Greece produced a corroborating impression of
confinement among deportees. Transported from Salonica, Erika Amariglio
wrote about disappearing and mute deportees:
Packed together, dragging their children and luggage, people disappeared into the
railway cars. On each car a sign specified: “Capacity 40 soldiers or eight horses.”
The cars were painted in a rusty red color, they had no windows at all apart from
a skylight, very high up, left and right, protected by wire. As the doors shut you
could not see anything inside; you could hardly hear anything. You saw only an
occasional hand through a skylight.33

A plea for understanding compression is evident in Leon Cohen’s account,
although the compression was somewhat tempered through uncommonly
plentiful food provisions. Like other deportees, Cohen used “packed” in
reference to the sensory feeling of confinement:
Seventy of us were packed into each cattle car. Their sole contents were two
dustbins for relieving ourselves (under scrutiny of our guards) which could only
be emptied at the next station. For seventy people, our only ventilation was a
small opening, about 40x70cm, which was crisscrossed by barbed wire. But we
were also amazed to find masses of fresh food—bread and fruit as well as two
water containers.34

Itzchak Nechama, deported from the Baron Hirsch Ghetto in Salonica
in April 1943, was at a loss to describe his journey, making a futile plea to
the court at the Eichmann trial to imagine being with seventy-seven other
deportees in his carriage: “The situation was terrible. Imagine, men and
women, young men and girls, how could they live in such conditions. We
had been told we were going to Cracow, take with you what you want.
Some people took umbrellas because it snows there and rains, so one needs
an umbrella. There was so much baggage that one could not move. We
could not sleep at all.”35
Harry Gordon’s following comment speaks to the unavoidable force of
bodies during transit: “they pushed us into the cars like herrings. There
was no room to sit or lie down … the pressure of bodies held us up.”36
Miso Vogel’s reflection on the twenty-four arduous hours in his cattle car is
unexpectedly brief but familiar: “It was jam-packed, uncomfortable, people
were fighting for places, and hardly anyone could lie down.”37 Kate Bernath
reported: “You couldn’t sit down in the wagons … some people were sick,
out of their minds … if somebody had to go to the bathroom … man and
woman together … it was just so humiliating.”38
One of the more difficult challenges for survivors was to convey the
traumas of deportation journeys to postwar audiences. This challenge was
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not only for the purpose of cultivating an ethics of empathy in listeners and
readers. It was also premised on the belief that subjective truths could have
an objective measure, and perhaps a utility beyond oneself. One method
was to give embodied experiences of feeling and touching strangers in the
freight car a numerical measure. For Chiel Rajchman, who was deported to
Treblinka, traumatic compression is presented as an immobilization: “We
are with 140 people in the car; it is very crowded, the air is heavy and foul;
people are pressed against each other. Men and women are together and
everyone had to relieve himself on the spot where he or she happened to
stand.”39 Other attempts to assert the spatial trauma of trains in numerical
terms often failed. The dissonance between an empirical truth and somatic
assault was evident in Abraham Kolski’s uncertain estimate of the number
of deportees in his carriage from the Czestochowa Ghetto to Treblinka,
on 2 October 1942. His transport was “120, 130, who knows how many
people … stayed in the car … it was so hot … and overnight, there wasn’t
anywhere to stay.”40

Transport Shame
The shock of spatial compression produced further battles between maintenance of the civilized self, or at least its image, and relentless primal threats.
The compression was predominantly represented in embodied terms, with
language often declared futile to describe the emissions of the most private
bodily acts: excretion and urination. The performance of these necessary
functions contributed to the psychological ruin of deportees when combined
with the heat of bodies and overflowing outlets for the disposal of human
waste. In freight cars, the latrine bucket was the symbol of the consignment
to death. It evolved from its basic function as a container for excrement into
a motif for the degradation of life. To defecate and urinate publicly was
shameful, a break with the bounds of civility. More often than not, it was
the public performance of this act, which most deportees must have made
at least once during the journey, which represented the closest of parallels
to what they perceived as immodest, deeply traumatizing, and on par with
animal or animal-like behavior. People lied down on floorboards of freight
cars to find the smallest crack, desperate to inhale air unpolluted by excrement, urine, vomit, and dead bodies. The excruciating need for water “got
so bad that people began drinking their own urine,”41 which would sometimes “burn the throat.”42 Others, like Rena Gelissen, unsuccessfully tried
to avoid the degradation of public excretion: “I’m sorry … but I could not
hold myself any longer. Some people are shocked, hiding their eyes in shame
but sooner or later one must follow suit or mess themselves.”43
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Lack of provisions for the disposal of waste in freight cars exposed what
were normally hidden or private acts. Rena Gelissen’s incredulity at the lack
of provisions is compounded by uncertainty about the journey’s aftermath:
The cars were closed and in each car there was a bucket to use as a toilet and a
bucket of water. One bucket of water for all the people. In the evening the trains
started to move. We had to take turns going to the bathroom, it was very difficult. All of us had some kind of food with us except people who were caught
on the street without anything, but whoever was picked from their house, for
the most part, people who did have something with them. As I said we were
fortunate, we had some cabbage, bread and some other food. Again, under
those conditions we were afraid to eat. We were afraid to eat everything because
we didn’t know what was going to happen tomorrow … We traveled, I don’t
remember how long.44

The overflowing latrine bucket was a foremost sensory memory of transport shame. Where was the train headed, when would it stop, and what
would be done with those who died in transit? Although such questions
concerned the victims, they were overtaken by the excrement bucket’s
unavoidably putrid smell and spillage, worsened by the jerking movement
of the train: “the sound of the improvised lavatory soon became unbearable.
At every jolt, there was a worrying ploshing noise,” and “the stinking air
was unbreathable, the ventilation nil.”45 Abraham Kszepicki wrote that “it
is impossible to describe the tragic situation in our airless, closed freight car.
It was one big toilet, the stink in the car was unbearable,”46 and “nobody
thought about food, only about air and water.”47 Moshe Garbarz recalled
that “we were so weak and unnerved that we’d lost control of our bowels, often, we couldn’t hold out long enough in time to get to the pail,”48
while Alexander Donat recalled that his car’s occupants “were famished,
but the worst part of the journey was the filth … we were lice-ridden.”49 Eva
Quittner repeats the feeling of other deportees:
The worst thing was the lack of privacy in performing bodily functions. A pail
had been placed in a corner of the wagon to serve as a lavatory for eighty people.
That represented the most humiliating, appalling ordeal for me as well as the others. In our code of behaviour, modesty and propriety were carefully observed …
to be forced to obey a call of nature in public was utterly shameful.50

The burden of relief is stressed in Victoria Ancona-Vincent’s account of
her almost week-long trip from Fossoli transit camp in Italy to Auschwitz
in May 1944.51 Her description exemplifies a moment of Bernstein’s “backshadowing” in the inclusion of the destination as a further incitement to
interpreting her journey as traumatic:
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The wagon doors were sealed and the train set off. We had no idea where we
were going. We were so cramped in the wagon that we had to take it in turns to
sit with our legs stretched out. All that was provided was a metal drum for us
to relieve ourselves in front of each other. It was humiliating in the extreme. At
least three people died during the journey in our carriage. We nearly suffocated
from the stench and the lack of air. We had to take it in turns to breathe fresh air
from the small grilles, near the top of the wagon, climbing over each other’s legs.
Our train was destined for Auschwitz-Birkenau and during the terrible, six-day
journey from Fossoli, the doors were only opened once for us to empty the latrine
drums. We were given another bucket of water, but no food. The SS did not take
the dead out of the wagons.52

Female deportees from Hungary remarked that it was in the freight cars
where the deprivation of intimate, private space had an indelible impact on
standards of modesty and feminine behavior. Gizel Berman agonized over
excreting in public, as well as the internal anxiety of getting to the bucket:
Each time the train stopped, the bucket for waste, and the bucket for water would
be emptied and filled respectively. This meant that we all had to perform our most
private needs in public, men and women alike. I remember thinking, “I will wait
until dark—but in the dark accidents can happen more easily. What if I’m thrown
off balance? What if several people need to go at the same time?” I couldn’t stop
thinking about this one subject, and about how lucky we were to have claimed a
spot well away from the corner where the toilet had been placed.53

Eva Gross represented her journey to the toilet bucket as an emotional marathon course:
I stole myself into another world. My sleep was too short. I awoke in a sweat
and had an urge to go to the pail. I stood up, but immediately, I was down again.
There was no foot path on what seemed to be a kilometer-long obstacle course.
I reach out with both hands and poked in the dark. There was no place to take
a step. When I thought I had secured a spot for one foot, I discovered something
like an arm beneath it. Then I stepped on someone’s chest. In desperation, I
decided to grope ahead with my hands before putting down my feet again. Bending low, the strong body odors nauseated me.54

With the crushing of bodies and luxury of standing space, Gross remembered
that she
felt like an acrobat balancing on a high wire … by the time I finished, I was in
tears. The way back was just as difficult. I stood swaying like a sapling tree in
a windstorm, trying to reach for a steady object. I was too far from the wall. I
stretched my arms some more. The train rocked and knocked me down. I was on
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the top of arms, legs, necks and noses. The same shock had jolted the toilet pail.
Those who slept close to it awoke screaming, spitting and fighting. Many didn’t
even stir, they just lay there, sleeping peacefully in the stinking slush.55

The shame involved in performing normally hidden actions persists in
Judith Kalman’s description of her journey from Hungary:
We were taken into freight trains with two buckets for 80 people—one bucket
for water, the other for a toilet. Each person was allowed to take 50 kilograms
of personal possessions including food for the trip. We felt very embarrassed to
perform our personal functions while everyone else was watching, but eventually
this became secondary, as we had little space to put our bodies, and those that ate
their food so quickly had nothing to eat as the trip went on, and then they started
to fight and beg. My mother gave me more than she had taken for herself.56

Responses to Confinement
The second stage of the train journey witnessed deportees’ attempted management of confinement through observation, occasional conversations
to interrupt the feeling of estrangement, and intellectual reflection. These
responses highlighted Wyschogrod’s death-world paradigm as a space of
contradictions. The conditions of transit incited ambivalence and community in fleeting and inconsequential encounters to moments where deportees
also acted according to a rough moral code of care for the other, not entirely
embracing the push to degradation that overcrowded train cars intended.
A dominant theme in testimonies is that the feeling of entrapment in
freight cars was similar to the utilitarian transportation methods of sheep or
cattle, presumably to their deaths in an abattoir. The difficult management
of these conditions is described by deportees as a state of becoming unhuman, so as to provoke a contemporary reference to the anti-modern usage
and effects of trains. The analogy is clear for Gisela Sachs: “Have you seen
sheep transported in cattle trucks, crammed together in a compact mass? We
were packed into our wagons exactly the same way … slowly people began
to accommodate themselves to the tight confinement. They squatted on the
floor in remarkable silence.”57
The attempted management of whatever space could be secured and
attempts at familial care were evident in Katarina Feuer’s account of her
deportation from Hungary:
[t]he infamous “wagonisation.” 80 people in one transport wagon; we were
humiliated, treated like animals. Inside the wagon we couldn’t move. God, I
thought, this must be a nightmare, and soon we will awake, will we not? But a
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look at my father’s tortured face I realized that it was the horrible reality: he was
holding his youngest, reassuringly, looked at his beloved wife with tearful eyes,
and then at his gorgious [sic] 17 years old twin-daughters. It was this memory
that I took with me to the hell of hells … May be [sic] it was this that gave me
strength later, when I wanted to compensate my father for all that sorrow. The
train wheels were shrieking, and we were approaching the final stop. Inside the
wagons people were in a horrid state. By the time we arrived, they were already
half dead.58

Magda Weisberger’s sight of her ailing grandmother tormented her:
The memory of our deportation to Auschwitz is very painful. I shall never forget
my beloved grandmother. As she tried to find a spot for her weary body in that
crowded cattle car she moaned and groaned with pain. She rambled on and on
trying to figure out what was happening. She was practically out of her mind as
we tried to comfort her. For days we went without food or water. There was no
disposal of human waste. This was the beginning of our total dehumanisation.
But it was only a sample of what was to come.59

The psychological decline of the transit community was largely undiscussed among the deportees at the time; those who exhibited symptoms of
transit disorder or pathology more audibly and physically than others were
punished. This included those who lost their minds, and were heard screaming, shouting, and ranting, becoming a further torment to other deportees.
The imposition of physical order or restraints on deportees occurred in Elie
Wiesel’s transport and against one woman in particular, Madame Schächter.
Wiesel recalls, “we could stand it no longer, some of the young men forced
her to sit down, tied her up and put a gag in her mouth.”60 The attack on
Madame Schächter’s apparent hysteria was justified as an act of compassion for the group, yet by other standards it was clearly physical assault
against her apparent mental weakness. Such assaults occurred frequently
in freight cars. In addition to frustration with other passengers for “noncompliance,” other motivations included acts of revenge and retribution,
theft of provisions, and arguments over space and room.
The need for crowd control—which was expressed by the desire to have a
fair distribution of food and provisions, and as described in Wiesel’s journey,
by violent attacks against unstable passengers—was particularly apparent in
long journeys. Leon Cohen’s journey is memorable for its needless conflict:
I prefer not to dwell too much on that interminable journey punctuated by ridiculous quarrels and insults; these were instigated by a few who still believed that
they were entitled to home comforts. Some wanted to eat and drink at will, as
if the food was theirs. Others wanted to use drinking water for washing. God
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knows that was scarce! Others took as much room as they could and did their
best to invade everyone else’s space by incessantly turning over. These small
inconveniences embittered our life to such an extent that six of us, all from Haidari camp, decided to enforce strict discipline before it was too late. From then on,
everyone would eat once a day and drink a cup of water three times a day.61

The need for crowd control was also a safety measure intended to minimize intrusions and random shootings from German and Ukrainian officers
who guarded the trains. Zvi Baumrin reported that in his journey from
Lvov, from which he escaped:
The lack of air caused people to cry out loud. The Germans shouted at us to
keep quiet, but the people—in spite of everything—began to yell even louder. In
response, the Germans shot a random salvo from the outside into the wagon. A
dozen people were killed and some wounded. All of us were conscious that this
was to be our last way and although all were desperately loosing [sic] hope to
survive, and in spite of the warning from outside that they would shoot again
if we would not keep quiet, the loud crying and shouting increased because the
people were hopeless. The dead bodies and the wounded fell to the floor. People
had no other choice, but to stand on the bodies and on the wounded. There was
no first aid care. The wounded could not take the heavy weight of the people
standing on their bodies. After a short while they expired their last breath and
they died.62

If the psychological stability of the transit community was artificially
and intermittently maintained by a few leaders within the freight car, then
the threat of bodily disorders was its undoing. The emergence of sensory
witness—touching, tasting, smelling, and hearing others—can be traced to
testimonies that consistently portray different types of invasions and the
preoccupation with decline as pathologies of the train journey. Pollution,
contamination, and suffocation persist in the quest for elusive fresh air,
which intermittently breezed over the desperate deportees in the carriage.
Disorders of experience are recounted in Vera Laska’s rendering of her
deportation from Czechoslovakia:
Vignettes from the mosaic of memories. Nightmares follow one another. The eyes
register but the brain resists belief. Cattle cars fit for eight animals jammed with a
hundred people. No water. Food, yes all smells melting into one nauseating wave
that engulfs me. My precious orange peel is overcome by garlic. A little window,
nailed shut with pine boards. Laboriously I split away part of one with my fingers. Air. I see the name of a station. Polish. Days glide into nights. Three? Four?
I am with people I do not know. We are the result of emptied jails and ghettos and
police stations. The woman next to me is dead. Now she takes up two spaces. I
have to stretch over her toward the slit in the window.63
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Laska’s impressions are smothered by the all-consuming disgust of excrement; the oxygen of her memory:
The stench of excrement is overpowering. The woman on the floor emits a putrid
smell. There are over a dozen corpses by now in the wagon. They are taken off,
thrown on the platform. A bucketful of water is hurled in, cooling those at the
middle. Perhaps they were able to swallow a mouthful. Most of the precious liquid drips down through the floorboards. It only intensifies the stench of human
waste and vomit. Women cry, shriek, tear their hair. One is hysterically laughing.
I will myself to think of ice and snow melting in my mouth, but my palate is dry,
my tongue glued to the roof of my mouth. I repeat to myself: cogito ergo sum;
as long as I think, I still exist. But thoughts are becoming hazy. Perhaps I am
not even here. But I am hanging on to the large hook over the window, not high
enough to hang myself. No, I have no intention to oblige the unleashed demons
of bestiality and do away with myself.64

The multiple defilements of stench were also recalled by Kay Gundel, who
spoke about the concentrated effect of the pre-camp variation of Des Pres’s
“excremental assault.” She recalled, “early in the trip I kept my hopes that
the next destination would not be any more crippling than the two years at
Theresienstadt. But my thoughts were lost soon from the stench and odor
of human defecation within the closed car. I started to feel sick. My stomach
was cramping so badly I got dizzy and twisted my way to the latrine.”65
Errikos Sevillias, deported from Athens to Auschwitz, depicted the terror
of his journey in a chapter of his book titled, “The Tragic Train.” Although
food provisions were plentiful for the long trip, on account of food donations of biscuits, sweets, and chocolates from the Red Cross, this indulgence
(compared to deportees on other journeys) was no compensation for forced
entrapment. Cramped space entailed placing the toilet barrel in one corner
and concealing it with a blanket to maintain some pretense to privacy. But
it was soon after departure that “the first torture began. The toilet began to
give out a stench that got greater and greater and became unbearable inside
the closed car. The stench was to become the greatest burden during the
entire long voyage. A real nightmare. By turns we stuck to the small window
to breathe a little fresh air but even there the stench still followed us.”66
The inhalation of the smell prevented long bouts of sleeping, and although
the train stopped en route at Larissa, guards added to the torment by not
permitting the emptying of the barrel.67 The pollution of air by excrement,
and its work of ruination, dominated the thoughts of afflicted deportees:
The train started to run on again monotonously. The stench increased and our
spirits fell even more. Oh, if only we could empty our barrel. We thought of the
two small windows of the car, but with such a crowd it would have been impossible
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for us to move the barrel and impossible to empty it because the small windows
were so high. So we clung with frenzy to the windows in order to catch a breath
of air and there were some real battles for a place there. Some stuck their mouths
against the door in order to breathe.68

These testimonies about the shame of “going to the toilet” were evidence of
the epic battle between maintenance of the civilized self and the disorder of
primal threats.

Sensory Assaults
The trauma of trains was not limited to smell. The occasionally effective
management of uncontrollable deportees’ verbal outbursts did not extend
to the ominous sound of the successful physical immobilization of victims:
doors closing, the clunky wheels of the train, whistles blowing, and brakes
screeching. The audible reminders of motion were intrusive and indelible; they were the sounds of modern death transit at war with the cries of
deportees. It is these acoustic torments that are revived, like that of stench,
as the deep memory of the body, always returning uninvited through the
sensory stimulus of everyday life. The sounds of trains leaving, in transit
and arrival, function as markers of entrapment. Erika Amariglio recalled the
forced enclosure of deportees:
Bamm! Bamm! The doors closed one after the other. We too got in. Our car was
completely filled. There was no place to stretch our legs. Men, women, children
and elderly people were talking, crying, complaining all at the same time. In one
corner of the railway car there was a sack full of biscuits, wormy figs and olives.
In the middle of the car was a pail for our “bodily necessities.”69

Deported from Hungary, Piri Bodnar evokes the sound of motion as
“rhythmic clanking,” an aural memory that is a trigger to a heated bodily
compression similar to earlier testimonies of adjustment:
My mother, Aunt Gisele, Sharu and I were jammed into a cattle car with about
ninety men, women, and children. There was hardly any room to stand, and only
the elderly and sick were allowed to sit where there was room. Soon we heard the
rhythmic clanking of the train’s wheels, and our unknown journey began. A lone
square window barred with planks of wood prevented escape and kept fresh air
from circulating in the car. The heat was stifling. I was surrounded by acrid bodies dripping with perspiration. Two pails stood in a corner to be used for human
waste. At first everyone hesitated to use them, for it was so degrading to relieve
oneself in public; but we soon realized that there was no alternative. Often the
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bucket was too full, and its contents overflowed. People sat in their own feces and
urine, and the stench was unbearable.70

Sounds of motion also signified endings, albeit represented with retrospective knowledge. Viktor Frankl recalled the train’s whistle as a preparation for the effect of the word “Auschwitz” on group psyche:
Fifteen hundred persons had been traveling by train for several days and nights:
there were eighty people in each coach. All had to lie on top of their luggage,
the few remnants of their personal possessions. The carriages were so full that
only the top parts of the windows were free to let in the grey of dawn. Everyone
expected the train to head for some munitions factory, in which we would be
employed as forced labor. We did not know whether we were still in Silesia or
already in Poland. The engine’s whistle had an uncanny sound, like a cry for help
sent out in commiseration for the unhappy load which it was destined to lead to
perdition. Then the train shunted, obviously nearing a main station. Suddenly a
cry broke from the ranks of anxious passengers, “There is a sign, Auschwitz!”
Everyone’s heart missed a beat at that moment. Auschwitz—the very name stood
for all that was horrible: gas chambers, crematoriums, massacres. Slowly, almost
hesitatingly, the train moved on as if it wanted to spare its passengers the dreadful
realisation as long as possible: Auschwitz!71

Zalmen Gradowski’s observation on comparative transit experiences makes
reference to the whistle as suggestive of untouchable and disconnected
mobile populations:
We are, from time to time, awakened by the whistling of a train passing us.
Everybody throngs to the little window to see those who are also rushing into the
endless night … One sees free, civilian people. A deep pain transfixes those who
are looking out of the window. It would seem that they are just like us, innocent
people. They are traveling and so are we. But what a difference in our roads.72

These traumas were not alone in undoing the deportees’ mental health
and physical coping strategies. The heat of compressed bodies, the presence
of sick, dying, and dead deportees, uncontrollable children, and periodic
bouts of violence, sex, and selfishness were other reminders. Despite these
aggravations, deportees found diversions in developing a kind of transport
etiquette through sharing food, water, and space, and also having conversations. These conversations produced a somewhat artificial and forced
openness, scenes of momentary yet memorable togetherness. They were also
evidence of the moral dilemma of deportees who were faced with emotional
withdrawal or participating, however limited, in the transit community.
Sociologist Zygmunt Bauman’s speculations on “forms of togetherness” can
be used to think about the responses of deportees to confinement in trains,
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a space where margins of personal freedom did not just shrink but became
radically corrupted and refashioned.

A Space for Ethics
In his essay “Forms of Togetherness,” Bauman suggests that certain contexts
provide for a degree of distancing among people. Forms of togetherness can
be mobile—found in a busy street or a shopping center, a site of passing
by, of momentary closeness and instant parting.73 In this form of togetherness strangers are obstacles, encounters, nuisances, and delays. There is
another form of togetherness, though unwanted, the stationary togetherness
of the railway carriage, the aircraft cabin, or the waiting room. This is a
“site of suspended animation, of refrigerated encounters,” as the invitation
for encounters is not extended, because “the passenger-style togetherness
thrives in a complicity of silence, and loud speech pierces the protective shell
of conspiracy.”74 For Bauman, other forms of spatiality are the tempered
togetherness of an office building or factory floor, the manifest togetherness
of a protest march, a football crowd, or a disco—togetherness only masquerading as instrumental, a space without encounters.75
Bauman articulated the transformation from the episodic, fragmentary,
and refrigerated nature of encounters experienced in regular, non-wartime
railway journeys to encounters of consequence, for example, in the cattle
car, as a state of “being-for.” This transition, caused by a transgression of
the boundary from the contained space of the ghetto to the extremity of
the carriage, represented “a leap from isolation to unity; yet not towards a
fusion, but to an alloy whose precious qualities depend fully on the preservation of its ingredients ‘alterity and identity.’”76 The state of “being-for”
is as much physical as it is psychological: “The eyes stop wandering around
and glossing over moving shapes, eyes meet each other and stay fixed—and
a commitment shoots up, apparently from nowhere, certainly not from
previous intention. The emergence of commitment is as much surprising as
its presence is commanding.”77 This form of togetherness, based on a commitment, is apparently motivated by concern for the other, an admission of
empathy. This state of “being-for” also silences conversation. The harrowing conditions of the train journey provoked such reaction from victims: of
commitment, concern, and moral responsibility. Bauman contends this reaction is a demand for love, but in the space of the cattle car, it might also be
a demand for an affirmation and validation of life, an acknowledgment of
each other’s powerlessness, a realization that “once identified with the realm
of being-for, the realm of morality is enclosed in the frame of sympathy, of
the willingness to serve, to do good.”78
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The return to the primal moral scene of train transit saw deportees
develop anxieties about action and inaction, caring and ambivalence. The
“being-for” characteristic is a form of moral utopia; it starts from the “realization of the bottomlessness of the task, and ends with the declaration
that the infinity has been exhausted. This is the tragedy of ‘being-for’—the
reason why it cannot but be death-bound while simultaneously remaining
an undying attraction.”79 It would be affirming indeed if the state of “beingfor” was a sustainable reaction of deportees during transit. Disparate in
their pasts, uncertain of their future, deportees were bound by a “being-for”
obligation that was only valid for the duration of journey.
Bauman’s comments assist in understanding deportees’ encounters with
each other and how they contemplated morality and ethics in extreme conditions. Bauman’s description of “being-for” the other helps to explain one
aspect of the victims’ response: that of the moral dilemma in a situation of
powerlessness. Encounters between people in contexts of normality, as Bauman has described (taken to mean when there is no threat to individual livelihood), are fragmentary and episodic. The encounters occur as if they had
no past and no future; whatever there is to the encounter tends to be caused
and exhausted within the temporal span of the encounter itself. The most
important consequence of the episodic nature of the encounter is the lack
of consequences—encounters tend to be inconsequential in the sense of not
leaving a lasting legacy of mutual rights and/or obligations in their wake.
The state of “being-for” was evident in episodic encounters such as the
forging of friendships, the alternation of sitting and standing space, and the
desire to care for strangers. Primo Levi recalls how an ordinary conversation
with a fellow female deportee toward the journey’s end assumed special significance: “we said to each other things that are never said among the living.
We said farewell and it was short; everybody said farewell to life through his
neighbour. We had no more fear.”80
Optimism in the carriages was evident in the immediate forging of friendships. Fania Fenelon recalled sharing plentiful provisions as a source of
bonding: “while devouring our luxury fare, quenching our thirst with Roederer brut, we swore never to leave one another, to share everything.” 81
This sharing included the singing of songs when small girls start humming
“Marlborough s’en va-t-en guerre,” however Fenelon’s sarcastic rendering
of “Lying in the Hay” “ruined everything.”82 Ernest Michel responded with
a desire to give, recalling that “we shared precious water and rationed it to
a few drops for everyone.”83
Singing and joke telling were critical affirmations of community according to some accounts. Irene Awret, reporting from the Malines transit camp
in Belgium, heard the singing of Zionist Youth Movements, French patriotic
marches, and Flemish chants among deportees loaded in the train carriages
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at the departure platform.84 Lotte Weiss recalled that during her journey,
“we all huddled together just to keep warm … after we had been traveling
for some considerable time, some of the girls started to sing Jewish songs.”85
Anna Koppich’s journey from Hungary in June 1944 confirms that the availability of provisions and trade was part of the pretense of resettlement. Koppich managed to “buy some food at various stations. A comforter bought a
quart of milk and a half-pound of butter. A set of sheets was exchanged for
two pounds of bread and a few radishes.”86 Leon Cohen’s long journey from
Athens to Auschwitz was accompanied by an unusually sympathetic train
guard, who opened the doors of the car at all stops. This relief was complemented by the youthful profile of some deportees, who raised the spirits of
the others through laughter, which was “enough to keep our morale up for
most of the journey. When we felt low, we sang folk songs. They were also
entertained by cards, magic tricks and a guitar.”87
Jehoshua Büchler’s actions during his journey as an adolescent conveyed
youthful immaturity, and possibly aggravated the shame deportees felt about
the lack of privacy. He recalls that
in the railway cattle cars everything was closed, even the windows. I didn’t know
where they were transferring us to … We the children and youths found the journey amazing. We lay on the hay that was spread on the floor and ran and stepped
and bumped into the bodies of adults, who were lying on the floor. We annoyed
the people when we skipped and jumped over them. We burst out laughing when
we saw two adults going to the toilet in buckets, and we peeped when women
and young girls went to the bucket. We had a special place from which we could
peep without them noticing.88

Some journeys also produced conversations among deportees about what
they perceived as the causes and effects of Jewish territorial homelessness.
Regina Kahn, deported from Czechoslovakia, recalled a conversation about
why her family had been fated to die. She overheard her parents talking in
the cattle car, and reacted angrily, confronting her mother: “the only reason
for which we are going to die is because we were born Jewish,” to which her
mother replied, “no not because we are Jewish, we are going to die because
we don’t have a country of our own and there is nobody to protect us. It
would happen to anyone without a country.”89
Although train journeys promoted many “being-for” conversations on
diverse topics, passengers also withdrew from these artificial commitments,
as emotional distance and detachment were perceived as critical to survival.
While on the journey from Hungary to Auschwitz, upon surveying the mass
of people in the carriage, Miklos Hammer encouraged his companions to
disregard the suffering of others, particularly a sobbing woman: “Ignore
her. You must not even think about her. Or the man who died—or any of
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these snivelling children in here … Remember what Weisz used to tell us,
Ede. Don’t get involved. There are no luxuries here, and that includes the
luxury of worrying about other people. Your best chance of getting through,
of overcoming these terrible conditions, is to shed everything that is not part
of yourself.”90
Withdrawal from the social space of the carriage was also expressed in
suicidal thoughts and suicide attempts. Although suicide was not uncommon as a reaction to persecution, its occurrence during deportation journeys
plunged fellow deportees into a radical, and sometimes unwanted, state of
“being-for” the other. Josef B. reported that “in my wagon was over hundred people together” who “couldn’t breathe, and they locked the doors,
there was barbed wire and small windows, and the train started to move,
and one man he hanged himself in the train with a belt, and they tried to
cut him off.”91 Clara L., deported from Hungary to Auschwitz, saw that the
doctor of the ghetto had smuggled “an entire hospital supply of morphine”
onto the train, and used it take his own life. As the train journeyed closer to
Auschwitz, Clara asked her mother “if she would want to have this way out,
and she said no. She was a very religious woman and apparently decided
this is what is going to be.”92
The sheer force of spatial compression caused many deaths. Deported
to Majdanek, Helen K.’s video testimony tells of her family’s death and the
struggle to avoid it. Ending with the words “you know,” she made a frustrated plea to her interviewer to recognize the deathly captivity in trains:
“My brother died in my arms. My younger brother and my husband’s two
sisters. There was not enough oxygen for all those people. They kept us in
those wagons for days. They wanted us to die in the wagons. You know the
cattle cars with very little windows?”93
The analysis of morally motivated responses in train encounters was not
limited to Bauman’s condition of “being-for.” In The Survivor: An Anatomy
of Life in the Death Camps, Terrence Des Pres contended that the will to communion is a constitutive element of humanness. In extremity, moral and caring
behavior that contravenes the commands of the death-world “emerges without
plan or instruction, simply as the means to life.”94 Although it is tempting to
find moments of human affirmation, expressions of care and commitment in
extremity, these should also be contextualized with other responses. Wyschogrod’s analysis of encounters in the death-world assists in elucidating these
responses. She does not overemphasize the flashes of light or unauthorized values in her reading of the camp as the signature expression of the death-world.
Acts of humanity and care occurred in spite of the virtual destruction of the
life-world through an understanding of the other, according to a rough moral
code, with the effect that acts contrary to those proscribed by the system represent “a breach in the system of significations forged by that structure.”95
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The Fatigue of Time and Transit
These affirmations of the life-world occurred in transit to the death-world.
Features of this transition were expressed in what I call “journey fatigue,” a
challenge to deportees’ ability to perceive time, which emerges as the need to
admit and manage intermittent perceptual breakdowns in order to survive
the journey. In Time: An Essay, Norbert Elias posed questions that relate to
“journey fatigue,” asking “how can something be measured that is not perceptible to the senses?”96 Although DRB timetables facilitated the departure
and arrival of transports to camps, time lost its power to organize deportees’
sense of self during transit. For the duration of transit, deportees commonly
testify to fatigue and an inability to place the self in journey time. This
inability to find empirical measures of lapsed journey time was exacerbated
by the often-unknown geography of countries that the trains crossed.
The perceptual unknowability of time and place added a dramatic sense
of closure to cattle car space, magnifying the immediacy and meaning of
action in a collapsed present. The rupture with the continuity of the lifeworld is initiated when “the mode of temporalisation in the death-world
closes off the future of its inhabitants and becomes enforced at the vital
level of existence by the system of compulsory enclosure which removes
the individual from familiar surroundings and reduces mobility.”97 The loss
of measurable time inside the trains shaped experiences of journey time as
indeterminate: the unknown duration and direction of transit, the long,
uninterrupted hours of darkness and sometimes pedestrian-like speed of the
train, were further evidence of the decivilizing effect of the train journey.
The erosion of symbolic structures of the life-world, which create ties to
the past and options for the future, is expressed in testimonies as the need to
adjust to journey time in order to survive. Rena Gelissen’s comment that “in
this dark and fetid car I determine what I must do to survive” illustrates a
tacit acceptance of this, 98 as does the comment that “everything that reminds
me of what once was—my childhood, my past, my life, must be locked away
in the recesses of the unconscious where it can remain safe and unmolested
… the only reality is now. Nothing else can matter.”99 The incomparability of past Holocaust traumas to the extremities of the freight car alarmed
Eva Quittner: “things were happening around me which simply had never
occurred in my life until now—my past and my present had hardly anything
in common.”100 The painfully slow speed of the overcrowded trains also
produced temporal eternities. For Alexander Donat, on his way from Warsaw to Treblinka, “a trip that normally took three hours took six or eight.
We lost all track of time, the night seemed endlessly long.”101
Deportees’ difficulties in estimating the duration of their train journeys
in empirical time have sometimes been used by historians to undermine the
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credibility of witness testimonies. The expectation that deportees should
know the duration of their journeys proceeds from a misreading about how
they interpreted time. Train journey time was not measurable; it was felt
as a void. Edith Farben recalled her deportation from Hungary to Ausch
witz in May 1944: “We were on the train … 2 or 3 days, we lost track of
time.”102 Gizel Berman evoked the ominous sounds of the train: “The train
bumped on and on. It seemed as if we’d been traveling forever. I ached to
be still for a moment, to get some water, to breathe some fresh air. Yet just
as ardently I wanted the ride never to stop. As long as we continued like
this, we existed.”103 In contrast, Kay Gundel was just desperate to get off
the train: “We travelled throughout the night … I didn’t know how long
we’d been riding nor where we were going but I felt so sick I didn’t care any
longer. Just let me off and let me lie down.”104
The immeasurability of journey time was especially acute for deportees
such as Lily Malnik. She was deported from the Malines transit camp in
Belgium to Auschwitz in May 1944, and believes that she was in the train
for three to four days from origin to destination, although historical records
indicate her transport took two days.105 It is possible that her experience of
transit, where people “lost control of themselves” impacted on the bodily
feeling of “denaturalization” because of entrapment.
Journey time was a perceptual destabilization and removal from reality as deportees had known it. Train transit was profoundly disruptive.
It is remembered as having no real time and fixed place, a disorienting
experience in which momentous life events were fused, collected, and reinterpreted, and for some deportees still remain beyond understanding. This
displacement from reality is evident in Bessie K.’s video testimony about her
child, abducted from her by a Nazi at deportation point in the Vilna Ghetto
in 1942. The impact of that abduction is conveyed in the work of the train
as origin and end point of her life:
Actually, I don’t recall how long I was in the train because it was a terrible thing
to me, because it seemed to me that [I’m] losing everything that belonged to me
and it was a hard fight for us. I was alone, within myself. And since that time, I
think all my life I’ve been alone. To me, I was dead. I died and I didn’t want to
talk about it. And I didn’t want to admit to myself that this had happened to me.
I don’t know how long we were going in the train, but to me it was a lifetime. The
way I felt is I was born on the train and I died on the train.106

Journey time also contributed to heated discussions about the future,
namely, the train’s possible destinations, as if arrival somewhere would
return deportees to real time, or a familiar landscape. These discussions were
based on speculation, denial, rumor, and reports from ghettos, and intensified conversations about imagined futures. In a letter written in 1946, Simon
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Klein claimed to know his train’s destination, a knowledge that appeared
subordinate to the excruciating heat, inconsolable children, and the cruelty
of the train’s guards:
When we were loaded on the train we were told we were being shipped to work
in the fields, but when the train started moving Eastward toward Poland we
knew we were being taken to our death. The car doors were sealed and the heat
became unbearable, no water, small children screamed hysterically, men and
women tore off part of their clothes, and then a guard appeared and began beating and robbing us of the few possessions we might still have had. Then we were
turned over to the S.S. in that terrible heat, no water, 2 day [sic] and 2 nights
many died. The bodies were removed at the next station, by this time we were no
longer human beings.107

In her interview with David Boder, Fania Freilich presented a letter from
her daughter Charlotte, who was interned in the Drancy transit camp, as a
testimony of speculative time and destinations. The letter also represents a
direct correspondence from Charlotte’s temporal world of captivity, and a
belief that the letter, thrown from the train, would be retrieved and posted
to its addressee, and back to real time. The urge to escape entrapment is
written from the knowledge that if Charlotte’s words are not heeded, her
parents will also meet her fate:
My dear parents: We are being deported en direction inconnu. Do you know
what that means? We are being deported to an address unknown, inconnu. We
are being transported like cattle in locked cars. We have no food, nor drink; we
have no things. However, our morale is good, and we are strong. I am in the best
of health. Don’t cry, Mother, and tell the children not to cry. I am young and I
will come through. I am young and I hope we will see each other again. I kiss you.
And see that you do not fall into the hands of the Germans. Hide yourselves. Get
away from Paris. Hide in a village. Hide so they should not trap you as they have
trapped me. And I hope we will see each other and I will come through because
I am young.108

Jumping Back into Time: Escapes
Escape attempts from trains were an empowered act of inserting oneself back
into time—into the time of real-world physical places and, unfortunately,
hostile territory. Several deportees attempted to reverse the fate intended for
them by escaping from moving trains, sometimes alone and also with others. Escapes represented an affirmation of life in the context of the emerging
death-world, and their outcomes were by no means predictable or secure.
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Unlike suicide and death, escapes were an illustration of departures from
transit at their most extreme: defiant, risky, morally ambiguous, sometimes heroic and occasionally reckless, and dangerous for the remaining
deportees. Escapes also symbolized a primary rejection of the conditions
deportees were forced to endure, and occurred from and beyond deportees’
initiatives. One of the most revered wartime acts of escape-as-resistance
occurred on 19 April 1943, coincidentally the same day as the beginning
of the Warsaw Ghetto Uprising. This act of resistance occurred during a
deportation of Jews from the Mechelen transit camp in Belgium en route to
Auschwitz. Train 801 left the camp with 1,631 Jews, and was the twentieth
transport from the camp. A tiny Jewish resistance cell consisting of three
young men—Youra Livchitz, Jean Franklemon, and Robert Maistriau—
who among them were armed with a single pistol, a hurricane camp, and a
few pairs of pliers, held up the train. Partisan groups discouraged the plan
because it was seen as too dangerous, which further reinforced its success
as a “unique coup.”109 The desperate intervention of Livchitz, Franklemon,
and Maistriau to open the freight cars assisted in the immediate escape of
17 deportees, and as the train edged closer to the German border, an additional 231 had jumped from the train, and 23 died in the attempt.110 This
external intervention was unfortunately all too uncommon, in contrast
to the internal attempts at breaking out. Deportees’ testimonies reported
that escape attempts risked the survival of the self and those remaining, as
accompanying guards on the roofs of trains halted the transport and shot
indiscriminately into the freight cars.
The risks involved in jumping were physical, moral, and navigational.
As Jews in Europe were, by their very identity, enemies, they were also
visible targets by witnesses who saw escape attempts, bribed the train’s
escapees into silence, and on occasion, offered shelter. If deportees were
familiar with the territory being crossed or route of the train, they could
determine the distance from the train to the ground and thus minimize
physical damage while still risking being shot at. Some deportees chose
not to attempt escape, fearing the impact on family members and feelings
of lifelong guilt. Others feared the consequences that entailed running,
hiding, and avoiding the clutches of Nazis, denouncers, and local collaborators for years to come. Escapees jumped from one zone of captivity into
possibly countless others.
Escape was not gender specific, but it can be analyzed in representational
terms. Women who survived escaping from trains described their feats in
heroic terms. Itka Radoszynska threw herself out of a train destined for Treblinka. In a letter dated 4 December 1945, she represented herself as defiant
and courageous, exceptional in her escape and survival when other members
of her family were killed:
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Dearest Auntie, you are certainly curious how I escaped from the hands of the
German murderers … Imagine that my mother and sister and her children died
being shot in the cemetery by the Germans (those cats) after having been tortured by them. She has been so scared of death. I hope that now she has peace
in heaven … Uncles Moishe and Icchali together with families were taken to
Tremblinka [sic], the camp where they were burned alive, piecemeal or gassed to
death. Nobody’s life was saved in Tremblinka [sic]. All this happened in August
22, 1942. Three months later the rest of the people were taken to Tremblinka
[sic]. Then having nothing and nobody else to lose, I jumped out of the car. Even
though the train was going very fast the fear of death and the desire to live was so
strong that I had so much courage that I didn’t even noticed [sic] that jumping out
of the car I sprained my hand and leg and despite the cold, in the morning I went
to town and later left for Warsaw where I hid and struggled for two years.111

Janett Margolies was one of the jumpers from Tarnopol in Ukraine on a
train bound for Belzec.112 Her testimony describes the relentless surveillance,
intimidation, and killing threats awaiting escapees that I analyzed earlier as
trying management traumas for commanders of trains. Margolies reports
that once inside the railroad car, she discovered that someone had smuggled
a file to cut the bars. As she recalls, there was no shortage of potential jumpers: “When the job was finished, and the bars cut, each candidate, in order
to jump, had to stand on the shoulders of the other, with legs through the
window, then hold on with their hands, later with only one hand, and with
a strong swing, jump in the direction of the running train.”113 The consequences were severe, with many deportees killed by trains approaching
from the opposite direction, others shot by Gestapo guards, and those who
succeeded were later caught by railroad watchmen. Margolies believes she
was the only surviving Tarnopol train jumper. During her jump, she became
entangled in the barbed wire of the train window. Her screams from the
pain alerted the guard, who shot at her. Luckily, he missed:
At the same moment I noticed a locomotive running straight toward me. With
my last strength, I rolled over downwards into a depression. All this lasted just a
few seconds. I was saved, but badly injured, bleeding from my head and hands. I
tore out a little frozen grass, putting it on my wounds. I succeeded in stopping the
bleeding. Later I wiped it off my face, bringing myself to order.114

Bertha Goldwasser was deported from France to Auschwitz in mid-1942
with her infant daughter. Her interviewer, David Boder, seems frustrated with
what appears to be incomplete or contradictory content in her testimony, perhaps itself symptomatic of the traumatic results of her jump from the train,
which killed her infant daughter: “I had also been deported. And when I
found out where the deportation was going, I jumped from the train with the
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child in my arms. And, God’s woe, my child was killed on the ground when
I jumped down. And I, too, was very severely wounded, but some French
people picked me up. I was with them nine months and was cured.”115 Boder
then tried to solicit more information about her escape, but was impeded by
Goldwasser’s explanation: “I told myself, ‘Once and for all. I am going to
death, of course. And here I might be able to save my life’ … “But, alas, I lost
the child while jumping off. With my own hands, I had to gather the child,
separate pieces of its body, and left it thus in the forest.”116
Bauman’s concept of “being-for” that I discussed earlier also applied to
escape attempts, albeit with incredibly unpredictable results. This unpredictability is especially highlighted in men’s testimonies about escaping. Joseph
Kutrzeba’s escape attempt was one of many that occurred in regions where
ghettos were in close proximity to extermination camps, such as the sixty-kilometer distance between the Warsaw Ghetto and Treblinka. Kutrzeba recalled
that making the decision to jump jeopardized the safety of other deportees
inside the train and at arrival at the camps. Still, he recalls that “somewhere
in the middle (of the journey) I was determined to jump, despite the fact that
rumours had it that every fifty or hundred yards, the railroad tracks were
guarded by Germans so that no-one would escape.”117 Once Kutrzeba made
the decision to jump, “then came the dilemma between me and the other
kid, who’s going to jump first. As I think back, within less than a second I
said I will, because in a fraction of a second I always volunteered to be first
… I wanted to be the first one, because survival comes first.”118 The risk was
worth dying for. Jurek Kestenberg recalled his preparation for escape en route
to Treblinka, the scars of which remain on his leg.119 In his interview with
David Boder, Kestenberg described how deportees concealed nail files or a
similarly blunt instrument in their shoes to cut the train window’s iron bars:
And so they cut the bars, and two people jumped from the train. What happened
to them I don’t know, because I only heard shots. The Germans were firing after
them. The main thing is that after ten minutes I had thought it over. I had considered it. I knew that I had left the mother and father at home. And so I … I decided
to jump. This is it! What will happen will happen. I got out on the roof, and the
Ukrainians were standing on the steps of the train. They didn’t see it, because the
windows led to the roof of the train.120

Kestenberg told Boder that his own escape from the freight car was possible
because people pushed him out, and despite the shooting from Ukrainian
guards, fellow deportees did what they could to help others escape. Kestenberg was perched on the roof of the cattle car until it was safe to jump,
deciding to leap when the train was going uphill, when the impact from
landing would be less severe:
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And here it is better to jump, because if one jumps on a level stretch, one can fall
under the train. But if one jumps on a hill, one falls, rolls down the hill, right
down there. And so, I thought it over well and jumped. I don’t remember any
more, but I felt that my legs hurt very badly. And I heard a shot. After that I came
to. After perhaps two, three hours I came to, and I saw nearby two children are
playing with a … with such a … such a large hoop, playing, running, jumping. I
started yelling, and the children ran away and brought with them, must be, their
father, an old Gentile.121

Not all escape attempts were successful. George Wellers, deported from
Drancy to Auschwitz in June 1944, described his aborted escape through
retrospective arrival:
I arrived in Auschwitz on the 2nd or 3rd of July; I no longer remember. There
was one small detail, but it was a very special detail, because I was in a wagon
where there were only men. There were no women, and I had a group of friends;
there were a dozen of us and we had decided to escape, to slip away in the course
of our journey. We had already prepared this; we had sawed away at part of the
waggon [sic]. To our misfortune, at a certain point, not very far from Paris, the
train stopped and the Germans noticed what we had done.122

Leo Bretholz was an Austrian-Jewish survivor whose reports of escape
from a deportation train appear in video testimonies and in Leap into Darkness: Seven Years on the Run in Wartime Europe.123 Bretholz escaped with his
friend Manfred Silberwasser in transit from Drancy to Auschwitz. His testimonies about the escape are indicative of how sensory memory is performed
in video testimony, if not dramatically embodied, contrasting with the ordered
sequence of reconstructed events in his written memoirs. Bretholz gives a
particularly interesting example of witnessing that is shaped less by vision,
and more by what is inhaled and imprinted on his body, and the revulsion
that had to be overcome to proceed. In a 1992 video testimony, he tells his
experience as an autobiographical war story of courage, and that story recalls
his transit experiences on the run from Nazi authorities since his escape from
Vienna in 1938 until his capture and transport to Drancy transit camp in
1942. In his recollection Bretholz comments how the atrocities witnessed in
Drancy inspired him and Manfred Silberwasser to plan their escape:
There was one bucket in the centre of the car for the uses, to relieve yourself, and
that bucket within a couple of hours overflowed … What we had seen in Drancy,
some of the atrocities, my friend and I Manfred Silberwasser, decided if we can
we have to get away, and there was no use trying anything in the evening … During that night, that long night waiting, as to what’s going to happen … We were
thinking what can be done, luckily for us, the two windows … one had bars and
barbed wire, and the other had just bars.124
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He then tells the interviewer how he used the excrement to alter his destiny
thirty minutes into his journey:
We took off our sweaters, pullovers, V-necks, and dipped them into that human
waste in the bucket, we didn’t even have to use the bucket because the floor, they
were squatting in it, and walking in it, and inhaling it (signals an inhaling action),
and it’s still up my nostrils right now when I talk about it. We used these sweaters
to twist around the bars.125

Advancing to Bretholz’s recollection of the same escape moment in Leap
into Darkness, it is more detailed, and more dramatic, but is divested of the
residue of stench and its inhalation. After tugging unsuccessfully for some
time at the train’s bars with Silberwasser, Bretholz writes about the preparation: “We needed traction, we needed to dampen the sweaters to tie them
tighter around the bars. The floor! On the floor was all the water we needed:
the collected human waste of our fellow travelers, sloshing about with the
movement of the train.”126 After overcoming his disgust, he continues: “I
bent down and dipped my sweater into the urine. Bits of fecal matter floated
about. I felt degraded, felt it was the most disgusting thing I’d ever done. In
order to save my life, I would first have to violate it beyond previous imagining.”127 Bretholz’s boundary crossing and transgression continue, and finally
he and Silberwasser opened the bars wide enough to escape. There is little
introspection in the written text, but simply the suggestion that excrement
was on him and his clothes, rather than in his sense memory, as in the videotestimony account. The intellectual stylization and emplotment of written
narrative seems less capable in finding a place for conveying sensory assault
and its heroic mastery, and struggles to incorporate the traumatic surplus
of memory’s smell. If we return to Bretholz’s video testimony, of note is the
embodied narrator, the shamed and stench-invaded self: “and it’s still up my
nostrils right now when I talk about it.” Video testimony as a life-telling
speech act produces not simply a sensational Holocaust story, but also the
visceral performance of reliving the historical moment of its preparation.
Bretholz’s residue of sense memory challenges the definition of witness as
principally conceived through visual references or motifs.
Interruptions to the flow of deportation transports also occurred from
other sources. If escape from the train was an empowered act, alienation
from the outside world was acute in interruptions to journeys that occurred
when transports stopped en route to remove corpses and leave them at the
side of railway tracks, and when deportees would enter into negotiations with
guards, farmers, or other deportees for food and water. The plundering of
deportees’ possessions began at the loading platform, and continued during
the journey. Marco Nahon recalled that during his journey from Salonica to
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Auschwitz, deportees’ food and valuables were progressively plundered. In
response, deportees chose to voluntarily discard them as an act of defiance:
“In all the cars, the prisoners hurriedly gather up their gold and jewels. Some
people, preferring not to give their valuables to the Germans, threw them in
the fields through the cracks in the planks. Next day, there is another inspection.”128 These acts highlighted the vulnerability and exploitation of deportees, who tried to negotiate the deprivations of food, water, and in many cases,
that which was beyond negotiation and critical for survival—fresh air.
The deportation trains were mobile chambers of death. It is not difficult
to reach that conclusion. The conditions inside them produced violations of
behavior and morality, as well as primal challenges to deportees’ perceptions
of themselves as locked in an epic battle between civilization and decline.
The struggle to find space inside the train, the adjustment to the freight of
other deportees, the psychological and physical fatigue from the train’s wear
and tear, the deprivation of food and water, the stench, and the loss of time
and place during transit were, for many deportees, deeply disturbing experiences without comparison. For others, like Primo Levi, captivity in trains
was a prologue for the rigors of the camp world. The intentional deprivation of basic provisions to deportees in train journeys was a “systematic
negligence” and a “useless cruelty,” “a deliberate creation of pain which
was an end in itself.”129
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– Chapter 5 –

Sensory Witnessing and
Railway Shock
Disorders of Vision and Experience

T

o what extent do extreme experiences call for an extreme historiography? What discourse or critical response can do justice to the corporeal
and psychological effects, among many others, of immobility in trains? The
telling of such effects is as burdensome for the victim as it is for the person
reading, listening to, or watching a testimony. Anthropologist Michael Jackson argues that the ethnographic impulse of “co-existence” with suffering is
perhaps the most that can be achieved through an ethical engagement with
the other.1 Still, the quest for explanation remains paramount: “But can the
intellectual succeed in accomplishing what the sufferer cannot? Or are our
attempts to communicate or publicize the pain of others little more than
stratagems for helping us deal with the effects this pain has had on us?”2
Jackson’s questions about the interpreter’s dilemma come from his interviews
with refugees in Freetown, Sierra Leone, in the late 1990s. His provocations
express a dilemma in the interrogator’s quest for soliciting usable anti-genocide testimony and the boundaries that should be recognized in the process.
Silence, Jackson claims, might be a more ethical response than talk, a muting
of conversation that persists in debates about the Holocaust’s representability. Although I acknowledge the ethical necessity of silence, the advocacy
of extreme historiography undertaken in this chapter brings into view the
spoken-word tellability of trauma and the undercurrent of “uselessness.”
How does one compensate, Jackson inquires, for the “sheer banality of suffering—the fact that though it is so devastating to the sufferer, there is little
that he or she can say about it, except recount the kind of matter-of-fact summaries of events …?”3 Perhaps there is no final vocabulary for doing justice
to violating experiences, but there is an argument for rethinking approaches
to recovering embodied memories from cattle car transit.
This chapter probes the tellability of the train journey’s somatic traumas
based on perspectives from cultural studies of witnessing, the body, and the
senses. Through a close reading of testimonies from the David Boder archive,
Notes for this chapter begin on page 162.
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I examine how sensory witnessing emerged in the spoken-word traumas of
displaced refugees before the Holocaust emerged as a universal motif of persecution. The model of sensory witnessing that I identify with train journeys
is also applicable to other intense spatial experiences of forced closeness, such
as in the trenches of World War I, bomb shelters, and living in underground
sewers, among countless others.4 What did the motion and stillness of the
train with its overcrowded passengers do to experiences of closeness, touch,
and smell? This chapter is a conscious intervention in the interpretation of the
train journey’s stages of departure, transit, and arrival. In effect, it delays that
narrative journey to the camps to become its own moment of suspension.
The chapter is divided into three parts. First, I consider the ways in which
Holocaust witnessing has been interpreted in ways that uphold the visual
as a normative, secure, and sustainable witness position and truth. Assumptions about the availability of sight-based witnessing tend to marginalize an
alternative perceptual truth that struggles with differences in nuance, visual
capacity, feeling, and mobile/immobile status. Second, I anchor sensory witnessing in deportation train journeys to the perceptual destabilization generated by the “railway shock” of the nineteenth-century train journeys, and
Jewish encounters with modernity as experienced in traumatic encounters
with ethnic others. The brief historicization of railway displacements aims
to demonstrate continuities and discontinuities in interpreting traumatic
transit histories. I do not argue for inevitability in the trajectory of European
Jewish transit histories from the nineteenth to the twentieth century, rather
I explore the prolonged sensory assault of Holocaust deportation trains
as an unexpected confirmation of the potential of what Todd Presner has
called “mobile modernity.”5 Finally, I examine how the sensory traumas of
mobile modernity were represented in David Boder’s interviews with survivors in displaced persons camps in Europe in 1946. The temporal proximity of Boder’s collection of testimony to wartime allowed him to be cattle
car transit’s first serious interpreter and anthropologist, a role that remains
unsurpassed. Like the deportees, Boder was engaged in a representational
struggle. His was with the scientific language of psychology and anthropology to explain what deportees told him was their embodiment of the twentieth century’s most extreme form of railway shock.

Holocaust Witnesses: Construction and Perception
Analyses of Holocaust witnessing have not extensively explored its sensory
sources. Recent studies have explored Holocaust victim testimony production in ghettos as a struggle with literary representability, while others have
explored the theory and legacy of witnessing and witness testimony.6 Some
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of this writing suggests paradoxes with the tellability of trauma, and the ethical and cultural position of the witness. Primo Levi introduced the long-term
separation of the victims as the “drowned” and the “saved.”7 Froma Zeitlin
spoke of fiction and literature as genres of “vicarious witnessing.”8 An influential though contestable theme has been a scholarly insistence on abjection
in the denial of the possibility of witness. In Testimony: Crises of Witnessing
in Literature, Psychoanalysis and History, Dori Laub and Shoshana Felman
suggested that the Shoah is an event without a witness.9 This position is
provocatively exemplified by the philosopher Giorgio Agamben, who has
generated vigorous debate about the meaning of a witness since the publication of Remnants of Auschwitz: The Witness and the Archive.10
Agamben mapped the etymology of the word “witness,” its heirs and
claims, and its incarnation in the camps. In Latin, he writes, there are two
words for witness: “The first word, testis, from which our word testimony
derives, etymologically signifies the person who, in a trial or lawsuit between
two rival parties, is in the position of a third party (terstis). The second
word, superstes, designates a person who has lived through something, who
has experienced an event from beginning to end and can therefore bear witness to it.”11 Agamben insists on survivors, particularly Primo Levi, as not
the third party of juridical importance, but as a survivor (superstite) who
cannot judge: “the only thing that interests him is what makes judgment
impossible: the gray zone in which victims become executioners and executioners become victims.”12 Agamben suggests another breach, claiming that
the figure of the Muselmann is the ultimate victim of the Shoah and hence
its only authentic yet unavailable witness: “the sublime witness whose testimony would be truly valuable but who cannot bear witness.”13 But what
would this witness reveal in his or her ontological essence that is so extraordinary and exceptional, other than to function as Agamben’s “other,” the
objectified witness of eternal silence?
Agamben’s writings on the criteria for authentic witness have prior basis in
the work of Jean-François Lyotard, who remains influential in current readings of Holocaust testimony’s utility. After reading Lyotard’s The Differend,
Jelica Sumic-Riha claims that “what is fundamentally at stake in testifying
to the impossible-real is…the destruction of the ‘ability to speak or to keep
quiet,’ which threatens to undermine both relations that are constitutive of
the witness as a speaking being: the relation to language and the relation to
the Other.”14 Testimony is characterized by a constitutive impasse because
the ethical obligation of bearing witness to inflicted wrongs stumbles on the
impossibility of phrasing that wrong in the accepted idioms.15 The impasse
not only concerns testimony as constitutive of the subject and a speaking position, but it also reflects a broader conflation of the Holocaust as a historical
event and constructed cultural memory re-produced and re-presented across
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the generations by primary witnesses (the intended victims) and secondary
witnesses (cultural inheritors of their truths).
The responsibilities of secondary witnesses have been discussed by Geoffrey Hartman in ethical terms: “The burden of how to be a witness to the witness—how to attend, interpret, and value the testimonies—clearly falls on all
for whom Nazism’s ‘culture of death’ is a frightening riddle. There is a duty of
reception. Professional historians often avoid it, claiming that only contemporary testimony…has sufficient authenticity.”16 Hartman’s plea for an ethics
of reception in the creation of a testimonial alliance of affective community
is affirmed by Anne Cubilié. In Women Witnessing Terror, Cubilié proposes
that the vocation of “giving testimony is about being a witness to impossible
storytelling, and also a performative act between the mute witnesses, the
dead, the survivor witness and the witness to the survivor.”17 James Hatley suggests that “by witness is meant a mode of responding to the other’s
plight that exceeds an epistemological determination and becomes an ethical
involvement.”18 In their analysis of how witness and testimony are produced,
Michael Bernard-Donals and Richard Glejzer offer an explicit distinction:
witness is a visually “seen” or experienced event or act, while testimony is
“told.” Testimonies are, for them, “representations of witnessing.”19
These authors focus on the social responsibilities of witnessing rather than
the factors that shape its making. The assumption of sight as sustainable in
different witnessing environments is by no means unusual given the cultural
primacy accorded to vision and the visual in Western culture. The primacy
of sight was arguably reinforced by the positivism of the Enlightenment and
the emerging visual cultures of the eighteenth century, particularly the rise
of typographic culture, and those of the nineteenth, such as the optical and
mechanical arts of photography and cinema. The ascendance of sight as an
esteemed, objective truth also coincided with the value placed on reason
as an intellectual, vision-based cognition. The film theorist Christian Metz
introduced the phrase “scopic drive” to describe the desire to see, a desire
institutionalized in the cinema as a “scopic regime.”20 He claims that the
neglect of the “contact senses” of touch, taste, and smell in favor of the
“senses at a distance,” such as sight and hearing, was reflected in the importance accorded to visual and auditory imaginaries in the cultural hierarchy
of socially acceptable arts.21 The primacy of sight has been described as
“ocular-centrism,” a primacy that is repeated in everyday language: “Sight
is equated with understanding and knowledge in much of our vocabulary—
insight, idea, illuminate, light, enlighten, visible, reflective, clarity.”22 Though
I do not use “ocular-centrism” in my analysis of witnessing and visuality, I
actively engage with its meaning and impact in constructions of what makes
a Holocaust witness. An examination of the neglect of the sensory witness,
particularly in an individual’s hearing and smelling capacities, uses insights
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from areas that have made minimal impact in the analysis of victims’ experiences in the Holocaust: anthropology, sociology, and critical theory.
I draw my critique of the visual from a postmodern approach to truth,
knowledge, and narrative. I argue that to deconstruct sight as the preeminent
sense of modernity means to unpack how vision and truths of the Holocaust
witness are produced and represented. The multilayered assault on sight,
particularly in twentieth-century French philosophy, has been discussed by
Martin Jay: “Vision, it bears repeating, is normally understood as the master
sense of the modern era, variously described as the heyday of Cartesian perspectivalism, the age of the world picture, and the society of the spectacle or
surveillance. It will come therefore as no surprise that the critique of modernity would find congenial many of the same arguments against the hegemony
of the eye.”23 Sight itself is inherently unstable, informed by embodiment,
sensory feeling, and other diverse variants. Sight is, Anthony Synnott asserts,
“individually subjective and culturally relative. What we see, and do not see,
and how we define what we see, the meanings we impose on visual reality,
reflect our personal values and interests as well as our cultural norms.”24 The
evidentiary privileging given to sight-based witnessing is inherited from scientific visualism, and grounded in the relatively unchanging hierarchy of the
senses, that sight, hearing, and smell were human senses, whereas taste and
touch were characteristic of animal traits.25 Many historians of the senses
see their production and coming into being in cultural and social terms,
a mediated process of the civilized world, where perception is the product of a multisensorial experience. David Howes, for example, has offered
the paradigm of emplacement to suggest the “sensuous interrelationship of
body-mind-environment.”26
The idea of emplacement can be further examined in relation to Ernst
van Alphen’s reading of visual imprints in Holocaust testimonies, and the
epistemological limitations of seeing in the Holocaust. He claims that the
Holocaust “disrupted conventional notions of seeing in the visual domain
in Western culture. Since the Enlightenment, observation of the visual world
has enjoyed a privileged epistemological status: it is a precondition and
guarantee of knowledge and understanding. Being an ‘eyewitness’ automatically implies that one apprehends and comprehends the observed situation or event.”27 The issue of the authenticity of the visual is paramount
for van Alphen, an authenticity further reinforced in media essentialism:
“Vision does not automatically lead to ‘authentic’ witnessing. For witnessing
requires, in addition to seeing, accounting for what is seen, and the problem
may be situated in that mediation or transmission.”28 For van Alphen, the
trauma of the Holocaust remains a “visual imprint” that is evidence of the
discordant relationship between vision and comprehension in the encounter
with abjection and violence, a recollection not readily tellable or speakable.
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This “visual incapacitation” bears direct relationship to the sense memory
of traumas as examples of “failed experiences.”29 Van Alphen suggests that
narrative memory is retrospective and trauma is embodied and reenacted
at involuntary moments, much like the sense memory of olfactory intrusion and narrative returns to spaces of captivity in trains: “The person who
experiences a traumatic re-enactment is still inside the event, present at it.
This explains why these traumatic reenactments impose themselves as visual
imprints. The original traumatic event has not yet been transformed into
a mediated, distanced account. It reimposes itself in its visual and sensory
directness.”30 Van Alphen isolates sight, and connects it to an embodied
memory as visually initiated, but not conclusively determined: “Visuality,
the specific power of images, is definingly significant for the specific kind of
memory that struggles to survive the Holocaust and remember it, yet transform the visual fixation that assaults into the active visual remembrance that
works through.”31
Van Alphen’s articulation of visual imprints as being stuck in sense memory, at
times a failed vocal or written delivery of unutterable experiences, echoes Charlotte Delbo’s recollection of her body traumas in the Holocaust. Delbo is one of
the most eloquent interpreters of sense memory. Captivity in trains is one scene
of the undoing of the self, with the attempt at its speakability and orderly presentation in writing as the process of rethinking and making valid experiences from
moments and encounters that were beyond understanding at the time. Delbo
uses the metaphor of skin renewal to explain the inexplicable: “There comes to
mind the image of a snake shedding its old skin, emerging from beneath it in a
fresh, glistening one.”32 Yet the shedding of skin through the telling of experience, where the old skin had a “bad smell,” and wore the visible traces of Auschwitz, is never fully exfoliated once the survivor returns to the world of ordinary
gestures and regulations of bodily conduct through routines of sleep, eating, and
conversation. Delbo writes that she had to relearn her olfactory sense, which
was polluted by her memory of Birkenau, where “rain heightened the odor of
diarrhoea. It is the most fetid odor I know.”33 Her question, “how does one rid
oneself of something buried far within: memory and the skin of memory?” can
be applied to the permanence of body truths of train captivity in survivors. Delbo
contends that the “skin enfolding the memory of Auschwitz is tough,” but that
“it gives way at times, revealing all it contains.”34 Delbo’s explanation of sense
memory fuses the historical with the present self in repeated and subconscious
journeys to Holocaust time:
In those dreams I see myself … hardly able to stand on my feet, my throat tight,
my heart beating wildly, frozen to the marrow, filthy, skin and bones; the suffering I feel is so unbearable, so identical to the pain endured there, that I feel it
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physically, I feel it throughout my whole body which becomes a mass of suffering; and I feel death fasten on me, I feel that I am dying. Luckily, in my agony I
cry out.35

Delbo’s ability to emerge from her subconscious journey and articulate it
as a past story is explained as an “external memory,” an intellectual act connected with thinking processes.36 The pain of her embodied suffering is the
“deep memory” of her Auschwitz skin, piercing the present self as a thinking subject. Her equation of deep memory with sense memory as the preservation of “physical imprints” on the degenerative, powerless body evokes
many witness experiences of train transit. Though Delbo speaks of her historical self in Auschwitz, she has never left it. In her analysis, what becomes a
speakable moment is an attempt to bear witness, to reappropriate the death
threat and produce a testifying voice that is marked by incompleteness.
Although Delbo’s writings have inspired readings of witness experiences
during and beyond the Holocaust, her testimonies are a misplaced literary
measure to which ordinary witness testimonies should aspire. The influence
of her work in Holocaust literary studies, like the contributions of Primo
Levi and Elie Wiesel, reinforces her preeminent witnessing truth and neglects
investigation of experiences of body trauma that are not as eloquent, revealing, or sophisticated in their telling. Her insights have been used to explore
the possibility and limits of representing embodied truths. Her articulation
of deep memory has been critical to Lawrence Langer’s anatomy of memory
in video testimonies in Holocaust Testimonies: The Ruins of Memory. The
testimonies collated in this book stress the numbing impact of deep memory,
rendering it unavailable to historical interpretation. What kind of historiography can be accorded to interpreting deep memory as the embodiment
of train captivity? Langer reads Delbo’s discourse on skin renewal, and
her attempted exfoliations of deep memory, as evidence of the countertime
of Auschwitz.37 Rose Kamel reads Delbo’s impact as a resculpting of the
autobiographical genre in cyclical time, and the depiction of self and other
through dismembered bodies and fragmented psyches.38
The discussion about deep memory is not isolated to the Holocaust.
Roberta Culbertson argues that sense memory and its impact on postwar
experiences of embodied trauma often invites skepticism, for its “undeniable presences appear in non-narrative forms that seem to meet no standard
test for truth or comprehensibility.”39 Channeling Delbo’s wearing of two
skins, her Auschwitz and postwar varieties, Culbertson suggests that “the
demands of narrative … operate as cultural silences to this sort of memory
… we lose sight of the body’s own recall of its response to threat and pain,
and of the ways in which it ‘speaks’ this pain, because this wordless language is unintelligible to one whose body is not similarly affected, and
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because without words the experience has a shadowy quality, a paradoxical
unreality.”40 Culbertson’s body memories are quite possibly without words
and without image, and “obey none of the standard rules of discourse: they
are the self’s discourse with itself and so occupy that channel between the
conscious and unconscious that speaks a body language.”41

Modernity as Railway Shock
The fraught tellability of embodied train traumas finds precedent in a range
of popular, literary, and medical reports of shock, danger, and derailment
associated with train journeys in nineteenth-century Europe. These responses
took on an ethno-cultural dimension in Jewish accounts of travel, which
commonly used the train journey experience as a metaphor of assimilation
from East to West, an itinerary that is complicated with the immobilization
of Jewish victims as deportees in the Holocaust. Rejecting the trajectory of
the Holocaust as an inevitability of German-Jewish history, Todd Presner
has commented that “railways represented progress because they were the
technological realization of mobility, speed and exchange. They also became
the first mode of transportation to move the masses, from the formation of
mass politics to the implementation of mass deportations.”42
The cultural history of the train’s impact as a mover of the masses and
creator of trauma testimony was explored in Wolfgang Schivelbusch’s The
Railway Journey: Trains and Travel in the Nineteenth Century. Schivelbusch
argued that literary responses to train journeys made constant reference to a
persistent destabilization of the senses. Critical for Schivelbusch was the way
in which essayists and writers interpreted the impact of mechanized motion
as a visual assault. He notes that early descriptions of rail journeys divided
the railroad and the landscape through which it travels into two separate
worlds. This separation was illusory: “the empirical reality that makes the
landscape seen from the train window appears to be ‘another world’ is the
railroad itself.”43 The effect of the railroad on perceptions of travel is that
“the traveller perceives the landscape as it is filtered through the machine
ensemble.”44 The loss of experience entailed in the new technology is interpreted in literature and journalism of the period as “denaturalization” and
“desensualization.” Passengers cannot feel the movement entailed in the
new technology except for the speed, which estranges and displaces the traveler from the landscape. This displacement was often represented as a loss of
feeling and natural connection to the traversed landscapes.
The train passenger’s denaturalization by train travel was due to the
abandonment of animal power in favor of steam, namely, the loss of the
sense of space and motion that was based on it.45 Because the traveler
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cannot feel the attachment to the landscape, the meandering roads of animal power replaced with linear routes of railroads, he or she cannot feel the
effort involved with travel. The loss of the traveler’s connection to the landscape from horse-drawn power terminated the feeling of being anchored.
Schivelbusch argues that while slow, preindustrial travel preserved and
savored this space as natural, it virtually disappears on the railroad, for “the
railroad knows only points of departure and destination.”46 The train was
perceived as a projectile “and traveling on it, as being shot through the landscape—thus losing control of one’s senses.”47 Features such as size, shape,
quantity, and motion that can be objectively perceived in the real world now
become the only qualities that the railroad traveler is able to observe in the
landscape of mechanized travel. The traveler now experiences not only a
loss of feeling or connection to the landscape, but visual perception is also
compromised by the train’s speed. Schivelbusch used the phrase “panoramic
perception” to describe the train traveler’s attempt to consume a total view
of the landscape:
Panoramic perception, in contrast to traditional perception, no longer belongs
to the same space as the perceived objects: the traveler sees the objects and landscapes through the apparatus that moves him through the world. That machine
and the motion it creates become integrated into his visual perception: thus he
can only see things in motion.48

Adding to the sensory destabilization of travelers was the train’s impact
on perceptions of time and space. The concept that more space could be
covered in less time was one of most commonly stated ambitions in developing rail networks across Europe. The effect of collapsing time and space
through speed was borrowed from transport economics, yet with perceptually unprocessed effects as the annihilation of space and time produces
shrinkage of the real world. Schivelbusch suggests:
[T]he notion that the railroad annihilates space and time is not related to that
expansion of space that results from the incorporation of new spaces into the
transport network. What is experienced as being annihilated is the traditional
space-time continuum that characterized the old transport technology. Originally
embedded in nature as it was, that technology, in its mimetic relationship to the
space traversed, permitted the traveler to perceive that space as a living entity.49

For Schivelbusch, the idea that the railroad annihilated space and time
owed more to the shock of the new; and contemporary interpretations on
the impact of the railroads confirms his reading. In Remapping Memory,
Jonathan Boyarin argues that new technologies of transportation and communication such as shipping, railroads, airplanes and film, have “changed
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the very conditions of our possible experiences of proximity and simultaneity.”50 The alteration to the human experience of space and time made possible by the ability of the railroad to cut through landscapes was a prominent
theme in the rhetoric of the railroad. Yet it was also the rhetoric of pacification for anxious and fearful travelers. Schivelbusch notes that the “annihilation of space and time is the topos that the early nineteenth century uses to
describe the new situation into which the railroad places natural space after
depriving it of its hitherto absolute powers. Motion is no longer dependent
on the conditions of natural space, but on a mechanical power than creates
its own spatiality.”51
The political and economic advantages of train travel, such as the
potential to transform the relationships between nations, cultures and
classes, occurred alongside more embodied if not negative effects. Train
travelers increasingly expressed symptoms that were somatic, physiological, and psychological in nature. The continuous movement of the train
caused a new kind of pathology where muscles and individual organs
grew tired from constant vibration. While this physiological assault continued, challenges to perception also undermined travelers’ ability to feel
“in place,” or “emplaced” to use David Howes’s reference. The rapidity
with which the train’s speed caused optical impressions to change taxed
the eyes to a much greater degree than did preindustrial travel and the
sense of hearing had to cope with a deafening noise throughout the trip.52
The new ratio between traveling time and traversed space aggravated the
symptoms of fatigue. The traveler was “subjected to a degree of wear and
tear that did not exist in preindustrial travel, not to mention the purely
psychological stress.”53
Max Nordau suggested that the stresses of railroad travel of the late
1890s were physiological and symptomatic of the overloading of the nervous system through the pressures of modern life: “Even the little shocks of
railway travelling, not perceived by consciousness, the perpetual noises and
the various sights in the streets of a large town … cost our brains wear and
tear.”54 These pathologies of railroad travel produced an association of the
train as somewhat uncontrollable, a sign of the panic, anxiety, and degeneration of modernity.55
Responses to nineteenth- and twentieth-century travel such as the loss of
experience, the romanticization of the past (as symbolized by preindustrial
travel), and the destabilization of travelers’ ability to perceive time and space,
reflected a wider cultural anxiety related to modern practices of consumption, travel, and work. The railway’s assault on experiences of transit in the
nineteenth century was a microcosm of the transformation of the senses by
industrialization and technology.56 Urbanization and manufacturing industries produced massive levels of noise pollution, smoke contamination, and
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threats to public health, requiring the protection of society’s hearing, smell,
and sanitation: “The hectic life of the large cities, unhealthy factory labour
and above all the new transport and communication technologies were
widely held to have a negative effect on sensory perception. People believed
they could feel tension all around them, and they attributed the ostensible
increase of nervous complaints (notably neurasthenia) to this phenomenon.”57 Industrialization burdened the senses to the extent that the scopic
regime, the growing dominance of sight and vision in all areas of life, was
obscured by the impact of pollution. Yet the concern with pollution from
urban stresses of uncontained smell and noise in public space was also
privatized as a symbolic disorder of the body in need of constant olfactory
vigilance.58 The need for olfactory vigilance also extended to people travelling in train carriages. Even though carriages were divided according to
classes with particular seating arrangements to maintain social order, the
unexpected threat of contamination was expressed as the discomfort with
the mechanized processes of modernity. The intrusion of the polluted other
into ostensibly regulated space was an unwanted and frequent possibility,
and consequently, had to be patrolled.
It is worthwhile to recall Michel de Certeau’s interpretation of railway
architecture and its spaces as anxiety inducing. He described the conditions
of railway travel as an administered captivity, interpreting the train’s impact
on human experience as a “travelling incarceration. Immobile inside the
train, seeing immobile things slip by. What is happening? Nothing is moving inside or outside the train … the unchanging traveler is pigeon-holed,
numbered, and regulated in the grid of the railway car, which is a perfect
actualisation of the rational utopia.”59 De Certeau adds a mobile dimension
to philosopher Jeremy Bentham’s classification of the panoptic tendencies of
modern architecture: “Everything has its place in a gridwork. Only a rationalised cell travels. A bubble of panoptic and classifying power, a module
of imprisonment that makes possible the production of an order, a closed
and autonomous insularity—that is what can traverse space and make itself
independent of local roots.”60
Not unlike interpretations of Holocaust witness experiences, Schivelbusch,
Nordau, and de Certeau based their analyses of trauma as contingent on
vision of exterior landscapes from inside the train, a sight-based witnessing that was possible although difficult to sustain due to the train’s motion.
The challenge of vision or visual consumption of modernity and its various
landscapes is repeated in Jewish responses to train transit. The experience
of inside/outside, the separation of the traveler from the traveled space,
railway fatigue, the construction of imaginary landscapes to compensate for
lost ones, and the loss of connection to the natural world all converged in
potentially traumatic train encounters.
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In the work of historian Sander Gilman, the Jewish entry into European
or Western society is interpreted as a passage or a journey, from the world of
the Yiddish-speaking shtetl culture of the East to the urbanized destinations
of Western high culture. The contrast between the Jewish cultures of old
that were known, practiced in ideology, ritual, belief, custom and culture,
with that of the new, the unknown, different, and the feared, was similar
to the encounter with the new industrial form of travel the train offered.
The vocabulary of the Jewish encounter with modernity was thus similar
to the vocabulary associated with train travel. One talks of passages (from
East to West), the entry from one society to another as a form of travel, one
makes an entry into that society as one enters a train, and with a ticket, as
payment for the journey. To Gilman, “the crossing of boundaries, as in the
movement from the Eastern fringes to the centers of culture, such as Paris,
evokes the train.”61
Gilman was invoking Sigmund Freud as a reference point. Freud’s obsession with trains and journeys was a life metaphor; transit was the trauma
of modern civilization.62 For Jews, this trauma was especially evocative as
a space for acting out the ambition of assimilation. Trains were one of the
public spaces defined by class and economic power “in which the Jew could
purchase status.”63 A ticket bought for these carriages “assured one of traveling among one’s economic equals—but not as racial ‘equals.’”64 Gilman
contends that the association of trains and the “trauma of confronting one’s
Jewish identity is a powerful topos at the end of the century.”65
The displacement and estrangement of the journey were especially significant for Jews: the displacement of the anxiety associated with ethnic difference became associated with the train ride, for it is on trains that frightening
events occur that reveal the innate difference between the self and the Other.
For Freud, the train trip always held the anxiety of the articulation of his
own difference.66 His lifelong neurosis was about “missing a train” rather
than being on a train, of having remained an Eastern European Jew had he
not caught it, illuminates the anxieties of assimilation and acculturation and
the East/West divide in late nineteenth-century Europe. Like interactions in
civil society, the train carriage was but another expression of the potential
racial anxiety of assimilation: “the train carriage was the space of confrontations with difference and anti-Semites.”67
Freud’s lifelong neurosis about missing a train illuminates a fundamental ambivalence for Jewish encounters in modernity that becomes further
complicated with the pernicious use of railways in the Holocaust. The idea
of the West—the modernizing societies of Berlin, Vienna, and Prague in the
late nineteenth century—always entailed a passage from East to West.68
One was caught between his or her own (left, departed) and host (arrived)
culture. Entry into modern society became a trade-off—one would have to
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give up in order to gain. The passage of the Jews into this society was, like
the modern traveler’s experience of the train, a culture shock. Thus, the
significance for Jews of the trains in nineteenth-century Europe reflects their
encounter with modernity: “trains became part of the mental space associated with Jewishness and the trauma of that race.”69
For Jews on trains, the notion of “panoramic perception” was arguably a
trauma of motion that was relocated from visions of the landscape to encounters inside train carriages. It was the traumatic panorama of other travelers
that contributed to the railway shock. The panorama induced countless fears
about unwanted encounters, strangers, and self-questioning about the social
visibility of Jews as an ethnic minority in train carriages. It also inspired several literary reflections on the meaning of Jewish identity in assimilating societies (in East and West, and the routes between), and the creation of literary
communities devoted to mapping Jewish journeys and cultural geographies.
Railway shock was a thriving, if not portable, theme in Jewish literary history, crossing and deconstructing languages, genres, and borders.
The culture clash and somatic trauma associated with train travel have
been examined by scholars of Yiddish and Hebrew literature.70 Leah Garrett’s engaging analysis of Yiddish writing adds a critical perspective to
the use of archetypes of spatial encounters, exploration, and discovery to
express ambivalent transit encounters. In Journeys Beyond the Pale: Yiddish Travel Writing in the Modern World, Garrett explored how writers in
Jewish communities in the East from the 1870s to the 1930s—namely, the
premodern shtetl world of Russia—welcomed and feared train travel, in
particular, as the promise of a new, liberal modernity, as the space for collapsed encounters with other ethnic groups, and also as a scene of writing
cultural tourism and anti-Semitism.71
Yiddish writers including Sholem Aleichem used modernist prose and the
motif of the train to critique modernization and urbanization, as the railroads
delivered the tides of change into and out of the shtetl. Garrett’s book shows
how a persecuted minority conceived of their transit experiences in ethnocultural terms, as residents in ambivalent, displaced, and hostile territories,
in and outside of train space. Yiddish travel writing produced an alternative,
modern, and secular Jewish geography of suffering, a cultural commentary
on the traumas of ethnic mobility, belonging, place, and security.
As Garrett contends, railway shock was embodied as a gendered, ethnic,
and social assault in train space: the tormenting sounds of grating wheels
on the tracks, screeching brakes and blaring whistles, the compartment’s
intimate dimensions and effects on social interaction and conversation, the
representation of the self as an object in an industrial process, and finally,
the difficulty in maintaining what was considered civilized behavior from
unwanted and transgressive encounters. The response to modernity that
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Yiddish writers telescoped through train transit is updated in Holocaust testimonies about the experience of interminable entrapment. Whereas Garrett
discussed Yiddish literature as a space for reading identity construction and
ethnic relations, Holocaust testimonies report on the destruction of those
categories, and occasional resistance to that decline.
If, as Schivelbusch argued, nineteenth-century train travelers felt themselves and their bodies removed from a tactile experience of the landscape
and the natural animal power of motion, then forced confinement reversed
that disengagement. Freight car transit in the Holocaust resensualized passengers-as-victims to what had been desensualized by mechanized transit
in the nineteenth century, namely, the disengagement from the landscape
and from other travelers. Tense and volatile encounters in train space foregrounded the notion of embodied and mobile witnesses engaged in representational struggles to describe their journey experiences. Like the impact of
nineteenth-century train transit on descriptions of intimacy, estrangement,
and perception, the conditions of deportation trains “created their own spatiality, a spatiality that impacted on all forms of perception, bodily behaviours, and cognitive functions.”72 Cattle car transit provoked deportees to
represent the spatiality of trains as disorientation in motion: the displacement of the scopic regime by acoustic and olfactory regimes of truth, and
more intensely, the physical freight of other deportees.

Holocaust Trains as Railway Shock: David Boder
and the Traumatic Inventory of Transit
An early archive that analyzed train experiences in the Holocaust was David
Boder’s interviews with displaced persons in refugee camps in 1946.73 His
interviews raise many issues about narrative convention, speakability, and
most important, the repression of transport shame in studies of Holocaust
victims’ experiences.74 Boder was not looking for explicit episodes of railway shock, but once articulated, they became an important marker of depersonalization and entrapment. In conducting these interviews, Boder was
a self-conscious ethical interpreter, a secondary witness of the kind Michael
Jackson described earlier. He solicited vivid and disturbing accounts on
many aspects of the Holocaust, especially the interviewees’ transit experiences. Still displaced, they told Boder about their experiences in vocabulary
that bore little resemblance to the rhetorical familiarity of “cattle car” transit of later postwar testimony.
Boder traveled from the United States to displaced persons (DPs) camps
in the American Zone of postwar Europe in the summer of 1946. In the
space of two months he interviewed 109 refugees, and over the course
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of nine years with limited funding and academic interest in his project,
managed to transcribe seventy of them into English. In addition to the
transcribed interviews, Boder produced a “Traumatic Inventory”—his
clinical assessment of the content of the interviews—which accompanied
his “Topical Autobiographies of Displaced Peoples.”75 The “Traumatic
Inventory” is landmark and novel in its elucidation of deportation train
journeys as “railway shock.” Boder frequently used the term “travel”
as an indicator of the deportation journey, and he applied an empirical
method to build a taxonomy of transit’s stresses. Boder also revealed
himself, through his infrequent biographical introductions of interviewees
and investigative questions, to be not only a facilitator of a multilingual
canon of Holocaust voices. He was also its earliest formative interpreter,
an ethical, astounded, and perplexed witness, often giving those reactions
repeatedly in the course of an interview. He was aware of the monumental task he was undertaking in recording the magnitude of the stories of
displaced persons, and also of his own interventionist role as an archivist
of voice in preserving the spoken European-Jewish languages.76 Indeed, it
was the perplexity of English’s intrusion into interviews conducted in foreign tongues—German predominantly, but also Yiddish, Russian, Spanish,
French and Polish—which he sought to preserve in the transcribed written
text as a “peculiar verbal structure.”77
In his analysis of language in Topical Autobiographies, Alan Rosen
reads Boder’s shift from recording multilingual original voices to its printed
monolingual English text as an exercise in archiving distortion.78 My interpretation of Boder does not concentrate on the linguistic nuances and
grammatical imperfections of a disrupted Holocaust voice as discussed by
Rosen. Building from his analysis, however, I suggest that Boder’s insistence
on the preservation of awkwardness is suggestive for an interpretation of
transit captivity for four reasons, each of which reveals itself in exchanges
between Boder and the interviewees, and particularly so in the examples
of the difficult mediation of sense memory through the spoken, if not performed, word.
First, the transcriptions reveal how DPs spoke about, referred to, or were
exasperated by, the demands of speaking about their journey experiences,
evident in the sometimes combative and clarifying exchanges between Boder
and his interviewees. Second, the disclosures in the interviews, preserved in
their grammatical imperfections, including the transcription of silences
and sometimes stupefied editorial interventions, reveals the spoken (and
unspoken) word as the foundations of an experience that Boder believed
to be “historically unprecedented” and “unique in occurrence.”79 Third,
Boder’s comprehension of the content of experiences was rendered in an
emerging index of terms, such as “annihilation lager.” This index permits
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an investigation of transit’s effects before the words “Holocaust,” “death
camp,” and “survivor” became common in the postwar lexicon of Nazi
violence. Some of these words make an early appearance. For example, in
discussing departures from the Warsaw Ghetto in January 1943, Hadassah
Marcus makes a reference to what the word “Holocaust” meant to her. It
was the powerlessness of the self:80
Marcus: During all that time all the transports went to Treblinka.
Boder: Hm.
Marcus: In the year 1943, the 18th, the first /month/ …
Boder: Yes?
Marcus: … there was a great holocaust. They took all the shops away. Everything
/was/ liquidated.
Boder: What does it mean, a holocaust?
Marcus: That there was … nobody could save himself.

Finally, based on the content of the interviews, Boder created a psychological analysis of testimony’s content. His anthropology of deportation train
journeys isolated their impact as a fundamental rupture, commenting that
“the experiences en route form the darkest memories of all those who were
victims of this phase of Nazi depravity. Locked up in the crowded box cars
normally used for transportation of cattle they made that fearful transition
from the known to the unknown. That time was the beginning of the end of
meaning to life as they had known it.”81
Boder’s analysis of the shifting pace and impact of Nazi policy on the
everyday lives of his interviewees gives clear articulation to the genocidal
intentions of Nazi deportation policy and its destructive impact much sooner
than it was interpreted as such by historians and enshrined as a crime in
the United Nations Convention on the Prevention and Punishment of the
Crime of Genocide of 9 December 1948. Boder referred to the unmaking of
the individual as “deculturation,” the “gradual cutting down of a human
being” through fitting him or her into the model of concentration and
annihilation camps.82 Despite his extended focus on deportation, he surprisingly omits stating that these train journeys were a distinct contributor to
deculturation. Deculturation emerges as an implicit genocidal method in its
removal of the individual from an ethnic, biological and religious group,
and social community. Deculturation terminates the conditions, environments, and stimuli that are critical to the continuity and regeneration of
bonds of togetherness and identity.
Boder’s analysis introduced categories that feature as an anatomy of the
train journey’s impact from the clinical appearance of the freight car to
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deportees’ unsuccessful adjustments to train space, as detailed in his itemization of the effects of Holocaust transit in the “Traumatic Inventory,” of which
there were 46 traumata, 116 interpretative expansions, and, in the index, an
alphabetical roster of 377 items.83 Those traumata relating to train transit,
both cattle and freight cars,84 included “bedding during travel,” “bowel
movements in trains,” “dead bodies in travel,” “deportation,” “locked
boxcars,” “sanitation and travel,” “sex separation on trains,” “shelter in
travel,” “constriction of space in trains,” and “toilets during travel.” “Interpretative expansions” referred to sub-themes of a particular experience,
based on deportees’ attitudinal or physical responses.85 For example, socioeconomic displacement was evident in “the brutal and abrupt removal of a
person from most environmental stimuli which have formed the conditioning framework of his everyday life.”86 The entry included the interpretative
expansion of “relocation” to encompass eviction, compulsory evacuation,
compulsory transfer of domicile and deportation to camps, but not the
means of transportation or the destination.87
In relation to displacement from one’s community, for example, to and
from ghettos, Boder made reference to the lack of recourse to law, and the
new human milieu that emerged from “relocations,” citing the “break-up
of the family or ethnic group due to evacuation, deportation or flight.”88
His “Cultural-Affective” designation can be applied to multiple locations of
persecution. In this designation he included reference to the creation of prolonged states of terror, and included “threats or conjectures of impending
traumatisation, such as the danger of being assigned to deportation,” and
in repeated scenes of “mass weeping and wailing (beyond family group) in
public places” prior to separation.89
Within the cultural-affective realm, Boder also paid attention to corporeal distress. His analysis recalled nineteenth-century anxieties concerning
transgressive behavior in intimate spaces and violations specific to cattle car
transit: “the abolition of traditions of decency and dignity by suspending the
separation between the sexes and privacy for bodily care and processes of
bowel movements.”90 Boder’s item “Depersonalization” included the “ignominious treatment of the individual with the utmost disregard for his rights,
standards and values.”91 A feature of Nazi policy in general, its appearance
in cattle car transit was expressed in descriptions of its violating actions
of compression and degradation: people were “like cattle,” (not simply in
cattle cars), “driven,” “shoved,” and “not human.”92
Section V of the “Traumatic Inventory” concerned “Direct Bodily Violence,” in which Boder included “death in travel by train” and “verbalized anguish caused by witnessing brutal acts perpetrated by prisoners on
each other due to states of confusion or panic (such as in fights in overcrowded boxcars).”93 The section on “Transportation” most explicitly
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alludes to transit. The psychological ruin of deportees occurred, among
other causes, from “travelling for days in overcrowded boxcars without
facilities or room to sit down, wash, or lie down.” These intolerable
conditions were exacerbated by no “toilet facilities in locked cars where
men, women and children were locked in together” and in “the absence
of regular stop-overs or adequate installations at stop-overs for bowel
movements.”94 Deportees’ experiences of the cattle car as a death site
were further compounded by “the impossibility of removing the dead
from the crowded boxcars for days,” and their “accumulation en route
beyond the nearest stop.”95
Boder interviewed the DPs from the position of the dispassionate, academic observer and psychologist of trauma, yet he was not entirely unaffected by their disclosures. Boder’s own interventions as both interviewer
and listener made him directly complicit in the production of distorted
voices. His reactions in the testimony bear witness to the limits of scientific
methodology to absorb these extreme experiences. Like the deportees, he
was engaged in a representational struggle. Unlike them, his was with the
empirical aspirations of psychology and anthropology to explain the existential truth of the DPs. This tension was not resolved, but was arguably
a core and binding testament to the project. Boder’s archive of interviews
reveals frustrations, silences, edits, and a subliminal biography of Boder as
a secondary witness to the tellability of the Holocaust.
A close reading of five testimonies that discuss excrement and urine
trauma illuminates the olfactory intrusions, spatial assaults, and the tellability of transport shame that are the Holocaust’s version of modern
railway shock. The tellability of transport trauma was particularly evident in Boder’s interviews with the following DPs: Alexander Gertner (26
August 1946, Geneva, Switzerland), Adolph Heisler (27 August 1946,
Geneva, Switzerland), Jacob Schwarzfitter (31 August 1946, Tradate,
Italy), Nechamah Epstein (31 August 31 1946, Tradate, Italy); and Benjmain Piskorz (1 September 1946, Tradate, Italy). Conducted over the space
of one week, all five interviewees disclosed stories of transport shame.
These differed in content and intensified through graphic descriptions
and shock value, with the overflowing excrement and urine on deportees
leaving its symbolic defilement on Boder and his vicarious entry into that
space through an accruing knowledge of cattle car duress. The trauma of
telling survives in Boder’s stunned replies, where he often asked DPs to
repeat what they had just said. Boder used flexible interviewing methods,
which included “tell all” and “episodic” emphases to economize on limited time, an approach which also undermined the ambition of his project
to be a comprehensive oral chronicle. In his interview with Gertner, Boder
insisted on full telling:96
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Boder: Where you have been when the war started and what happened to you.
Make yourself comfortable and start telling.
Gertner: From the beginning.
Boder: Don’t omit details.
Gertner: Yes?
Boder: We want to know everything that happened.

And so Gertner begins to disclose the evidence of his war trauma: experiences of ghettoization, cramped living conditions, and finally his selection
for deportation. Although Boder seeks clarification on the method of transport, eventually the topic of the train journey’s provisions and deprivations
enters the conversation, for which Gertner’s “you understand?” haunts
Boder long after the exchange:
Gertner: You understand? We were taken right away to the wagons. There we
already saw whole /many/ wagons were standing, maybe dozens /?/ of wagons.
And the SS distribute /the people into/ the wagons. There was a superior group
leader with a few SS officers. They counted up the /people for the/ wagons, and
they did … I went into the first wagon. We were counted off eighty people, and
… and we went into the wagon.
Boder: What kind of wagons were they?
Gertner: They were freight wagons …
Boder: Yes.
Gertner: … used for transportation of cattle.
Boder: A freight wagon.
Gertner: Freight wagon, freight wagons.
Boder: Yes.
Gertner: They were small wagons. We entered eighty, eighty-five people into one
wagon, and we were locked in. They said, “Who is missing … if one will be missing, then the whole wagon will be shot.” So said the Hungarian gendarmerie.
They said that.
Boder: Hm.
Gertner: And then someone was made the leader of the wagon. He should
supervise.
Boder: A Jew?
Gertner: Also a Jew. There were only Jews there.
Boder: Yes.
Gertner: And we were locked in there. On Thursday at twelve o’clock …
Boder: You were there with whom?
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Gertner: I was … by accident I was able to be with my … with my relatives, /word
not clear/ only with the aunt, because the uncle remained in the hospital. She
alone—the others were thrown into another wagon. One couldn’t choose.
Boder: Hm.
Gertner: We remained there with strangers, such from the same city, acquantainces [sic]. And eighty people in a wagon, a small wagon. For the whole wagon
was … was … was allotted a jar of water, and a half a bread to each.
Boder: Hm.
Gertner: A small piece /?/ of black bread. This was for the whole journey, and we
had nothing prepared /?/.
Boder: Were you told where you were being taken?
Gertner: We were told nothing. Absolutely nothing was said. The train started
moving Thursday noon at twelve o’clock, and we went …
Boder: Nu, a convenience …
Gertner: There was nothing.
Boder: … a toilet.
Gertner: There were in the wagons absolutely no toilets. Absolutely nothing. It was
… we went out / releaved [sic] ourselves / … one … it was … impossible to tell.
Boder: Tell it … how was it?
Gertner: We went out. We had containers or such. We poured it out through the
window. One saw another … we couldn’t … we took a dress, covered there a corner of the wagon and there. When one came out another went in. So in a line …
Boder: Hm.
Gertner: We didn’t have any water to wash one’s self and such.
Boder: Hm. One made it on the /in English:/ floor … /in German:/ on the floor?
Gertner: Right on the floor. The children screamed. They had no water, and the
… on the first day there was still water that had been given, and we could /get/ a
little on the way. And then on the second day there was absolutely no water. The
children—it was a pity—the children cried. The parents did not drink any water
so that it should remain for the children.
Boder: Hm.
Gertner: So we journeyed for four days and four nights till … till Sunday
evening.
Boder: Yes. Where did you come to?
Gertner: Sunday evening we came to … to Birkenau, to Auschwitz. This is near
Auschwitz.
Boder: Yes.
Gertner: And so in the wagons was … we thought we shall perish from thirst.
There were terrible heat spells then, and …
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Boder: Just a moment. /Words not clear./
Gertner: Yes. It was terribly hot, and the wagons were closed …
Boder: When was it? In June or May?
Gertner: June. The first of June.
Boder: The first of June. Nu?
Gertner: We couldn’t stand it. We said, “If we go another night, then …” We were
all undressed, naked, only in the trousers, because of the heat. We arrived on the
first of June. We arrived at …
Boder: Nu?
Gertner: On the first of June we arrived in Auschwitz.

In this exchange, Boder is concerned with the duration of the train journey
and its destination. The impact of the journey on deportees—the disposal of
excrement through windows,97 the management of the toilet queue, the rationing of water, and inconsolable children—makes difficult passage to words
that Boder can add to his traumatic inventory. Notably, English intrudes
in the exchange to verify the location where people excreted, although its
expression itself as “one made it on the … floor” is testament to the shame
of uttering the memory of that action. In relation to depersonalization, the
stripping of clothes in front of others to cope with the heat was, in one sense,
a symbolic decline of the self, yet it was also a necessary survival strategy.
Boder’s insistence on full disclosure continued in his interview with
Adolph Heisler.98 In relation to Heisler’s telling of his deportation sequence,
Boder is concerned, as in the Gertner interview, with clarifying the method
of transport, its interior design, the number of deportees, and the duration
of the journey.99
Heisler: And on the next day in the morning we were not permitted to leave the
barracks. We saw a great number of rr-cars arriving. And they packed in many
/?/ people in those rr-cars, a hundred people to a wagon, without food, without
anything, and we were transported … where we are being transported to nobody
knew. We were riding and riding, two weeks in the train. And then we arrived in
Auschwitz. We did not know …
Boder: Yes? Nu …
Heisler: We did not know about any Auschwitz, about extermina- … We saw
people dressed in prisoner clothes, but we did not know what it meant. Only
afterwards we found out the entire story.
Boder: All right. And so let us go back a little. You were put into rr-cars.
Heisler: Yes.
Boder: What kind of rr-cars were they?
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Heisler: They were those freight cars for cattle.
Boder: Yes?
Heisler: Not passenger cars. And they were very crowded, without water. They
did not supply any water. Food, there was none, because from home we had not
been able any more to bring any food along. Because we had already been four
weeks in that ghetto, everything had given out.
Boder: How many persons were you in one wagon?
Heisler: We were a hundred people in a wagon.
Boder: Were there any seats, any benches?
Heisler: No, no, just so. They had taken away the bundles. They had taken away
everything. We lay on the bare boards.
Boder: Was your father and mother with you?
Heisler: Yes, still there in the rr-car, but …
Boder: And the two brothers?
Heisler: Also. All of us were still together. Only in Auschwitz, when we arrived,
were we all dispersed /separated/.
Boder: One moment. And so you were shoved into the rr-cars. Was there a toilet?
Heisler: Nothing, nothing.
Boder: So then, how did one do it when one wanted to go to … to … to relieve
oneself or …?
Heisler: We had a few pots, so we …
Boder: Yes?
Heisler: … made a toilet in the pots and poured it out.
Boder: Poured it out where?
Heisler: Out of the rr-car, outside /?/.
Boder: Were the rr-cars open?
Heisler: There was a small opening, through the window …
Boder: Yes.
Heisler: … and covered with wire.
Boder: Yes.
Heisler: We could barely put the hand through.
Boder: And how did the men and women use the pots?
Heisler: Well, everything was the same /did not matter/. People there did not look
/care/ so much any more.
Boder: Nu. And so, how long did the journey last?
Heisler: Two weeks.
Boder: /With surprise:/ Two weeks?
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Heisler: Yes.
Boder: Were the wagons opened every day?
Heisler: No.

Emptying the excrement pots involved a delicate negotiation of the barbed
wire, while the shame of excreting in front of others eventually became
routinized and inconsequential. Interestingly, Boder’s perplexity manifests
through the insertion of “surprise” into the transcription as evidence of his
own reaction to the duration of train transit (“two weeks”), because this
was fairly unusual. The duration provokes Boder to enquire about the society of transit, how people behaved and what they discussed. Heisler’s inference that deportees were “already not normal” suggests that people were to
some extent conditioned to sharing limited space in ghetto housing:
Boder: Yes. Nu, did all of you … What did the people do all day in the rr-cars?
Heisler: Nothing. We were sitting. One said we are being taken there, and one
said this will happen. We did not know ourselves. We were completely mixed up.
We were already not normal from all the “story” that had happened.

Although the interviews of Gertner and Heisler demonstrated that deportees
were forced to remove the excrement from the freight cars, the horror of its
chronic invasion remained with Boder in his subsequent interviews. Three
of the eight interviews conducted at Camp Tradate in Italy contain extensive
disclosures about urine and its powerful status as both violator and rescuer
of the deportees, particularly thirst-ridden children. These disclosures are
repeated over two days in Boder’s interviews with Schwarzfitter, Epstein, and
Piskorz, the approach to which he stated was episodic, rather than to “take
the whole story.”100 Indeed, Boder’s reoriented interview protocol at Tradate
to extract the high points of trauma may have provided speaking and listening room for stories of the “shameful” in transport accounts to be more tellable and intense.101 The episodic, selective approach may have consequently
impacted on the disclosure of these scenes of urine trauma after fifty-five
interviews already conducted during August 1946. In his quest for the recuperation of traumatic content from the victims, Boder insisted that refugees
not rehearse or refine their testimony prior to being interviewed.102
A sense of rehearsal also implicates Boder as a perplexed interviewer in
the questions he asks. These questions are shaped by his reactions to the
graphic and violating stories of urine trauma, as someone who has heard the
story before, but nevertheless exhibits authentic shock as a listening witness
in relation to variations in its content. Of interest is how Boder attempts to
negotiate familiarity and shock in the disclosure of transit truths, of being
critical yet compassionately receptive to urine trauma as a unique disclosure.
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Boder’s perplexity about the witness’s claims of urine trauma surfaces in his
inquisitive yet disbelieving reaction to its first mention by Schwarzfitter and
is repeated, perhaps obsessively so, in his questioning of it as a returning
trauma scene in the testimonies of Epstein and Piskorz.
The following exchange between Schwarzfitter and Boder concentrates on
Schwarzfitter’s numerous camp evacuations during the months of German
defeat, from February to April 1945.103 Schwarzfitter tells Boder how, incredibly, he survived a six-week death march to Nordhausen, and then moves to
his train journey by freight car to Bergen Belsen from a camp in the Harz.
Train journeys in the final months of the war as part of evacuations and death
marches to camps, and to points of ostensible German refuge, were often
more shocking than those to the extermination camps because of the utter
deprivation of material provisions, the climate, and the endurance of marathon foot journeys as part of these marches. Although camp inmates were
under no illusions about the capacity of guards to inflict violence, Schwarzfitter presents this train confinement as worse than his previous experiences. As
in the interviews with Gertner and Heisler, Boder is concerned with the design
of freight cars used, as having “four wheels” per railroad car and being old
“forty and eight” carriages.104 Schwarzfitter insists on the authenticity of their
appearance and thus capacity to compress human bodies:
Schwarzfitter: But they were fifteen-ton /cars/, so it was written on them, fifteenton cars. The entrance had to be perfectly clear. There stood a little cot with a hay
sack /hay mattress/ on it, and there slept two SS men. And the capos were two
professional criminals, Germans, who had to keep order. They were selected at the
departure from the lager to be in charge of surveillance over us. Woe is to the man
who falls under a master who was once a slave. With every order /??/ they were
beating us /??/. We were ordered to embark, to sit down on the floor, and one had
to sit down next to the other. But it was impossible to sit … , to sit that way.
Boder: Hm …
Schwarzfitter: When somebody dared to complain to a chief, then everybody was
beaten. Nobody was spared among us. An incident once happened that, in spite
of the fact that we have seen so many cases of death, but I shall never forget that
moment when a Jew was beaten, somebody was beaten, and he started saying
Vida /the prayer of those who are approaching death/.
Boder: Hm … in the rr-car.
Schwarzfitter: In the rr-car. At that moment went through our mind the old memories. By that time we were not anymore human beings like we remembered from
once at home, because all … , all that belonged to the past. But at that moment a
man … , a man remembered /?/ that once there was a home, /where/ humans died
like humans, and not under such conditions, and such circumstances. No food,
no drink, were given to us. Not even swallowing /catching our breath?/, standing
up was permitted. And so we remained for five days.
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Boder: What does it mean? Why did they not permit to swallow?
Schwarzfitter: Nothing. One could not. They were beating, pushing one another.
It was an impossibility to swallow /to breath?/. The thirst was so strong …
Boder: The what? … ?
Schwarzfitter: The thirst …
Boder: The thirst …
Schwarzfitter: The thirst, the thirst …
Boder: The thirst …
Schwarzfitter: The thirst /only now the word became understandable due to context/ was so strong that people drank their own urine.
Boder: Was that really so?
Schwarzfitter: That was really so. And people got sick of the so-called sickness of
the rose /erysipelas/.
Boder: What is that?
Schwarzfitter: A rose …
Boder: Tell it in Yiddish … , Yes a rose …
Schwarzfitter: Yes.
Boder: Oh!
Schwarzfitter: … rose sickness. Very many. They had violent fever. Day in and
day out; we were traveling /the train was in motion/ three, four to five hours a
day. The rest of the time we were standing on sidings /?/, where we had to unload
people who died. There happened to be in our rr-car stronger people …

Boder’s first encounter with urine trauma provoked him to seek confirmation, in Yiddish, of what he had just heard: “Was that really so?” The
reconfirmation of these disclosures continued in Boder’s second encounter
with the shame of urine trauma in as many days with Nechamah Epstein,
whose transit experience painfully details the effects of “dead bodies in
travel.” The following excerpt from his somewhat combative interview
with Epstein highlights the effects of carrying dead bodies during transit,
and of confinement as a discrete death space (“the real death began”), a
site of deculturation that does the work of stripping deportees, literally and
symbolically, of their humanity.105
Epstein was deported from the Umschlagplatz in the Warsaw Ghetto
and escaped from the train en route to Treblinka with her brother, who was
shot and killed during the attempt. Important in the following exchange is
not only the presence of the dead among the living. Also excruciating is the
entangling of bodies, their heat and nakedness, in the weighted memory of
Epstein’s crushed body in the carriage:
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Epstein: He said to walk in rows of five. We got into the rr-cars. Two hundred
persons were packed into one rr-car. Riding in these wagons everyone saw death
before the eyes at any instance. We lay one on top of the other. One pinched
pieces from another. We were tearing pieces.
Boder: Why?
Epstein: Because everybody wanted to catch … to save oneself. Everybody wanted
to catch air. One lay suffocating on top of another.
Boder: Hm.
Epstein: We could do nothing to help ourselves. And then real death began.
Boder: In the rr-cars?
Epstein: In the rr-cars. After we had traveled for four hours, it became terribly
hot. But so fast did the train travel that there was nothing /to do/ … faster than
an express.
Epstein: And we were in that rr-car a whole night. There had begun a great thirst.
It became terribly hot. Everybody undressed nude.
Boder: Men and women?
Epstein: Men , … no. What does completely naked mean? We undressed … in the
shirts we went around.
Boder: Nu?
Epstein: Men, women, children.
Boder: Hm.
Epstein: There were small children who began to cry terribly, “Water!” German
guards sitting on top of the trains began to shoot inside:
Epstein: And they began to shoot inside. When they began to shoot inside, very
many people fell /were killed/. I was sitting and looking how one gets /hit by/ a
bullet, another one gets /hit by/ a bullet. I, too, expected to get hit in a moment.
Boder: Yes?
Epstein: And I saved myself by hiding under the dead. I lay down underneath the
dead. The dead lay on top of me. The blood of the killed was flowing over me.
Boder: The what?
Epstein: Blood.
Boder: Yes.
Epstein: I was completely bespattered with blood.
Boder: Hm.
Epstein: There lay a little girl of four years. She was calling to me, “Give me a
little bit of water. Save me.” And I could do nothing. Mothers were giving the
children urine to drink. You know what urine is?
Boder: Is it really true?
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Epstein (screaming): I saw it. I did it myself, but I could not drink it. I could not
stand it any more. The lips were burned from thirst.
Epstein: From the heat, perspiration /precipitation/ was pouring from the girders.
This we … one lifted the other one up. It was high up, and we licked /the moisture/ off the grinders [sic].
Boder: Hm.
Epstein: We traveled this way the whole night, and we were approaching ever
closer to the real death. And so my mommie began to cry very much.
Boder: You were liking [sic] the perspiration from the cold …
Epstein: Yes, from the cold girders.
Boder: Yes, from the …
Epstein: There was nothing to drink.

In this exasperated exchange, Epstein portrays an unrelenting sensory
onslaught, which rendered deportees powerless and vulnerable. These
actions included the undressing of women, and the guards’ killing of passengers, under whom Epstein becomes trapped, provoking allusions to the
entwinement of bodies in gas chambers.106 Boder’s interventions in this
exchange seek confirmation of the children’s cries for water, for which urine
is substituted: “is it really true?” This quest for reaffirmation is possibly
a reference to his interview a day earlier with Schwarzfitter. Epstein seeks
Boder’s recognition in the extremity of what she has just said: “you know
what urine is?” His disbelief provokes Epstein to claim a credible historical
truth in her sight: “I saw it myself.”
Epstein’s brief testimony about urine trauma provokes speculation about
self-representation and truth, particularly about how female deportees
might represent themselves as confirming or violating gender expectations
in the captive space of trains. In the representation of their responses to
captivity, former deportees seem hesitant to go into explicit detail about
what was experienced. If they did engage in activities in the train that they
perceived as transgressive, testimonies provide an opportunity to recover
the self from that space, and interpret their responses as consistent with
constructions of femininity.
The urine trauma that Boder traced in his interviews is a disturbing
example of disrupted gender behavior and its tellability. Descriptions of
urine trauma are a stress for both interviewee and interviewer. Its telling
reaches a distressing climax in Boder’s interview with Benjamin Piskorz,
conducted on the same day as Epstein’s. In his interview, Piskorz described
his deportation from the Umschlagplatz, presumably after the destruction
of the Warsaw Ghetto following the month-long uprising that began on
19 April 1943:107
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Piskorz: So they threw in also the dead people. In … in the wagón I was still feeling very bad. And also during the ride I was terribly thirsty. So there was there an
acquaintance, a comrade of mine whom I begged, from the terrible thirst, /that/
he should for me even … nu … I don’t know how to say it, because … urine.
Boder: Yes?
Piskorz: He made urine into my mouth.
Boder: How? Directly?
Piskorz: In the wagón, directly.
Boder: What does it mean, he made directly into …
Piskorz: He made into my … directly.
Boder: He urinated …
Piskorz: Urinated.
Boder: From his …
Piskorz: From his … yes.
Boder: From his body?
Piskorz: Yes.
Boder: Into your mouth?
Piskorz: Straight into the mouth, because of the terrible thirst. This wasn’t the
first case, because all the people drank this way.
Boder: Hm.
Piskorz: And also … the … the … the relief was for me very great, because the
urine absorbed the heat of the tongue … the heat of the tongue, and the tongue
became … the swelling of the tongue went down. I arrived … sent out … I was
sent out to Treblinka. I have already mentioned before that this was one of the
large extermination camps. In Treblinka a selection was made. They looked for
people who could speak German. Having learned German at home, because I
went to a trade school …

Boder’s perplexity is clear in his own lack of preparation for what he
has just heard, despite accounts of urine trauma in other testimonies. His
prompting of Pizkorz to give utterance to his transgression is evident in Piskorz’s shame of “I don’t know how to say it,” to which Boder replies, seeking clarification, “What does it mean …” Piskorz’s exchange with Boder
suggests that the interviewee sought recognition for the transgression, an
acknowledgment of the corporeal suffering and the intense throat pain of
deportees. Piskorz’s abrupt transition from depersonalization to survival at
Treblinka through language marks the passage from one corporeal scene
to another. From his conversations with refugees, Boder, too, entered this
domain of struggle, as a listening witness previously exposed to stories of
urine trauma yet unprepared for Piskorz’s disclosures. His perplexity registers
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in the preserved aura of his shock, enduring quite possibly a destabilization
of the cognitive frameworks he initiated to retrieve the authentic, if not episodically isolated experience, in this instance. Boder sought clarification of
the source of Piskorz’s relief, “from his body.” He wanted to be convinced
of Piskorz’s ingestion of urine. This truth would also reinforce what was,
presumably for Boder, the shocking method of its direct delivery, a directness that was more appalling because of its frequent occurrence, which
presumably included but remained untold as male-female deliveries, because
“all people drank this way.”
Boder’s interviews highlight the frustrations of telling deep memory as an
embodied experience. Deep memory is confined in time and on the body of
transit, struggling to become a told testimony, thus complicating its social
status as not only the topic of talk and understanding between teller and listener, but also of its place in the history of Holocaust train journeys. These
examples from the Boder archive also permit speculation about how train
journeys produced gendered behavior and zones of impact. In Holocaust
testimonies, experiences of train confinement are told in ways that both
secure and disrupt gender roles particularly in relation to choice, compliance, defiance, and compassion. Gendered zones of impact in the trains can
be read through actions that motivated care and community, risk assessments relating to escape attempts, particularly scenes of heroism and utter
desperation through jumping from trains, the desire to share provisions,
and indifference to the suffering of others. Instances of female expression
included protecting children; despair at the separation from family, husbands, and lovers; a concern with femininity, body image, and health; and
violations of modesty, particularly in references to “going to the toilet.”
Numerous accounts of ingesting urine, or of mothers giving it to children,
while seen as potentially disruptive, were also nurturing acts because of the
journey’s cruel deprivations, an indication of the environment rather than
the ostensible immorality of the action.
If gendered zones of impact were one effect of train journeys, the stench
of train space was surely its most universal, if not least interpretable, degradation. Stench was an instrument of defilement in many locations where
deportees were located, confined, and forced to suffer. The olfactory assault
of the camp world makes an appearance in “The Stench of Auschwitz.”108
Historians of the senses—Constance Classen, David Howes, Anthony Synnott—argued that excrement was associated with decay, and that in the
concentration camps, victims’ self image of their bodies and minds as morally contaminated was the product of physical inseparability from, and
therefore identification with, excrement. The authors analyze other odors in
the camp world, such as the burning of bodies in the crematoria, the smell
of which would have polluted the air of nearby communities. In the camps,
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as in train captivity, bursts of violence and noise could be contained, but
smell could not. The minimal critical attention to the olfactory experiences
of Holocaust victims is exemplary of the broader status of smell as the silent
sense of modernity. Smell is perceived to threaten the “abstract and impersonal regime of modernity by virtue of its radical interiority, its boundary-transgressing propensities and its emotional potency.”109 The olfactory
dimension has particular resonance in the sensory ruptures of Holocaust
train transit, where we can read excrement’s presence, expulsion and closeness, and occasionally, taste by deportees as an unquestionable marker of
civilizational decay.
The neglected social place of olfactory truths is not isolated to interpretations of Holocaust experiences. In Charting the Cultural History of the
Senses, Alain Corbin reviewed the relegation of smell in historical assessments of the value of the senses. He explored the divisional work of smell,
considering the boundaries of the perceived and the unperceived. Corbin
contended that the tension of interpreting the senses’ meaning was social:
sight and hearing were rational senses, touch was a fundamental sense, and
taste and smell were senses of survival, which revealed the ostensibly true
nature of things.110 The senses have also been interpreted as predominantly
Western and binary in construct, symbolizing nature and culture, savagery
and innocence. The rise of smell as emitting social truths occurs under
threat: “it is only when our faculty of smell is impaired for some reason that
we begin to realize the essential role olfaction plays in our sense of wellbeing.”111 As deportees often testified, stench was associated with putrefaction, moral corruption, and a regression to primality; stench’s lasting effect
was a contaminated transit community. The smell of stench carried both
actual and symbolic invasions that were more indelible than torments from
other senses. Corbin contends that “it is from the sense of smell, rather than
from the other senses, that we gain the fullest picture of the great dream of
disinfection and of the new intolerances, of the implacable return of excrement, the cesspool epic.”112 It was not only the emission of smells that was
considered foul and disempowering, but also their inhalation, for this, too,
confirmed the powerlessness of escape.
Anthony Synnott suggested that smell was the characteristic animal sense,
and sight was the dominant human sense, with the development of “erect
human posture resulting in the replacement of the nose by the eye.”113
In what ways are these episodes of intrusion, particularly of the presence
of filth and excrement, told in terms of empirical, emotional, and bodily
truths? What makes and unmakes body image in the train journeys? The
denial of sanitation was a deliberate policy of Nazi officers and guards in
degrading deportees, and evident in the attitudes of non-German auxiliary
police guards who, on those stops in the journey, mercilessly exploited the
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desperate condition of deportees by offering water and clean buckets in
exchange for gold and valuables. Deportees were not only reminded of the
captivity of the individual in the carriage, of the train carriage in the larger
topography of countries held captive or collaborating with the Nazis, but of
being held captive to one’s psychology and body. The DRB charged the SS
for “exceptional filth and damage” to the cars, which implied an expectation of that possibility during deportation journeys.114
The analysis of sensory assaults and their witnessing truths speak to larger
issues about what can and cannot be said about daily life in the Holocaust by
its interpreters and analysts. Despite the abundant appearance of excrement
and urine trauma in testimonies, why are their impacts marginalized in studies of victims’ experiences? What can be gained from focusing on them? In
his study of Oskar Rosenfeld’s notebooks from the Lodz Ghetto, Berel Lang
suggests that there is evidence of a variety of discursive taboos on certain
aspects of daily life in the Holocaust, such as sex, shit, and status, which consequently pass largely unspoken and unwritten in historiography. He writes
that “these ‘habits of the mind,’ it seems, are sustained or renewed even for
the writer committed to Realism in all its facticity and even under conditions
as urgent and unmistakable as those constituting the Holocaust as an historical subject.”115 The absence of reportage in historical representation betrays
its appearance in memoirs, chronicles and testimonies. Lang asks:
Does it require more than an awareness of these rudimentary facts to imagine
their effect on everyday life? The consequences extend farther than to the smell or
stink: the shit together with the waste and dirt of other kinds—garbage, dead and
sick bodies, the refuse of everyday life after anything with the slightest possibility
of use had been appropriated and removed? What would be left? And how would
its presence be marked?116

To what extent can the olfactory pollution of train journeys be evoked
by wiping away the presence and smell of excrement, by the deodorization and cleansing of transit captivity as a footnote in historical accounts?
Excrement’s grimy presence and stink grounded deportees in abjection. Its
recall in conventional language becomes a shameful narrative intervention,
polluted by the very attempt of making it tellable. The social taboo on the
act of excretion becomes reinforced in its telling and writing, in halting
descriptions of it—“bowel movement,” “relieve yourself,” and “going to
the toilet.” These euphemisms sanitize the representation of excremental
assault, and its memory as a symbolic staining of testimonies is more than
simply evidence of the Nazi degradation of its victims. Excrement’s stench
and ubiquitous psychological terror also undermine the attempted maintenance of social and physical order in the carriage. Studies of embodiment
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and olfactory sense witnessing among victims of genocide and displacement
and in confined spaces such as prisons, camps, and in this case, cattle cars,
have much to gain from cultural theory and studies of the body in crisis
and abjection. As Anthony Synnott has discussed in his cultural study of
the body and its senses, odors play roles in virtually all forms of social
interaction: “Odour is many things: a boundary-marker, a status symbol, a
distance-maintainer, an impression management technique … Odours define
the individual and the group, as do sight, sound and the other senses; and
smell, like them, mediates social action.”117
Smell was not the only sense that defined the self and the mediation of
social action. It was, however, subordinated to the visual as the primary
truth in outcasting the racial other. The visual was the preferred sense of
Enlightenment philosophers, such as Immanuel Kant, to explain the “different races of man.”118 Racial origins, difference, and hybridity were constructed in primarily visual terms in a color-coded taxonomy that indicated
varieties of the human species each with apparently separate dispositions:
the four “races of man” were Whites, Negroes, the Hunnic race, and the
Hindu race.119 Eighteenth-century naturalists examined the racial traits of
the Negro in visual terms, identifying variations in skin color, lips, hair,
olfactory stench, and intellect. In the debate between monogenesis and
polygenesis about the evolution of the human species, nineteenth-century
naturalists expanded their categories of the “otherness” of the Negro to
include sex organs, sexuality, civilization, and the fertility of hybrids.120
The scopic regime was heavily implicated in the hierarchical construction
of the ostensibly different races of men.121 Jews, too, were included in this
panorama of otherness. The historical construction of Jews’ visual difference in European philosophy, literature, and culture was internalized by the
turn to the body in the nineteenth-century racial discourses, particularly in
medical and race hygiene, which extended difference to include smell and
intellect.122 This sense of otherness was internalized by Holocaust deportees
in the representation of their decline.
Pestilent and fermenting odors of excrement, urine and vomit in transit
worked to unmake the body in transit captivity, the symbolic undoing of civilization’s order. Disturbingly, deportees described their body image, health,
and hygiene in terms that were removed from the vocabulary of the human.
The conditions of transit induced deportees to see their bodies in negative
terms as propagated by Nazi anti-Semitism—they were “like cattle,” “like
animals,” and “no longer human beings.” This regressive imaging was internalized in the senses, and extended to the smell of the self as “Other.”
In the search for a social place for the journey, testimonies of Holocaust
transit deliver a disturbing conclusion: cattle car space becomes a symbolic displacement for the (unknown) gas chamber experience. By their very
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survival, camp inmates testify to an experience of death in chambers that
was not in the camps, but in the cattle cars. The bodily compression, the
stench of suffering, and the unknowable outcome—these conditions are the
unspeakable truths of train journeys that for many historians and survivors
are resistant to understanding and to social discourse. Unspeakability perpetuates its own taboos of tellability, as indicated by Ruth Klüger’s recollection of her transport from Theresienstadt to Auschwitz:
People who have experienced fear of death in cramped quarters have a bridge to
understanding the kind of transport I have been describing. As I believe myself
to have some understanding of dying in gas chambers from having lived through
such a transport. Europeans who have sat in air-raid shelters have something in
common with me that Americans don’t. Isn’t all reflection about the human condition (or conditions) a process of deducing from ourselves to others? What tools
are left if we don’t compare?123

For Klüger, and many other deportees, transit captivity was a mobile chamber that anticipated, if not appropriated, features of the principal process
of killing in camps: forced entry, nakedness and invasion, the crushing and
suffocation of bodies, the explosion of hope, and death.
The comparison of experiences of cattle car captivity to a gas chamber
death is at first glance curious, because the latter remains an unknown horror for there were no survivors, notwithstanding the Sonderkommando
witnesses who assisted in the camps’ darkest labors. Yet the comparison is
not as disturbing as it may sound given that many of testimonies of transit
are a post hoc interpretation. Rather the comparison is a telling comment
about why survivors as writers, tellers, and testifiers of transit have felt the
need to make that appeal in the first place. The comparison is a critique of
the marginalization of the cattle car “death” and its battle to find life in the
historiography of the Holocaust. Survivors of train journeys struggled to
find social validation for transit’s corporeal shock once the horrible reality
of the gas chambers in the camps was exposed. This reality was the basis to
representations of the camps’ horror as the core human geography of the
Holocaust, and all other experiences outside of it as peripheral.
The effort involved in breaking discursive taboos on what can be said
and written about the daily life of victims is not only the responsibility of
the witnesses, but also of interpreters, however extreme or disruptive these
taboos might pose to Holocaust historiography. Yet some scholars are not
convinced of testimony’s possibility for integration, preferring to preserve
its existential uniqueness. Paul Ricoeur has discussed the status of testimony in Memory, History, Forgetting. He questions whether Holocaust testimony is an exception to the historiographical process: “To be received, a
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testimony must be appropriated, that is, divested as much as possible of the
absolute foreignness that horror engenders. This drastic condition is not
satisfied in the case of survivors’ testimonies.”124 With this quote, Ricoeur
positions extreme testimony outside of history, and extends on Michael
Jackson’s positioning of the listener or reader as oppressed by exposure to
victims’ experiences of trauma. What happens if the listener or reader is the
interpreter charged with making sense of suffering? Indeed, the embodied
experience of deep memory continues to be for some scholars a focal point
of representation in crisis. Testimony becomes excessive, ruptured by the
experiences imposed on it by the speaker or writer. It is such moments of
experiential rupture, argues Dan Stone, that make the Holocaust difficult
to integrate into conventional historiography.125 Stone’s assertion, however,
requires clarification. Although the historical causes of the Holocaust are
interpretable to scholars, it is the witness’s deep memory as an embodied,
subjective experience—and its unpredictable return as disturbing flashes—
that remain the undoing of that history.
Testimony’s work in undoing history is not necessarily a negative outcome. For the standards by which the emotional, combative testimony of
acoustic, sensory, and embodied traumas can be assessed have yet to be
determined or agreed upon. Indeed it is highly questionable that these standards should seek consensus given testimony’s personal pain, suffering, and
cultural specificity. The testimony of cattle car transit—as the told story
of deep memory’s body traumas—promotes a rethinking of the form and
intention of Holocaust histories that can or should be written, the methodological approaches demanded by that testimony, and the role of the sensory
witness in that process.
Extreme experiences call for an extreme interpretive approach. David
Boder tried to place the content of DPs’ interviews in a traumatic inventory,
but he struggled with containment of the surfeit, and the extraction of the
unsaid. His was the first project to engage with Holocaust railway shock
in its extreme, unrelenting impact, and he developed an innovative, interdisciplinary methodology that took him beyond historical cognition. Boder
recognized that with testimonies of deportation, survivors revealed a pain
and “larger truth” than the facts of history could provide.126
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– Chapter 6 –

Camp Arrivals
The Failed Resettlement

T

he camps were not the destinations of promised resettlement. They were
points of no return in a human-engineered system of death that polluted the landscape and survivors’ memories, with flames, smoke, and smell.
Would not arrival at the camps offer relief from suffocation and stench in
the trains? Preparations for arrival at the camp, and the process of unloading, prompted some deportees to return to the hopes they had when the
journey began. But how could the promise of safe arrivals, of deportation
as a journey of life, be securely carried into the camp world, considering
the torments experienced in trains? Released from their mobile chambers,
deportees were unsettled by the incomprehensibility of their first visions of
the camp. This unease was strikingly captured in Vera Laska’s description
of her Auschwitz arrival:
Dawn, the bleakest, most wretched, shocking, mortifying dawn of my life. The
apocalypse of a doomsday where forlorn souls loom against the reddish glow.
The long train comes to a screeching halt, the doors are being opened. Pandemonium. The living stepping on the dead to get out. Air, breathe deeply, air, as
much as you want, air … Flames from factory chimneys shooting upward and
licking with blazing red and orange tongues of the awakening sky. How can
red flames spit black smoke? But logic is excused here and now. Strange smells.
Stranger people.1

Deportees’ confrontation with the camps generated new challenges for
the senses, perception, and truth telling. The image of the Jew as foreign and unrecognizable was part of Kay Gundel’s profile of Auschwitz’s
inmates: “I moved toward the door and saw baldheaded, emaciated human
beings, men shuffling along in baggy striped shirts and obeying the guards
like silent robots. Their faces were blank. Their bodies stooped and slack.”2
The Auschwitz climate immobilized her already frail body, for it was “cold.
Icy. My body shook from the trials of the train ride, the lack of food and
sleep, and the overwhelming, paralyzing fright.”3 Ruth Klüger was relieved
Notes for this chapter begin on page 198.
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to have the carriage doors opened before the excrement became “truly
unbearable”: “We should have been relieved … to be outside the sardine
box where we had been suffocating and to be breathing fresh air at last. But
the air wasn’t fresh. It smelled like nothing on earth, and I knew instinctively and immediately that this was no place for crying, that the last thing
I needed was to attract attention.”4 Anna Heilman’s desperation continued
after arriving at Majdanek:
Coming out of the car, there were 120 left from our original 170. Half of them
were mad, half beaten up, half-dead from thirst. No food or drink ever tasted as
good to me as the mud under our feet when we jumped out of the railway car. It
must have rained hard to have left this much water, which we scooped with our
bare hands and which tasted like heavenly nectar. Drinking, or rather eating, this
mud, little did I suspect that this place would become my first contact with the
bitter reality and constant menace of life in the concentration camp.5

The descriptions by Gundel, Heilman, Klüger, and other deportees of
arrival traumas at various Holocaust camps are the subject of this chapter.
I focus on deportees’ encounters with the camp world, and how the camp
arrival has become, in representational terms, a scene of writing and embodied terror. Similar to my analysis of the earlier stages of deportation transit,
I interpret several themes in the representation of arrival, which reflect
transitions in mobile and fixed forms of captivity. The first stage included
anticipation and preparations for arrival from within the train carriage,
and described deportees’ impressions of the landscape and the noise of the
camp. The release from the train onto the platform was the second, if not
most terrifying stage, with violent and cruel separations and selections for
death. Although deportees often represent these stages without interruption,
my interpretation intends to make distinctions between visibility from inside
the train, and impressions after deportees were unloaded at the camp. The
train’s carriage door remains the marker of spatial separation between these
two locations of captivity.
The emergence of the camp as a failed resettlement destination began
with the train’s approach into its surrounds. Some deportees commented
on the near collapse of others and saw glimpses of what appeared to be
lights, fences, and barbed wire. Others were deceived by the appearance
of ostensible normality in structures of the modern transit process, such as
clocks, timetables, and station platforms. Deportees’ testimonies of arrival
at the various camps were, however, not consistent or explicable. Whether
in Belzec or Auschwitz, deportees describe the camp landscape in terms of
foreignness, otherness, and exile. These descriptions were mediated by the
camps’ geographies of scale and order. Deportees were delivered into the
symbolic geography of the Holocaust, with certain camps occupying the
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margins of that geography.6 What geographies of surveillance informed an
Auschwitz arrival as opposed to a Treblinka arrival, for example? What
was the reception procedure? How did impressions of the physical, natural
environment, so geographically distant for many deportees, conflict with
the intimidation of the unnatural surveillance detail? If deportees were
navigating different perceptual threats at each stage of deportation transit,
how did release from the train restore sight as a reliable witness truth to
describe events, interactions, and other embodied experiences in these otherworldly locations?
An analysis of Holocaust arrivals in the Operation Reinhard camps, and
in Majdanek and Auschwitz, gives a fascinating conclusion to deportation
transit’s tellability and the conditions that make and unmake the Holocaust
witness. An analysis of how deportees interpreted arrival also provides a
spatial and culturally significant entry into the camp system, and in particular, confirmation of Wyschogrod’s death-world where life was the exception. Such analysis also permits a brief investigation of what happened to
deportees who survived selections and were recruited, however briefly, into
the camp regime of work commandos. These workers often felt compelled
to bear witness not only for themselves but also as proxies for deportees
who did not survive selections, and to camp processes of “gray zone” labor
tasks, extermination, and plunder.
In his calculation of the number of special trains involved in the transport
of Jews, Alfred Mierzejewski estimated that approximately 613 arrived at
Auschwitz and 390 at Treblinka as part of the Final Solution.7 In terms of
numbers killed, Auschwitz was the largest concentration and extermination
facility in the Nazi camp regime, and also recorded the largest number of
survivors. The testimonies used for the analysis of arrival reflect that outcome. In Atlas of the Holocaust, Martin Gilbert reinforced the geographical
ruptures and repeated territorial crossings of deportation trains. He argued
for the historical singularity of an Auschwitz arrival through visually plotting deportation railway routes across Europe and their convergence in the
capital destination of murder.8 The meaning of an Auschwitz “arrival,” of
the finality of the destination as synonymous with the destruction of an
ethnic, cultural, and racial minority, has for some scholars, displaced the
juridical significance of the Operation Reinhard death camps—Belzec, Sobibor, and Treblinka.
Treblinka was the most important site for the destruction of Polish
Jewry. The physical dismantling of the Operation Reinhard camps during
the war has been interpreted as contributing to a discursive erasure of their
singular extermination purpose from historical memory.9 These camps did
not have mass-witnessed liberations from advancing Allied armies, as their
dismantling was hastened by resistance movements, in addition to other
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factors. The relatively few survivors of these camps in comparison to Ausch
witz have also contributed to their marginalization in historical writing.
The approximate number of Jewish victims in the camps confirms this:
Auschwitz (up to 1,000,000), Treblinka (up to 800,000), Belzec (434,508),
Sobibor (over 150,000), Kulmhof ([Chelmno] over 150,000), and Lublin
(over 50,000).10
It is undeniable that testimonies of deportation have assisted in the representation of Auschwitz as a singular topography of the Holocaust’s extremity. The writing of an Auschwitz arrival is lyrical, stark, brutal, and spare;
the observations meander across witness positions of reportage, self-observation, intense metaphorical associations, and convey disappointment with
the failed resettlement promise. Auschwitz is often appropriated as a filter
or prism for other camp operations, or has operated as a portable memory
substitute for the vanquished witnesses and correspondingly limited testimonial sources from the Operation Reinhard camps. Yet that portability
can be qualified. The arrival and reception of deportees at Auschwitz was
both continuous and discontinuous with the unloading and immobility that
gripped deportees at Operation Reinhard station platforms.
Common themes in testimonies of arrival at different camps include the
presence of a starved and weird-looking inmate population, an ostensibly
compliant Jewish inmate workforce who participated in disrobing, sorting,
and disposal in Sonderkommando units, and the presence of an orchestra
to pacify deportees and muffle the death screams of those being marched
to the gas chambers. The physical scale of the camps was not so much
empirically quantified in testimonies, rather it was embodied as a feared
and ever expanding scale of sounds, burning smells, and instructional terror. The impact of arrival varied according to an inmate’s opportunities for
visual witness, and the spatial proximity of incoming deportees to parts of
a camp that were not immediately revealed or concealed, such as barracks,
wash rooms, and disinfectant areas. Mobility and proximity affected a
deportee’s witnessing perspectives, as did sight, a relative construct that did
not always permit a corroborative truth about the people, impressions, and
landscapes encountered in the camps. The relativity of sight as an available
witness truth recalls Ernst Van Alphen’s comment about “visual imprints,”
that what is seen is not always comprehended. In many ways, evidence
of the murderous nature of Auschwitz is carried by its witnesses, who in
particular, are expected to provide “all-seeing” and “all-knowing” reports
about life and death in the huge camp complex, imparting a privileged if
not impossible mobility in parts of the camp where access was not permitted. The possibility of a visual truth is therefore not only perceptual but
also spatial and authorized; witnessing depends on mobility and access to
restricted camp areas.
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Preparing for Arrival
Memories of arriving at camps, like those of the journey, had little or no
outlet for immediate written recording, a deprivation that is partially recovered in testimonies that attempt to recall the shock of entry. The shock has
been represented in scenes and encounters that have become familiar over
the years to readers of Holocaust testimonies and memoirs, and viewers
of films. These shocks include the foreignness of the camp, its surveillance
architecture, the sound of German as a camp language, and the devastating
selections of arriving deportees. For those who survived the selection process, reselections, and camp work, and lived to tell it, the traumatic story
of deportation transit does not end in the camps but begins there. Most of
the testimonies I use are retrospective constructions, and it is clear that the
assertion of the camp as a significant place in a deportee’s wartime biography allows them to impose order and certainty on their transit experiences.
But there are conflicts in experiential and narrative or testimonial time. It
was the absence of knowing one’s place in experiential time that is reclaimed
in narrative or testimonial time.
In the first stage of representing arrival, deportees report being anxious about the location of arrival after arduous and agonizing journeys,
sometimes attempting to conceal the effects of transit in minor attempts at
reinvention. Some deportees reported changing their clothes, made efforts
to clean themselves to appear productive and ready to work. Testimonies
also revealed a particularly illuminating conversation about the future, a
conversation that testified to the faith of deportees in the deceptive image
of resettlement. But how was arrival anticipated from within the confines
of the carriage? What factors influenced the representation of the camps of
Operation Reinhard as opposed to Auschwitz as feared landscapes?
Belzec was the first of the Operation Reinhard camps to be constructed
and its small scale was deceptively lethal. Reports from survivors of Belzec
are rare in the historical archive, making Rudolf Reder’s account of arrival
there a singularly important testimony. He arrived on one of the first transports from Lemberg during the great Aktion, which lasted for two weeks in
August 1942 and during which 50,000 Jews were deported. Reder was sixtyone when he arrived at Belzec, and upon arrival was fortunate to be selected
to join the Jewish death brigade and to be the camp’s odd man. He remained
in Belzec for three months. Toward the end of November 1942 he was taken
to Lemberg, where he survived, hidden by his former housekeeper.11
In terms of layout, Belzec was divided into two camps: Camp I was the
reception and administrative center, and promised deportees an image of
future mobility; Camp II was an extermination sector. A long railroad ramp of
approximately five hundred meters could accommodate twenty-eight freight
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cars. There were two huts for arrivals: one for undressing and the other for
storing clothes and luggage.12 Reder’s incarceration in Belzec afforded a
unique insight into the transit ruse at the camp.13 His account of entry into
the camp, and then witness of the arrival of other transports emphasized the
physical landscape and its limited modernity. There was underdevelopment,
and the sidings “led through empty fields; not one habitable building in
sight.”14 The limited development created a specifically fabricated purpose,
to secure the deportees’ belief in survival and compliance with instructions.
Belzec housed a “small station” with a post office, suggesting an open circuit
of communication with the outside world.
Descriptions of a Treblinka arrival confirmed its status as one of the most
convincing transit images. In Claude Lanzmann’s Shoah, survivors made
reference to the “Road to Heaven” or “Road to Death,” where the “relation
between height and visibility of the objects in the death camp was important
for the way the Nazis directed the final steps of the Jews.”15 Sections of the
road were arranged to prevent prisoners from seeing their internal destinations, a similar deception to that found in Sobibor.16 Unlike descriptions
of the primitive landscapes of Belzec, Treblinka was inviting for deportees;
its fields appeared lush, green, and welcoming. Abraham Kolski described
Treblinka’s station as “beautiful.”17 Miriam and Saul Kuperhand’s account
of their arrival demonstrates retrospective witness intrusion, of having the
death space interfere with the experiential, historical moment of recognition.
Visions of the camp and impositions of fatal meaning are conflated in their
account of captivity: “Daylight began to come through the tiny windows,
and already we could see groups of laborers wearing the Star of David. We
were near Treblinka’s gas chambers, but at least the sight of the workers
confirmed that we would work for the devil for some time before being cast
into hell. The train slowed and then stood still for a couple of hours. Then
we started to move again, passing through a thick pine forest. In another
time we might have been tourists enjoying the lovely scenery.”18
Arrival in the dark of night or early morning added to the sense of foreboding. Chiel Rajchman’s account of arrival at Treblinka attempts to recreate the
aura of arrival in using the present tense voice. Yet this aura is compromised
by his insertion of the destination: “It is 4 am. We stop, we are close to the
station Treblinka … the cars are locked and we don’t know what will happen
to us.”19 In what appears to be indecisive urges of the driver, the train knows
no destination, yet for Rajchman, death has long been at work:
Suddenly we see a sad and terrible display, a display of death I see looking
through the small openings of the car large piles of clothes. I see that already we
are doomed. After a short while the door of the car is being opened with devilish
screams: “Raus, Raus.” [Out!] It is too late. I have doubts about our misfortune.
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I grab my sister and try to leave the car fast while leaving everything behind in
the wagon.20

Rajchman provides a corroborating visual witness truth about Treblinka’s
efficient operation and receiving capacity: “Treblinka had been built professionally. It looked like a regular railway station. The platforms are sufficiently long and wide to accommodate regular trains of up to 40 cars.”21
Richard Glazar’s Trap with a Green Fence is a critical testimony of camp
labor and survival.22 In recalling his crossing into Poland, Glazar emphasized the visual landscape of Treblinka, a physicality that concealed the
evidence of its interior operation:
The train often stops, now and then for longer periods of time, especially at night.
After the second night, as daylight approaches, we can tell by the signs that we must
be somewhere in Poland. Shortly after midday we stop again. There is a small station house identified as “Treblinka.” A part of the train is uncoupled. At the curve
we can see the front cars turning onto a one-track spur. Forest is on both sides. The
train travels very slowly. I can make out individual pine, birch and fir trees.23

He not only captured the psychological despair of deportees, but also underscored his own survival through selection for labor:
It is difficult to say how many they chose from among the thousands who arrived
on our transport—more than twenty, or fewer. A few of the faces disappeared
from sight as quickly as I had become aware of them. One was said to have swallowed an entire bottle of sleeping pills. Another put an end to it all the next day
in order to follow his wife and child to death.24

In his interview with David Boder, Jurek Kestenberg reported that the
confusion of deportees began before the train’s arrival. It was the utterance
of the word “Majdanek” that caused sheer terror among passengers, for it
signaled endings and beginnings:
“Majdanek. Everybody out.” The train was immediately surrounded by … by the
gendarmery, and we were all chased out of the train. Into every train /car/ ran a
few Ukrainians, and they took and chased everybody with rifles from the … the
train /cars/. They did not look who it was, whether a … a woman or a man. They
just struck, beat with rifles over the heads. They chased out in one line everybody
on … on … on a … on a … such a platform. Chased out everybody and /ordered/
“Run, run fast.”25

Like other deportees, Kestenberg was exhausted from the journey, but there
was no reprieve. They were all ordered to run to a “house,” which Kestenberg
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believed to be a gassing facility, but in fact was a bathing area. He recalls running the obstacle course of terror without hydration, with the Nazi guards
cruelly imposing a rigorous athleticism on the already fatigued deportees:
How is it possible after riding such a long time where we didn’t have a drop of
water, were so weakened. Suddenly we were told to … suddenly here we are told
to run. And so we did run. Many people did fall to the sides while running. They
ordered /us/ to run still faster, still faster. The bath was a long distance away.
Coming to the bath, they said, “No, this is not good, You shall wait. You will be
sent to another bath.”26

Anna Heilman’s arrival scene at Majdanek mixes reportage and reflection.
In her video testimony, she described an arrival scene that is more hectic than
the same moment she depicted in her book, Never Far Away. The embodied
performance of her video testimony arguably allows for a visually charged
recall of traumatic moments including the violence of guards and disorientation of deportees who barely had time to recover from the journey. The
platform becomes the place for regeneration and forced movement:
We arrived in Majdanek. It was raining when we arrived, so I bent down to scoop
the mud, to quench my thirst, and I got a crop over my back, and the soldiers
were lined up on the road, raus, raus, raus … from our wagon, there were 170
of us, we left half of the people dead, and others were mad. There was a woman,
whose child was killed, and she was running naked, and we had to run, I lost my
sister, I lost my father, and we are running through an obstacle course.27

The physical scale of Auschwitz locates it at the core of the camp system.
It is also central because of the number of survivors from that location,
and because of the retrospective weight that the word “Auschwitz” carries,
namely, in popular cultural representations, memorialization, and commemorative practices. But this construction is also grounded in empirical truths: the
long distance of Auschwitz from various locations across Europe, the multiple victim groups incarcerated in the principal and sub-camps, and the duration of the camps’ operation. Zalmen Gradowski’s journey to Auschwitz was
prefaced by a long, agonizing report about crossing borders and boundaries,
surveying rural development and dismissing the bleak Polish landscape: “We
have been traveling such a long time that night has again set in. We stopped
once more. From time to time the train starts, going several kilometers and
stops again. The oppressive, nightmarish night has put the large, worried
and woe-begone mass of Jews to sleep. They realize that they are very near
to their goal. According to the timetable they have approached the final stage
of their journey.”28 The station of Katowice signals that Auschwitz is near,
and yet the passengers have “grown used to the monotonous traveling life,
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they have become as one with it.”29 That adaptation was soon terminated,
as deportees moved toward the door, eager to get out: “The train slowed
down and entered some branched out tracks. A prolonged whistle announced
our arrival at the last stage. The train stopped. Everyone in the carriage was
trembling. All are in a hurry and are pushing towards the exit. They want to
breathe in, to suck into lungs some fresh air and also some freedom.”30
Deportees’ impressions of the desolate physical landscape began before
release from the carriage, as unloading was often delayed. This waiting time
allowed last-minute preparations. Nearing arrival at Auschwitz, Eva Gross
and Anna Koppich recall hurriedly getting dressed, thinking that a refreshed
appearance would be an advantage, as would layers of clothing. Gross
wrote: “The door of the boxcar opened, but nobody moved. Mother opened
her suitcase and took out two dresses and put them on. I was puzzled. It
was hot enough wearing one dress, let alone three. She told me to do the
same, that way the suitcases would be easier to carry. I didn’t argue. She also
insisted that I remove my sandals and put on my sturdy walking shoes.”31
Koppich remembers that many deportees slept fully dressed in the train on
the last night of the journey, as “we wanted to be ready when we arrived. At
3 am we arrived. It was the Birkenau Station. We did not want to wake the
children since we did not know if this was our final destination. When my
father saw the barracks, he relaxed, and so did everybody else. Our car was
the first one to be opened.”32
These impressions merged with other signs of arrival, such as the slowing speed of the train, the sound of whistles, and barely visible glimpses of
human life and development. Gizel Berman journeyed for three days and
three nights before arriving in Auschwitz: “Peeking out the tiny window, I
saw SS soldiers everywhere. Just beyond the platform was a charming white
cottage with potted geraniums on the window sill.”33 Berman thought that
the train’s arrival meant a new beginning: “The train stopped and the big
door opened. Everyone breathed a sigh of relief. At last, we had arrived
and could leave the suffocating stench of the miserable cattle car. We could
eat, drink, work.”34 Yet the deportees did not alight immediately at the
platform. The only visible sign of development and residence disappeared
from view, prompting an unanticipated image of a Holocaust destination:
“A few hundred yards down the tracks, we made a new discovery. In front
of us were high, barbed-wire fences, strung with high-voltage electrical
wires. Strange shapes hung on the wires or huddled on the ground next to
the fence. With revulsion, I realized that these were human bodies in various stages of decay. We soon learned that these were the people who hadn’t
waited for Hitler’s final solution.”35
The train’s creeping entry into the camp revealed a miserable modernity populated with inmates and little sign of cultivation and development.
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Susan Beer recalled: “As the train began to slow down, I looked out its
windows in the early dawn light and saw men in blue-and-white striped
uniforms, working in fields under the eyes of SS guards. I thought we were
approaching a labor camp. We disembarked at a nondescript little train
station named Oswiecim.”36 After unloading she was marched several kilometers to Birkenau, where the desolation was clear: “The landscape was
utterly barren; no grass, no flowers, no trees, no birds, no sign of life.”37 The
difficulty in explaining the new landscape of resettlement was a common
theme in testimonies. David Bergman was stunned by seeing violence and
countless separations of families: “The train kept slowing down, and then
we see barbed wire compound … what is this, I had no idea, I was not in a
camp before … all of a sudden the train came to a stop … they opened the
doors, and that was when I saw hell … all of a sudden, I saw Nazis beating
people, and dragging children away from their parents.”38
The blistering light that most deportees saw when arriving in the evening provided no reassurance of the camp’s location. If train journeys were
destabilizing because of entrapment in fetid conditions, delivery to the
camps introduced a larger scale of confinement, with the residue of sensory
assaults of deportation trains relocated into the camp atmosphere. Benjamin
Jacobs wrote:
It was light enough to see distant fences. We must be at a camp, and at least at
the end of this misery. Perhaps the prophecy of our doom and death was wrong
after all. The smoke, with the odor of burning flesh, that we suddenly smelled
we passed off as the friction of the train’s wheels on the rails. As the locomotive
crept forward, we saw strangers on a ridge dressed in striped clothes with marching berets, walking like zombies and staring at our train as though they had been
expecting us.39

Light provided a stark illumination of the camp’s arrival area. Olga
Lengyel interpreted the camp’s spectacular electrification as evidence of some
form of civilization: “With difficulty, I ploughed through the compact mass
of animal humanity to reach the little window. There I saw a weird spectacle. Outside was a veritable forest of barbed wire, which was illuminated
at intervals by powerful search lights.”40 She then tries to describe what she
later realizes is beyond imagination: “An immediate blanket of light covered
everything within view. It was a chilling sight, yet reassuring, too. This lavish expenditure of electricity undoubtedly indicated that civilisation was
nearby and an end to the condition we had endured. Still, I was far from
comprehending the true meaning of the display. Where were we and what
fate awaited us? I conjectured wisely, yet my imagination could not supply
a reasonable explanation.”41 Viktor Frankl describes the incarcerational
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appearance of the camp: “With the progressive dawn, the outlines of an
immense camp became visible: long stretches of several rows of barbed wire
fences” and “eventually we moved into the station.”42 The constant barrage
of instruction was relentless for Frankl and his fellow deportees:
The initial silence was interrupted by shouted commands. We were to hear those
rough, shrill tones from then on, over and over again in all the camps. Their
sound was almost like the last cry of a victim, and yet there was a difference. It
had a rasping hoarseness, as if it came from the throat of a man who had to keep
shouting like that, a man who was being murdered again and again. The carriage
doors were flung open and a small detachment of prisoners stormed inside. They
wore striped uniforms, their heads were shaved, but they looked well fed.43

Frankl believed that many deportees lived under the delusion of reprieve,
the idea that a condemned man might get an exemption from death at the
last minute, a faith that defied belief given the condition of many transports:
“Nearly everyone in our transport lived under the illusion that he would be
reprieved, that everything would yet be well. We did not realize the meaning behind the scene that was to follow presently. We were told to leave our
luggage in the train and to fall into two lines—women on the one side, men
on the other—in order to file past a senior SS officer.”44

Off the Trains: A Failed Resettlement
The second stage of arrival involved the physical unloading of deportees
and their belongings onto ramps. The alienation of the deportee from prior
experiences of arrival at train stations occurred almost immediately on the
unloading ramp, an ominous place of life and death. The platforms of train
stations at all stages of deportation were represented as places of traumatic
encounters—the expectations of deportation as a journey worth taking in
the ghettos, and their conclusive destruction in the camps. How did scenes
of selection—the separation and isolation that dominated actions on the
platform, its energy, visibility, and its genocidal rupture—defy the deportee’s
capacity for witnessing and representation?45 The frenetic and often disordered pace of unloading contrasted with the slow crawl of freight cars and
the resulting fatigue of deportees during the train journey.
The camp system was the political incarnation of state control of the
body by ideology, architecture, and industry. But the system’s efficiency
was also critically dependent on its human operators and enforcers. Irrespective of the camp’s location, testimonies recall the spectacle, violence,
and intimidation by guards. Deportees also described the camps in terms
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of foreignness, exotica, primitivism, and disassociation, a distancing reinforced in the look of people who populated it: the passivity, appearance,
and adornment of the inmate workforce, and the reinforcement of terror in
the presence of guards, dogs, whips, and guns to punish non-compliance.
Although many deportees arrived at camps, the majority did not survive.
The so-called selections of deportees for life or death were based on subjective criteria of appearance, presumed fitness for labor, gender, age, and
usability. This menacing reception is recalled in testimonies in the vocabulary of its original decisive instruction that included “selection,” “left” and
“right.” The death work of the camp was described in images of “fire,”
which evoked the path to, or temporary avoidance of, a crematorium destination. These words divided populations and deportees, and were genocidal
in implication and process.
Similar to other testimonies, Rudolf Reder identifies the platform at Belzec camp as a place of violent encounters and exploded illusions. On the
platform, Belzec’s order and authority were administered by the SS men and
their dogs. They were assisted by the so-called Zugführer, who were in camp
contexts, a group of fifteen or so Jews selected from the death brigade with
the task of being present at the ramp to meet each transport as it arrived.
They were dressed in everyday clothing without any distinctive marking.46
Reder conveys the assault to deportees in terms of a violent removal: “several dozen SS men yelling ‘Los’ opened the trucks, chasing people out with
whips and rifle-butts. The doors were about a metre from the ground, and
the people, young and old alike, had to jump down, often breaking arms
and legs. Children were injured and all tumbled down exhausted, terrified
and filthy.”47 Reder’s testimony surveys the platform as an initiation into
camp labor and the transformation of deportees into workers. The labor
force comprised a number of camp occupations for which incoming victims
were recruited. One task of workers at the ramps was to relocate those from
arriving transports who were aged, ill, women, and small children. They
“were thrown onto stretchers and taken to pits. There they were made to
sit on the edge, while Irrmann—one of the Gestapo—shot them and pushed
their bodies into the pit with a rifle-butt.”48
Reder’s testimony about the reception of incoming transports at Belzec
corroborates the historically documented process of the continuing deception of deportees, the expropriation of their luggage, and the welcome
speech of future journeys, the last of which ended in death. His testimony
underscores the importance of a visual truth to describe violent procedure of
separations. He depicts the system of separations as both orderly and chaotic. His recollection of death’s motion as accompanied by orchestra music
is disturbing, but the practice was not isolated to Belzec. It was a pacifying
practice that attempted to drown out the sounds of dying victims:
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Each transport received the same treatment. People were ordered to undress
and to leave their belongings in the courtyard. Each time there was the same
deceptive speech. And each time people rejoiced. I saw the spark of hope in their
eyes—hope that they may be going to work. But a minute later, with extreme
brutality, babies were torn from their mothers, old and sick were thrown on
stretchers, while men and little girls were driven with rifle-butts further on to a
fenced path leading directly to the gas chambers. At the same time, and with the
same brutality, the already naked women were ordered to the barracks, where
they had their hair shaved … Cries of fear and anguish, terrible moans, mingled
with the music played by the orchestra. Hustled along and wounded by bayonets,
first the men were made to run to the gas chambers. The askers counted 750
people to each chamber. Before all six chambers were filled to capacity, those in
the first had already been suffering for nearly two hours. It was only when all six
chambers were packed with people, when the doors were locked into position,
that the engine was set in motion.49

After Auschwitz, Treblinka was the largest camp for the murder of deportees. It was the primary destination for Jews from the Generalgouvernement, and also for many transports from Southern Europe. In wartime and
immediate postwar accounts, its status as a graveyard was readily admitted
and mourned. What distinguishes postwar interpretations of arrival is the
backshadowing impulse that is invested less in the destination and more in
charting the connecting links between locations. If arrival at camps gives
deportees an opportunity to anchor their testimonies to the visual, a residual
sense of the placelessness of these locations in a human geography persists.
This conflict of the camps as an alien geography serviced by a modern and
familiar transit infrastructure is a major theme in the tellability of arrival.
This theme is not isolated to deportees’ accounts, but is also evident in the
rewitnessing reports of investigators who toured the camps after the end of
World War II. The status of Treblinka as a preeminent address of Jewish
destruction preceded that of Auschwitz.
In November 1945, Rachel Auerbach, the Yiddish writer and chronicler
of the Warsaw Ghetto, was part of an official tour group of the ruins at the
instruction of the Central State Commission for the Investigation of German Crimes in Poland. This tour resulted in her lamenting report, “In the
Fields of Treblinka.” Auerbach identified the railway tracks as the arteries
to genocide: “The road to Treblinka. Here it is, the saddest of all roads ever
to be trod by Jews, the journey made by so many hundreds of thousands of
Jews in boxcars wired shut and packed beyond all limits, under conditions
worse than any ever imposed upon calves shipped to the slaughterhouses.”50
If Auerbach mapped the end point, the historian Israel Gutman attempted to
return to its origins. As origin and destination Warsaw and Treblinka were
embedded in an intimate geography of suffering—the route of Holocaust
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death traffic for Polish Jews: “Buried beneath its streets are the material
remains of Jewish culture and civilisation. Some sixty miles away in the
skies around Treblinka are the ashes of the Jews of Warsaw who were
brought in the summer of 1942 by train to its gas chambers. Within hours of
their arrival, their material possessions confiscated, their hair shaved, they
were gassed and their bodies cremated, sent up in smoke.”51
The arrival moment at Treblinka was similar to other locations, yet Isadore
Helfing’s shock in being so close to the mountain of corpses testified to the
flow of transports into the camp and the workers’ carelessness in concealing
the bodies from incoming deportees: “The minute they opened up the door I
was facing right, there were about 2 storeys of dead people right in front laying there, this was the people that came before, dead in the train, they pushed
them out, they didn’t have time to haul away, because another train came
in,” and “I see boys dragging dead bodies to the grave, and I jumped right in
and started dragging those bodies like I was one of them.”52
Kalman Teigman was deported to Treblinka in September 1942 and
remained there until the inmate revolt in August 1943. He remarked that
the Nazis were intent on updating the station’s ruse and pacification of
incoming deportees. Six months after he reached Treblinka, he testified
that the camp’s commandants authorized alterations to the station platform and added flowers. There was also a hut, a large clock, music, a
waiting room, railway timetables and large signs, which indicated that
deportees had arrived in a trans-migrant community; arrows were visibly
displayed, which directed the future journeys from the station: “Zu den
Zuegen nach Bialystok und Wolkowysk” (To the trains to Bialystok and
Wolkowysk).53 The appearance of Treblinka as any other station is given
visual credibility in the photo that depicts the platform and tiny station
house (see Figure 6.1), which was discovered in an album that belonged to
Kurt Franz, the camp’s deputy commandant. The knowledge of its possession and possible perspective of the photographer provokes thought about
what is excised from the photo regarding the platform’s history of activity: of incoming and outgoing deportees, the surveillance, and the chaotic
unloading at the ramp.
Similar practices of separation, selection, and relocation were applied
in other camps. Platform scenes of isolation, concealment, limited modernity, and sensory assault appear in Moshe Bahir’s testimony about Sobibor,
where he arrived in April 1942. Bahir recalled the release from the train
and into the sound of order: “All the doors of the carriages were opened.
German SS men, in green uniforms, were standing there, as well as Ukrainians in black uniforms. While I was still on the train, I heard the word
‘aufmachen’ (open up), and all the carriages were opened up simultaneously.
There was terrible shouting. They began taking us to Camp I.”54 Bahir
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Figure 6.1 Train station, Treblinka, 1942–1943 (WS 35274). (Bildarchiv Preussischer
Kulturbesitz), Courtesy of USHMM Photo Archives.

went on to work in the Bahnhofkommando (Railway Station Unit), whose
job involved removing the plundered belongings of deportees sent to their
deaths, and clearing the platform of remaining rubbish and other items so
that the “the transport waiting outside would be able to come in.”55 Quite
possibly, it was this roaming mobility that allowed Bahir to map the layout
of the camp. For him, the physical landscape was the camp’s most effective
method of concealment of plundering activities, and for hiding bodies and
the evidence of death.
Bahir’s description of Sobibor as located in a primitive, uninhabited,
forested area, with little sign of human habitation beyond the camp itself is
further explored in his charting the sites of death and hiddenness: “Behind
the hut extended barbed wire fences which were swallowed up in the tangle
of trees. Behind the fence were huge piles of bundles and various personal
belongings, flames of fire and pillars of smoke which arose from within the
camp and, with their flickering light, tried to brighten the evening twilight,
and above all, the smell of charred flesh which filled the air.”56
Bahir’s work in the Bahnhofkommando allowed him to witness the
arriving transports. The importance of being an eyewitness to the arrival
procedure is highlighted in the following exchange between Bahir and the
Attorney General at the Eichmann trial. He was questioned about the regularity with which the transports arrived at Sobibor:57
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Bahir: I remember certain periods. I remember a period when there were fewer
trains; during the first period, when I was selected for work, fewer transports
arrived—two transports came daily; perhaps there had been an instruction not
to send many.
Attorney General: I am not asking you about instructions. My question is: What
did you see? Who arrived?
Bahir: Later on, there was a time when many transports arrived—two each day,
sometimes three. One at night, which had to wait until morning, and two more
during the day. There were several such periods. The peak period I can remember
was from May to July, August 1942. The second period was from October 1942
to the beginning of January 1943, when there were again many transports, two,
and sometimes three, daily.

The marginalization of survivors of the Operation Reinhard camps as
Holocaust eyewitnesses was not unusual given these camps were constructed
for the purposes of extermination of deportees. Dov Freiberg, a fifteen-yearold boy when he arrived in Sobibor, also testified at the Eichmann trial. He
spoke of the anticipation, unloading and separation characteristic of arrivals
at other Operation Reinhard camps. These anticipations were misguided,
for some deportees thought that direction to the East meant resettlement for
agricultural work in Ukraine. Yet, how could these anticipations be convincing? Would they not be destroyed on arrival at the camp, if not beforehand
by the fetid conditions in the trains? He recalled that
from the very moment we entered the camp, we were enveloped by a regime of
fear. Everything happened at a rapid pace—indeed, there was not even time to
think—there were shouts from SS men, from Ukrainian SS men, “Raus, raus”
(out, out), and Schneller! Schneller! (faster, faster), and they forced us to run
through the fences to a place where there was a small gate, “links, rechts” (left,
right) … In Sobibor, there were no selections for life and for death. Everyone who
arrived—was exterminated. This was temporary—only for a few hours, or minutes. Links, rechts, meant men separately and women and children separately.58

The promise of future mobility continued after unloading, as deception
was employed until the very moment of extermination. Life was advertised
in signage such as “SS Sonderkommando Umsiedlungslager” (Camp for
Resettlement) and the instructions of hygiene (“to the showers”), and commerce (“to the cash desk”), which directed deportees from their arrival to
the closed-in yard. Freiberg described his different witness opportunities
in Sobibor as he graduated from deportee to worker. Striking in the following comment is the insistence on a visual truth, of what the deportees
looked like, their origins, and the sense of a global war as explanation and
internalization of the camp’s killing practices: “We saw what was going on,
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but thought the whole world was being destroyed. We saw that transports
were arriving in all kinds of ways, the people were well dressed, as if they
had gone on a visit somewhere, people from France and Holland, from
all sorts of countries, and all this went on, day after day, day after day.”59
A particular transport that arrived from Bialystok is seared in Freiberg’s
memory: “The freight cars were broken. Inside people were half dead, half
alive. The people were naked. The dead, the living—all together, all injured
… it was something terrible.”60 Freiberg’s comments support the contention
that deception was maintained in the image of transit, particularly in the
correspondence of “letter-actions”: “There were transports to whom they
gave food and drink when they arrived, and they gave them writing paper
and envelopes, in order to send letters home, and then they entered the yard,
where they were undressed, and after Michel spoke (possibly a Commandant of sorts), there would be applause.”61
Arrival at Auschwitz was depicted in testimonies as a fraught discovery, expressed in descriptions of the camp population—the commandants,
guards, subordinates and inmates, and particularly the Jewish labor force.
But it was also delayed. Sophie Machtinger recalled the interior of the
motionless carriage: “The train stood, and we could see in the distance an
enormous yard surrounded by concrete pillars and barbed wire. It was getting brighter, and we could make out people dressed in what we perceived
as pajamas with blue and white stripes.”62 After being instructed to abandon any possessions, she is emotionally paralyzed: “We were engulfed by
indifference, and things suddenly lost their meaning, things which we had
prepared so many years before.”63
Louis de Wijze, deported from Westerbork transit camp on 23 March
1944, describes his abrupt arrival: “We hear the opening of the sliding
doors of the first cars. All tense, we look at one another as the noises come
our way. Then our door flies open. ‘Everybody out. All your luggage on
the platform. Quick. Quick.’”64 The frenzy of arrival threw deportees into
even more terror: “we grab our stuff, jump outside, and immediately find
ourselves in a raging storm. Men in striped clothes hastily drive everybody
off the train. The SS, their Alsatians on the leash, club any prisoners still
holding onto their possessions.”65 Benjamin Jacobs describes the terror of
his unloading from the carriage: “The doors rolled open, and startled us
with loud bangs … ‘Raus …’ the cement platform was crowded with SS
men, yelling and waving us impatiently, out of the wagon. We thought we
knew all about Auschwitz’s horror, but we were soon to discover how little
we actually did know. Each of us had been quietly evaluating his chance of
survival.”66 Helen Lewis was also extremely nervous at arrival: “At dawn
the train stopped again. The doors were ripped open, and amid obscene
yelling and cursing, some wild-looking creatures in striped prison clothes
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boarded the wagons and flung us and our bundles out onto the platform,
where seemingly amused SS men with fierce dogs received us.”67 Moshe
Garbarz, deported from the Pithiviers camp in France to Auschwitz, recalls
the shouting: “Our train finally came to a standstill. There! We had arrived.
Suddenly came shouts: ‘Aussteigen! Los! Los! Leave all your belongings,
your own people will come and get them.’ After two sleepless nights, our
legs were shaking, our heads were buzzing, our eyes were blinded by the
light. The blows they struck woke us right up.”68
The extreme shock for deportees of the abrupt unloading was immediately redirected to the camp’s surreal activities. Upon entering the fields
of Auschwitz, Lily Malnik reportedly “saw fire from far away,” and was
instructed to leave her luggage and stand in line.69 Pearl Spiegel arrived
at Auschwitz in May 1944 after two days: “We were told to leave all of
our belongings in the railroad car. Then we were told to line up—men and
boys to the left and women and children on the right.”70 For Miso Vogel,
his arrival at Auschwitz was accompanied by order, terror, and forward
mobility: “The doors of the car were opened and it was the first time they
had seen SS guards, each officer had a dog, and saw prisoners in striped
uniforms. The separation process: told to line up in rows of 5. We were
marched from the station about 1.5 miles to the entrance of Auschwitz with
the sign, ‘Arbeit macht frei.’”71
Descriptions of the procedural similarities at camps were secondary to
the traumas of their imposition. The process of order is reinforced in Lotte
Weiss’s account: “We continued our sad and fateful journey for many hours
and when we stopped again the bolted doors were unlocked. We were driven
out by SS men with submachine guns and Alsatian dogs.”72 Separation lingers in Sam Profetas’s platform scene: “We reached Auschwitz-Birkenau,
where we were ordered to come out, leaving all of our stuff in the railway
cars. Then they separated the old people, the little children, and the women
holding babies.”73 Deported from Rhodes, Rosa Ferera could not predict
her family’s fate on arrival: “Up to this time we had no idea what our ultimate fate would be. However, on arrival at Auschwitz, a selection was made
and our parents and all young infants were separated from us and taken to
the crematoriums.”74
Descriptions of the exotica of the landscape extended to descriptions of
the inmate population, and the decay of the train’s corpses suggest a metaphor for the camp ethos. Olga Lengyel recalls:
While we were assembled on the station platform, our luggage was taken down
by the creatures in convict stripes. Then the bodies of those who had died on the
journey were removed. The corpses that had been with us for days were bloated
hideously and in various stages of decomposition. The odors were so nauseating
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that thousands of flies had been attracted. They fed on the dead and attacked the
living, tormenting us incessantly.75

Lengyel’s sentiment is repeated in Primo Levi’s account. He recalls that
“the climax came suddenly. The door opened with a crash, and the dark
echoed the outlandish orders in that curt, barbaric barking of Germans in
command which seems to give vent to a millennial anger. A vast platform
appeared before us, lit up by reflectors. A little beyond it, a row of lorries.”76
Levi then describes what he saw on the platform: “two groups of strange
individuals emerged into the light of the lamps. They walked in squads, in
rows of three, with an old, embarrassed step, head dangling in front, arms
rigid.”77 Levi anticipates his future in the form of “strange individuals” of
the system, an indelible imprint of the death-world: “We looked at each
other without a word. It was all incomprehensible and mad, but one thing
we had understood. This was the metamorphosis that awaited us. Tomorrow we would be like them.”78
If deportees struggled to describe the inmates who walked around as if
characters in a bizarre script, they were less ambiguous in their condemnation of the Nazis as sadistic, pathological, and cunning. The Nazis and the
supporting staff on the ramps contrasted visually and behaviorally with
the inmates in their appearance, power, and potential for brutality: “Every
two yards along the platform stood a soldier with a dog and a machine gun
aimed at us, while other SS men were driving us from the train with strange
whips equipped with iron balls at the end.”79 Eva Quittner recalled the
presence of a women’s orchestra who had standing orders to “play at the
arrival of every transport … The Germans, with their flair for organisation
and some ingenuity, had worked out that music would help to reassure the
newcomers and avoid a general panic.”80
Ernst Michel remembers the sound of vicious and barking dogs: “after a
while—I had no idea how long—I sensed that something was wrong. I heard
voices yelling and the train came to a halt. I heard dogs barking. Angry
dogs. Dogs that meant trouble.”81 He also describes the violent assaults
against deportees, and tried to protect himself: “the beatings began as we
jumped from the train. Keeping a small bag under my arm, I jumped down,
grabbed a fistful of snow, and shoved it into my mouth.”82 The mayhem
continued in the desperate rush to find and protect family members, which
was often futile. Michel recalled that “as far as I could see, there were endless rows of cattle cars being emptied. The old, the infirm, men, women,
children, babies, created a seething mass of inhumanity. It was mayhem.”83
Michel tries to explain the scene through a fictional allusion, revealing a
failure of the witness to describe what he sees as an authentic truth: “it was
a scene from Dante’s Inferno. More and more people joined the procession
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that slowly moved forward. I could not see where it was going. Men and
women were searching for each other, crying and yelling.”84 Ruth Elias continues Michel’s theme of shock and terror at arrival: “At some point in the
late afternoon the train stopped. The doors were ripped open and we faced
a terrifying pandemonium: shouting, yelling, barking dogs … Get out, out!
Leave everything behind! Get out! Faster, you swine! Line up in rows of five!
Faster! Faster!”85
Does not the order “Leave everything behind” capture what deportees
struggled to do? The SS instruction does not just refer to material possessions, but also refers to how we can interpret deportees’ entry into the camp
world. A despairing, melancholy tone saturates many accounts of arrival,
and some testifiers cannot divorce the destination of the journey from the
interpretation of the arrival location. Although repeated references are made
to the often chaotic reception by SS officers, their dogs, and other prisoners,
survivors identify the beginnings of deportation and their passage to the
camp as a route of mourning. This retroactive witness laments the lost world
of before with a mythical, nostalgic aura, even if that world was the incarcerational ghetto and its restricted mobility. Helen Lewis reflects on life in the
ghetto through the lens of Auschwitz: “Amid the soul-destroying restrictions
and deprivations of daily life in Terezin, I had thought of home in Prague,
even under the German occupation, as a lost paradise. Now I found myself
remembering the ghetto’s ugliness with something like the same nostalgia …
In Terezin, on the ramparts and in the hospital, there had been grass and even
a few flowers … Here nature had died, alongside people.”86
The otherness of an Auschwitz arrival was also recalled in the deliberate plundering of material possessions, hope, and orientation. Elie Wiesel
mourned “the cherished objects we had brought with us this far were left
behind in the train, and with them, at last, our illusions.”87 Arrival was a
displacement from the past and future, captivity in an endless present. The
inexplicability of the encounter with the camp world, of language’s failure
to represent the physical landscapes and sensory assault, evokes Ernst Van
Alphen’s “visual imprints” to describe the effect of unassimilated witness
truths, particularly in references to the Jewish “other” in the camp. The
Jewish “other” was represented as decivilized in varying states of alterity,
misery, and immobility, for example, as laborers, beleaguered camp inmates,
Muselmänner, and corpses. In the following excerpts, language struggles to
meet the demands of vision. Henja Frydman recalled the visual distinctiveness and foreignness of the Jews:
The first thing we saw were very emaciated men, in bathing suits. And we were
thinking, “What could these be? Maybe we are out of our minds?” We could
not imagine that these were our own Jews. We didn’t recognize them. They were
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marching five abreast, and looked at us with horror in their eyes, and we also
could not understand why their faces were so full of terror when they saw us.88

Frydman continues her testimony with words that frustrate the attempt at
interpretation, again evoking Auschwitz as the center of the symbolic geography: “To tell! That is the hardest things for us. Why? Because there are no
words. No way of expressing it, that can describe what happened from the
day when we disembarked from the train in the lager Auschwitz until the
day of our liberation.”89 Frydman maps the division of the population, the
inducement to volunteer for foot and truck transit to the main camp, and
most fearfully, not knowing the fate of that internal journey. At the arrival
platform she was
lined up five abreast, men on the one side, women on the other side. German officers, with a stick in hand, with savage outcries which were for us still new, started
dividing us up, one to the right, one to the left, whichever way it would occur to
them and were instructed to “leave your bundles here; you will return presently.
We will just count you up” … we left our packages, women were separated from
men, sisters from brothers, women to one side, and the men away to the other
side. They then started what was called a selection. They asked us who were tired,
and they told these to step into the trucks which were waiting. They also told us
that the old people shouldn’t exert themselves by walking on foot, and that they
should mount the trucks and they would be driven to the lager, and the young
ones should walk.90

Helene Tichauer conveys the disorientation of arrival. In her interview
with David Boder she recalls what happened after her selection at Ausch
witz and ensuing march to a gate:
On the way we saw something that I hardly could describe any more today. It was a
most peculiar sight. Half-finished stone blocks /buildings/ surrounded with barbed
wire. On the roofs, at the windows, stood striped, living corpses. I can’t express
myself differently. People without faces, /without/ facial expressions, like…like
made of stone. Next to them stood … today we know they were sentries, sentries
so to speak, who guarded these prisoners, and /word not clear/ who … these were
men. When they say us, they were … when they in some way directed their attention at us, they were yelled at, so that they would not dare any more to turn their
head/s/, and continued with their work. At that time, as I understand it now, the
lager Auschwitz was being constructed for us, for the women … to complete it, so
to speak, because most of them were up on the roofs.91

The perceptual assaults of arrival are also recalled in the testimony
of Leon Cohen, with the admission of inexplicability becoming his only
possible representation. He is able to report basic observations about the
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weather on the morning his train arrived, but his camp experience, during
which he was a member of a Sonderkommando unit, remains mystifying:
“It was spring and the sun was shining, but most of the prisoners only
briefly enjoyed the glorious weather before being dispatched to the ovens
and reduced to ashes … For eleven months I experienced Hell on Earth. No
words will ever convey the true meaning of my story and I find it impossible
to adequately describe the horrors that I witnessed.”92
For the majority of deportees transported, arrival at the camps signaled
an end to transit. In his assessment of why deportees boarded deportation
trains, historian Israel Gutman asserted that deportees battled two complementary yet fatal visions: a belief in the transit image that was maintained
not just in the rhetoric of resettlement and safe journeys, but also in the
deliberate representation of mistruths, designed to induce, ultimately, compliance with Nazi intentions:
The truth of the death camp was not conveyed in a vacuum. There were also
rumors of greetings, letters, and people who allegedly returned from the deportations. The Germans and their agents deliberately spread these false stories in
order to create confusion and disinformation. Poles in the underworld promised that in exchange for large sums of money they would look for and find
loved ones who had been deported. Every sign of hope was welcomed. People
repressed knowledge of their doom. They desperately, even self-destructively,
clung to illusions.93

In this economy of illusions, deportees were victims in the regime of selfexpropriation. They packed belongings, goods, mementos, clothes, and
food, either hurriedly or expectantly, depending on the abruptness of the
deportation action, for what was portrayed as their resettlement journey
from the ghetto or point of departure.
The inventory of illusions persisted in the reception of deportees. In Treblinka,
for example, the alienness of the camp was not only physical and infrastructural.
It was also interpreted in the assembly of Jews from different regions of Europe
who did not share languages or customs. For the deportees recruited into work
commandos, “arrival” meant being witness-participants in the system of expropriation and plunder, and observers to the bewilderment of arriving deportees.
They provided critical commentary about the attitudes and appearance of incoming deportees, who were often cast in ethnically distinct terms. New transports,
especially those from Southern Europe, were received with both apprehension
and much anticipation. The first group of Greek Jews arrived in Treblinka from
Salonica on 26 March 1943. The transport consisted of 2,800 Jews in fortyeight train wagons, which passed through Czechoslovakia and Poland. Among
them were academics and intellectuals. Samuel Willenberg witnessed their
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arrival and noted the racial exotica of Greek Jews in terms of their skin tone,
appearance, and language:
In the beginning of Spring, 1943, the whistle of the train informed us of the
arrival of a new transport. From the wagons a slightly weird crowd exited. The
people that arrived had dark faces, curly hair and [were as] black as a crow as
they spoke a foreign language … Amongst the arrivals was an especially large
number of wealthy people of the intelligentsia, professors and lecturers. Though
they made their way to the camp in wagons, they weren’t crowded in as usual,
and what appeared to us as being the strangest, was that the wagons were not
closed and locked, and not labeled … They all went down from the train cars
relaxfully and completely calm. Women dressed finely, nice children, and men
straightening and fixing the wrinkles of their elegant clothes, passed calmly from
the ramp to the transport amassment area.94

The deportees’ belief in resettlement appears reinforced through Willenberg’s
shock that the wagons were “not closed and locked, and not labeled.”95
Work in an arrival commando, as described by Richard Glazar in Treblinka, also permitted a close analysis of racialism and recycling that
dominated the camp’s logic. Glazar noted a distinct difference between
the allocation of care and community for a transport from the West and
those from the East. For example, the maintenance of a transit ruse was
perceived as necessary for those deportees from the West, who were sometimes transported in passenger cars, and were generally perceived as more
socially assimilated and educated. This perception contrasted with views of
deportees from Poland, who were seen as racially and socially inferior. The
solicitation of compliance of deportees from the West was arguably more
necessary because their distances and transport routes were much more
noticeable to local populations who might have objected to the disappearance of Jews from their communities. Glazar commented that transports
from Darmstadt, Theresienstadt, or anywhere in the West, were handled
with “relative care. These passengers don’t seem to sense anything amiss.
All apprehension is immediately banished. No one can imagine his own
end—such a very naked end.”96 But deportees in transports from the East,
were already “half dead from the effect of being herded into the cattle cars,
or from the journey itself. Most of these people are pushed into the middle
hallway with the ‘shower rooms’ on either side.”97
The camp sorting commandos’ anticipation of an arriving transport, especially those from the Western and Southern Europe, was reflected in the value
attached to various items in deportees’ suitcases. These items, most of which
were personal for the deportee, were removed at arrival and sent for sorting in
barracks, and this process required specialist knowledge. For example, transports with doctors on board delivered pharmaceutical items into Treblinka,
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and these were sorted by medical students who were also camp inmates.98
Luggage items provided a constant source of anticipation, delight, and wonder for sorting commandos, who often took these items to trade with camp
guards. Glazar noted: “It is all but impossible to imagine what can be found
among the last things packed by thousands and thousands: a case outfitted like
a small laboratory, a collapsible leather bag full of tools, and other items.”99
He also helped himself to food: “Never in these past two years of war has
my mouth been so full of butter, chocolate, sugar. From another pile I take a
shirt, every day a clean one, every day a shirt from another dead man.”100 The
plundered goods that were stored in the sorting commando barracks in the
Operation Reinhard camps represented a final expropriation of the deportee,
a system of plunder and profit that was repeated in other camps.
Apart from working in arrival and sorting commandos, some incoming
deportees, usually men, were selected for work in the Sonderkomanndo.101
At Auschwitz, there were five groups of Sonderkomanndo labor that carried
out tasks specific to the extermination process: receiving newcomers in the
undressing room, removing the victims’ clothing after they left the hall, carrying the bodies after gassing to the place of cremation, collecting valuables,
shaving hair and extracting gold teeth, operating the furnaces for the cremation of the bodies of those murdered, crushing the remnants of bones and
body parts that had not been consumed in the flames, and disposing of the
ashes.102 This clinical description of a profoundly gruesome process belies
a rather problematic moral complex in relation to disclosure and survival.
Members in Sonderkommando units did not reveal to victims the fate that
awaited them, believing it was preferable not to arouse the victims’ terror,
and in doing so, secure their own survival for a few weeks longer. In his
interviews with former Sonderkommando workers, Gideon Greif interprets
their dilemma as “apart from having to participate in the industrial-scale
murder, the Sonderkommando men were thrust into a tragic paradox. It
was in their unconscious interest that as many Jewish transports as possible
arrive, since any slowdown in the pace of arrivals, let alone termination of
labor at the ‘death factory,’ posed an existential threat to them. Their right
to live hinged on the continued inflow of transports.”103
If language struggled to meet the demands of deportees’ visions and experiences of the camps, what role does photography of the camps’ functions
and effects play in providing visual corroboration to testimonies about the
separations and plunder of arrival? Photography operates as an alternative
visual imprint; its reading depends on knowing the identity of the photographer and the purpose of the image. These conditions are not always available when interpreting images in the photographic archive of the Holocaust.
What assumptions can be made about perpetrators’ intentions to document,
for example, arrival from an administrative perspective, particularly the
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acquisition of deportees’ suitcases and the items carried with them? The stolen
belongings of deportees depicted in photography can be seen as less ambiguous
in their memorial and symbolic value. Their discovery during the liberation of
Majdanek in July 1944 and Auschwitz in January 1945 by Red Army soldiers
represented another form of delivery or arrival; of personal belongings without
ownership, and also in the evidentiary utility of photography in capturing the
enormous scale of plundering and recycling that thrived in the camps.
The luggage items that were discovered during the liberation of these
camps support previous testimonies of arrival: the expropriation of deportees’ belongings at the ramp, their sorting by inmate commandos for reuse
and redistribution in the Reich and surrounding areas, and in their status as
abandoned and unclaimed. Indeed, the biography of the Holocaust deportee
was revealed in the artifacts that symbolize indeterminate migrations and
promised futures: shoes, suitcases, and personal photos.
As noted in the introduction to this book, photography was crucial in
the depiction of crowd and boarding scenes from ghettos and transit camps
to the death camps, yet its role in depicting arrival scenes is far more sanitized. As the primary evidence of deportation, the deportees themselves are
mainly seen on the ramps—for example, in The Auschwitz Album—prior to
selections. They disappear from the photographs as though they had never
arrived, their imprints barely visible. Though complicated and ideologically
freighted, photographs and film of the liberation of the camps continued to
represent expropriation, revealing, however, a shifting ethical status in documenting the enormity of mass murder—the incomprehension of what was
found in huge camp warehouses of expropriated goods. The image of shoes
at Majdanek is similar to others, which depict the unknown biographies of
genocide as shoes without owners or claimants, and a symbol of deportees’
terminated foot journeys (see Figure 6.2). The photo’s arc-like composition
suggests a deliberate intervention to illustrate the scale of genocide with
the personalization of shoes placed in the foreground, the snow acting as a
cushion. The effect is immediate. Shoes are separated from the mound and
placed at the forefront of the image, an invitation to the viewer to contemplate the fate of the shoes’ owners.
The grainy photo taken by Soviet liberators at Majdanek recovers the
portraits deportees from Western Europe took with them on their journeys
(see Figure 6.3). The photo is a multilayered reference to death in the camps
and the liberators’ rescue of the victims’ photos through reframing and witnessing. The photographer’s framing of the portraits is a symbol of temporal
fusion: prewar life and personal memories of women, particularly in the
unknown and unconfirmed fate of those depicted. This collage works as a
memorial witness to destroyed lives, faces without names that are reinforced
with the missing owners of shoes in the previous image.
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Figure 6.2 Victims’ shoes, Majdanek, 1944 (WS 77716). (University of Minnesota
Libraries), Courtesy of USHMM Photo Archives, United Press International.

Figure 6.3 Photographs belonging to deported Jews, Majdanek, 1944 (WS 79199).
(Sovfoto/Eastfoto), Courtesy of USHMM Photo Archives, SovFoto.
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As these photos suggest, the status of the deportee as a now-unavailable
witness is highlighted in the use of the camera as a clinical documenter of
an inventory of unclaimed personal belongings. Once part of a person’s life
story, these items are depersonalized and made anonymous through their
accumulation. In complying with luggage requirements at departure from
ghettos, deportees implemented a self-selection process, a process of divestment that continued in the camp regime at arrival and in warehouses for
sorting expropriated goods. Goods that arrived in Auschwitz are depicted as
overflowing next to the rail lines and the trains (see Figure 6.4).
This image from The Auschwitz Album depicts three kinds of traffic: the
entry of the train into the camp and its emptying of passengers and their
luggage, the use of the prisoners in the Aufräumungskommando (order
commandos) to sort through the personal belongings confiscated from the
transport of Jews from Carpathian Ruthenia, and in the foreground, the
railway lines, which imply the vast rail network that enabled trains to arrive
with deportees and depart with their expropriated freight. One of the outcomes of this freight was depicted in the photo of women sorting shoes at
the “Canada” warehouse (see Figure 6.5). These shoes, like those at Majdanek, signify life, loss, and traces, but also possible reuse by the women
who rummage through them.

Figure 6.4 Confiscated luggage from the arriving transport of Jews from
Carpathian Ruthenia to Auschwitz, 1944 (WS 77381). Courtesy of USHMM
Photo Archives.
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Figure 6.5 Auschwitz women inmates sort through shoes from the transport of
Hungarian Jews, 1944 (WS 77394). Courtesy of USHMM Photo Archives.

If an itinerant life characterized transit for deportees, their biographies
were encased in both material and symbolic terms in the form of suitcases.
As outlined in deportees’ accounts, items in suitcases had to comply with
specific items of “voyage luggage,” although deportees often brought other
items reflecting a combination of memorialization and anticipated uses: photos, brushes, clothes, blankets, medical supplies and pills, prosthetic limbs,
glasses, pillows, shoes, tools for construction, and materials for writing.
These items were also testaments to hope; a material biography of mobility
that reflected the occupation, age, gender, and expectations of the deportee.
The post-liberation photo in Auschwitz of the mountain of suitcases (see
Figure 6.6) does not only testify to plunder, accumulation, and recycling, but
also to an absence of their owners—the deportees as the ultimate missing
freight of the Holocaust’s deportation trains. Indeed, this absence is evoked
in the image of the valises or small cases, which are placed at the door of
the freight car in the permanent exhibition at the United States Holocaust
Memorial Museum (USHMM; see Figure 6.7). In their status as artifacts of
Holocaust transit, with the personal inscriptions of deportees written on the
outside of them, the valises recall what deportees were forced to carry with
them on to the trains and abandoned as they got off. The transport of valises
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Figure 6.6 Suitcases of inmates found after liberation, Auschwitz, 1945
(WS 12022). (Panstwowe Muzeum w Oswiecim-Brzezinka), Courtesy of
USHMM Photo Archives.

Figure 6.7 Valises near the freight car, Permanent Exhibition, United States
Holocaust Memorial Museum (WS N02436). Courtesy of USHMM Photo Archives.
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from museums in Poland to the USHMM exhibit symbolizes what I referred
to earlier as the mobility of the symbolic geography of the Holocaust from
site of historical origin to postwar refuge. Removed from their camp locations
and transformed into artifacts by the memorial context of exhibition, the
valises that remain are traces of their former owners.104 The fusion of past and
present is complete when the museum visitor carries with them the revealed
freight of deportation as the knowledge of its outcomes that were mostly
unknown to deportees—arrival at the camps was a failed resettlement.
The revelation of resettlement as death and the erasure of the victims’
biography was the final scene of arrival for deportees who were transported
to concentration camps. The perceptual destabilizations that occurred during the train journey, particularly the minimized opportunities for reliable
visual truths, were partially restored on arrival. But arrival did not necessarily mean that what was visually seen could be comprehended or made tellable. The sensory assaults of deportation train journeys were not reversed
upon release from the trains at the camps. Rather they were relocated and
reconstituted according to specific locations and places of chaos, separation,
and death: the platform, the sorting area, and the gas chamber.
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Conclusion
Memory Routes and Destinations

C

onclusions are difficult to write. They promise findings and outcomes,
claims and counterclaims. Where does the story of deportation begin
and end? Is it more than a journey caught between rhetoric and pain? Why
are the trains seemingly on standby to return us to the past, as though we
had never left it? Although the Holocaust took place in the 1930s and 1940s
in Europe, its memory routes remain open and continue to guide passengers to the dark places of compulsive return and witness. Recall the scene
at Oswiecim, Poland on 27 January 2005, the sixtieth anniversary of the
liberation of Auschwitz concentration camp. At that location, survivors, diplomats, and representatives of foreign governments gathered to participate in
a post-Holocaust community of remembrance. There was no screeching halt
of the train and no smoke from the burning of bodies. Rather, the opening
ceremony of this arrival was guided by the recorded rumble of an approaching train, and held where new arrivals were transported to the camp and put
through selection. This arrival scene included survivors of the camp, along
with journalists, photographers, and a multi-faith community, an audience
for the performance of Auschwitz “remembering,” witnesses to the landscape of what made Auschwitz without logic, a world populated by, in Vera
Laska’s words, “strange smells and stranger people.”
The commemorations were a provocative simulation of Holocaust transit. The production of a contemporary Auschwitz arrival came with all
the features of the historical entries: train tracks, sounds, and flames. The
terminal meaning of an Auschwitz arrival was reinforced in the comments
of the then Israeli president Moshe Katsav, who commented: “It seems as if
we can still hear the dead crying out,” and “when I walk the ground of the
concentration camps, I fear that I am walking on the ashes of the victims.”1
The commemoration scene reinforced the locations of the symbolic geography of the camps with Auschwitz as its center, yet the arrival narrative, as
I have argued, is crucially dependent on the role of transport and the victims who survived deportation journeys and the camps. Recent exhibitions
devoted to the role of railway networks in the Holocaust are confirming this
Notes for this chapter begin on page 214.
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centrality. The unique journey of the traveling exhibition, “Train of Commemoration” returns to origins and itineraries. In early November 2007,
trains commemorating the deportation of 12,000 German-Jewish children
left Frankfurt, Germany, for a six-month “train relay” throughout the country. The train’s final destination was the Auschwitz memorial and museum
site in Oswiecim.
The train comprises a 1921 locomotive and four train cars with historical commentary, visual illustrations, and artifacts highlighting the role
of the DRB in transporting children from across Europe to the camps in
Poland. The train’s memory work is not only self-referential. It is also a
generational witness that uses deportation as an intervention and moral
instruction for the present. The recruitment of deportation for this purpose
is not unusual. The organizers commented that the exhibition “is a warning against the return of racist hatred, right-wing extremism and national
megalomania.”2 This was not the first memorial project devoted to the fatal
use of railways.
In 1996, the Deutsche Bahn DB, an amalgamation of the Bundesbahn
of the Federal Republic of Germany and the Reichsbahn of the German Democratic Republic, sponsored a design competition for a memorial to commemorate the deportation of Jews from the Berlin suburb
of Grunewald. This effort at memorialization was an example of what
Tony Judt described as the “Western solution to the problem of Europe’s
troublesome memories.”3 The deportation memorial, “Platform 17,” at
the Grunewald S-Bahn station, an outer suburb of Berlin, is a stunning
evocation of departures and imprints. Visitors can reach the platform by
following the path of deportees who have been etched as silhouettes into
concrete walls. The memorial is one example that acknowledges the complicity of the DRB in deportations, an involvement that its successor, the
DB, is keen to isolate.4
Another example of memory work is “Serving Democracy and Dictatorship:
The Reichsbahn 1919–1945” at the Deutsche Bahn Museum in Nuremberg, an
exhibition generated from historical research into the complicity of the DRB
in deportations, and in awareness of its “special responsibility to society.” This
multimilliondollargifttothe“Remembrance,ResponsibilityandFuture”foundation, a donation that is advertised on the DB website as just and moral, as the DB
was not the “legal successor” of the DRB.5
In January 2008, an exhibition initiated by Beate and Serge Klarsfeld,
titled “Chartered Trains to Death: Deportation with the German Reichsbahn,” opened at the Potsdamer Platz station in Berlin. The traveling exhibition was not initially supported, with the head of the DB, Hartmut Mehdorn,
citing ethical conflicts of representation in the spatial normalization
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of historical immobility: “The subject is far too serious for people to engage
with it while chewing on a sandwich and rushing to catch a train.”6 Susanne
Kill, a historian with the DB, commented that “the industrial murder of millions of people would not have been possible without the Reichsbahn.”7 It
has been my objective to probe the tellability of the victims’ history of that
critical transport link, which is now being memorialized in contested ways
in Germany and around the world.
There are innumerable memorials and museums in Europe dedicated to
the deportation of Jewish communities. Some of the memorials, for example,
in the location of the former transit camp Drancy, embed the rail car into the
landscape. Others, such as “Le Cyclops” in Milly-la-Forêt in the Gâtinais
Français Regional Nature Park in Essonne, just south of Paris, saw sculptors
Jean Tinguely and Niki de Saint Phalle design a cocoon-like structure for
a “goods wagon.”8 Away from Europe, the deportation journey is present
in many references to Holocaust trains in museum exhibitions, memorials,
and memory sites. The display of boxcars and railway infrastructure at Yad
Vashem in Israel, in several cities in the United States, and at the Cape Town
Holocaust Centre in South Africa, connect the remembrance communities
of postwar perpetrator, survivor, and diaspora nations.9 They also build an
alternative geography of post-Holocaust journeys, a route map that links
persecution, transit, and refuge, and evocations of ethnic return.
The installation of network parts such as train tracks in museums outside
of Europe also shifts the memory geographies of the Holocaust from the
principally European sites of commission to immigrant and diaspora locations where refugees sought postwar resettlement and security, and took the
transit narrative with them—to Israel, the United States, Canada, Australia,
New Zealand, and South Africa. These locations, especially in the British Commonwealth, represented alternative destinations for survivors. The
postwar passages of survivors to countries outside of Europe contest the
finality of Holocaust deportation journeys. Transit after the war and refuge
in new locations away from Europe provided the possibility of ethnic group
reconstitution, and yet another chapter in the history of Jewish transit.
What do these contemporary cultural uses of the cattle car, and other parts
of the European railway network, tell us about the meaning of Holocaust
deportations today? The acquisition of freight cars and other artifacts of
transit are obvious material examples of trying to reach the witness’s existential truth, yet once delivered and installed, they do not offer much meaning
beyond cold and empty shells. Their freight has long been deported. The work
of ethical witness rests with the viewer, spectator, or museum visitor. Their
resonance as artifacts rests on a cultural knowledge of traumatic transit testimony, accumulating over decades from survivors, war crimes trial testimony,
film, photography, visual culture, commemoration, literature, and poetry. The
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quest to acquire and exhibit authentic references of deportation transit attests
to the problems of evoking sensory memory, like David Boder attempted in
his “Traumatic Inventory”: what are the ethics of listening to and presenting
ethnically specific body traumas and memories as a moral universal?
This book has not lingered on the contemporary transit routes of memory trains of those I briefly described. Rather, it sought a return to their
experiential origins in Europe. It has been concerned with the inner world
of the trains as embodied and represented by the deportees-as-victims. Their
world was suspended between life and death. This book has exhibited a
historical consciousness in returning to the cattle cars as the first physical
testimonial of transit, to the traumas generated in the space of that mobile
abyss. Its method has been to provide an anthropological interpretation of
witnessing in and after captivity in trains. The somatic dimensions of this
witnessing have potential impacts to make in the writing of Jewish social
histories that move beyond the written text as a source of everyday experience. This trend was noted by Barbara Kirshenblatt-Gimblett in her analysis
of the “corporeal turn” in Jewish cultural studies and its challenge to the
authenticity of traditional text-based sources in the writing of Jewish history.10 The impact of the performative genre of video testimonies since the
1980s as life telling and visual history may yet contain further destabilizing
impacts on the authority of the text for the future telling of Jewish everyday
life histories, and also rich insight for an anthropological approach to the
Holocaust victim-as-witness.
My use of testimony in telling deportation’s traumas has aspired to fill the
gap between empirical histories of deportation and the victims’ experiences
of it. Stories of deportation had to first make their journeys in testimonial
form of the types I have used for this book, before they could be used as the
content for stories and vignettes of the returning witness in postwar cultural
practice such as art, film, visual culture, poetry, and commemorations. The
testimony of deportation transit was not only written and spoken, but also
visual and musical—in graphic arts, illustrations, painting, and song.
My main argument was that sensory destabilizations provoke a rethinking of witnessing, its frailties and truths. I suggested that the instability of
the claims of vision inside the train carriages produced a recast perceptual
truth that challenged sight as a normative and persistently available condition from which to tell Holocaust experiences. This destabilization of vision
was not consistent throughout the transit experience. To the Nazi officials
and bureaucrats who coordinated and implemented deportation, the freight
car was a symbol of genocidal possibility and delivery. The concealment of
deportation’s shocking truths was achieved, to some extent, in the use of
language and travel artifices to construct journeys worth taking, but the
ruse was repeatedly undermined through the conditions of transport, the
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violent treatment of deportees by guards and police, the compression, and
the escape attempts.
As explored in the chapters that focused on the victims’ experiences
during the different stages of transit, deportees were subjected to thorough
and sustained attacks from which few of them recovered. These attacks,
I argued, relocated the intense traumas of sensory assault, particularly of
excrement, urine, and stench, from the camps and to the cattle cars. In their
written and spoken form, I argued that the postwar writing and telling of
these memories allowed some form of recovery and reconstitution of the
self, yet the existential truths of train journeys remained private and at times
beyond historical and social utility.
This argument was pursued in three themes that defined the tellability of
the deportation experience: transit, captivity, and witness. I explored these
themes as a sequence: how enclosure in freight car trains shaped captivity,
and how the notion of witness was challenged by this bodily and spatial
compression. I examined how the perpetrators’ presentation of deportation as resettlement shaped victims’ responses. In chapter 2, “Resettlement:
Deportees as the Freight of the Final Solution,” I explored the construction, implementation, and threats to the transit image that promised safety,
security, and future mobility. For the victims, the administration of this
forced relocation continued their social death through objectification and
dehumanization. The stripping of the victims’ personal property and cash
in ghettos and transit camps was a preface to their forced captivity, and the
plundering continued during transport, and after arrival in the camps.
This preparation stage of deportees for resettlement also relates to interpretations of railways for destructive purposes in the Holocaust, and the
commitment to the project as reflective of Nazi bureaucratic efficiency.
Historians’ readings of bureaucratic efficiency in the administration of
deportation have marginalized the ideological and human commitments of
individuals to this project. To be sure, the term “cattle car” is not isolated
to the Holocaust. Its undeniable link to the rationalization or efficacy of
slaughter methods evokes a visual connection to the railway transport of
animals in the mid-nineteenth century. Historian Daniel Pick contends that
in the 1860s, technology, factory production, and calculated death were
coming together in new ways: “Take the modern assembly-line slaughterhouse. Just as rails now transported soldiers to battle, they bore animals to
their death. The coming of the railway in the first half of the nineteenth century had opened up new possibilities in the assembly process, enabling the
reduction of delays and friction between each productive stage.”11 The use
of trains for deportations in the Holocaust was the twentieth-century’s railway shock, yet it also belongs to historical studies of railway administration
and bureaucratic organization, as well as cultural and geographic studies of
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war, transit, mobility, and displacement. To move the Holocaust deportation
experience outside of World War II and into contexts of displacement under
state-sponsored projects of ethnic cleansing and demographic resettlement
impacts on interpretations of victims as self-constituted subjects through
their dislocation in different cultural, geographic, and temporal contexts.
By far the bulk of my analysis has concentrated on the experience and
tellability of train journeys; how victims interpreted their confinement and
captivity, and the conditions that inhibited and produced witness truths
in this space, as examined in chapters 3 through 6. In chapter 3, “Ghetto
Departures: The Emplotment of Experience,” I argued that captivity was
anticipated before it was experienced, though not to the degree of excruciating invasion reported from accounts of having survived it. The pre-history
of captivity in testimonies placed the reader in ghetto space and its multiple
crisis scenes of an experiential, ontological, and interpretive nature. The
story of victims’ experiences of a diminishing life-world through deprived
space in transit was also a telescope to applications of state and civil power
marked on the body, of how constraints on mobility in ghettos were early
conditioning forces for captivity in trains.
Testimonies of deportations to the East also produced a revealing commentary about town- and cityscapes—how ethnic space, community, and
architecture were visualized and plotted in the streets, houses, hospitals,
public squares, and synagogues. Testimonies of departure initiated not only
a geographical exile in the Holocaust, but an additional exile from language as uttered in the constant repetition of words like “unspeakable” and
“incomprehensible,” and persistent ethical and representational tensions of
telling and not telling. Although language was not redundant as a tellable
medium for these experiences, it was certainly not sufficient. Deportation
testimonies engage a long-standing secular exile literature, and radicalize
this exile into extended scenes of the self in crisis and ultimately, decline.
Deportees represented themselves and others as figures of alienation and
marginalization, displaced from where they once lived and worked.12
Testimonies of cattle car captivity marked the newness of the Holocaust,
a departure from the previous scripts of Jewish persecution, and archetypes
of displacement in Jewish history. David Roskies asserts that the writing
of the Holocaust archetype before the conclusion of the war testified to a
determined ethno-cultural self-representation under duress. Roskies recognizes the specificity of transports for death rather than the economic and
inter-continental migration of Leah Garrett’s reading of transit as a theme in
forging visions of Jewish modernity through literature: “from the early stage
of awareness when it seemed as if everything was a replay of the Middle
Ages—ghettos, yellow badges, Jewish councils and mass expulsions—to
the final mapping of a landscape where everything was new—cattle cars
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and transports, death camps and gas chambers. That the process was complete before the end of the war had ended testifies to the vitality of Jewish
cultural responses to catastrophe.”13 These testimonies contributed a dark
and important chapter to Jewish transit history. Particularly significant in
this telling were women as narrators of war and of bodies at the frontlines
of war, as evidenced in the testimonies of decline, nurturing and survival
during train journeys.
My objective in chapter 4, “Immobilization in ‘Cattle Cars,’” was to
invite the reader into Zalmen Gradowski’s “rushing cages” and become
a passenger to what he called the “monotonous travelling life” of the
deportee. Monotony was just one response among many where brutalization, olfactory terror, and psychological ruin reigned. The reportage-like
reconstruction of deportees’ experiences permitted its detailed analysis in
chapter 5, “Sensory Witnessing and Railway Shock: Disorders of Vision and
Experience,” in which I interpret two representational legacies from transit:
the tellability of its traumatic moments as transactions between the body
and language, and the emergence of sensory memory as a suggestive witness
truth and knowledge of captivity.
Chapter 5 extended the analysis of transit’s tellability, particularly the
olfactory degradation that intrudes on survivor memories and shaped it in
different outputs. Indeed, it was the feeling of being trapped, powerless, and
dying in the train that provided the most disturbing of experiential parallels.
This parallel was not the epic voyaging of descent into Dante’s “Inferno,”
but rather the Holocaust’s unknowable epicenter, the simulation of a gas
chamber death. The analogy is a revelation about the muting of deportation
transit experiences in contemporary understandings of what can be claimed
as an authentic witness space as fixed in the concentric circles of Auschwitz
and of transit experiences as an inassimilable corporeal truth in the geography of memory.
In chapter 6, “Camp Arrivals: The Failed Resettlement,” I reconnected
with the deportees and their journeys to the camp. Arrival occurred before
unloading; it included intense anticipation about the destination of resettlement, and once the ruse was exposed, the genocidal separation of families
and sexes through the ruthless selection process of doctors and commandants who ultimately favored men and young boys, and discriminated
against women, mothers, children, the elderly, and the physically incapacitated. In describing arrival scenes, deportees revealed that the marginal
restoration of vision could not cope with the outcome of resettlement: the
constant threat and infliction of terror and violence, killing and abjection of
the camp world. The hope of resettlement was conclusively shattered.
What interventions do these conclusions make in relation to deportation
as a transit story like few others? The interventions of cattle car transit and
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the embodied form of witnessing that were internalized by deportees impact
on interpretations of modernity, memory, and narrative representation. I
argue for the historical and ethical importance of the victims’ voices of transit captivity and their disclosures about uncomfortable and repressed sensory
truths. I make several claims for victims’ testimonies of deportation trains as
an unsettling and unsettled knowledge. The first claim is to see deportees’
testimonies of confinement, explored closely in chapters four, five, and six,
as a difficult but necessary practice of recovery, a methodological salvaging
of disturbing and taboo topics in the everyday experience of the Holocaust.
These uncomfortable sensory truths were powerfully raised but under-realized
in Terrence Des Pres’s The Survivor: An Anatomy of Life in the Death Camps.
His focus on the camp world minimized the transport invasions of shit, urine, and
vomit as a preparatory attack compared to its work of defilement of individuals
in the camps. Indeed, experiences of olfactory trauma during deportation transit
may suggest that it was in the trains rather than in the camps that excremental
assault imposed its most intense defilement of the self. To the architects of deportation—Himmler,Goering,andEichmann—trainjourneyswereabridgeofcritical
facilitation in the progression to the Final Solution. From the victims’ perspective,
experiences of deportation transit undermine the perception that the camps were
the most degrading, and authentic site of witnessing. The experience of transit captivity challenges the perception that conditions progressively worsened for victims
the closer their proximity to the camps. Deportation transit ruptures the spatial
and temporal boundaries of the Holocaust’s symbolic geography of central and
peripheral zones of impact. Victims’ olfactory experiences of deportation trains, in
particular, became an extended punishment and degradation of transport shame.
This method in reading captivity as chaotic and fetid is the deliberate antithesis
to historians’ description of deportation in freight cars. Many deportees felt they
were treated, and were forced to behave, “like animals”—an indication of feeling
victimized, beyond the human, and beyond care. Thus, the unsettling yet frequent
employment of “cattle car” is a victims’ phrase of empowerment and a semantic
vindication of inhumane treatment. The cattle cars’ scenes of drama, death, and
repeated escape attempts provide a critical corrective to the image of Nazi order
and the rhetoric of submission of all victims to that space. The analysis also subverts a prevalent image of Holocaust deportation transit as a perpetrator process of
effectivemanagement,offeringitsdifficulthumanadministrationinthe“reception
traumas” of Josef Jäcklein’s Belzec report and Franz Stangl’s Treblinka “reenactment” scene while traveling on a train in Brazil.
A second claim is to offer the disgust and defilement of transport shame
as a valid and usable testimonial truth of the Holocaust’s spatial history
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and entrapment of bodies. My analysis attempts to reclaim an ordinary witness
position for the forgotten victims, people whose emotions, voices, and words have
been displaced in literary and critical analyses by the words of well-known survivors, whose widely disseminated stories of persecution and refuge have become
meta-truths of the Holocaust experience.
An interpretation of deportation transit from “below,” from the ordinary witnesses, also offers important claims about testimonies as sources of alterity and
exception in the writing of Holocaust history in general, and particularly in reconstructions of victims’ experiences of space, place, and immobilization—elements
that are marked as suspect through their marginalization, if not repression. The
experiences of captivity, of the repeated scenes of urine trauma, of excremental
assaults, of internal journeys that negotiated shame, degradation, and moral transgressions, contributed to the undoing of deportees in space and the stripping of
their humanity. Experience and representation are fused and temporally indistinct,
so that the representation is the memory of the body in captivity, the residue, trace
or imprint of what is a lost or repressed truth.
The Nazis’ intention to present deportation as resettlement also provides a
radical and extreme redefinition of “railway shock.” If, as Schivelbusch argued,
nineteenth-century train travelers felt themselves and their bodies removed from
the sensual, felt, and tactile experience of the landscape, and through forced and
socially uncomfortable discourse with other travelers, then transit in cattle cars
reversed that disengagement. This was a sensory onslaught of unparalleled invasions. Primal, carnal, unimaginable, suffocating, disgusting, and putrid—these
words resonate as the journey’s vocabulary of assault, yet they are still bereft in their
anchoring to the sustained trauma of those mobile chambers. That moment, as we
have seen, has been represented as a death akin to the real center of the “concentric
circle”: the crushing of bodies in transit captivity as comparable to that of gas chambers. Does not this analogy complicate the authenticity of the truth claims carried
from and within the space of Holocaust deportation trains?
Deportee testimonies reveal the attack on the body—particularly as
recalled by female deportees—as a site of invasion, trespass, and violation.
The trauma of train transit, as one of submission, is an interesting gendering
of transit’s tellability. Indeed, one way of reading this space is to see it as
the triumph of Nazi power as inherently masculine over feminized Jewish
submission. Of course, this argument should not be overstated or repeat
the tropes associated with gendered stereotypes of Jewishness in biological
and cultural discourses. My argument, however, is about the application of
power to the controlled intention of transit as an experience of decline, its
implementation by men, and its interpretation, or lack thereof, as a valid
historical experience. The largely concealed traumas of deportation train
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space reveal a gendering of perpetrator-victim relations and their distillation in the conquest of freight car space: perpetrator power that generated
the policy and implementation of deportation policy in the Third Reich and
the Final Solution was overwhelmingly “male,” as was the surveillance of
deportees in transit. The reactions of deportees of feeling powerless, trapped,
and accommodating its deprivations, were overwhelmingly “female.” The
associations that can be read from train space may account to some extent
for its historiographical neglect in interpretations of gendered zones of experience in the Holocaust.
Deportation transit was an experience of forced submission, disorder, and
capitulation, and its injuries were revealed in embodied terms as imprints,
wounds, and scars on heads, chests, arms, hands, legs, and feet. Survivor
testimonies of the Holocaust (and of this experience in particular) are considered by some scholars as emotional, irrational, subjective, and unreliable,
suggesting that it is an experience that cannot be integrated by historians
who prefer to think of sources of history in terms of empirical truth, order,
objectivity, and evidentiary quality. The disorder and emotion of testimony
should be embraced. Although train space was an agent of decline in both
experiential and tellable terms, it also accommodated other reactions of
social togetherness, such as care, community, and compassion. Striking, too,
were many instances of deportees’ fierce will to resist the journey’s impacts
and destination through escape and agitation. This resistance subverted the
Nazis’ written record of Jews as voluntary, a record commonly associated
with the “sheep to the slaughter” judgment that prevails as an explanation
of the predominant response of Jewish victims under duress.
A third claim relates to how transit captivity produced in witnesses a sensory and embodied knowledge that rethinks the spatial locations of incarceration in the Holocaust. As seen in David Boder’s analysis of transit in his
“Traumatic Inventory,” deportation trains were a discrete space of mobile
deculturation. This process of deculturation was already well advanced
before deportation, heightened during transit, and terminally concluded
in the camps. Without the role of the trains in the commission of the Final
Solution, the concentration camp system would most likely not have existed
in the extremes of its wartime functions.
A fourth claim about deportation transit concerns its tellability in a
contemporary ethics of reception through writing and reading, a commitment that I outlined earlier as a “testimonial alliance.” Dominick LaCapra
alluded to this alliance, commenting on the necessity of developing an ethics
of address in Holocaust writing: “the problem for a theoretically informed
historiography is to elucidate precisely how ‘pieces of the [traumatic] real’
are embedded in historical experiences such as the atrocities of war and
genocide. The related problem is how to recognize one’s own vulnerability
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or constitutive anxiety, related to the structural dimension of trauma, without historicizing or localizing it in misleading ways and projecting its cause
onto others as scapegoats.”14
In my interpretation of deportation testimony, I have attempted to confront the committed but fraught alliance between the survivor as a witness
and testifier and the interpreter who seeks intellectual clarity and understanding. In terms of method, I created a “train journey,” a collected testimony based on primary and secondary sources that included perpetrator
representations of deportation, historiography, and victims’ published and
unpublished testimonies. The narrative order imposed in this book is shadowed by the disturbances of sense memory’s threat of spontaneous intrusions
to ordinary behavior and life experiences. Memories of deportation trains
often incite in former deportees explosive, embarrassing, and uncontrollable
reactions in the resurrection of primal, excruciating captivity scenes through
unprovoked sensory association and visual identification.
A lasting claim from exploring deportation train experiences is the notion
of transit itself, and the vast amount of experiences and journeys that its
inference of motion and liminal experience encapsulates. The conceptual possibilities of transit are endless, and suggest broadened approaches, namely,
from cultural geography and anthropology, to writing victims’ histories of
space, place, and suffering. Transit applies to states of mobility and immobility in ghettos, subterranean places and closed sites of hiding, in camps, and
in the epic foot and train journeys of camp inmates during the evacuation
phases of the camps in early 1945. These experiences of transit, like others
in the Holocaust, remain underscrutinized in their geographical, corporeal
and embodied dimensions. Rather than universalizing the corporeality of
the Holocaust, I have tried to argue for its utility in reclaiming the personal
experience of war and suffering in relentlessly impersonal environments.
Although I focused on recovering the testimony of deportation and using
it to explore the bases of witnessing and perceptual truths, I ended the story
of the deportees with their arrival at camps. I did not trace how this story
moved in and beyond the camps during the war, what itinerary it took, and
how it arrived in the postwar world. Thus, an uneasy feeling of detachment
from the deportees and their memories lingers. The passage of imprints of
dark memory from survivor to collective witness exhibited yet another chapter in the ongoing story of how the Holocaust has migrated from World War
II and continues to make indelible imprints in contemporary memory cultures around the world. Although this book exhibited its own feature of temporal return to wartime transit by focusing exclusively on Jewish testimonies
of captivity in trains, it limited the application of transit to deportation train
journeys, and not to other, equally valid and compelling stories of mobility
under the Nazi regime and in the postwar era of displacement. I have not
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entered into the experiential depths of the camp world, nor continued in
the footsteps of surviving deportees and their routes out of the camp and
between labor camps, and into other scenes of captivity and deprivation,
such as death trains used in evacuations, as immortalized in the Dachau
death train, post-liberation DP camps, and into the world of future refuge,
rehabilitation, and ostensible recovery.
How did the story of deportation make its way out to the world? This is
the work of my future encounters with Holocaust transit, of how the stories
of railway shock made their journey back to the world. This journey narrative—another form of journey talk—struggled to find a social space and
listeners, not least because it profoundly unsettled perceptions of how wartime transit experiences of trauma and displacement could be spoken and
written about. How were train stories told when words and voices failed?
If, after the end of World War II, refugees struggled to find an idiom and
audience for their experiences before their utterances received the moral
authority of the word “survivor,” what happened to their stories? Albert
Memmi has argued that after World War II, Jews were in a state of “persistent exclusion” from their stories, commenting, “as much as abjection itself
was silencing, silence was also imposed on abjection.”15
With the words and voices of survivors as a guide, I have attempted to
explore what is a tellable truth when cattle car memory remains embodied
and intimate, a captivity that is known only to the witnesses who were there.
Deportees journeyed with the living and the dead, were witnesses to and victims of suicide, became violated and violators in cramped conditions, and
were bathed in the sensory reminder of their pestilential degradation and
deprivations. It is for these reasons that deportation train journeys were, for
many survivors, more painfully inscribed as an intrusive and inexplicable
memory than other experiences of suffering. More than trains to death, they
were trains of death, a stand in for the unknown gas chamber experience.

Notes
1. “World Marks Auschwitz Liberation,” BBC News, 28 January 2005, available at http://
news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/world/europe/4210841.stm.
2. “Memory Train to Auschwitz,” Spiegel Online, 9 November 2007, available at http://
www.spiegel.de/international/germany/0,1518,516430,00.html.
3. Tony Judt, “From the House of the Dead: On Modern European Memory,” The New
York Review of Books 52, no. 15, October 2005, available at http://www.nybooks.
com/articles/18298.
4. Recommended reading is “The Memorial at Grunewald Station, Platform 17,” available
at http://www.db.de/site/bahn/en/db__group/corporate__group/history/topics/platform17/
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EPILOGUE
Retelling Train Stories

O

n a trip to Europe in June and July 2007, the themes of transit and
memory weighed heavily on me, as they had for many years. But the
weight of that past was intellectual. I labored over it, daunted by the responsibility of the task, letting the experiences of the European victims defeat me
and my limited abilities at telling their stories. I sorted through the testimony,
the theory, what other people had said about deportation, and how people
suffered because of it. Trains and trauma were known mainly through books
and other people’s words, and not from experiences of situating myself in
the locations of witness, as if that intimacy would bring me closer to them.
The pilgrimage from the Antipodes, the ostensible end of the world depending on how you look at it, to Europe, was long and punishing. History made
me take this journey and forced me to think that I must visit the sites of
genocide that began with the Holocaust, but did not end there. There were
too many places to choose from, and, as if a child frustrated by impossible
choices, I imposed an irrational selection process that did not reflect any
coherent sequence. I embarked on my own return tourism. I took with me
intrigue that was probably in excess of what might be considered normal
for scholars of genocide. The names in my memory route have become my
companions—Berlin, Sarajevo, Srebrenica, Krakow, and Auschwitz.
In Berlin, I was overloaded with possibilities of perpetrators and victims, or at least traces of them. Wittenbergplatz U-Bahn: the memorial
near the station’s entry announces the origins and destinations of German
Jews (see Figure E.1). I did not yet have my map of memory sites in Berlin,
so it must have found me. In Charlottenburg, the stumbling stones in the
footpath told me of the people who once called these streets their home
before their deportation.1
Outside of Berlin, the Wannsee Villa, an administrative meeting point
of the Final Solution, beckoned. To get there, I took the Potsdam line on
the S-Bahn, which passed through Grunewald. I could have missed it. With
my camera, I imagined myself as a chronicler of sorts, documenting today’s
witnesses on a very pleasant June afternoon. There were not that many; I
Notes for this section are located on page 223.
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Figure E.1 Memorial, Wittenbergplatz U-Bahn, Berlin. Photo by Simone Gigliotti.

might have noticed two people there at Platform 17. They were remote,
carving out their place for memory work and reading dates on each side of
the platform. These dates timetabled the destinations of the Berlin Jews, an
inventory of deliveries. I went to leave, and the hollow people, in the concrete walls, seemed to disappear. I am sure they would have wanted to join
me (see Figure E.2).
Memory also took me to Sarajevo, and then to Srebrenica, and perhaps
it left me there. It was not a big leap from Berlin to Sarajevo in today’s transit terms, but fifty years separate their traumas. The theme of transit was
imposed upon us as we traveled from our conference location in Sarajevo
to Srebrenica for a journey of around one hundred and thirty kilometers
(about eighty miles). It took four hours to transport seven buses of genocide
scholars under police escort to Srebrenica, to the Potoc̆ari memorial, and to
Budak, the site of a mass grave that was unearthed in late June 2007. The
mass grave was advertised as voluntary viewing in our conference program.
It immediately became unmissable.
We were allowed the right of witness, or so it was told to us. When I
looked at this grave, and when I think about it now, the scene is still blurred.
An ambulance was parked next to the grave. Was it on standby for the
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Figure E.2 Memorial to deported Jews, Grunewald train station, Berlin.
Photo by Simone Gigliotti.

genocide scholars? They could suffer. There were around two hundred of
us, and we could not wait to see. To see the bones of skeletons that were
under forensic examination and that rested in the pit on the mountain that
was our first appointment with genocide memory on that day (see Figure
E.3). I thought about the mass grave, and then the invasion of us as foreign
genocide witnesses to local memory, to the name calling of the dead, to the
burials. Transit and movement were important in Srebrenica and in Bosnia,
and to the Serbs’ forced relocations and ethnic cleansing. But transit on this
day seemed threatened by local expectations of us to stay, witness, and tell
the world with our cameras and words about the Bosnian national trauma.
We had seen it, and now we were immobilized by the politics of memory.
Krakow and Auschwitz: The train journey between them was not so
long. The name Krakow suggests a foreign past, not known to me except
through testimonies and nostalgia. From the photos, I remember seeing
horses and carriages, street sellers, and children in need of shoes. Perhaps
they were from the ghetto. I was excited to be in Krakow, and closer still to
Auschwitz, yet the logistics of getting there reminded me of the frustrating
delays in waiting for trains that never arrived, delays that would not have
been tolerated during deportations. I could wait another hour or two for my
Auschwitz memory. The Galicia Jewish Museum sold maps of the Krakow
Ghetto and Kazimierz. I would begin my own transit from the Podgorze
square and the deportation memorial. I noticed some repairmen replacing
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Figure E.3 Mass Grave, Srebrenica. Photo by Simone Gigliotti.

the lights that illuminated the chairs in the memorial square in the evening
(see Figure E.4). From there, I went in search of physical traces of the ghetto:
the post office, the orphanage, the resistance headquarters, and the hospital,
among other locations of former Jewish life. When I remember Krakow, I
think of the emptiness of the word “former” to describe absence. It prefaces
countless descriptions of Jewish history. When I think about Krakow, as origin, I think of “former” and then of “future,” to Auschwitz, a particularly
Jewish destination. When I don’t see “former” to describe the Jews, I seek
evidence to the contrary.
Auschwitz was familiar in virtual and visual productions, and testimonies
helped me imagine it, but I could not know it. En route from Krakow on
the retro-looking train I thought about interiors and exteriors, grass and
graffiti, industry and villages. I thought about the deportees, too. Arriving
at Auschwitz I with my travel partners, we enact our own selections. I want
to separate, and not be part of a group witness experience. But how could
I not? I was competing with other foot traffic in the thousands of the white
shoe and t-shirt brigade for viewing space. Competition for the best viewing
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Figure E.4 Podgorze ghetto memorial, Krakow. Photo by Simone Gigliotti.

position of the chimney, the hanging area, and the experimentation rooms.
I went around the grounds of Auschwitz I and into the memorial rooms
with stories of individuals and communities destroyed. I am delayed, for I
see Charlotte Delbo. She is a shadow on the wall. I am thinking of her poem
“Arrivals, Departures.”2
But there is a station where those who arrive are those who are
leaving
A station where those who arrive have never arrived, where those
who have left never came back.
It is the largest station in the world.

And I am almost there. A witness to traces. But this is Auschwitz I and
now I am waiting for a shuttle bus to transport me and my travel partners
to Auschwitz II-Birkenau, once resident to the largest station in the world.
I wanted to walk the route of the deportees, but they objected. “It is too
hot, no?” “It is too far, no?” It was not more than three kilometers. We
are transported in compressed conditions in the name of memory. I cannot
wait to get out. We arrive and we separate. I am not unhappy with that
outcome. The trip has been creating stress. Perhaps Birkenau would give
me some relief. When I was back in Berlin I wrote to my friend, Roger, a
scholar of German film in Australia, about Auschwitz. His reply was to
e-mail Peter Weiss’s Meine Ortschaft (My Place), written in 1964.3 Weiss
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wrote: “But after a while silence and numbness set in here, too. A living
person came, and what happened is closed off from this living person. The
living person who comes here, from another world, possesses nothing but
his knowledge of figures, of reports written down, of testimonies, they are
a part of his life, he grapples with them, but can only comprehend what
happens to him himself.”
I write this in Wellington, New Zealand, and I am thinking about what
I was doing on that day in Auschwitz. I was closed off from history. I
thought I could rise above it and think about Auschwitz through memory.
Auschwitz is outside of history, and only for memory. History is fixed and
memory is disordered. On the platform, I remembered what deportees told
me and others in their testimonies of arrival. Was this where they stood?
Was that the barrack they saw and to which they were taken? The platform was long, endless, an almost spectacular and important welcome for
the deportees in the largest station of the world. Film crews, backpackers,
and families on day trips: Auschwitz has broad appeal (see Figure E.5). At
the end of the day, I reconnected with my travel partners. I was exhausted.
Exhausted from thinking about what happened to the deportees after they
arrived in this place and went to that place, and from carrying their memories inside of me. It was a long-delayed arrival.
I think about my European journey to genocide and its sites of commission as one small gesture of recovery. But what does rewitnessing actually
achieve? I was a statistic in the economy of pilgrimages that includes Zionist group witness such as the March of the Living where youth and adults

Figure E.5 Auschwitz II-Birkenau. Photo by Simone Gigliotti.
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from around the world make their own Holocaust journeys to Auschwitz,
and then to Israel, and scholarly excursions, including that undertaken by
the historian Martin Gilbert. Chronicled in Holocaust Journey: Travelling in
Search of the Past, the diary is an account of Gilbert’s two-week trip to sites
of Holocaust deportations in Europe, including Berlin, Prague, Krakow,
Zamosc, Lublin, Treblinka, and Chelmno. The book’s explicit witness tourism was dramatized as an “unforgettable voyage of discovery,”4 a voyage
that promises discovery as a disturbing passage that reroutes the historical
displacement of Holocaust arrivals.
Discovery, displacement, and exile shape transit stories and travelogues.
These stories include others both near and distant to my location of writing.
They are stories that evoke deportation as a departure that originated in
Europe but has now moved far beyond it. They include the stories of Ruth
Wajnryb, an Australian-born daughter of Holocaust survivors, who spoke
of imagined pasts while standing in the freight car that rests in the permanent exhibition at the United States Holocaust Memorial Museum: “How
can I not think of my father in such a place? Like other fragments of stories
that we heard, it elicits memories of events never personally experienced but
many times imagined.”5
Claire Kahane’s memoir of her trip to Poland, “Geographies of Loss,”
advertised itself as a “document of my effort to mourn.”6 A first-generation American, she negotiates a disturbing inheritance, as her parents had
“come from this part of Europe and had been part of its history and culture;
each of us had lost some part of our own history with the disappearance of
European Jewry in the Holocaust.”7 The theme of disappearance is evoked
in her entry of “May 9, 1994: The Train.” In it, she recalls her journey from
Warsaw to Krakow. She is not in the train, but it is with her, a companion
in the fusion, and confusion, of scenes of witness:
The sound of the train from Warsaw to Krakow, the sound of the train moving
through Poland, is a sound familiar to me from old nightmares. I look out the
graying window at a dreary, wet landscape, and I’m in a story I know, have heard,
have grown up with in films and fantasy, a story in which I assume the role as
victim. I am being transported.8

Unlike Ruth Wajnryb and Claire Kahane, my own transit stories are not
freighted with memories of generational or family connection. I write in
their absence, from the words and voices of people I do not know, people
who are known to me in misery, pain, and recovery, in ways they never
should have been. I see them in photographs, gathering belongings, and saying farewell as they are about to leave. Occasionally, they stare back. What
happened inside the trains? To this they are the only witnesses.
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Notes
1. The “stumbling stones” are a reference to the Stolpersteine Project by German artist
Gunter Demnig. Tiles are placed in the footpaths of streets across Germany. See http://
www.stolpersteine.com.
2. I have tried to preserve the format of the extract as it appears in “None of Us Will
Return” from Delbo, Auschwitz and After, 3–10.
3. Peter Weiss (1916–1982) was a German dramatist and novelist. The son of a Jewish
father, his family left Germany in 1934 to escape Nazi persecution and eventually settled
in Sweden. Auschwitz and the Nazi era preoccupied Weiss’s writings and plays, and
Meine Ortschaft reflects on a destination he did not know. I thank Roger Hillman for
his translation of it. Among many writings on Weiss, see Jürgen E. Schlunk, “Auschwitz
and Its Function in Peter Weiss’ Search for Identity,” German Studies Review 10, no. 1
(1987): 11n30.
4. Martin Gilbert, Holocaust Journey: Travelling in Search of the Past (London: Weidenfeld
& Nicolson, 1997).
5. Ruth Wajnryb, The Silence: How Tragedy Shapes Talk (Sydney: Allen & Unwin, 2001),
2–3.
6. Claire Kahane, “Geographies of Loss,” in Shaping Losses, 30.
7. Ibid., 31.
8. Ibid., 36.
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